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FOREWORD 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual was 
developed by The Urban Institute under contract with the National 
Center for Child Advocacy of the U.S. Children's Bureau, Adminis
tration for Children, Youth and Families, Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare for use by administrators of local agencies 
which deliver child welfare services. 

A separate self-assessment manual for state agencies is being 
developed and should be available in the Summer of 1979. 

Although the local and state agency manuals have different 
perspectives, both address five programmatic areas: 1) emergen
cy protective services, 2) in-home services, 3) foster family 
care, 4) residential/group care, and 5) adoption. 

'rhis Manual provides a set of goals, indicators, and measures 
appropriate for use by local program administrators, supervisors, 
and line staff to assess agency practices in the delivery of an 
array of social services to children and their families. The 
State Manual, intended for use by state agencies, has sections 
on planning, resource development, implementation, monitoring, 
and evaluation as they relate to each service area. 

We wish to express appreciation to The Urban Institute and to 
the seventeen local agencies which field-tested the Manual for 
their contributions to the development of a self-assessment 
tool which we expect will prove useful to the thousands of 
agencies which serve our nation's children. 

Helen V. Howertc'-ll, Chief 
National Center for Child Advocacy 
Children's Bureau 

~1~ 
Frank Ferro 
Associate Chief 
Children's Bureau 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE: 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual was dE~eloped 

by The Urban Institute under contract with the National Cpnter for Child 

Advocacy of the U.S. Children's Bureau of the Administration for ChHdren, 

Youth 8nd Families (DHEW) for use by administrators of local public and 

private social services agencies. This Manual is designed to facilitate 
I 

internal agency imp~ovements by providing a convenient and efficient frame-

work for self-assessment of ch~ld welfare services. 

The Manual provides a compilation of best practices for child welfare 

services based on recommendations derived from the r.hild tvelfare litara-

ture and repor.ts of exemplary programs. The self-assessment instruments 

and resource materials were field-tested in seventeen local ag~ncies 

providing social services to children and their families. The agencies 

were selected to represent rural and urban communities of varying sizes in 

both state and locally administered service delivery systems throughout 

the United States. Agency responses and recommendations were incorporated 

into this final edition of the Hanual. 

An attempt has been made to provide a systematic and practical method 

for program administrators, supervisors and line social service staff \.:0 

assess agency performance objectively. Given the complex network of child 

welfare decisions, activities and time constraints, agency staff are seldom 

able fully to assess the adequacy of their service delivery activities. 

The Manual addresses this concern for accountability by providing an 

objective format that can be used voluntarily by agency staff. 
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Major benefits that this Manual can provide for social services admin

istrat'ors and staff include the following: (1) it alerts staff to problem 

areas of which they were previously unaware; (2) it provides a systematic 

method for documenting problems and reasons for change; (3) it facilitates 

discussion of service delivery issues among staff; and (4) it provides 

baseline data as measures for evaluating changes and documenting progress 

in services and programs. 

An attempt has also been made to disseminate service delivery concepts 

and applications derived from research and demonstration projects involving 

local child welfare services. The self-assessment instruments and resource 

sections of the Manual suggest procedures or innovations which have proved 

useful in other agencies or which have been recommended by child welfare 

specialists. The resource sections may be viewed as a synthesis of current 

best practices in child welfare, organized to meet the needs of local 

agencies. 

DEFINITION OF CHILD WELFARE SERVICES 

Child welfare servj.ces are defined here as the provision of, or arrange-

ment for, social services in public and private organizational units, accord-

ing to the definition provided by the Social Security Act. This definition 

includes services delivered by 9.11 public and private agencies providing 

social services to children and their families, including organizations 

where chila welfare services are part of a larger umbrella agency. These 

services should supplement or substitute for parental care and supervision 

for the purpose of: 

"Preventing or remedying, or assisting in the solution 
of problems which may result in the neglect, abuse, 
exploitation, or delinquency of children. 

Protecting and caring for homeless, dependent, or ne
glected children. 
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Otherwise protecting and promoting the welfare of 
children, including the strengthening of their oWn 
homes where possible, or, when needed, the provision 
of adequate care of children away from their homes 
in foster family homes or day-care or other child
care facilities."l/ 

FORMAT OF THE MANUAL AND SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS 

The Self-Assessment Manual contains eight sections, including an 

introduction and seven sections covering a different facet of the child 

welfare system. The first part of each of the seven sections (II-VIII) is 

a checklist in question format. Following each checklist is a resource 

section which highlights related research findings and provides a biblio-

graphy. Specific references to the resource sections are footnoted 

throughout the checklists. 

The seven sections are organized to reflect the sequence of decisions 

or activities which occur in an agency which offers child welfare services. 

Following the Introduction, Section I, the Emergency/Protective Services 

and Intake/Service Choice sections address agency activities from initial 

service contact to the point of ongoing service provision. The next four 

sections present the main services areas; In-Hom~ Services, Foster 

Family Care, Adoptions, and Residential Group Care. The final section, 

Case Management/Administration, covers matters of general concern to all 

divisions of an agency providing child welfare services. The issues 

addressed by each section are briefly outlined belm·;r: 

Section II. Emergency/Protective Services 

o initiating service delivery in emergency cases 

o provididng public education for comprehensive emergency services 

o reporting of cases 

o coordinating with other agencies 

1/ Title IV-B of the Social Security Act, (sec. 425), cited in CFR 45, 
revised October 1, 1975, gives this definition of the range of child welfare 
services. 
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Section III. Intake/Service Choice 

o providing non-emergency intake 

o formulating case plans 

o preparing effective records for legal proceedings 

Section IV. In-Home Services 

o providing standards for service providers 

o matching services to client problems 

o coordinating client, caseworker, and service provider 

o monitoring adequacy of services 

Section V. Foster Family Care 

o formulating standards for selection of foster families 

o selecting foster families 

o formulating and meeting time-limited objectives in the case plan 

o recruiting and maintaining foster parents, including those for 

minority and special-needs chlldren 

o securing permanent placements for children 

Section VI. Adoption Services 

o formulating standards for the selection of adoptive homes 

o identifying children for whom adoption is appropriate 

o selecting adoptive families 

o recruiting adoptive homes, including those for minority and 

special-needs children 

o providing post-adoptive support services 

Section VII. Residential Group Care 

o meeting licensing requirements 

o matching children to appropriate facilities 

o providing support to natural families during placement 
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o establishing sufficient residential group care facilities 

o maintaining quality services to chi~:ren in group care 

facilities 

Section VIII. Case Management/Administratio~ 

o maintaining complete, consistent, and manageable case records 

o developing an informa.tion system for data collection and case 

monitoring 

o reducing staff turnover by utilizing staff effectively, providing 

staff development and training, maintaining satisf~ctory working 

conditions, and improving communications 

SELF-ASSESSMENT CONCEPT 

The self-assessment process is designed to provide a means by which 

personnel may methodically evaulate agency functions in order to improve 

them. Basic to the concept of self-assessment is that it is voluntary in 

nature and that questions will be addressed frankly. 

The self-assessment instruments of the Manual consist vf seven check

lists. Each checklist includes goals, performance indicator questions, 

objectives, and criteria questions. An agency's responses to these questions 

'''ill indicate how actual agency outcomes in each service area compare '''ith 

those that are generally considered best practice. 

An attempt has been made to produce the most rigorous self-assessment 

instrument possible considering the constraints that: (1) local agency time 

and data are limited; (2) research findings describing how agency procedures or 

decisions actually affect children and their parents are frequently incomplete 

and sometimes contradictory; and (3) recommended procedures may be more or less 

effective depending on individual agency goals and circumstances. Agencies 

completing the self-assessment should be aware of the major assumptions under

lying the Manual's standards and recommendations: 
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1. Setting standards for performance indicators. Performance 
indicators have been quantified (e.g., '~id more than 20 
percent of existing foster family homes withdraw from the 
program within the last year?") where studies have uncovered 
an "average" performance level, or a performance level below 
which client benefits are clearly jeopardized. In other cases, 
indicator standards are those set by national organizations such 
as the Child Welfare League of America and the American Public 
Welfare Association. The values are set arbitrarily, but at 
a level which should direct the assessor to determine if the 
agency's performance warrants examination. 

2. Recommending effective procedures. Where possible, procedures 
are recommended which have been tested in controlled experiments 
(e.g., choosing foster parents based upon characteristics which 
have been shown to correlate with stable placements). In 
addition, less formal studies, agency experiences, or best 
practice concepts support particular operations and practices 
which fulfill agency objectives. Where several alternative 
procedures could be adopted to fulfill specific objectives, 
an effort is made to suggest in the resource sections how 
these procedures might be implemented or how they have worked 
in other agencies. 

3. Recommending efficient procedures. The checklists of the 
Manual do not explicitly cover the costs of alternative 
services. An effort has been made, however, to identify 
cost-saving, efficient practices, as well as to identify 
those practices which may necessitate additional agency 
expenditures. 

COMPLETING AND SCORING THE CHECKLISTS 

Instructions for completing the checklists are provided at the beginning 

of each of the seven sections. Agency administrators may wish to complete 

the checklists themselves, or reproduce the sections for distribution to 

appropriate unit supervisors or other staff. On the other hand, agency 

administrators may wish to obtain independent assessments by having two or 

more individuals who are familiar with the individual program areas complete 

the same checklists. A third approach would be to complete the checklists 

in staff or committee meetings, so that performance indicators or criteria 

questions eliciting discussion can be examined. In some cases, it may be 

desirable for individuals from several units to collaborate in completing 

particular checklists. The information which is exchanged could result 
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in an increased awareness of where problems exist and in clarification 

of staff responsibilities. 

A brief summary of data needs is presented at the beginning of each 

checklist, along with a short description of the contents of the section. 

In answering the checklist questions, agency assessors in many cases will 

be able to draw upon their professional judgment and agency experience. 

Where actual numerical indices of agency performance are necessary, agency 

reports or case records should be used to obtain the information required 

to respond accurately to the questions. The use of agency data and reports 

should be encouraged as a basis for corroborating professional judgments 

and impressions. 

In many agencies, the same caseworker is responsible for all steps 

in service provision from the initial visit to the placement of a child. 

Because the organization of child welfare programs varies, however, 

agencies may not have units which correspond directly to each of the 

checklist sections of the Manual. Although these differences should not 

affect the utility of the Manual, they may require that additional staff 

become involved in the self-assessment process. For example, if protective 

services, adoptions, and foster care each have separate intake units, all 

intake staff should be involved in completion of the intake services 

checklist. 

While the self-assessment format has been designed to elicit "Yes/ 

No" responses to the criteria questions, it is recognized that in some 

instances a "Yes" or "No" response might not be appropriate or accurate 

for a particular agency or program service. For example, an agency may 

find that some questions refer to mandated state level procedures over 

which they have little or no control. In such instances, individuals 

completing the instrument should write an explanatory comment, as no 
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space has been provided for an answer of "not app1icah1e". Any questions 

left blank should be counted as a "No" answer. This forced-choice response 

format has been designed to emphasize that while these issues may be outside 

of an agency's span of control, they may nevertheless be within an agency's 

sphere of influence. Thus, the self-assessment may provide documentation 

of problems and suggestions for changes that should be brought to the atten-

tion of state administrators. 

Allor any portion of this Hanual may be reproduced for use in the 

self-assessment process and in staff development. Additional copies of 

individual sections may be ordered from: 

The U.S. Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, Youth and Families 

P.O. Box 1182 
Washington, D.C. 20013 

THE GOAL SUMMARY CHART 

After the assessor calculates the percent of "No" answers under each 

goal, these percent scores should be entered on the Goal Summary Chart on 

pages I 9-11. This chart allows an agency to compare performance across all 

program areas and to examine strengths or weaknesses of individual programs. 

Part A of the Goal Summary Chart provides for listing of goals to enable 

administrators and supervisors to examine performance within programs. 

Part B instructs the assessor to record the goal and percent "No" scores in 

rank order from highest to lowest, placing the goal with the highest percent 

of "No's" first. This goal-ordering procedure provides a guide for setting 

agency priorities for program improvements. The Manual does not include any 

fixed scheme for weighting goals or objectives to establish agency priorities. 

The state-of-the-art does not currently permit such precise formulations, and 

the variations in child welfare agency settings, philosophies and communities 

pose further limitations in this regard. Each agency can determine the 

proportion or pattern of "No" responses which exceeds good local practice. 

The Goal Summary Chart follows on the next pages. 
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GOAL SUMMARY CHART 

A. LIST OF GOALS 

GOAL 

Emergency/Protective Services Section 

1. Coordination of, referral, investigative 
and service responsibilities 

2. Community recognition and reporting 
of emergency cases 

3. Immediate response to emergency 
cases at all hours 

4. Provision of appropriate emergency service 

Intake Service Choice Section 

5. Complete systematic intake investigations 

6. Appropriate criteria for making service 
decisions 

7. Successful court hearings 

In-Home Services Section 

8. Effective in-home services 

9. Enough services to meet determined need 

Foster Family Care ~ection 

10. Successful foster family placements 

11. Enough foster family homes to satisfy 
agency needs 

12. Moving children out of foster ca.re into 
permanent placements 

PERCENT "NO" 

--_% 

% ---

% 
----' 

--_% 

--_% 

% ----' 
% ---

% ---
% ---

--_% 

% 
----' 

--_% 

------

I 

I 

I 

I 



GOAL 

Adoption Serv~ces Section 

13. Successful adoptive placements 

14. Enough homes for nIl adoptable 
children 

Residential Group Care Section 

15. Successful residential group 
care placements 
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16. Enough residential group care 
facilities to meet determined need 

Case Management/Administration Section 

17. Complete, consistent, and 
manageable case records 

18. Efficient records and case management 
procedures 

19. An effective information system 

20. Reduction of staff turnover 

PERCENT "NO" 

--_% 

---,% 

--_% 

--_% 

--_%, 

---'% 

---'% 

---'% 



B. LIST OF RANK-ORDERED GOALS 
BY PERCENTAGE OF "NO'S" 

GOAL 

l. 

2 

3. 

4 

5. 

6 

7. 

8 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 
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PERCENT "NO" 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 



--------------------
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INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual contains eight 
sections, including an introduction and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child welfare system. The first part of each of the seven sec
tions (II-VIII) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying each checklist 
is a resource section that highlights research findings and provides a biblio
graphy. Specific references to the resource material are footnoted throughout 
the checklists. 

Definition 

Emergency/Protective Services are social services provided to protect 
children reported to be neglected, abused, or exploited and to insure them 
minimally acceptable levels of care in their own homes or substitute care else
where. They also include services provided to meet a child's needs when a 
parent(s) is hospitalized or, for some other reason, is temporarily unable to 
assume child-caring responsibilities. 

Organization 

This section is concerned with an agency's 
the immediate provision of emergency services. 
intake investigation and provision of services 
sented in other sections of the Manual. 

response to emergency cases and 
More uetailed discussion of 

on a longer term basis is pre-

To summarize, the Emergency/Protective Checklist begins by focusing on 
coordination of referral, investigation, and service responsibilities between 
the child welfare agency and other agencies in the community (such as law 
enforcement, courts, and related social service units). Next, the agency's 
efforts to encourage community recognition and reporti~g of cases is assessed. 
The final two goals cover the agency's response to the emergency (intake 
screening and caseworker investigation), and the availability and selection of 
appropriate emergency services, service provision, monitoring, and termination. 

Data Needs 

When answering performance indicator questions, it will usually be neces
sary to consult agency records or reports for exact figures; however, ~n some 
cases it may be sufficient for assessors to respond on the basis of their 
professional judgment. The person completing this section should be familiar 
with community coordination of emergency services, agency publicity for 
improved reporting, and availability and delivery procedures for emergency 
services. Specific data requirements include: approximate number of unsubstan
tiated reports, length of time to respond to referrals, sources of referrals, 
incidence of recidivism after agency contact, and incidence of recidivism 
after termination of cases. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE CHECKLIST 

Respond to the performance indicator questions stated under each goal by 
checking those which are applicable to your agency. Your responses will help 
pinpoint agency deficiencies and strengths and will indicate how actual agency 
outcomes in each service area compare with those that are generally considered 
best practice. 

If any of the performance indicator questions were checked then you should 
also complete the criteria questions un~"'r each objective. Your agency "'ay 
find it useful to review the procedures and concepts suggested by the crJ'eria 
questions. 

Answer "yes" or "no" to the questions included under each goal. Add up the 
number of criteria questions to which you answered "no", and calculate the 
percent of "no" question.s under each goal using the formula. Any questions 
left blank should be counted as a "no" answer. No space has been provided 
for "not applicable" responses to emphasize that although issues raised in 
some questions may be outside of the agency's span of control, they neverthe
less may be within an agency's sphere of influence. 

After calculating the percent of "no" answers for each goal, enter these 
percent scores on the Goal Summary Chart on pages 9-10 of the Introduction. 
Recording these scores provides a method for agency administrators to compare 
performance across all program areas. 

For those goals where your agency's performance is deficient, refer to the 
checklist questions which, in substance, suggest best practice. In addition, 
the accompanying Resource Section discusses methods which have worked in 
other agencies and indicates where further information may be obtained. 
References to the Resource Section(s) are footnoted throughout the checklist. 

A variety of methods may be employed to complete the self-assessmertt. The 
assessment process is designed to provide a strategy for constructive change 
within your agency and to improve communication among all levels of staff. 
Agency administrators and supervisors may wish to complete the checklists 
independently. An alternative method would be to complete them in staff or 
comnuttee meetings. Performance indicators or criteria questions eliciting 
disagreement should be freely and openly discussed and could provide a basis 
for staff development activities. 

It is recognized that a wide variation exists among local agencies in geo
graphic location, agency size, characteristics of client population, staff 
turnover, and other factors. The Manual is designed so that each agency can 
determine the proportion or pattern of "no" responses which exceeds good local 
practice. In this way the agency can obtain baseline measures for gauging 
improvements over time. 
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EMERGENCY/PROTECTIVE SERVICES 

COORDINATION OF REFERRA~INVESTIGATIVE, AND SERVICE 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

Recommending referral and investigative procedures for 
neglect, abuse, and dependency reports is complicated 
because states assign different agencies (i.e., law 
enforcement agencies, courts, hospitals, social service 
departments, central hot lines, etc.) to receive these 
reports. In addition, some communities have one central 
referral source ~'1hile others may have none. States 
also vary as to who has the power (law enforcement per
sonnel or protective service workers) to enter a home 
or to remove a child. For this reason, the following 
section will emphasize the importance of clear designa
tion of referral and service responsibilities. 

o To your knowledge, within the past year, have police 
or courts ever removed children from their homes 
unnecessarily, because these agencies failed to 
consult with protective services as to appropriate 
service strategies? 

o To your knowledge, within the past year, have police 
or courts processed cases through the legal system 
which should instead have been handled by a pro
tective service worker? 

o To your knowledge, within the past year, have other 
social service units or agencies ever petitioned 
the courts on cases ~'1hich should have been handled 
by your agency? 

o Are boundaries unclear between the referral, 
investigation, and service responsibilities of 
your agency and those of other agencies in your 
community? 

If you checked any of the above questions, clarification 
of referral and service responsibilities may be neces
sary, with particular attention given to law enforcement 
agencies, courts, and other social service agencies. 
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Objective A: ,g.1.~rification of Referral and Service Responsibqities 

1. Does each protective service worker know the state 
law designating: 

a. The agency(ies) to receive reports of abuse, 
ne8lect, or other emergencies? 

b. The agency(ies) to investigate reports of abuse, 
neglect, or other emergencies? 

2. Do all caseworkers in your agency know which 
agencies in your community receive and/or 
investigate reports of neglected, abused, or 
dependent children?l/ 

3. Do you have formal agreements with the agency(s) 
designated to receive and/or investigate reports of 
abuse/neglect regarding: 

a. Responsibility for education and publicity? 

b. Responsibility for receiving emergency 
reports? 

c. Who must file reports? 

d. The types of cases to be investigated by 
each agency? 

e. Procedures for referring cases to the appro
priate agency? 

f. The roles that each agency will play in 
investigating cases? 

g. The roles that each agency will play in 
providing needed services? 

h. Procedures for sharing information on the 
diagnosis and progress of cases with which 
more than one agency is working? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. II 27-30, for a summary of the centralized 
intake and referral procedures used in several communities. See Resource 
Section, pp. II 31-35, for a discussion of alternative community coordination 
strategies for intake, referral, investigation, and service delivery. 
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4. Where appropriate, are these agreements 
established in writing?l/ 

5. Do you hold periodic conferences with the above 
groups or agencies to assure understanding 
of procedures? 

6. Does your agency specify to each referring 
agency exactly what information should be 
obtained? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Objective B: Coordination With Law Enforc~~8nt Agencies, the Courts 
and Other Social Service Agencies or Providers 

7. Does your agency disseminate copies of relevant 
laws to all protective service workers regarding: 

a. Rights of entry? 

No 

No 

No 

Yes No 
b. Range of police powers granted protective 

service workers and other agencies? 

c. Who can hold a child away from home without 
parental consent? 

d. Conditions under which a child can be 
removed? 

8. Have you established agreements with law enforce
ment personnel and courts regarding what constitutes 
a police investigation and what constitutes a social 
services investigation?l/ 

9. Are agreements worked out so that, where appro
priate, a police officer responding to an emergency 
report calls the child welfare department? 

10. Are protective service workers from your agency 
regularly contacted by police or courts to provide 
for care of a child until a disposition is made? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

1/ Planning and Implementing Child Abuse and Neglect Service Programs 
(Washington, D.C.: National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Children~s 
Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976), suggests that 
a written agreement may be valuable in establishing interagency procedures. A 
sample of such an agreement is presefited in the Resource Section, p. II 36. 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. II 35-36, for a discussion of coordination 
efforts between police and caseworkers. 
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11. Are boundaries between your responsibilities and 
those of other social service agencies and units 
defined in writing? 

12. Are procedures established for referral of 
cases from other social service agencies or 
units? 

13. Hhere appropriate, does the agency inform local 
hospital-based child abuse and neglect programs 
of procedures and requirements for referral and 
service responsibilities? 

--------~ 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number oE questions under GOAL I to ~vhich you answered "No". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (24). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs" 
24 x 100 = % -----
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COMMUNITY RECOGNITION AND REPORTING OF 
EHERGENCY CASES 

Performance 
Indicators: o Within the past year, has your community had 

any deaths resulting from abuse and neglect? 

o Are any expected referral sources in your community 
(such as schools, hospitals, pediatricians, family 
counseling centers, etc.) never reporting 
emergency cases? 

o Within the past year, were more than 40 percent of 
the investigated reports of neglect and/or abuse 
found to be unsubstantiated?i/ 

If you checked any of the above questinns, it may be 
necessary to make more efforts to educate the public, 
relevant community agencies, and professionals regarding 
the importance of and procedures for reporting neglect 
and/or abuse cases. 

Objective A: Educating the Public 1/ 

1. Is regular use made of the following techniques to educate 
the public regarding the reporting of neglect and abuse cases: 

a. Media (television, radio, posters, brochures, 
etc.)? 

b. A "speaker's bureau"? 

Yes No 

Yes No 
c. Well-publicized child abuse/neglect meetings? 

2. Does your education program include the following 
information: 

a. Who to call? 

b. Procedures for reporting a case of neglect 
or abuse? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

i/ Child Protection Division, '~he 1976 Report on the National Study on 
Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting" (Denver, Colorado: American Humane Associa
tion, 1976), (Himeographed.), reports that there were 359,630 official reports 
of neglect and abuse received by the National Study in 1976; of these 47% were 
confirmed, and 53% were not confirmed. 

11 See Resource Section, pp. II 37-38, for a reference to a manual by the 
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, How to Plan and Carry Out a Suc
cessful Public Awareness Program on Child Abuse and Neglect (Washington, D.C.: 
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976) and pp. II 38-39, for a reference to the 
National Study on Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting, Post Office Box 1319) 
Denver, Colorado 80201. 
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c. Descriptions of the kinds of abuse and/or 
neglect situations requiring agency 
intervention? 

d. Who is required by law to report abuse or 
neglect cases? 

e. Penalties for failure to r~port? 

f. Role of the agency and services available? 

g. Scope of the problem in your community? 

h. Factors which contribute to abuse and/or 
neglect? 

i. Effects of abuse and/or neglect on children? 

j. Under.standing of abusive and/or n~glectful 
parents as people who can be helped? 

3. Is the emergency intake telephone number 
widely publicized? 

4. Is publicity geared to the entire population 
of the area served? 

5. Are pUblicity efforts targeted to reach the 
abusive and neglectful or potentially abusive 
and neglectful parent? 

6. Does your publicity campaign encourage self
referrals for these parants?~/ 

7. Are the self-help services available to these 
parents publicized (Parents Anonymous, 
counseling services, crisis hot lines, etc)? 

Objective B: Educating Other Community Agencies 

8. Where appropriate, does your agency confer with 
the follmving community groups regarding the 
importance of, and procedures for, reporting 
cases of neglect and abuse: 

a. Schools? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

~/ Mor.e Can Be Learned and Done About the Well-Being of Childr~n (Washing
ton, D.C.: General Accounting Office, April 1976), suggests that greater 
education and publicity efforts, especially when geared towards parents, could 
result in more self-referrals, thereby facilitating early treatment before a 
crisis has actually occurred. 
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b. Child guidance/development clinics? 

c. Hospitals and clinics? 

d. Physicians' organizations? 

e. Community mental health centers? 

f. Public health nurses' organizations? 

g. Family/marriage counseling centers? 

h. Drug/alcohol abuse programs? 

i. Recreation centers? 

j. Day care facilities? 

9. Does the agency provide written guidelines to 
assist physicians, educators, and police in the 
recognition of abuse and neglect?l/ 

10. Does the agency provide or participate in 
abuse/neglect training for hospital workers, 
educators, and law enforcement workers? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL II to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL II (30). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Number of "NOs II 
30 x 100 = % -----' 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. II 39-43, for suggested written guidelines 
that could be provided to educators, doctors, and police on recognizing cases 
of abuse or neglect. 
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IMMEDIATE RESPONSE TO EMERGENCY CASES AT ALL HOURS 

o In any instance, does it ever take protective 
service workers more than one hour to respond to 
child abuse, neglect or dependency referrals of 
an emergency nature? 

o Does it ever take protective service workers 
more than 48 hours to respond to any less urgent 
abuse and/or neglect referral? 

If you checked either of the above questions, more 
effort may be needed to make your emergency intake 
system more responsive. Responsiveness can be 
achieved by using appropriate intake screening methods 
and protective service investigative techniques. 

Objective A: 24-Hour Intake Screening 

1. Does your agency have 24-hour intake available for 
emergency referrals?~/ 

2. Are there written criteria enabling the intake 
worker to evaluate and determine whether a 
referral is an emergency?1/ 

3. Does the intake worker record for each 
referral the following information if it 
is available: 

a. Time of complaint? 

b. What specifically happened? 

c. Is the situation an emergency? 

d. Frequency of incidents? 

e. Name, address, phone number of referral source, 
witnesses, and complainant? 

f. Motivation of complainant? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

, Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

~/ See Resource Section, pp. II 44-51, for a discussion of the Nashville 
Comprehensive Emergency Services (CES) model. This section also includes 
suggested alternative models for operating 24-hour emergency intake services. 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. II 52-53, for a discussion of training intake 
workers and the possible intake questioning procedures that they should use. 
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g. Names and ages of all family members and their 
addresses? 

h. Whether there have been previous reports on 
the family? 

Objective B: Immediate Response 

4. Where appropriate, are emergency caSeS transferred 
immediately to an ongoing caseworker for assessment 
and immediate followup? 

5. Are protective service ~'1orkers available to in
vestigate emergencies on a 24-hour basis? 

6. Do workers enlist the help of law enforcement 
officers in potentially dangerous situations? 

7. If your state law allm'1s only law enforcement 
officers to enter a home and/or remove a child 
from the home against a parent's ''1ishes, are 
caseworkers generally available to respond to calls 
with the law enforcement officers? 

8. Are past records concerning the family and any 
prior incidents made available to caseworkers with
out delay? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL III to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of qvestions under GOAL III (15). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs" 
15 x 100 % -----
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PROVISION OF APPROPRIATE EMERGENCY SERVICE 

o In more than 10% of cases served \.,rithin the past 
year, has further child abuse taken place after 
the delivery of some form of protective service? 

o Within the past year, were there any abuse and/or 
neglect cases which were terminated by protective 
services and the client returned with the same 
problem? 

o During t.he past year, has any child been removed 
from home where further intake investigation 
revealed that there was no danger in leaving the 
child in the home? 

If you checked any of the above questions, the problem 
could be that proper emergency services are not avail
able, that information necessary to make this emergency 
service choice ~.,ras not obtained by the caseworkE:\r, or 
that cases have been improperly or prematurely termi
nated. 

Objective A: Availability of Emergency Services lQ/ 

1. Do you believe that you have access to the 
services you need (e.g., emergency shelters, 
homemaker services, day care) to accomplish 
your goals and satisfy your protective service 
responsibilities? 

2. Are emergency services (both in-home and 
out-of-home) available 24 hours a day if 
investigation of a report indicates that they 
are needed immediately? 

3. Does the agency employ homemaker or caretaker 
service or other staff to provide emergency care 
in the child's own home? 

4. Does the agency have emergency foster homes 
available whenever removal from home is required? 

5. Are emergency placement facilities available 
for children of all ages and their families 
when needed (e.g., in case of fire)? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes. 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

lQ/ See Resource Section, pp. II 54-58, for descriptions of a variety of 
emergency service options. 
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6. Does the agency provide (or coordinate for the 
provision of) the following services to the 
family when needed: 

a. Emergency financial aid? 

b. Food? 

c. Shelter? 

d. Clothing '( 

e. Transportation? 

f. Medical care? 

7. Are counseling services available to the parents 
of an abused or neglected child either through 
your agency, or by referral to other agencies, "hot
lines", lay therapists or parent training groups? 

8. Is there a Parents Anonymous chapter or other 
self-help group for parents who have neglected or 
abused their children in your area? 

9. Are volunteer groups, church organizations, and 
local charities contacted for funds, clothing, 
transportation and other needed assistance if in 
short supply? 

Objective B: Appropriate Service Delivery Based Upon Initial 
Investigation of the Emergency 

10. Do protective service workers assigned to assessment 
have the following qualifications: 

a. Graduate or undergraduate Social work training? 

b. Two years of relevant experience as a line 
worker? 

c. Formal training in crisis interviewing? 

d. Formal training in use of legal services? 

e. Knowle:Je of the specific community? 

11. Do you train every protective service worker in the 
relevant law concerning definitions of abuse, ne
glect and exploitation, especially as interpreted 
in your locality? 

Yes No 

---
Yes No 

---
Yes No 

---
Yes No 

---
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

---
Yes No 

---
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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12. Do you keep protective service workers abreast of 
changing legal interpretations and/or precedents 
which shape these definitions? 

13. Is this material available in writing within the 
agency? 

14. Does your agency use operational definitions for 
abuse, neglect, and exploitation which are stated 
in terms of specific harms to the child? 

15. Do definitions of neglect include: 

a. Physical neglect? 

b. Medical neglect? 

c. Educational neglect? 

d. Emotional neglect? 

e. Lack of supervision? 

16. Is every worker given criteria for determining 
abuse or neglect in the following circumstances: 

a. Physical abuse without marks? 

b. Physical abuse in the name of punishment? 

c. Threatened abuse? 

d. Sexual abuse? 

e. Emotional abuse? 

17. Are training and/or guides to identify these 
situations provided to workers? 

18. In all cases of physical injury, does the worker: 

a. Ensure a visit to a physician when 
necessary? 

b. Obtain the name and address of any physician 
who may have seen the child? 

c. Obtain any medical reports? 

d. Obtain a court order for an examination, if 
necessary? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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e. Assess the reasonableness of the parent's 
explanation of the injury? 

f. Where appropriate, talk with all other 
siblings? 

g. Evaluate the risk of further injury to the 
child if left at home? 

19. In all cases of neglect, does the worker: 

a. Learn what the parent sees as the problem'? 

b. Arrange for any needed medical attention, food 
stamps, financial assistance, etc? 

20. Where possible, does the worker obtain further 
information from other sources (medical services, 
schools, police)? 

21. Is each worker provided with written gUides 
specifying: 

a. What services are available? 

b. Appropriateness of specific services in 
particular situations? 

c. Directions for obtaining these services for 
clients? 

22. Is priority given to in-home services as the most 
desirable service option, particularly for children 
under 6? 

23. When necessary, is intensive casework provided to 
parents to maintain or re-establish the home? 

24. Is there a physician and/or a medical facility 
regularly available to the agency? 

Objective c: Follow-up of Emergency Services and Termination 

25. When the child is placed out of the home, does a 
worker visit the child and family at least 
every two weeks? 

26. After the emergency need is met, are cases reviewed 
and transferred to non-emergency status if further 
services are required? 

27. Is your record keeping such that recidivism can be 
easily documented? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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28. Does your agency usually review cases that are con
sistent repeat emergencies? 

29. In instances where a consistent pattern of 
return visits for the same problem has formed, 
are longer-term solutions found? 

30. Are efforts made to insure continuity and 
coordination of services in establishing long-term 
remediation? 

31. Is the family helped to develop ne,,, means of 
coping with any remaining stresses it faces? 

32. Are the factors which caused the emergency fully 
investigated and resolved before termination? 

33. When making termination plans, are clients told 
that they should contact their caseworker if they 
have any further difficulties? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL IV to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL IV (59). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs" 
59 x 100 % -----' 
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I. EXANPLES OF CENTRAL REPORTU1G SYSTEMS 

Protective services is a specialized social service for children who 

are neglected, abused or exploited and whose conditions are such that 

community intervention is necessary. A function of child protective ser

vices is the provis1.on of emergency services. Emergency services are 

defined as 24-hour services for provision of immediate care for children 

in crisis situations. 

It is important for ci tizens and service providers to be mvare of which 

local agency(ies) is responsible for receiving reports of suspected caSes of 

abuse and/or neglect. Frequently it is the police, courts, medical pro

fessionals and social workers who first learn of, or receive reports of, 

situations calling for protective services. However, the widespread preva-

e. lence of abuse and neglect suggests the need for reporting systems 

which can facilitate the receipt and follow-up of community referrals. In 

response to this need, frequent use is now being made of central reporting 

and referral systems. 

Some cities have arranged for 24-hour centralized intake and response 

to all local abuse and neglect reports. Ideally, these central intake units 

are operated by staff who not only receive all emergency calls, but who also 

Can provide follow-up. Other communities have central hot lines ~vbich re

ceive reports from profeSSionals, other agencies, and the public at large. 

Arrangements are then made for appropriate referrals to local law enforce

ment agencies, child welfare agencies, and/or treatment agencies (depending 

on the particular communj.ty's designation of investigative and service 

responsibilities). 

The following discussion describes some examples of central reporting 

systems. 
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A. FLORIDA'S CENTRAL REPORTING SYSTE~~ 

According to Po1ansky,1/ the State of Florida has one of the most ad-

vanced systems in the country for central reporting of abuse and neglect. 

Florida's child abuse registry, set up in October, 1971, transferred responsi-

bility from the local juvenil~ courts to the State's Department of Health and 

Rehabilitation. 

The system makes use of a WATS line manned 24-hours, 7 days a week to re-

ceive reports from anywhere in the state. An advertising firm and the media 

are used to inform the public about the central reporting system and its WATS 

line. Each call is received and written up at the State's Abuse Registry in 

Tallahassee, Florida. A report is immediately relayed to a social worker 

"on call" at all times in the local county social service agency v7here the 

abuse/neglect is taking place. The complaint is investigated immediately. 

A brief summary is then forwarded by the county to the central registry. 

Florida reports a vast increase in the number of cases of child abuse 

~eported since the inception of central reporting. There were 6,702 abused 

children reported in the first 18 months of operation compared to 19 such 

reports raceived in the year preceding implementation of the new system. 

Recent statistics from the Bureau of Child Protective Services indicated 

that 35,000 - 40,000 incidents of abused and neglected children are reported 

yearly. A little over 50% are determined to be valid.l/ Inquiries should 

be addressed to: 

Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services 
The Abuse Registry 
1323 Hinewood Boulevard 
Building 1 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

1/ Polansky et aI., Profile of Neglect (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare [SRS], 1975), p. 9. .. 

1/ Personal communication with Tom McGough, The Abuse Registry, Florida ~ 
Department of Health and Rehabilitation ~ervices, Tallahassee, Florida, November 
1977 • 
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B. PRO-CHILD: ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 

Pro-Child is the agency in Arlington County, Virginia, mandated by law 

to investigat(: and evaluate complaints of child abuse/neglect and to pro-

vide the necessary intervention. The program began in 1974 as a child abuse 

and neglect demonstration project funded by HEW. Prior to passage of the 

state law in March, 1975, attempts at coordination were primarily in the 

area of central reporting so that one agency, instead of ttre~, would be 

responsible for receiving and investigating all reports of abuse and neglect. 

Agreements were reached with both the police and the court, that all abuse 

and neglect reports would be fonvarded immediately to Pro-Child (the local 

department of welfar~) for investigation. 

Pro-Child responds to complaints on a t\Olenty-four hour, seven-day-a-\veek 

basis and utilizes a multi-disciplinary team approach. The program has 

been successful in establishing itself as the agency responsible for receiv-

ing abuse and neglect referrals. This is evidenced by the increasing number 

of referrals to the project. The agency's progress report notes that the 

team received 220 new case referrals between 7/1/75 and 2/1/76. This re-

fleeted an increase of 24% over the same time-period in the previous year.1/ 

For further information on this program contact: 

Arlington County Department of 
Human Resources 

Pro-Child Unit 
P.O. Box 4310 
Arlington, Virginia 22204. 

C. LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

The central screening service in Los Angeles County, California, is 

connected \-lith their "good neighbor homes" (emergency foster home) program. 

1/ Pro-Child Unit, "Su!llmary of Progress Repore' (Arlington, 
Virginia: Arlington County Department of Human Resources, February 1976). 
(Mimeographed.) 
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ilWhen a law enforcement officer or other source learns 
of a child who needs help, he contacts the County Depart
ment of Public Social Services. During the day, referrals 
are made to the appropriate district office of the 
Department. After office hours from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m., 
and on weekends, referrals are routed through a 24-hour 
te1epilOne answering service to a child welfare worker 
assigned to be on call in his or her own home to handle 
emergency placements. In Los Angeles County, four child 
welfare workers serve alternately on all-night and ~yeekend 
duty to provide referral service at all times. The child 
welfare workers are paid for 3 hours of overtime when they 
accept all-night duty and for 8 hours of overtime for 24 
hours of duty on Saturday and Sunday. In Los Angeles 
County, t~le Juvenile Court is not involved in the initial 
screening and temporary placement process."!i..! 

For further information write: 

Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Social Services 

:;')35 Tyler Avenue 
E1 Monte, California 91731 

D. NEW YORK'S CENTRAL REPORTING SYSTEM 

Since September 1973, New York State has required central reporting of 

abuse and neglect, and also makes use of a state-wide WATS line which re-

ceives complaints 24 hours a day.11 In addition, forms must be submitted at 

fixed intervals to demonstrate that complaints have been followed up at the 

local level. For further information write: 

New York State Department of 
Social Services 

Bureau of Child Protective Services 
40 North Pearl Street 
Albany, New York 12243. 

il M. Burt and L. Blair, Options for Improving the Care of Neglected 
and Dependent Children (Washington, D.C.: ~he Urban Institute, 1971), p. 46. 

11 Polansky et a1., Profile of Neglect, p. 9. 
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II. COORDINATION OF REFERRAL, INVESTIGATIVE AND SERVICE RESPONSIBILITIES 

When centralized intake and investigatory channels do not exist for 

handling reports of child neglect, abuse, or dependency, careful arrange-

ments must be established between agencies. Designating responsibility 

for identification, inv~$tigation, treatment planning, treatment and follow-

up is part of any well coordinated system. It is important that agencies 

develop methods of working with other ~gencies that are involved with child 

abuse and neglect cases. 

A. SA}lPLE COOPERATIVE WORKING AGREEMENT 

Agencies may find that developing a written agreement will facilitate 

the establishment of interagency procedures. This coordination procedure is 

suggested in Planning and Implementing Child Abuse and Neglect Service 

Programs,~/ a booklet which documents the experiences of eleven child abuse 

and neglect demonstration projects funded jointly by the Children's Bureau 

and the Social and Rehabilitative Services. A sample cooperative working 

agreement established between a state division of social services and a 

voluntary agency is presented in Figure 1, on the following page. This type 

of arrangement could be modified for any needed contract between service 

providing and investigatory agencies. 

B. COORDINATION, STRATEGIES USED BY VARIOUS AGENCIES 

The experiences of the Family Center and the Family Resource Center de-

scribed on page 11-33 are examples of the kind of coordination efforts made 

~/ Planning and Implementing Child Abuse and Neglect Service Programs 
(Washington, D.C.: National Center on Child Abuse and ,'1eglect, Children's 
Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976). This 
can be ordered from: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Stock #017-092-000-23-5. Price $3.00. 
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FIGURE I 

SAMPLE COOPERATIVE WORKING AGREEMENT--DIVISION OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
(a state agency) AND THE CHILD CENTER (a voluntary agency) 

The Division of Social Services (DSS) is mandated by law to 
investigate reported cases of child abuse and neglect~ to 
report such cases to the Central Registry; and to offer pro
tective social services to families referred for possible or 
actual child abuse. 

The Child Center provides specialized treatment services to 
abused or potentially abused children and their families. 

1. Suspected or possible abuse cases referred to the Child 
Center will in turn 'be referred to DSS. 

2. The DSS worker will handle referral as any other abuse 
referral, i.e., making a home vtsit, providing a written 
report to the court and Central Registry within 90 days. 

3. Following the home visit by a DSS worker, a meeting will be 
set up between DSS and the Child Center on those cases that 
the Child Center is considering for intake. 

4. The Child Center worker and the DSS worker will work together 
in formulating an effective treatment plan. 

5. The DSS worker will continue the investigation and attempt 
to motivate the client to seek services offered by the 
Child Center. 

6. The DSS worker will provide the Child Center with any per
tinent information. 

7. The Chil'd Center will provide the DSS with a copy of the 
treatment plan and regular feedback on progress, including 
a written summary at least every other month. 

8. The DSS worker will monitor the family progress through 
information received from the Child Center while the family 
is in treatment. 

Source: Planning and Implementing Child Abuse and Neglect Service Programs 
Washington, D.C.: National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, 
Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 
1976), p. 88. 
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by two of the demonstration projects. The strategies used by these agencies 

may be helpful to other agencies interested in developing a more coordinated 

system of service. 

1. The Family Center: Adams County, Colorado 

In this arrangement, informal meetings were set up with various agencies 

in the community, aimed at streamlining the local referral process. Several 

agreements were made pertaining to coordination between the Center and other 

institutions or agencies. The Adams County Department of Social Services 

(ACDSS) and the Center have a written agreement on procedures for transfer 

of cases. In addition, all of the school districts in the area have written 

procedures for working with the Center on abuse cases identified by school 

personnel. Also, a verbal agreement was made with the Mental Health Center 

concerning referral for treatment of project clients, and a written agreement 

was signed with the Tri-County Health Department regarding mutual responsi

bilities for abuse cases that involve the Health Department staff and 

facilities·II 

2. Family Resource Center: St. Louis, Missouri 

Coordination activities for this agency centered around establish-

ing working relationships with community agencies that have responsibilities 

for handling child abuse cases. The long-range goal is to develop an 

effective community network for providing services in abuse situations. Re

sUlting from the first year's coordination efforts were: the establishment 

of referral procedures with 11 agencies, procurement of a written agreement 

with the Division of Family Services (St. Louis City), participation in 

agency meetings to discuss the Family Resource Center's program design, and 

II Ibid., p. 100. 
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establishing a Parents' Anonymous chapter in St. Louis. Contract and 

coordination efforts 81:e increasing Fith the county Division of Family 

Services, because a greater number of its referrals are coming from the 

county • .§./ 

3. Metropolitan Government: Nashville-Davidson County, Tennessee 

In an effort to establish a coordinated system of emergency service 

for neglected and dependent children of this county, the mayor's office 

formed a coordinating committee which included representatives of the county, 

private and public social service agencies, Richland Village (the Metro 

Government's child care institution), the juvenile court, the public health 

department, public schools and the police department. The com~ittee's pur

pose was to begin to seek solutions and plan for changes within the agencies. 

Changes resulting from the committee's work included obtaining 3-year 

federal funding for a demonstration project, under a contract with the 

Children's Bureau (DREW), proposed by the local Department of Ruman Ser

vices (DRS). The project's program included assigning intake investiga

tion and service responsibilities directly to trained caseworkers on a 

24-hour basis. Other services included provision of caretakers, homemakers, 

foster families, outreach and follow-up services. The DRS was also assigned 

responsibility for coordination of all aspects of the Comprehensive Emer

gency Services system, which is described in Chapter IV of this Resource 

Section. 

As a result of these changes, Richland Village changed its program from 

general emergency shelter to one designed to include two-week emergency 

shelter for adolescents, and long-term treatment for pre-delinquents • 

.§./ Ibid., p. 140. 
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Cooperation between protective services agencies and police was attempted in 

a number of ways, including the assignment of police officers to p~otective 

services agencies and shifts of social workers providing twenty-four hcur 

assistance within police departments. 

C. COORDINATING WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AND THE COURTS 

In any case requiring child protection, the police, the courts, the dis

trict attorney, and several attorneys may be involved. A legal investigation 

provides constitutional, procedural guarantees for parents suspected of 

abuse,' neglect, or exploitation. It can also provide a starting point 

for district attorneys and juvenile court officers in helping them to deter

mine if sufficient legal grounds exist for court action to warrant protective 

intervention. 

The police often serve many functions beyond investigation and law 

enforcement. They are often the community's front line social agency for 

two reasons: (1) they can respond quickly in emergencies; and (2) they 

have police powers, including the right to enter a home and the power to 

take and hold the child in protective custody. 

t!tlless a protective agency is delegated l:luch police powers, it must 

depend on the law enforcement agency to secure the child in emergencies, 

without the parent's consent. 1fuen police authority is exercised on be

half of the child, protective services may be called into action directly_ 

If the child has been taken into protective custody or held in a hospital 

because of "clear and present" danger to him, protective services must 

provide for the care of the child until a disposition of the case is made. 

Thus, police and courts must playa major role in investigation and 

follow-up of emergency cases in many communities. The problem is, however, 
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that often they are not trained to screen cases and frequently do not have 

the requisite experience to determine appropriate provision of services. 

This should be the function of the child welfare worker or social services 

agency. Coordination among the law enforcement agencies, courts, and 

caseworkers is, therefore, essential. 

I 
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III. COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND REPORTING OF EMERGENCY CASES 

A. EDUCATING THE PUBLIC 

The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN), located in 

Washington, D.C., as part of the U. S. Children's Bureau of the Administration 

for Children, Youth and Families, conducted a nation-wide study to determine 

what activities were used to increase public awareness of child abuse and 

neglect. Over 70 public and private agencies were surveyed to find out what 

they believed wa~ needed to conduct successful public awareness campaigns. 

One result of the study was the formulation of a manual, How to Plan 

and Carry Out A Successful Public Awareness Program on Child Abuse and 

Neglect. The manual is designed to assist agencies in creating public 

understanding of the problem of child abuse and neglect. It offers guide

lines for the development of a public awareness campaign, based on the 

successful experiences of others. Information is provided on planning and 

budgeting a public relations program, as well as suggestions for carrying out 

the program. The Manual suggests that publicity include the use of mass media, 

speakers' bureaus, and organizational and institutional bulletin boards. 

Valuable information on "Do's" and "Don'ts" in dealing with the news 

media, suggestions on writing fact sheets and news releases, and the need for 

interesting and technically acceptable photographs, etc. are also given. 

The manual includes a resource section, consisting of a catalog of existing 

public awareness materials and information on where they are available. 

This publication ·can be obtained from The National Center on Child Abuse and 

Neglect. (Please see the following page for the complete mailing address.) 
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The National Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect 

U. S. Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, Youth and 

Families 
Office of Human Development Services 
P.O. Box 1182 
Washington, D.C. 20013 

It should be requested by name and publication number: (OHD) 76-30089. 

B. THE NATIONAL STUDY ON CHILD NEGLECT AND ABUSE REPORTING 

A national information resource system on the incidence of child abuse 

and neglect can provide a basis for devising better public education programs 

on child abuse. The National Study on Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting 

serves this function by compiling a national data base system. This study 

is a project funded by the National Center On Child Abuse and Neglect of the 

U. S. Children's Bureau, Administration for Children, Youth and Families of 

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. It is a project within 

the Child Protection Division of the American Humane Assoc~ation. The 

objectives of the project are to: 

1. Systematically gather data on the nature, incidence 
and characteristics of child abuse and neglect. 

2. Collect information on sources of reporting, action 
taken by receiving agencies and outcomes with respect 
to impact on children, and 

3. Disseminate periodic reports and analyses with respect 
to trends and national status of the problem. 

Reports describing child abuse and neglect incidents are sent to the 

National Study on qhild Neglect and Abuse Reporting by the states through 

use of the project's reporting forms. The project supplies data proces-

sing and technical assistance, if desired, or states can process their OWn 

forms. Quarterly and annual reports are sent to each state which helps 
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the states to plan budgets, allocate positions and evaluate the effectiveness 

of child protective services. For further information write: 

The National Study on Child Neglect 
and Abuse Reporting 

Post Office Box 1319 
Denver, Colorado 80201 

C. EDUCATING HOSPITAL PERSONNEL TO DETECT AND REPORT EVIDENCE OF ABUSE 

Agencies might wish to distribute some of the following information to 

hospitals in an effort to increase referrals and ensure early detection of 

possible abuse cases at the time of emergency room intake. The information 

could be assembled into a manual for distribution among emergency room per-

sonne!. This strategy was used at Hackensack Hospital in New Jersey and 

proved to be very successful. The following are some guidelines cited from 

the manual. 

"1. Battered Child Routines for Emergency Room Hackensack Hospital 

a. The nurse undresses and examines all children under 6 for 
evidence. If found, the physician examines the child. 

b. Any findings fitting the table on the follotdng page are 
r0utinely reported as follows: 

o Report to family doctor. 

o Report to administrator on call. 

o Report to Social Service Department as soon as possible. 

a Call police from child' s to~'1I1 to take photographs (black 
and white and in color). Vital to do this prior to 
bandaging, etc. 

a Report to Division of Youth and Family Services or appropriate 
office. Phone numbers should be included for day, night, 
holidays and weekends. Also the name and number of any other 
appropriate authority to be contacted. 

o Fill out necessary forms. 

c. On every child under 3 seen with fracture, laceration, bruise, 
burn, poisoning of any kind--fill out pink card and send to the 
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Division of Youth and Family Services. This is not a report 
of abuse. 

d. Admit any child with suspicious findings. 

e. Order X-rays as indicated. Don't forget, in children, the 
fracture may not show for 2 weeks. 

f. If bruising is present, order CBC and differential and partial. 

g. If a head injury exists, an opthalmological examination may 
reveal retinal hemorrhages. 

REMEMBER: Studies consistently show that 15% 
of all children under 3 seen in 
Emergency Rooms are abused."2./ 

2. Clues Helpful to Doctors and 'Social Workers in Detecting The Maltreated 
Chil§. 

From the experience of the Child Evaluation Center at Hackensack Hos-

pital in New Jersey, certain clues have been particularly helpful to doc-

tors in detecting the maltreati;>d child. The following information, taken 

from "The Dor.tor's Handy Guide to Chronic Child Abuse," may assist agencies 

by sharpening .a do~~tor's or social worker's ability to look for the 

correct clue. 

"0 Think Al?1'J§g-"-on every child but particularly those under age 3 
(70perc~nt are under age 3, 32 percent under 6 months). We 
are 111'Hlaki'f\I~l' of the chronic or old problems, not the acutely 
injut'ed child. 

(1 .£bild_.QE;servation--Any "out-of-line" behavior, such as: 

The child doesn't cry as would be expected during your examina
tion--as when you use the tongue depressor, or for an injection. 

The child is apathetic or expressionless (not the same as a dull 
child) • 

The ch~ld is too quiet in the office. Thus, he may not be attracted 
to toys that should interest him ••• 

The child is too active ••• 

2./ Battered Child Committee, "Manual for Hospital Emergency Room Personnel 
Concerning the Battered Child" (Hackensack, New Jersey: Hackensack Hospital, 
June 1974). (Mimeographed.) 
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Don't expect the child to answer leadin~ questions--even if the 
mother is not there. He is either afraid or may feel nothing ab
normal is taking place. 

Negativistic behavior: He refuses to do tests or respond. 

"Tuning out" behavior: He doesn't understand. Says "what" to 
everything you ask--almost purposefully. Yet you feel he is not 
really a slow child ••• 

o Child's Appearance--Pale, thin, dirty ••• Scars are found in un
likely locations; perhaps around neck, under arm, on chest, bottom 
of feet, back. Many small scars may be seen anywhere (belt buckles 
leave an irregular deep one). Burn scars are crater shape (ciga
rette); loop scars suggest electric wire or coat hanger. The double 
edge stripe scar may mean a TV wire. Pinpoint scars may come from 
pins. 

o Mother's Appearance--She may be depressed, unkempt, or compulsively 
neat and clean and demand the same of children" •• 

You note little or no exchange of real feeling between parent and 
child. They may assoc:i.ate in a manner which superficially passes as 
normal, but on close observation, it is devoid of any palpable emotion. 

She may not react to child's behavior--good or bad--irt the office. 

She may want to tRlk only about her own problems and what a tough 
time she has. She can twist every question about the child to 
herself and her problems. 

Surprisingly, often she will freely describe her abusive manage
ment of the child. Does not blame her husband or anyone else for 
it. But she describes her abusive behavior without much feeling. 

o Key Questions for the Mother--"How were you disciplined as a child?" 

"How do you and your husband punish the children?" ••• 

"Do you and your husband get along?" 

Obviously, nearly all of these things are also found in normal 
situations, and the diagnosis of abuse has to depend on the whole 
picture and your judgement of it. However, the experience at the 
Child Evaluation Center has clearly pointed out that we have not 
made the diagnoses when we should have ••• "lQI 

101 Child Evaluation Center, "The Doctor's Handy Guide To Chronic Child 
Abuse~(Hackensack, New Jersey: Ha~kensack Hospital, no date). (Mimeo
graphed.) This guide can be obtained by ~.,riting: Child Evaluation Center, 
Hackensack Hospital, 251 Atlantic Street, Hackl?nsack, New Jersey 07601. 
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D. EDUCATING TEACHERS, POLICE, AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS 

Alerting the public to signals for detecting abuse is an important 

step toward gaining public support in the reporting of suspected cases of 

abuse. The American Humane Association developed a listing of signals 

which may be detected by teachers, counselors, nurses, and others in 

contact with many child~en. The signals, which follow, may also be app1i-

cable to neglect. 

a "A child who is frequently absent or late. Whether his problem is 
at home or in school or within himself, known to his parents or not, 
his habitual lateness or absence strongly suggests a maladjustment. 

a A child who arrives at school too early and hangs around after 
classes \\li thout apparent reason. He may not be welcome or cared 
for at home; he may hate his home, or be afraid of it. 

o A child who is unkempt and/or inadequately dressed. If he is dressed 
inappropriately for the weather, if his c10rhing is dirty and torn, if 
he j.s habitually unwashed, if a ther children aon' t like: to sit near 
him because they think he smells bad, he is clearly neglected. 

o A child who more than occasionally bears bruises, welts, and other 
injuries. Will he say how he got them? Does he complain of being 
beaten at home? Or is he always fighting? 

o A child who is hyperactive, aggressive, disruptive, destructive in 
behavior. He may be acting out his own hostility. He may be re
flecting the atmosphere at home. He may be imitating his parents' 
behavior. He may be crying out for attention and help. 

o A child who is withdrawn, shy, passive, uncommunicative. He is 
communicating. Whether he is too compliant or too inattentive to 
comply at all, he has sunk into his own internal world, a safer one, 
he thinks, than the real world. His message is in his passivity 
and silence. 

o A child who needs, but is not getting, medical attention. He may 
have untreated sores. He may have an obvious need for dental ~\IOrk I, 
He may need giuRses to see the blackboard. 

a A child who is undernourished. Hhat is the reason .... poverty, or 
uncaring parents'~ 

o A child who is ahTays tired and tends to fall asleep in class. 
Eitht'X' h~ is not well, his parents are neglecting to regulate his 
routines, or he is simply unable to get to bed and to sleep because 
of farnily problems ,. 
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o The parent \'1ho becomes aggressive or abusive when approached with a 
view to discussing the child's apparent problems. 

o The parent who doesn't bother to show up for appointments, or is 
apathetic and unresponsive. 

o The parent who is slovenly, dirty, and possibly redolent of alcohol. 

o The parent who shows little concern for the child or what he is 
doing or failing to do. 

o The parent who does not participate in any school activities 
or come to any school events. 

o Th~ parent who will not permit the child to participate in 
special school activities or events. 

a The parent who is not known to any of the other parents or 
children. 

o The parent whose behaviot' as described by the child is 
bizarre and unusual. 

o The parent whose behavior is observed by school personnel 
to be strange, bizarre, irrational, or unusual in any way."]J) 

Further guidelines for recognizing neglect and abuse ~an be found in: 

Fontana, Vincent, Some,.,he:re A Child 1.8 Cr~jJltl 
Ne\v York: MacHillan, 1973; and 
Kempe, C. H., and Helfer, R. E. (Eds.) 
Helping the Battered Child and His Familv z 
Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1972. • 

In addition, the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN) 

distributes a training package for social workers, child protection workers, 

law enforcement workers, and educators. The material, We Can Help: A Cur-

riculum on Child Abuse and Ne~, is available from: 

The National Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect 

U. S. Children's BUre,\\l 
Administration for Children, Youth 

and Families 
Office of Human Devel.opment Services 
Post Office Box 1182 
Washington, D. c. 20013 

11/ V. De Francis, Guidelines for Schools (Denver: American Humane 
Association, no date) is available from the American Humane Association, 
P.O. Box 1266, Denver, Colorado 80201. 
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IV. COMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY SERVICES (CES) 

"Comprehensive Emergency Services is defined as a child welfare 
service designed to meet any family crisis or impending crisis 
which requires social intervention for purposes of planning to 
protect children whose health, safety, and/or welfare is endan
gered with primary emphasis on those children who will reach 
the attention of the Juvenile Court, as neglected, unless there 
is immed':'ate casework intervention."g/ 

Providing a comprehensive system of emergency services to children in 

crisis is an important function of child protective service agencies. How-

ever, systems exist throughout the country that are unresponsive to the needs 

of children in crisis. Agencies interested in planning a better system for 

providing services to children in crisis may find the following discussion on 

building a Comprehensive Emergency Services (CES) system helpful" 

A. BASIC COMPONENTS OF CES 

CES provides immediate service to a child and his family, and assures 

Lontinuing services as needed. This well-planned, coordinated child wel-

fare system is designed specifically to: 

"I. Identify families and childrerl in crisis. 

2. Assess the immediate needs of the child and his family. 

3. Provide 24-hour emergency services, by trained social service 
versonnel, directed toward protecting the child in his own 
home or by waking suitable placements when indicated. 

4. Provide outreach and follow-up to these families to insure a 
continuum of service in an orderly way."ld/ 

11./ Comprehensive Emergency Services: Community Guide, 2nd ed. 
(Nashville: National Center for Comprehensive Emergency Services to 
Children, no date), p. 1. 

ld/ National Center for Comprehensive Emergency Services to Children, 
Comprehensive Em~rgency S~rvices (Washington, D.C.: Children's Bureau, 
U.S. Department of Health, Educatio". and Welfare, 1974), p. 11. .e 
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The Basic Components essential to any CES system are: 

"[1] Twen~y-four-hour emergency intake 
Twenty-four-hour emergency intake is a service designed to 
utilize an answering service at night, on weekends and holidays, 
and to screen calls and refer emergencies to the caseworker on 
call •••• 

[2] Emergency Caretakers 
Emergency caretakers are people carefully selected and trained to 
go into homes for short periods of time, to provide responsible 
adult care and supervision for children in crisis precipitated by 
desertion or incapacitation of their parents •••• 

[3]. Emergency Homemakers 
Emergency homemakers are availble for twenty-four-hour assign
ments to maintain children in their own homes until the parent 
is able to resume their care or until it is decided that another 
course of action should be taken •••• 

[4] Emergency Foster Family Homes 
Emergency foster family homes provide temporary care for children 
who cannot be maintained in their own home. These homes are de
signed to minimize the emotional shock caused by removing children 
from their families by providing them with a home environment as 
an alternative to institutional placement. When emergency place
ment is necessary, children ure returned home or placed in other 
appropriate facilities as quickly as possible, preferably in two 
weeks and in no more than one month •••• 

[5] Emergency Shelter for Famili~~ 
Emergency family shelter is a facility that provides temporary 
shelter for the entire family, rather than separating the chil
dren from their parents •••• 

[6] Emergency Shelter for Adolescents 
This type of emergency Care can be provided by a group home or 
institutional type program to meet the special needs of older 
children by providing shelter for a specified period preferably 
of 2 to 3 weeks duration while alternative planning is made. 
These youths cannot adjust to a foster fanlily home as they cannot 
tolerate the closeness of a family or the supervision provided by 
foster parents •••• 

(7] Outreach and Follow-~ 
Outreach, and follow-up provides immediate casework assista.nce to 
children and families in crisis and continued follow-up and super
vision beyond the crisis stage to help families cope with their 
immediate problems and to find longer-term solutions."li/ 

1!J:./ Ibid., pp. 19-31. 
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It should be noted that for some communities, additional services such 

as emergency neighborhood crisis centers and emergency day care service may 

be needed. Emergency neighborhood crisis centers can best be used in communities 

identified as having a high incidence of reported cases of neglect or abuse and 

of family disruption. The centers are staffed on a 24-hour basis and assist 

families in crisis situations in obtaining needed resources. Crisis-oriented 

day care service may also be provided when families have emergencies and there 

is a need for child care for a few hours, day or night. 

B. PROBLEMS FOUND IN NASHVILLE PRIOR TO CES 

The Nashville-Davidson County system of responding to neglect and depen-

dency referrals will be the primary example used in this section to emphasize 

how a responsive emergency services system was developed after identifying 

the inadequacy of their previous system. 

Prior to the inception of Comprehensive Emergency Services (CES) in 

Nashville-Davidson County, Tennessee, children in crisip were victims of a 

system unresponsive to their needs. There were many problems resulting 

from the absence of such a system. Children in crisis often were channeled 

through the legal system unnecessarily where no trained social service 

personnel were available for screening intakes, and no immediate assessment 

was made of the child and his or her family's needs. This resulted in 

children being precipitously removed from their homes. Among many other 

problems, the absence of emergency shelters, emergency foster homes, and 

other alternatives resulted in children becoming temporarily institutionalized. 

Burt and Blair described the Nashville-Davidson County System prior to CES 

as follows: 

Petitions can be filed by parents, relatives, neighbors, 
the neglected children themselves, police, or welfare workers. 
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Petitions are filed at the Intake Office of the Juvenile Court 
located at the Juvenile Detention Center. An intake officer 
is on duty 24 hours a day to accept petitions. He makes essen
tially no attempt to determine if the petition should be filed. 
After the petition is filed, the intake officer ms.kes a tem
porary placement of the child pending Juvenile Cou·t disposi
tion of the case. If the child cannot or should not stay with 
the petitioner, he will generally be placed temporarily at 
Richland Village [the Metropolitan Government's non delinquent 
child care institute] or at a Department of Public Welfare 
(DPW) emergency foster shelter, if he is less than three years 
old.])) 

Under this system children suffered unnecessarily. There were many 

cases where the child was ultimately returned to his home. This meant 

that children were brought into the system on petitions that were eventually 

withdrawn or informally dismissed prior to court hearings or after court 

hearings. Thus, a substantial number of children could have been kept out 

of the system entirely if there had been an effective intake screening process 

in place. Another problem was that there were children who could have been 

kept in their own homes and in emergency foster homes, if short-term welfare 

resources had been available. 

In addition, children in crisis after normal working hours were pro-

vided services only after unnecessarily going through the legal system. 

l~en this happen~d there were no casework services available to children 

or their families nor ~o1as there screening as to the nature of the crisis. 

This resulted in children being separated from their families, neglect 

petit~ons filed, and institutional placements made unnecessarily.1i1 

The child then had to remain in an institution until a referral was made 

to the child welfare agency responsible for a social investigation of the 

child's home environment. The judicial process included necessary, but time-

111 Burt and Blair, Options for Improving the Care of Neglected and 
Dependent Children, p. 32. 

1£1 National Center for Comprehensive Emergency Services to Children, 
Comprehensive Emergency Services, p. 8. 
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consuming recommendations, reports, and numerous procedures for both the court 

and the social agency. This process failed to take into account the possible 

adverse effects on the child. No immediate service was offered to the family 

that would be considered remedial. 

The inception of the CES system into Nashville-Davidson County has 

led to an improvement in services to children and families in crisis. 

The impact of the CES system is reflected in the following statistics on 

services rendered. 

[Referrals involving children] increased by 92% wi.th 68% 
of the total referred being made at night or on weekends. 
These were those cases which required immediate intervention 
both after and during normal working hours •••• The overall 
increase in referrals of suspected child abuse was 274%, 
increasing from 50 referrals in 1969-70 to 182 in 1973-74. 
The year prior to CES 482 children (38% of the total 
referred) were placed at Richland Village as compared 
to 67 children in 1973 (3% of the total referred). No 
children under six were placed at Richland Village under 
the new system. This was an overall reduction of 86%. 
From 1970 to 1973 CES brought about a reduction in neglectl 
dependent petitions of 48% (602 to 266).11.1 

These statistics demonstrated that an improved system of care for neglected 

and dependent children had been implemented. 

C. CES INTAKE AND INVES'lIGATION OPTIONS 

A CES Community Guide was prepared by the staff of the National Center 

for Comprehensive Emergency Services to Children as a tool for guiding 

communities throughout the U.S. in the development of CES systems. The Guide 

is based primarily on the experience gained in developing the CES system in 

Nashville. ~Vhile complete replication of the Nashville experience is not the 

intent of the guidance material, it is hoped that the Nashville experience 

will be helpful for others "~t1.ting to develop aCES. 

11.1 Comprehensive Emergency Services: Community Guide, p. 20. 
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According to the guide, "most communities already have one or more of 

the basic components which can be the beginning of a CES system. ;~ some 

instances the major emphasis needs to be on coordination of programs now in 

existence. In any event, emergency services can be built into existing 

programs."lS/ 

It is suggested that the intake component of CES be an expansion of 

protective service intake (usually an eight hour, five-day-a-week service). 

The guide states that: 

A protective service unit will already be crisis-oriented 
even though it does not cover nights, weekends, and holidays. 
By rotating five workers for on-call duty, twenty-four-hour 
emergency intake service can be implemented. The additional 
cost to the agency will be minimal in return for the service 
rendered. The cost for the answering service in Nashville 
averages $25 a month or $300 a year. The cost of overtime 
pay for the five workers equaled the additional salary of 
one worker.12..1 

The following three models are offered by the CES guide as alternative 

emergency intake procedures, anyone of which may be adopted for use in the 

community. Each model is geared to provide the same quality of service. 

1. Model I--Rotating Intake Workers 

"The first model relates to the operation of emergency intake 
in a large metropolitan area which requires a different level of 
staff scheduling from that of a remote rural area. A commercial 
answering service with a specified number of intake workers 
rotating on call twenty-four hours per day should be adequate 
for most communities. The answering service worker receives 
calls after regular working hours. There is some preliminary 

. screening of situations required to determine if emergencies 
exist. Appropriate referrals are transmitted to the intake 
worker on call. The intake worker, through telephone calls 
and field visits, gathers additional information which may 
aid in determining the nature of the problem, its severity, 
and if children may be in danger. 

1&1 Ibid., p. S. 
11./ Ibid., p. 5S. 
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"In this model the emergency intake worker is on intake 
duty during normal working hours at his desk one day 
per week where he receives calls directly. He then is 
"on call" one night per week where he receives calls 
through the answering service at home or by beeper. If 
he determines that the call needs field assessment, the 
worker goes out to talk with the child, the source of the 
referral, and others who can give pertinent information and 
assistance. Non-emergency situations are either referred 
to outreach and follow-through or to other appropriate 
agencies as indicated. 

This kind of twenty-four hour coverage is effective and fairly 
inexpensive. It can operate in large metropolitan areas with 
calls going into a central switchboard with emergencies referred 
to a neighborhood-based emergency intake worker. This allows 
for decentralized or neighborhood-based service delivery. 

In smaller cities the referrals can be handled by one intake 
worker and one caretaker designated on call for specified 
nigh ts arLd weekends. In communities with twenty-four hour 
"hot lines" for suicide prevention, reporting child abuse, etc., 
it is possible to work out plans for these services to provide, 
in addition, adequate services for receiving and screening 
calls for CES. Always, training and supervision are necessary. 

2. Model II--Rural Areas 

The spatial distance to be covered in some areas of the country 
and the sparse population require a different procedure for 
emergency intake coverage. 

Most calls regarding any kind of emergency including family/ 
child crisis situations are referred to the local law 
enforcement agency. A cooperative arrangement is made 
between law enforcement and CES which will entail referring 
a child crisis directly to a designated staff person on 
call who can be reached by a beeper or phone. The beepers 
give staff greater freedom as they have a thirty-mile range~ 
This is important in areas where a limited number of staff 
provide coverage. 

A note of caution regarding the use of law enforcement for 
screening--there must be the necessary training of law enforce
ment to perform in this capacity. It must be realized that 
there will continue to be a reluctance on the part of some to 
refer to a law enforcement agency. This is especially true of 
self referrals of child abuse situations who know they will 
continue to run the risk of punitive action upon detection. 
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"With this in mind, another consideration for a rural area 
is the switchboard of a local hospital for referrals. Even 
where the hospital is some distance away, a toll-free num
ber which is highly publicized can become the resource used 
by the community for reporting. To get the target popula
tion to make use of the emergency number will take time, 
espeCially in a rural area. A public awareness campaign 
will require some innovation on the part of everyone to 
corne up with what will be most effective. 

There will likely be only a few referrals each week in a 
sparsely populated area. Therefore, t\vO or three staff 
persons may be designated to cover intake after hours 
along with supportive staff operating on a similar 
on-call schedule. 

The differential use of staff for some components will 
certainly be advantageous for some communities and each 
community should certainly look at its informal resources. 
The importance is that there must be a system and that 
it have the capability. For instance, if a church wants 
to volunteer to provide the caretaker component, such 
should certainly be encouraged as long as the plan calls 
for sufficient training of the volunteers and a formalized 
operating procedure. 

3. Model lII--Screening by Social ~vorkers 

The third model consists of workers sta.tioned in a central 
location or in a neighborhood center to receive calls, 
screen them, and respond appropriately. Trained social 
workers being physically present to receive calls insur,es 
accurate and immediate evaluation of each call. Such an 
operation is more costly, and therefore it is prohibitive 
for many agencies. As calls are received by these workers 
and determined to be emergencies, a field assessment is 
made. In communitjes where this is now being done, at least 
two persons are physically present in the office at all 
times. A cotnbination of this and Model T. consists of a 
centrally located trained social worker who screens calls 
and refers appropriate emergencies to intake workers on 
call, and could best be utilized in Vh .. 'y large metropolitan 
areas."JJ}'/ 

~/ Ibid., pp. 99-102. 
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D. TRAINING EMERGENCY INTAKE WORKERS 

Intake workers who receive telephone call referrals must be trained 

to assess situations quickly and to make decisions concerning which calls 

need immediate contact and which can be safely referred to sources of 

help the next morning. The use of intake screening guides may assist 

workers in making these decisions. The Comprehensive Emergency Services: 

Training Guide, developed by the National Center for Comprehensive Emergency 

Services to Children, cites some types of problems that are likely to come 

to the attention of emergency intake service and which can be identified 

as requiring immediate attention: 

"1. Children alone, lacking proper supervision 
2. Mother ill, needs to go to hospital; needs someone 

to care for children 
3. Child suspected of being abused 
4. Parents being taken to jail; children alone 
5. Child seriously ill, needs help getting emergency 

treatment; no responsible person available 
6. Child left in department store or public place alone 
7. Child wandering streets alone. "ll/ 

The CES: Training Guide also proposes a two-hour training session with 

the objectives of improving the emergency intake worker's skill in obtaining 

pertinent information from the complainant and improving the worker's ability 

to inte~pret his role to complainants, parents, and the community. The 

Training Guide provides the following suggested questions. These are a few 

of the detailed listings of questions which should be directed to the com-

plainant by the telephone intake worker: 

"0 How often are the children left alone? 
oHm., did she learn of the lack of supervision? 
o Over what periods of time are they alone? 
o What is the quality of care provided children 

when parents are there? 

11/ Comprehensive Emergency Services: Training Guide, 2nd ed. 
(Nashville: National Center for Comprehensive Emergency Services to 
Children, no date), pp.70,71. 
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o Does the child act responsibly when the parents 
are absent? 

o Has the child shared other information regarding 
her concern for having this responsibility for the 
younger siblings? 

o Have the parents asked the complainant for assistance 
,,,i th supervision of the children during their absence? 

o Does the child know the complaint has been made? 
o Are there other indications of the inability of the 

children to manage alone?'~/ 

The reader is referred to the CES: Training Guide for a discussion af 

train~ng, experience, and personal characteristics seen as desirable for 

emergency intake workers. In-service training modules are also described 

in the guide, which includes: (1) a "Basic Orientation to CES " to convey the 

importance and relationship of emergency intake to the CES system, (2) a 

special training module for answering service personnel, (3) a "Crisis Inter-

vention" module to help staff respond more effectively to the immediate needs 

of child and family in crisis, and (4) three additional modules, "The Com

e plaint and the Complainant", "The Initial Contact with the Family", and 

"Emergency Action", all designed for emergency intake training. Other modules 

are suggested for transferring and terminating a CES worker's relationship 

with a family and ensuring continuity of services. 

Single copies of the Comprehensive Emergency Services: Training Guide 

can be obtained free of charge by writing to: 

U. S. Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, Youth 

and Families 
Office of Human Development Services, 
Post Office Box 1182 
Washington, D. C. 20013 

2:1./ Ib id ., p. 37. 
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V. EMERGENCY SERVICE ALTERNATIVES 

There are a number of alternatives to removing children in crisis from 

their homes. Emergency caretakers, emergency homemakers, and emergency 

foster homes are examples of emergency service options that aid in keeping the 

family intact. Also, the availability of someone to talk to in stressful 

situations is a self-help mechanism that can be utilized by abusive or 

potentially abusive parents. Parents Anonymous is one example of a group 

that provides assistance and support to child abusing parents. In addition, 

hot lines and crisis nurseries could be provided to help these parents. The 

above-mentioned emergency service alternatives are described below: 

A. EMERGENCY CARETAKERS 

The primary function of the emergency caretaker is to provide care and 

supervision of a child in his or her own home at a time when supervision is 

lacking because parents are either temporarily absent or incapacitated. 

The Caretaker can be provided through contracts with 
individuals for a weekly retainer fee plus minimum wage for 
the hours worked. The cost will vary from year to year de
pending on the use of the caretaker service. (In one year 
of the Nashville project, caretakers were used to provide 
services to fifty children at a cost of $3,465.25, or approxi
m&tely $70 per child.)~/ 

B. EMERGENCY HOMEMAKERS 

Homemaker services on a twenty-four-hour basis will be a new 
experience for most communities. Many agencies have maintained 
an 8 a.m. to 4~30 p.m. homemaker service for years but have not 
attempted round-the-clock care. Present homemaker services may 
be expanded to twenty-four-hour service or a new unit of home
makers may be added to serve as emergency homemakers. The 
regular homemaker uni~ could then provide backup services 
primarily for tea<:!hing purposes.:!:!i'/ 

23/ 
24/ 

Comprehensive Emergency Services: 
Ibid., p. 61. 

Community Guide, p. 60. 
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Emergency homemakers can be used successfully when there is: 

(1) "A parent absent from the home due to emergency situations, 
such as physical or mental illness, desertion or some other 
emergency which causes the parent, usually the mother, to be 
away for a period of time. 

(2) Suspected child abuse and the parent is obviously immature 
and insecure in the parenting role. In th~se cases the 
homemaker often serves as the substitute parent to both 
mother and child. With the support of the homemaker and the 
teaching that occurs, the mother may become able to function 
in her parenting role. If not~ then orderly placement of 
the child can be made. These cases usually require supervision 
for a period of time, after the homemaker is removed from 
the situation. 

(3) Failure to thrive and the parents need assistance and en
couragement in the feeding and nurturing of a child. Emer
gency homemakers can supplament the work of the public health 
nurse \vhich is usually more instructional in nature. In 
their assignment to such situations, emergency homemakers 
have uncovered in some parents a very serious lack of 
knowledge of infant ca::-e. 

(4) Gross neglect, posing an immediate threat to the children's 
safety as a result of inadequate nutrition and medical care. 
Immedi..lte placement in an institution has been avoided by 
the emergency homemaker's efforts to relieve the urgency of 
the situation. Later assignment of a regular homemaker for 
teaching purposes can occur."2:11 

C. EMERGENCY FOSTER HOMES 

Emergency foster family homes provide temporary care for 
children who cannot be maintained in their mvn home. 
These homes are designed to minimize the emotional shock 
caused by removing children from their families by providing 
them with a home environment as an alternative to institutional 
placement. When emergency placement is necessary, children 
are returned home or placed in other appropriate facilities 
as quickly as possible, preferably in two weeks and in no more 
than one month.1&1 

251 National Center for Comprehensive Emergency Services to Children, 
Comprehensive Emergency Services, p. 25. 

1&1 Ibid., p. 26. 
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These homes, available any hour of the day or night, 
including weekends, are a tremendous asset to any community. 
When a child must be removed from his home to protect him, 
a family setting reduces the trauma of that removal. To 
the extent possible, such homes should be located in the 
child's neighborhood and should be as close to surroundings 
familiar to him as possible.ll/ 

D. PARENTS ANONYMOUS 

Parents Anonymous is a program directed specifically at prevention of 

child abuse and is based on self-help concepts for child-aousing parents. 

It is a voluntary organization of parents who have abused their children or 

fear their drives to do so. Me.etings are held \"eekly and are essentially 

supportive group sessions. Membership requirements are simple. The parent 

must make an open admission of the. tendency to or the fact of child abuse. 

He or she must also express a desire to change the situation. 

The local group provides assistance to members between meetings. 

Members have each other's telephone numbers and, in effect, establish their 

own private hot lines. In a crisis, an abusive parent can call to let off 

steam, to get someone to come to the home, or to get the child out of what 

is becoming a dangerous situation. Although the group's major function is 

mutual support and correction, groups do in fact report their own members 

occasionally if the situation of the child is dangerous .1.§/ 

Be~cause of the success of such programs, some protective agencies have 

been instrumental in establishing them locally. Group programs for neg1ect-

fu1 families have been modeled after Parents Anonymous. These often include 

a more focused and didactic presentation of fBLtual material concerning 

housekeeping, health care, child development, budgeting, and shopping. 

27/ Comprehensive Emergency Services: Community Guide, p. 63. 
28/ D. Christy, Innovative Approaches in Child Protective Services 

(Denver: American Humane Association, U(,I date). 
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There have been instances when courts hav~ orde~ed participation of families 

in such group programs, with failure to attend being adjudged contempt of court. 

The national office of Parents Anonymous, Inc. located in Redondo Beach, 

California, is concerned with incr~asing the number of self-help organizations 

for child-abusing parents across the country. The project provides t~cnnical 

assistance and training, and distributes written information through th~ 

regional offices.1i1 

For further information contact: 

Parents Anonymous, Inc. 
2810 Artesia Boulevard 
Redondo Beach, California 90278 
(213) 371-3501 

E. HOT LINES AND CRISIS NURSERIES 

There are two special services for child abusers who have been identified 

and are in the system. Hot lines and crisis nurseries are intended to help 

the abusive parent cope with periodic crises by providing a safety valve for 

the parent in times of stress. 

As noted earlier, Parents Anonymous provides its own internal hot lines, 

but there are many other ways of provlding hot line service. Some treatment 

agencies and centers establish twenty-four hour answering services manned by 

professionals or trained volunteers; Florida's statewide reporting lines can 

also be used by abusive parents in need of counsel during a crisis. In order 

for a hot line to be effective, its potential clients must be informed of its 

availability; there must be sufficient staff and telephone lines to take the 

calls; and the staff must be trained to deal with the abusive parents and to 

provide protective services if the situation SeemS dangerous. 

29/ Research, Demonstration, and Evaluation Studies: Fiscal Year 1976 
(Washington, D.C.~ Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, 1976), p. 30. Publication No. (ORD) 76-30030. 
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Crisis nurseries also provide safety valves for parents who are afraid 

that they are about to abuse their children. The nurseries are places where 

parents can drop in and leave their children for a few hours while the 

parent is under great stress. Immediate substitute care is provided on a 

short-term basis. The National Center for Prevention and Treatment of Child 

Abuse in Denver provides emergency care for both children and parents in its 

crisis nursery. Training in parenting skills is available to the parents in 

conjunction with temporary substitute care for the child. 

For further information write: 

National Center for Prevention 
and Treatment of Child Abuse 

1205 Oneida Street 
Denver, Colorado 80220. 

F. OUTREACH A~D FOLLOW~ 

Immediate contatt with a family following the report of a crisis or 

em~rgency situation is essential. Also, once the present situation has 

stabilized, ongoing casework assistance or follow-up should be provided 

as needed. In addition, many of the service needs of families receiving 

prntective supervision may be satisfied through the use of a combination 

of child welfare services. (See the In-Home Services Resource Section for 

a discussion of in-homes services tnat can be provided.) 



r-------------------- -
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INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual contains eight 
sections, inc.luding an introduction and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child welfare system. The first part of each of the seven sec
tions (II-VIII) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying eacli checklist 
is a resource section that highlights research findings anci provides a biblio
graphy. Specific references to the resource material are footnoted throughout 
the checklists. 

Organization 

This section begins with questions concerning the in-depth intake 
investigation. (Initial intf.lke decisions in response to emergency cases are 
discussed in the Emergency/Protective Services section.) The intake questions 
stress that agencies should have criteria for making intake choices and that 
information be collected vlhich is necessary for making service determinations 
and formulating case plans. 

The second goal, "Appropriate Criteria for Making Service Decisions", 
emphasizes serving children in-home where possible, providing for adoptions 
if care is likely to be lcng-term, and making the choice between foster 
family care and residenlial group care. (Selecting the most appropriate type 
of residential group facility or the most suitable foster family is covered 
in the respective resource sections of the Manual.) In addition, the case 
plan is presented as a way of facilitating and monitoring the service choice. 

The last goal concerns agency performance at court hearings, with 
attention to adequate preparation, use of legal services, and coordination 
with local courts. 

Data Needs 

When answering performance indicator questions, it will usually be neces
sary to consult agency records or reports for exact figures; however, in some 
cases it may be sufficient for assessors to respond on the basis of their 
professional j~dgment. Data requirements for this section include an under
standing of the use of intake guidelines, information obtained during the 
intake investigation, criteria for making service choices, nature of agency 
preparation for court hearings, and any coordination activities betw'een the 
agency, legal services, and courts. In addition, more specific data are needed 
to determine approximate figures for a one-year period for the following: 
percent of caseS received at int~ke which appear again c,s referrals, percent of 
children initially served in-home who must later be removed for safety reasons, 
percent of cases received at intake in which children are removed from the 
home, percent of placements which last less than three months, and percent of 
cases lost in court due to inadequate preparation. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE CHECKLIST -r-

Respond to the performance indicator questions stated under each goal by 
checking those which are applicable to your agency. Your responses will help 
pinpoint agency deficiencies and strengths and will indicate how actual agency 
outcomes in each service area compare with those that are generally considered 
best practice. 

If any of the performance indicator questions were checked then you should 
also complete the criteria questions under each objective. Your agency may 
find it useful to review the procedures and concepts suggested by the criteria 
questions. 

Answer lIyes ll or "no" to the questions included under each goal. Add up the 
number of criteria questions to which you answered "no", and calculate the 
percent of "noll questions under each goal using the formula. Any questions 
left blank should be counted as a "no" answer. No space has been provided 
for "not applicable" responses to emphasize that although issues raised in 
some questions may be outside of the agency's span of control, they neverthe
less may be within an agency's sphere of influence. 

After calculating the percent of "no" answers for each goal, enter these 
percent scores on the Goal Summary Chart on pages 9 - 10 of the Introduction. 
Recording these scores provides a method for agency administrators to compare 
performance across all program areas. 

For those goals wher.e your agency's performance is deficient, refer to the 
checklist questions which, in substance, suggest best practice. In addition, 
the accompanying Resource Section discusses methods which have worked in 
other agencies and indicates where further information may be obtained. 
References to the Resource Section(s) are footnoted throughout the checklist. 

A variety of methods may be employed to complete the self-assessment. The 
assessment process is designed to provide a strategy for constructive change 
within your agency and to improve communication among all levels of staff. 
Agency administrators and supervisors may wish to complete the checklists 
independently. An alternative method would be to complet~ them in staff or 
committee meetings. Performance indicators or criteria questions eliciting 
disagreement should be freely and openly discussed and could provide a basis 
for staff development activities. 

It is recognized that a wide variation exists among local agencies in geo
graphic location, agency size, characteristics of client population, staff 
turnover, and other factors. The Manual is designed so that each agency can 
determine the proportion or pattern of "no" responses which exceeds good local 
practice. In this way the agency can obtain baseline measures for gauging 
improvements over time. 
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INTAKE/SERVICE CHOICE 

GOAL I: COMPLETE SYSTEMATIC INTAKE INVESTIGATIONS 

Performance 
Indicators: o Within the past year, did more than 5% of the cases 

received at intake later return as referrals? 

o Wi thin the past year, have you had cases ~vhere 
complete case plans could not be drawn up because 
of ivadequate collection of information at the 
intake investigation? 

o Are there inconsistencies between workers in thE": type 
of information collected in the intake investigation? 

If you checked any of the above questions there may be 
problems in establishing clear guidelines for when 
services should be provided, in referring clients who 
could be better served elsewhere, or in obtaining all 
relevant information.l! 

Objective A: Clear Guidelines For Determining Need For Services 

1. Does your agency distribute written guide
lines to workers which define when a child or 
parent should receive agency services? 

2. Is there a mechanism for an annual update of 
these guidelines? 

3. Are case conferences called periodically to 
discuss borderline or difficult cases in order 
to clarify the application of your standards? 

Objective B: Referring Clients To Appropriate Services 

4. Does your agency have criteria for determining 
which cases could be most appropriately served 
by another agency? 

5. If services are not provided by your agency, 
is the client referred to the appropriate 
agency or service? 

6. Does the worker who makes the referral, contact 
the referral agency and provide all relevant 
information? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

l/ See Resource Section, pp. III 22-23, for a discussion on collecting and 
assessing intake information. ~ 
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7. Are clients always given the telephone number 
and address of the referral source, in writing? 

8. Do your workers arrange appointments and help 
with transportation when necessary? 

9. Is the office telephone number of your worker 
handling the case provided to the referral agency? 

Objective c: Effective In-Depth Investigation 

10. If appropriate, after an exploratory 
intake investigation to meet immediate 
service needs, do you conduct an in-depth 
investigation?l/ 

11. During tr.e in-depth investigation, do you 
collect, at minimum, the following information 
if available: 

a. The opinion of parents and child as to the 
nature and extent of the problem? 

b. Parental objectives for the child's future? 

c. Any previous reports of abuse or neglect, 
involving the child, or siblings? 

d. Any legal actions involving the family 
or child? 

e., Any services the family is receiving from 
other agencies? 

f. Whether or not marital, financial, and/or 
employment stress exist? 

g. Parents' background and any history of 
severe punishment or criticism? 

h. Parents' attitudes and behavior toward 
the child? 

i. Whether or not parent has relatives or 
friends who can help? 

j. Special child characteristics? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. III 24-27, for a discussion of the intake 
jntervie~., and the use of intake guides in collecting important assessment 
information. 
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12. Is the intake investigation designed to provide enough 
information to: 

a. Assess child and parent strengths in order 
to help keep the family together or reunite 
the family if possible? 

b. Identify present problem (sources of problem, 
who has the problem, and the context in which 
the problem is displayed)? 

c. Provide examples of specific behavior or 
circumstances which illustrate the problems? 

d. Isolate the particular problems and 
strengths which need attention? 

e. Predict the potential for family recon
ciliation? 

f. Determine which services are needed by the 
child and/or famil~ members? 

g. Suggest measurable objectives to be reached?l/ 

13. Is this in-depth investigation usually com
pleted within 60 days of the initial report? 

14. During the investigation period are emergency or 
support services provided as needed? 

15. Are parents informed of the agency services, 
practices, and policies in writing? 

16. Does the worker clearly explain agency responsi
bilities in relationship to parents' expectations 
of results of services? 

17. Are conversations kept confidential whenever 
possible? 

18. Does the intake worker or supervisor enSure that 
cases accepted for services are transferred to 
the appropriate unit promptly? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL I to which YOll answered "No". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (33). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs" % .. 33 x 100 = _____ .. 

1/ B. Compton and B. Galaway, Social Wor.k Processes (Homewood, Illinois: 
The Dorsey Press, 1975). See Resource Section, pp. III 27-30, for a discussion 
of the use of the problem-solving model as a framework for the intake investi
gation and an outline (short-form) of Compton and Galaway's model. 
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GOAL II: APPROPRIATE CRITERIA FOR MAIING SERVICE DECISIONS 

Performance 
Indicators:' 0 Within the past year, were more ~han 10% of the 

children for whom in-home service was initially 
determined to be appropriate later removed from 
their homes for safety reasons? 

o Within the past year, were more than 1/3 of 
all children whose cases appeared at intake 
removed from their homes?~/ 

o Within the past year, did more than 20% of 
placements (foster family care or residential 
group care) last less than three months, 
indicating that some of these children could have 
been served in-home? 

o Are any children under 12 placed in long-term 
residential group care or foster family care who 
could have been adopted? 

o Are any children under six placed in residential 
group care who don't have severe disabilities? 

If you checked any of the above questions, this may 
indicate that too many children are being removed from 
their homes, too many children are being left in 
their homes, children who are eligible for adoption 
qre not being adopted, or that children are place~ in 
residential group care when they should be in foster 
family care (or vice versa). The following objectives 
deal with agency criteria for making in-home versus 
placement decisions as well as the decision concerning 
the best placement option for the child. The last 
objective covers the case plan as a way of clarifying 
and facilitating the service decision. 

Objective A: Serving Children In-Home Whenever Possible 1/ 

1. Do workers have written guidelines for determining 
when a child should be removed from the home? Yes No 

~/ Th~ 1/3 figure is somewhat arbitrary, since some intake caseloads 
will have a larger proportion of severe cases than others. The Utah Depart
ment of Family Services Task Force Committee suggested that no more than 20% 
of clients should be removed from home. If 1/3 or more are being removed, 
then, it would appear that the agency should be able to justify this. Utah 
Department of Family Services Task Force Committee, "Report: Task Force on 
Alternative Methods of Treatment for Families at Risk." Salt Lake City: 
Utah Department of Family Services, 1975. (Mimeographed.) 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. III 31-40, for d discussion of factors which 
may influence in-home versus placement decisions. 
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2. Do these guidelines highlight the following factors 
in determining if a child should be removed? 

a. Whether or not there is sufficient parental 
desire, concern, and ability to maintain the 
child in-home? 

b. Whether or not parent(s) or child requests or 
desires out-of-home placement? 

c. Whether or not at least one parent is able to 
accept help and possesses the necessary 
ego strength to change? 

d. Whether or not there is a risk of physical abuse, 
exploitation, or endangerment to the child? 

e. Determination of ~vhether or not the home 
situation can be adequately improved by support 
services (financial assistallce, day care, 
homemaker counseling, etc.)? 

3. ~1ere appropriate, does your agency make use of 
diagnostic tools for assessing the above factors 
(This could include diagnostic psychological test
ing of parents and child and/or scales which help 
define the risk of abuse or neglect.)?~/ 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Objective B: Appropriate Placements: Adoptions, Foster Family Care or 
Residential Group Care 

4. Arc predictions of placement duration usually 
used in making service choices? 

5. Do you have written criteria for predicting 
placement duration?l/ 

6. Is adoption considered for all children who are 
unlikely to return home? 

7. Do you have written criteria for ~vhen a 
child should be considered for adoption?~/ 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

i/ See Resource Section, pp. III 25-26, for a discussion of several scales 
and questionnai.res which can be used for diagnostic evaluation. 

2/ See Resource Section, pp. III 41-42, regarding criteria for predicting 
placement duration. 

~/ See Resource Section, pp. III 42-45. 
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8. Do you have written criteria for determining 
when a child should be placed in: 

a. Foster family care? 

b. Residential group care?2/ 

Objective C: Formo'lation of Complete Case Plans 

9. Are all workers provided with written guide
lines specifying the minimum information needed 
to formulate a case plan'ilQ/ 

10. Do all case plans include at least the fol
lowing information: 

a. Description of conditions and problems, 
as well as their history? 

b. Description of exact nature of the proposed 
services (to natural parents and to the child) 
and the reasons why it is thought that they 
will benefit the client? 

c. The nature of expected changes in client 
or family situation? 

d. Approximate duration of services to be provided 
and dates ~vhen it is reasonable to expect 
changes in home situation and/or behavior? 

e. Proposed dates of contact between worker 
and service provider? 

f. Proposed dates of contact between 
worker and child and/or parents? 

g. Role of client and worker, and responsibili
ties of other agencies? 

h. Plan f~r visitation between child and 
natural parents? 

i. Platt for services after return home? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

21 See Resource Section, pp. III 45-46, regarding criteria useful in 
mak[~g appropriate placement decisions. The Residential Group Care Resource 
Section, pp. VII 33-37, may assist in making decisions regarding ~l of 
residential care. 

lQ/ See Resource Sec(~ion, pp. III 47-48, for further information on the 
case plan. 
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11. Is the case plan formulated in consultation with 
both parents (if available) and child (when 
appropriate)? 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL II to which you answered "No". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL II (24). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs II 
24 x 100 = ~ ___ % 
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SUCCESSFUL COURT HEARINGS 

o In the past year, has your ag~~~y lost more 
than 5% of its court cases because preparation was 
inadequate? 

o In th~ past year, has your agency ever failed 
to initiate termination of parental rights for 
children in foster care because it did not have 
adequate legal consultation? 

o Do your workers tend to over-estimate the 
difficulties of court proceedings necessary to 
initiate court action for removal of the child?1l1 

If you checked any of the above questions, this could mean 
that agency preparation for hearings or access to counsel is 
inadequate~ or that agency coordination with legal services 
and the courts needs improvement. 

Objective A: Adequate Preparation for Hearings lJj 

1. Are case records maintained in such a way that 
data needed for drawing up a petition for removal 
or termination of parental rights are immediately 
retrievable?1l1 

2. Do these records include the following: 

a. history of the parents? 

Yes No 

Yes No 
b. history and number of placements of the child? 

c. documentation of agency's efforts to reunite 
the family'l 

d. copies of written expert opinions (psychia
tric, psychdlogical, medical)? 

e. potential witnesses contacted and what they 
can testify? 

f. assessment of the child's adoptability? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

III See A. Emlen, Is This Child Likely to Return Home? (Portland Oregon: 
Regional Research Institute for Human Services, 1975). He found that workers 
were unrealistic in their appraisal of the difficulties of court proceedings. 

111 See Resource Sect~on, pp. III 49-56 for a discussion of preparing for 
a court hearing. 

111 See Resource Section, p. III 55, for an example of statutory chart 
recording. 
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3. Is the worker who testifies at the hearing knowl
edgeable about th(l contents of the case record? 

4. Does the worker testifying at the court hearing 
know the chronology of factual activities re
corded in the case record? 

5. Is an investigative summnry prepared ~vhich int~ludes: 

a. A statement of specific harms to the child 
supported by data from law enforcement agencies, 
medical professionals and facilities, schools, 
and the agency's own investigation? 

b. A specific description of agency plans to 
prevent further harm to the child? 

c. If removal is rccommc:nded, n full description 
of why the child cannot be served in home? 

6. Does the agency keep records of the disposition of 
court cases it initiates to determine if and how 
preparation can be improved?lll 

Objective B: Effective Use of Legal Services 

7. Does the agency have a lawyer available on a full
time or consulting basis to: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Re.view the evi.':':'ence and advise the agency 
~vhether to pursue a court hearing. 

Interpret and clarify the legal implications 
of statutes, policies, regulations and practices? 

Represent the agency in court proceedings 
regarding the custody, status, and protection 
of children? 

d. Review legal documents and proceedings? 

e. Train social service staff in legal issues 
and procedures?121 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

-Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

lil For guidance in the steps to preparing for a court hearing, see 
V. Pike et al., Permanent Planning for Children in Foster Care: Handbook for 
Social Workers (Washington, D.C.: Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Helfare, 1977), pp. 101-136, "Chapter 5: How to Prepare a Termi
nation Case." 

121 Child Welfare League of America Standards for Child Protective Service 
(New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1975). 
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. 8. Is the child informed of each step in the 
logal process wher~ his/her age and level of 
maturity make this appropriate? 

9. If the child is to be interviewed by the court, 
is slw/hc preparod for the interview? 

IO. Hns thl! ag(,~ncy (oi ther independently or in 
conjunction with other agencies) developed 
cooperative relationships with the local courts 
~Iich assist in determination of: 

a. Mlether or not to go to court in particular 
cases'? 

h. The proper method of case presentation? 

c. Implications of existing statutes? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the numbl'r of qu(~sti()ns under GOAL III to \vhich you ans\vered "No". Divide 
this number by tilL' total number of quostions undl.'r GOAL III (23). Do not include 
the pprformance indicators in either calculation. 

"NO ,It __ Numher of "NOs" Percent s 2:3 x 100 = _______ % 
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I. COLLECTING AND ASSESSING INTAKE INFORMATION 

Intake is the first stage of the service sequence during which a 

potential client achieves client status. The client is encouraged to ex-

press hislher problem or need as the client sees it. The worker determines 

the client's eligibility for service and makes an assessment of the client's 

problem(s). The adequacy of resources available to resolve the client's 

difficulty are also considered during this process. If the agency is not 

the appropriate resource to help the client, a referral should be made to 

the appropriate service deliverer. "The intake stage ends ••• [when] either 

the worker or the client decides not to proceed ••• , or the client commits 

himself to client status and the worker commits himself and [the] ••• agency 

to provide service."ll 

During intake the worker attempts to collect as much available data as 

possible regarding the client's presenting problem(s). These data include 

a description of the problem(s), its frequency of occurrence and supporting 

circumstances, and the client's strengths and weaknesses. This infor-

mation will be helpful in making an accurate assessment of the client's 

problem. If the client's immediate needs present an emergency situation, 

agency intervention may be required to ameliorate the situation before 

a comprehensive psychosocial assessment can be completed. 

Following resolution of any emergency situation, the worker engages 

in a more detailed and comprehensive collection of assessment data. During 

this process the worker, along with the client and significant others 

(e.g., neighbors, siblings, school, hospital), identifies and defines the 

11 R. Vinter, "An Apprudch to Group Work Practice," in Individual 
Change Through Small Groups, eds. P. Glasser et ale (New York: The Free 
Press, 1974), p. 10. 
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problem. Tha worker and the client discuss the results which are desired 

from agency service, and arrive at an agreement or service contract de-

scribing the kinds of changes required to alleviate the client's problem(s). 

This process provides a basis for setting short-term and long-term goals to 

direct the client's case plan. 

A. THE INTAKE INTERVIEW 

The intake interview is the major data collection tool in the problem-

solving process. The client is the primary source of data which is used in 

making decisions about strategies for intervention. However, other sources 

such as neighbors, schools, or relatives may also provide information. It is 

important to establish the reliability and validity of the data secured from 

the various sources, as well as to enSure that the interview process is 

non-threatening and conducive to open communication. 

Basic interviewing skills are important in conducting the intake 

interview. The following sources may be helpful to caseto,Torkers interested 

in further developing their skills in conducting interviews: 

Alfred Benjamin, The Helping Interview (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1969). 

Arthur Berliner, "Fundamentals of Intake Interviewing," Child Welfare 
56:10 (December 1977), pp. 665-673. 

Alfred Kadushin, The Social Work Interview (New York: Columbia Univer
sity Press, 1972). 

Margaret Schubert, Interviewing in Social Work Practice: An Introduction 
(New York: Council on Social Work Education, 1971). 

Annette Garrett, Intervieto,Ting: Its Principles and Methods, 2nd ed., re
vised by Elinor P. Saki and Margaret M. Mangold (New York: Family Service 
Association of America, 1972). 
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B. USE OF INTAKE GUIDES 

1. Child Welfare League of America Intake Interview Guide 

In addition to mastering the fundamental skills needed to conduct an 

intake interview, social workers in an agency should be consistent in the 

amount and kind of information they collect. The Child Welfare League of 

America (Cv~A) has developed an intake interview guide designed to provide 

structure for the consistent collection of assessment data. The interview 

guide can also assist an intake worker in making decisions about whether 

the needs of a child can best be met in his/her own home or through 

placement. The CWLA Intake Interview Guide can be found in the appendix 

of A Model for Intake Decisions in Child Welfare by Michael H. Phillips 

et al., 1972. This material is available for $3.95 from: 

Child Welfare League of America 
67 Irving Place 
New York, New York 10003 

2. Other Assessment Scales and Questionnaires 

There are a number of scales and written questionnaires which are de-

signed to aid the case-';lTorker in assessing crisis situations. For example, 

the Utah Department of Family Services has designed a questionnaire for 

determining the validity of a referral or a request for service.l/ 

The questionnaire includes questions on the condition of the child, the 

physical and emotional capability of the parents, the current family 

condition, and the physical environment of the home. 

A "Checklist for Physical Abuse High Risk Factors" was developed in 

1976 by Carroll and Schmitt of the Child Protection Team at the University 

2/ Utah Department of Family Services Task Force Committee, "Report: 
Task Force on Alternative Methods of Treatment for Families at Risk." 
Salt Lake City: Utah Department of Family Services, 1975. (Mimeographed.) 
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of Colorado Medical Center. The scale is intended to isolate parents who are 4It 
"high risk" for inflicting physical abuse on their children. The check-

list consists of 10 questions which should be completed only after a care-

ful psycho-social history has been undertaken. The questions are used by 

the reviewer to rank the mother and father (normal, mild, severe) on the 

presence of the "high risk" factors. A separate chart is provided to help 

the reviewer to determine what normal, mild, and severe mean in different 

circumstances. Only one parent needs to be classified "high-risk" to 

place a family at high-risk. "The Checklist for Physical Abuse High-Risk 

Factors" may be obtained by writing: 

The Child Protection Team 
University of Colorado Medical Center 
4200 East 9th Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80220 

A method which can be used in assessing the level of care received 

by a child is the Childhood Level of Living Scale (CLL).l/ This instru-

ment was developed by the Child Research Field Staff at the University of 

Georgia out of a concern for children receiving care thought to be marginal 

or neglectful. The scale, which was designed for poverty or near poverty 

families with children aged 4 or 5, measures many facets of child-caring. 

This includes measures of physical care as well as measures of cognitive 

emotional factors. The most recently revised version of the scale is 

available by writing: 

Dr. Norman A. Polansky 
School of Social Work 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 30602 

1/ For further discussion of the Childhood Level of Living Scale, 
see N. Polansky et a1., Profile of Neglect (Washington, D.C: U.S 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare [SRS] , 1976), pp. 6,7. 
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C. USE OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING MODEL 

Perlman ~/ and Compton and Galaway i/ have conceptualized a problem-

solving framework around which some of the content of an intake study can 

be organized. This concept, based on John Dewey's work on problem-solving 

is referred to as a problem-solving model.~1 The model is based on goal-

directed thinking and the progressive movement toward change. These prin-

ciples are influenced by the type of client system, client need, level of 

difficulty, and goals and expectations of the client system. 

Perlman's conceptualization of the process begins with the worker's 

recognition and clear identification of the problem from the client's per-

spective. As part of the process the worker continuously thinks about and 

assesses the facts related to the problem situation. A third aspect of 

the problem-solving process is the preparation of the client for his or 

her part in the problem-solving plan of action. 

Although similar, the Perlman and the Compton/Gala~'lay models d:/.ffer 

in the sequence in which the various processes take place. Perlman contends 

that the stages of the problem-solving process do not always occur in a 

logical sequence. Compton and Galaway's model is based on sequential steps 

which are determined by successful completion of the preceding phases. 

Although each stage is characterized by the successful accomplishment of a 

determined goal, these authors are in agreement with Perlman that the 

phases may overlap because a worker may be operating simultaneously in 

more than one phase. 

41 H. Perlman, Social Casework: 
University of Chicago Press, 1957). 

A Problem-Solving Process (Chicago: 

51 B. Compton and B. Galaway, Social Work 
The D~rsey Press, 1975). 

6/ For a discussion of Dewey's work see, 
ed. (New York: D.C. Heath, 1933). 

Processes (Homewood, Illinois: 

J. De~'ley, How We Think, rev, 
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Compton and Galaway describe the problem-solving process as one in 

which the client and worker decide: 

"(1) what the problem or question is that they wish 
to work on; (2) what the desired outcome of this work 
is; (3) how to conceptualize what it is that results in 
the persistence of the problem in spite of the fact that 
the client wants something changed or altered; (4) what 
procedures should be undertaken to change the situation; 
(5) what specific actions are to be undertaken to implement 
the procedures; and (6) how the actions have worked out."11 

Compton and Galaway present both a short and long outline of the problem-

solving model in their book, Social Work Processes. The reader is referred 

to this text for a presentation of the long and more detailed outline of the 

model. The short outline, ~l1hich gives the essentials of the model, is pre-

sented on the following pages. 

II Compton and Galaway, Social Work Processes, p. 236. 
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OUTLINE OF PROBLEM SOLVING MODEL-SHORT FORM 

Contact Phase 

I. Problem identification and definition 
A. The problem as the client system sees it 
B. The problem as defined by significant systems ~oJ'ith 

~Yhich the client system is in interaction (family, 
school, community, others) 

C. The problem as the worker sees it 
D. The problem-for-work (place of beginning together) 

II. Goal Identification 
A. How does the client s€!e (or want) the problem 

to be worked out? 
1. Short-term goals 
2. Long-term goals 

B. What does the client system think is needed for 
a solution of the problem? 

C. What does the client system seek and/or expect 
from the agency as a means to a solution? 

D. What are the worker's goals as to problem outcome? 
E. What does the worker believe the service system 

can or should offer the client to reach these goals? 

III. Preliminary contract 
A. Clarification of the realities and boundaries of 

service 
B. Disclosure of the nature of further work together 
C. Emergence of commitment or contract to proceed 

further in exploration and assessment in a manner 
that confirms the rights, expectations, and autonomy 
of the client system and grants the practitioner the 
right to intervene 

IV. Exploration and investigation 
A. Motivation 

1. Discomfort 
2. Hope 

B. Opportunity 
C. Capacity of the client system 

Contract Phase 

V. Assessment and Evaluation 
A. If and how identified problems are related to needs 

of client system 
B. Analysis of the situation to identify the major 

factors operating in it 
C. Consideration of significant factors that contribute 

to the continuity of the need, lack, or difficulty 
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D. Identification of the factors that appear most 
critical, definition of their interrelationships, 
and selection of those that can be worked with 

E. Identification of available resources, strengths, 
and motivations 

F. Selection and use of appropriate generalizations, 
principles, and concepts from the social work 
profession's body of knowledge 

G. Facts organized by ideas - ideas springing from 
knowledge and experience and subject to the 
governing aim or resolving the problem - professional 
judgment 

VI. Formulation of a plan of action - a mutual gUide to in
tervention 
A. Consideration and setting of a feasible goal 
B. Determination of appropriate modality of service 
C. Focus of change efforts 
D. Role of the ~'lOrker 
E. Consid~ration of forces in the client system or 

forces that may impede the plan 
F. Consideration of the worker's knowledge and skill 

and of the time needed to implement the plan 

VII. Prognosis - what confidence does the worker have in the 
success of the plan? 

Action Phase 

VIII. Carrying out of the plan - specific as to point of intervention 
and assignment of tasks; resources and services to be utilized; 
methods by which they are to be used; who is to do what and when 

IX. Termination 
A. Evaluation with client system of task accomplishment 

and meaning of process 
B. Coping with ending and disengagement 
C. Maintenance of gains 

X. Evaluation 
A. Continuous process 
B. Was purpose accomplished? 
C. Were methods used appropriate? 

Source: B. Compton and B. Gala~.,ay, Social Work Processes (Homewood, 
Illinois: The Dorsey Press, 1975), pp. 240-242. 
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II. IN-HOME VERSUS PLACEMENT DECISION 

After the client's basic problem(s) has been identified and sufficient 

assessment data have been collected, the worker must make a decision about 

the appropriate strategy for intervention. Intake procedures should facilitate 

early decisions appropriate to the needs of the child. The "CWLA Intake 

Interview Guide," mentioned earlier> provides the worker with a framework 

for identifying factors which influence whether in-home services or placement 

away from home best meets the needs of the child. Available literature re

flects a general agreement among child welfare specialists concerning the 

desirabili~y of providing services to the child in his/her own home with place

ment made only as a last resort. In this regard, agencies should make every 

effort to avoid exposing the child to the anxieties and adverse changes which 

often accompany separation from the home. 

A. WRITTEN CRITERIA 

Specific written criteria are recommended for use by agencies in making 

a decision whether a child's needs can best be met while remaining in the 

home or by placement away from the home. The criteria, presented below for 

the reader's review, may be helpful for an intake unit to use in developing 

criteria. 

1. Sistlfr Mary Paul's Criteria 

A set of criteria was developed by Sister 14ary Paul for use in a study 

conducted by the Center for New York City Affairs. The focus of the study was 

on the foster care needs of children in New York City and alternatives to 

their placement. The criteria are summarized on the following page. 
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"Remain in home if: 

a. There is sufficient parental dGsire, concern, and 
ability to maintain the child in the home; 

b. The child is older, able to express choice, and is 
willing to live at home and work out areas of diffi
culty; and 

c. An adequate range of services is available or potentially 
available in the community to sustain the child and 
family by inducing some dynamic change and developmental 
gain. The determination of the adequacy of the services 
necessary to avoid placement should be taken into account 
as appropriate: 

o The substantive quality and relevance of the particular 
program in its own content, range and determination; 

o Its linkage with other supports which are integral 
parts of the service plan; 

o Its relationship to a case management person who ha. 
credibility with the client and access to those policy
making organizations which have the potential for in
creasing community acceptance of people with life 
management difficulties. 

Place if: 

a. There is risk of physical abuse, exploitation or endanger
ment to the child; 

h. There is exacerbated pressure for separation on the part 
of either the child or parent (this is the obverse of "a" 
and "b" above); 

c. Demand for social control is pressed by a social agency 
or public agency (due perhaps to some serious acting-out 
behavior) ; 

d. Parent is unwilling ot unable to participate in the in
home service plan; 

e. Resource and options for in-home services in the 
community do not satisfy the needs of the child or 
familyadequately."!}./ 

8/ M. Paul, Criteria for Foster Placement and Alternatives to 
Foster Care. (Albany: New York State Board of Social Welfare, 1975), 
p. 50. Copies of this material can be obtained by writing Mr. Gregory Coler, 
Associate Commissioner, New York State Department of Social Services, 
1450 Western Avenue, Albany, New York 12243. 
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2. Utah DFS Task Force Criteria 

The Utah Department of Family Services ,DFS) Task Force on Alternative 

Methods of Treatment for Families At Risk, addressed the problems relating 

to lack of integrated treatment services to families and children and agency 

overemphasis on placement. The Task Force designed a set of criteria, in 

the form of questions, which should be considered prior to making a decision 

to place a child. 

"CAN THE FAMILY BE SERVED WITH THE CHILD IN THE HOME?" 

Criteria 

1. Will emergency services protect the child from further harm? 

a. Has an assessment of available emergency resources 
• been made? 

b. What is the availability of these emergency resources? 

c. Is the family receiving services from another agency? 

2. Will parents accept ongoing services designed to keep the 
child in the home? 

3. 

a. Do the parents recognize that a problem exists and are 
they willing to contract for services? 

b. Do the parents understand the nature of the services 
available? 

c. Do the parents understand their parent".! responsibilities? 

d. Are resources available to provide ongoing services such 
as neighbors, relatives or agencY-Drovided services? 

e.. Have the parents' physical and emotional strengths and 
weaknesses been evaluated? Are they capable of fulfilling 
their responsibilities under the contract? 

Condition of the Child: 

a. Can the physical and health needs ot·.the child be met in 
the home? 

b. Is the emotional condition of the child sufficiently stable 
to remain in the home? 
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c. If the child is capable of making a decision, is he willing 
to accept services in his own home? 

4. Is it possible to remove the chUd if this is the appropriate 
action? 

a. Is there sufficient evidence to support allegations and to 
file a petition? 

b. Will the county attorney support the filing of the petition? 

c. Will parents agree to a voluntary placement or waive their 
rights in a court hearing?"1/ 

B. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PLACEMENT DECISION 

Two recent studies, one by the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA) lQ/ 

and one by Boehm,lJj investigated the factors which contributed to workers 

making a determination to place a child. A discussion of the studies is 

presented below. 

1. CWLA Study 

Data were collected and analyzed on decisions (own home service, p~ace-

ment, other service, no further service) made by child welfare workers 

in four agencies over a 2 to 4 month period. In addition, the study was 

replicated by obtaining the opinions of three independent judges about 

the appropriate decision in selected cases. The judges made separate deter-

minations as to whether each child should be placed, without being aware 

of the previous disposition of the cases. 

The following factors were found to contribute to case~yorkers' and 

judges' decisions to remove the child from the home (It should be noted 

that no single item was strongly predictive of the decision to place 

2.1 Utah Department of Family Services Task Force Committee, "Report: 
Task Force on Alternative Methods," p. 14. 

lQ/ M. Phillips et a1., Factors Associated with Placement Decisions 
in Child Welfare (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1971). 

l.U B. Boehm, "An Assessment of Family Adequacy in Protective Cases," Child 
Welfare 41:1 (January 1962), pp. 10-16. 

l 
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a child. It was usually difficulties in more than one area that deter-

mined a placement decision.): 

a. Mothers. Mothers of children who are placed were more likely to: 

o have a history of hospitalization for mental illness 
o have a diagnosis of mental illness 
o appear suspicious or distrustful 
o appear withdrawn or depressed 
o be emotionally disturbed 
o act impulsively 
o manage money poorly 
o have difficulty holding a job 
o lack concern and affection for their children 
o be erratic 
o be unduly lax or overly severe. 

b. Fathers. Many of the characteristics associated with the mother were 
also true of those fathers, in the homes for whom placement was likely 
to be the plan for the child. Excessive drinking and deviant social 
attitudes on the part of the father, but not of the mother, were more 
common in placement cases, whereas the father's impulsive behavior and 
difficulty with the law were not related to the decision for the child. 

c. Parental Care. Children in placement decision cases were more likely 
to receive grossly inadequate care in the areas of feeding, supervision 
and guidance, warmth and affection, protection from abus€l, and con
cern regarding schooling. 

d. Characteristics of Placement Children. The children came from smaller 
families but from families that were less advantaged in socioeconomic 
circumstances and that had exhausted their resources for help with 
their problems. These children were a little younger than the children 
served in-home and more of them were already in temporary placement and 
had siblings in placement. They were more likely to be emotionally 
disturbed and to exhibit behaviors that could be difficult for parents, 
teachers and other associates, such as truanting, running a~vay and 
resisting parental control.gl 

In addition, it was found that the judges focused upon different factors 

in justifying a placement decision against an own home decision. The 

three judges were in complete agreement with each other on just under 

half of the placement decisions. The items that most often influenced judges 

toward a placement decision had to do with: the general adequacy of parental 

111 Phillips et al., Factors Associated with Placement, p. 33. 
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care; the mother's attitude toward the problem; indications of emotional 

disturbance on the part of the mother; and acting-out behavior on the 

part of the child. 

2. Boehm Study 

In the study by Boehm, 200 cases '-Jere analyzed in an attempt to de

termine criteria used by protective service workers to decide whether 

children should remain with their families or be placed. Placement cases 

were compared with non'-placement cases on 12 factors.. Results of the study 

indicated that placement cases had significantly lower scores on such 

factors as household management and degree of family insight. The extent 

of the father's interest in keeping the family together was also found to 

be a factor in the placement decision. Families scoring low in this area 

were more likely to have children placed. Children in the placement group 

came from families with significantly lower scores on all aspects of 

maternal behavior.111 

C. COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF IN-HOJIm VERSUS PLACEMENT 

Recent research studies have pointed out the overall cost-effectiveness 

of serving children in-home. It was also found that many times children 

are inappropriately placed. The studies conducted by the New York State 

Board of Social Welfare, the Massachusetts Treatment Alternatives Project 

and the New York State Preventive Services Demonstration Project, are 

presented below: 

1. New York Board of Social Welfare Study 

In this comprehensive study of foster care needs and alternatives to 

placement, the researchers sought to determine whether children currently 

111 Boehm, "An Assessment of Family Adequacy in Protective Cases." 
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in placement actually should be placed, and what the cost implications 

would be.Iil 

The methodology used in estimating foster care needs was as follows: 

(1) Criteria for foster placement and alternatives to foster care were 

developed by Paul. (2) A random sample of 1,250 case records of children 

in or awaiting placement was dra.wn and the case records were read by 

experienced social workers in the child care field. The case readers then 

made a judgment of the appropriateness of the placements, based on the 

criteria. If placements were found to be inappropriate, the social workers 

recommended a more appropriate type of placement or alternative service, 

taking into account the child's characteristics and the family situa-

tion. (3) Estimates were obtained of the number of children in psychia-

tric units of major city hospitals who needed foster placement or 

alternative services. (4) Each probation worker in the Department of 

Probation was asked to give the number of children in his or her case10ad 

needing foster placement or alternative services. 

The findings of the study were: 

lil 
(Albany: 

a Cost-Effectiveness of In-Home Placement~. The report showed 

that in comparison to the costs of most types of foster care, 

alternative services for children in their own homes is much 

less than that of placement services. The study found an 

average cost of $900-$1,000 per child per year in a compre-

hensive family center or casework agency; $2,000 for child 

guidance, homemaker service, or family day care; $4,000 for 

1 day care center; and $8,000 for a day treatment facility. 

B. Bernstein et a1., Foster Care Needs and Alternatives to Placement 
New York State Board of Social Welfare, 1975). 
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This is in contrast to estimates of $5,200 per cpi1d per year 

in foster family care and more than $42,000 for secure deten-

tion of one chi1d.111 

o Inappropriate Placements. It was found that more than half 

the children were inappropriately placed initially, and more 

than two-fifths of the children were currently inappropriately 

placed. Among the 28,800 children in placement in N.Y. City, 

2,094 (7.3%) should have been in their own homes and 3,641 

(12.6%) should have been placed for adoption. This figure 

is in addition to the 3,951 (13.8%) children who should be 

and are in foster homes with the prospect of adoption. The 

major deficits in facilities for children who need to be in 

placement were residential treatment, and group homes and 

residences. Further, if all children in N.Y. City were 

appropriately placed, about 3,700 fewer children would be 

in long-term foster homes.~1 

The study, Foster Care Needs and Alternatives to Placement, is available 

by writing: 

Publications Clerk 
N.Y. State Board of Social Welfare 
Empire State Plaza Tower, 19th Floor 
Albany, New York 12223 

2. Massachusetts Treatment Alternatives Project (TAP) 111 

The goal of this two year project was to maintain children in their 

home communities by providing intensive community-based services to 

children referred for residential treatment. This was an attempt to 

lSI Ibid., p. 43. 
161 Ibid., p. 29. 
171 E. Heck and A. Gruber, Treatment Alternatives 

Report (Boston: Boston Children's Service Association, 
Project: Final 
1976). 
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redirect the child from residential care and/or to shorten the length of 

time spent in residential care. 

A March 1976 report on the Massachusetts Treatment Alternatives 

Project provides evidence of the cost-effectiveness of service to children 

in their own homes. One-third more children and families received services 

in the Treatment Alt~rnatives Project for approximately the same amount 

of money expended by the Department of Public Welfare for the non-TAP 

children in the project. Heck and Gruber state that: 

••• there is substantial evidence to suggest that TAP 
type services may be considerably less expensive than 
the Department's current practices of providing resi
dential treatment.~/ 

3. The New York State Preventive Services Demonstration Project 

The purpose of the Preventive Services Demonstration Project was to 

test the effectiveness of intensive services to families in prevention of 

placement • .l.2.1 Eligibility requirements for case selection were: 

(1) worker opinion that child(ren) would require placement in the absence 

of intensive services to the family; (2) at least one of the affected 

siblings had to be under 14 years of age; and (3) reasonable expectation 

that services would have positive results within 6 months. The entire 

evaluation period covered one year. 

Among the results were that: (1) of those children home at the time 

of assignment to the project, only 7 percent of the experimental group, 

as compared with 18 percent of the control group, had entered placement 

by the end of the evaluation period; and (2) a $500,000 investment in 

18/ Ibid., p. 245. 
19/ M. Jones, "Reducing Foster Care Through Services to Families," 

Child~n Today 5:6 (November/December 1976), pp. 7-10. A report on this 
project may be found in M. Jones, A Second Chance for Families: Evalua
tion of a Program to Reduce Foster Care (New York: Child Welfare League 
of America, 1976). 
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services in one year yielded a savings estimated at over $2 million in 

foster care expenditures over five years. 

The findings of this project suggest that a program of intensive 

counseling and concrete services, made readily available to families when 

foster care placement is imminent, can be effective in preventing (or 

reducing the length of) placement, enhancing the functioning of the 

parents and children, improving the environmental conditions of families, 

and securing considerable savings to the agencies. 
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III. PLACEMENT DECISIONS 

Once it has been determined to remove a child from the home, the 

worker must decide if placement is expected to be short-term or long-term. 

This decision will depend on: (1) the conditions of the child and natural 

family; (2) whether or not the parents' rights are voluntarily terminated; 

(3) any conclusions of the court concerning termination of parental rights 

or custody of the child; and (4) service resources available in the 

community. 

If a pecmanent placement is recommended, a choice may exist between 

adoption, foster family care, and residential group care (again, this 

will be influenced by any court decisions). If a short-term placement is 

preferable, the choice will be between some form of short-term residential 

group care or short-term foster family care. 

The folloWing section will present criteria to aid in the decision 

as to whether care should be short or long-term foster family care, 

adoption or some form of residential group care. 

A. SHORT-TERH VERSUS LONG-TERM CARE 

An agency should attempt to recognize when a placement will be long-term 

in order to avoid a succession of short-term placements. In addition, early 

identification of probable short-term placements encourages more attention 

to rehabilitation of the natural family and timely termination of placement. 

The following criteria may be helpful in establishing a basis for predictIng 

placement duration: 

Short term care is appropriate as a temporary placement 

.•. in those cases where child abuse or neglect is severe, 
where the onset of difficulty is precipitous and hazardous 
or where there is need to bring a self-destructive youngster 
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or severely acting-out child into control and there has 
been an incomplete assessment beforehand.l2/ 

In such cases, one of the following placements should then be arranged: 

temporary foster home or boarding home, temporary group home, temporary 

group residence or diagnostic facility or temporary institution. 

liThe appropriateness of long-term foster care is dependent 
on (1) its reference to a plan of permanence for the child: 
return to the family, adoption, or long-term foster family 
care until age and capacity make it possible for the young
ster to be self-supporting; (2) matching, within each ~ 
of foster home selected for foster family and foster child 
characteristics, and (3) the capacity to garner back-up 
and support services from other systems and/or agencies, as 
may be needed to sustain a child in the community."ll/ 

B. EARLY DETEru1INATION OF CHILDREN WHO SHOULD BE ADOPTED 

Adoption as a possible permanent plan for the child who is unlikely 

ever to return home should be recognized as an option at the earliest 

stages of agency involvement. This is especially true in situations 

where the parents have been engaged in an unsuccessful structured treat-

ment program. Adoption provides the child with a stable home environ-

ment which is usually less costly than a prolonged stay in a variety 

of short-term placement alternatives. 

For children already in long-term foster care under the agency's 

jurisdiction, each case also needs to be reviewed every six months to 

determine which children are adoptable. It is estimated that at least 

one third of the children now in foster care should be freed for 

adoption·ll/ 

12/ Paul, Criteria for Foster Placement and Alternatives to Foster 
Care, p. 26. 

21/ Ibid., p. 29. 
22/ E. Cole, "Adoption: Problems and Strategies, 1976-1985" 

(Washington, D.C.: Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
llnd Welfare, 1976). (Xeroxed.) 
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In order to facilitate early recognition of children who should be 

adopted, Sister Mary Paul offers the following criteria for deciding whether 

or not adoption is the most suitable choice for the child: 

ADOPTION IS APPROPRIATE IF 

a. The parents are willing to surrender child upon consideration 
of their long-term and possibly permanent inability to handle 
responsibilities of parenthood; or 

b. Parental rights have been definit:Lvely terminated by the 
court; or 

c. It is clear from the record based on contact by parents 
and characteristics of child that th(a agency should initiate 
procedures to terminate rights; and 

d. An adoptive home can be found for this child. 

BUT INAPPROPRIATE IF 

a. There has been recent meaningful contact between child 
and biological family; 

b. Child with conscious awareness and exposure to its 
advantages is unable or unwilling to accept adoption; or 

c. There has been a definitive ruling by the court against 
termination of rights.ll/ 

In addition, the Utah DFS Task Force suggests that the following 

questions be answered before making the determination that adoption is 

appropriate: 

1. Has the child been voluntarily relinquished? 

2. Will the court consider permanent deprivation? 

3. Does the child express an interest in adoption? 

4. Is the child requesting to be adopted by the foster 
parents? 

11/ Paul, Criteria for Foster Placement, p. 58. 
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5. Are the foster parents interested in adopting the child? 

6. Should the child be moved from the present placement? 

7. Are adoptive resources available, e.g., regular ?r sub
sidized adoptive homes, intra or interstate compact 
agreements, Adoption Resource Exchange of North America 
(ARENA) ?2Lf/ 

In 1973, the Children's Bureau funded a three-year demonstration pro-

ject, "Freeing Children for Permanent Placement," which focused on the 

identification and placement of those children ~.,ho were unlikely ever to 

return home. (The project is described in the Foster Family Resource 

Section of this Manual.) As part of the project, a screening guideline 

was developed for use in determining if a child is a likely candidate for 

adoption. The guideline is presented in Table I below: 

TABLE I 

SCREENING GUIDELINE 

I. 1) All children 12 years old or younger 
2) who have been in foster care over 1 year 
3) with no plan in progress toward return to 

parents 
4) a) who are adoptable 

b) who are not adoptable 

II. 1) All children 12 years old or younger 
2) who have been in foster care less than 1 year 
3) ~.,here one or more of the following conditions 

is present in parent or parents: 
a) habitual drug use or addiction 
b) chronic alcoholism 
c) chronic emotional disturbance and/or hospitali

zation for emotional illness 
d) pattern of criminal activities resulting in 

repeated arrests, convictions, imprisonment 
e) patterns of chronic family instability, tran

siency, etc., - the "McMaster syndrome" 
f) patterns of physical and/or emotional abuse or 

neglect resulting in repeated emergency or short
term foster care placements 

2L,/ More comprehensive criteria to be used by ~.,orkers in making 
placement decisions may be obtained by writing: Director, Division of 
Family Services, 333 South 2nd, East, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. 
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g) parent or parents have left the area without stating 
plan for child or indicating when they may return 

h) parent indicates, by word or actions, unwillingness 
to care for child but will not consider voluntary 
release 

i) mental deficiency of parent 
j) lack of effort of parent to adjust his circumstances, 

conduct, or conditions to make the return of the child 
possible, etc. 

III. Children above the age of 12 who might be candidates for 
adoption by their foster parents: 

a) parent or parents have deserted 
b) parent or parents are unfit because of conduct/ 

conditions 
c) parents might release voluntarily if approached 

regarding this action.1i/ 

C. DECIDING BETWEEN FOSTER l~AMILY HOMES AND RESIDENTIAL GROUP CARE 

After it has been determined that a child's needs can best be served 

outside the home and the child is not adoptable, a decision must be made 

about the most appropriate type of setting. If the child is not adoptable, 

a placement decision must be made. The caseworker must decide if the 

child should be placed in a foster family setting or in a residential 

group care setting. This choice is based on the individual needs of the 

child. (Discussion of the type of residential group care setting or the 

type of foster family which is best suited to a given child's needs is 

provided in the Residential Group Care Resource Section and the Foster 

Family Care Resource Section). 

Listed on the following page is a summary of criteria developed by 

Paul for consideration in placing a child in a foster family setting versus 

a residential group care setting: 

~/ Barriers To Planning for. Children in Foster Care (Portland, 
Oregon: Regional Research Institute for Human Services, 1976), p. 3.5. 
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Foster Family Setting 

1. Essential for children under 6. (May be used for older 
children. ) 

2. Child could profit from family atmosphere of foster home. 
3. Child would not be a severe behavior problem. 
4. Child cannot adapt to peer group relations. 

Residential Group Care 

1. Child or natural parents reject subotitute parents. 
2. Child is a danger to himself and others. 
3. Child cannot find acceptance in or adjust to a community 

school. 
4. Chtld who, because of fragile ego development or extreme 

impulsi.vity, needs a more structured style of living and 
on-site professional help. 

5. Child cannot tolerate close emotional ties of foster family. 
6. Child has special emotional or physical problems which need 

more frequent professional help than is available in smaller 
foster home facilities. 

7. Child's behavior or evident emotional disturbance, however 
related to family situation or precipitating stress, indicates 
need for on-site professional observation and evaluation.1£/ 

1£/ Bernstein et al., Foster Care Ne~ds and Alternatives to 
Placement, pp. 105-108. 
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IV. JHE CASE PLAN 

A structured treatment plan should be developed for each child who 

enters care. It is important that this plan be developed as early as pos-

sible, so that work can begin on establishing a permanent living situation 

for the child. If return of the child to his/her natural parent(s) is 

possible, the plan should indicate what is expected of the agency and 

parent(s) in order for the child to return home. 

It is the responsibility of the agency to make a complete effort to help 

the parent(s) vrepare to resume care of the child. Agency services should 

be documented in the case record as evidence that attempts were made to 

reunite the family. This case recording can be used as admissib~e evidence, 

if a termination of parental rights hearing becomes necessary. If it is 

unlikely that the child will return home, thr cas~ plan should reflect the 

most suitable permanent planning alternative available for the child. The 

plan might be adoption, formalized long-term foster care, guardianship or 

emancipation. 

Suffi~ient information should be contained in the case plan to guide 

the delivery and monitoring of services, and to assess service outcome. 

The case plan should summarize the conditions of the home, the behaviors 

and needs of the family and the child, and the services required to rectify 

the major presenting problems. 

The case plan should: 

1. Adequately and objectively describe the exact nature of 
conditions and problems, as well as their history. 

2~ Describe the exact nature of the proposed services, and 
the reasons why it is thought they will benefit the 
client. 
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3. Indicate the nature of hoped for changes in home conditions, 
family behavior, and treatment of the child. 

4. Specify the approximate amount and duration of services to 
be provided and the points in time by which it is reasonable 
to effect changes in home conditions and behavior.111 

5. Establish milestones required for case monitoring and evalua
tion (e.g., partializing the problem by defining the initiation 
and conclusion of segments, dates for case reevaluation, etc.). 

It is important that case plans be realistic and realizable for each 

child. There should also be close monitoring of progress toward case goals 

until permanency is achieved for the child. This keeps the caseworker aware 

of the status of his clients and their progress toward specified goals. 

111 See the In-Home Services Resource Section, pp. 37-39, for a 
discussion of the use of case plans for behavioral change strategies in 
case~-1ork. 
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v. PREPARING FOR A COURT HEARING 

In cases where the social worker determines that it is in the best 

interest of the child to initiate a court a~tion, child welfare agency 

staff must be totally familiar with what is involved in preparing for a 

court hearing. Caseworkers should recognize that the potential for court 

intervention exists in every case and should, therefore, keep records 

from the time the child and family are first referred for services. 

According to CWLA, the following standards should govern the social 

worker's decision to petition the court for removal of a child from parental 

custody: 

o "the child has to be removed from his own home 
for emergency care or for care away from his 
parents, because conditions dangerous to his 
physical, moral or emotional well-being exist, 
and parents are unable or unwilling to use the 
social work help offered to change the situation 
so that the child can receive at least the mini
mum essentials for his healthy development 

o the child's parents, guardian or other custodian 
are not able to discharge their responsibility to 
and for the child because of incarceration, hospi
talization or other physical or mental incapacity 

o the child has been abandoned or deserted and 
needs the protection the court can give 

o review and decision about the leg a! status of 
the child are necessary 

o there is evidence pointing to serious neglect 
or abuse, but the agency is not able to learn 
the effect of conditions on the child. The 
added authority of the court may make it possible 
to determine ,.,hat is happening to the child, as 
well as whether the parents have the capacity to 
change. "2&1 

2&1 Child Welfare League of America Standards for Child Protective 
Service (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1975), p. 46. 
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A. TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS 

Prior to making a formal petition to the court for a hearing, many 

states require agency workers to review the findings of the investigation 

of a case with a court intake worker. This process can enable caseworkers 

to screen out those cases that are ueemed inappropriate by the court intake 

workers and/or to determine, with the assistance of the court intake 

worker, the adequacy of the investigative summary that the agency has pre-

pared to submit to the court. Many jurisdictions require submission of an 

investigative summary by the agency prior to the actual hearing. 

Any information submitted to the court intake worker enables the court 

to improve the judgment process avd to focus on the problems needing inter-

vention, in order to relate specific strategies (service outcomes) to 

specific case goals. These reports should contain at least the following 

information: 

1. A statement of the specific harm{s) to the child, 
as defined by the statute, that the intervention 
is designed to alleviate. [A petition brought 
in behalf of a child that needs protection should 
be supported by data from law enforcement agencies, 
medical professionals and facilities, schools, and 
from the investigation of the protective agency 
itself. Specific conditions and frequency of 
occurrence are salient points.] 

2. A description of the specific programs, for both 
the parents and the child, that are needed in order 
to prevent further harm to the child; the reasons 
why such programs are likely to be useful; the 
availability of any proposed services; and the 
agency's overall plan for ensuring that the services 
will be delivered. 

3. A statement of the measures, e.g., specific changes 
in parental behavior, that will be used to determine 
that placement and/or services are no longerion 
necessary. 

4. If removal is recommended, a full description of 
the reasons why the child cannot be protected 
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adequately in the home, including a description 
of any previous efforts to work with the parents 
and the child in the home; the in-home treatment 
programs, e.g., homemakers, which have been con
sidered and rejected; and the parents' attitude 
toward the placement of the child. 

5. A statement of the likely harms the child will suffer 
as a result of removal. This section should include 
an exploration of the nature of the parent-child 
attachment and the meaning of separation and loss to 
both the parents and the child. 

6. A description of the steps that will be taken to minimize 
the harm to the child that may result if separation 
occurs .12./ 

The investigative summary should include the circumstances of the 

petition, the social history of the family, and the present condition of the 

child and parents, proposed plans for the child, and other relevant facts. 

These summaries should also be shared with the state attorney handling the 

case, the counsel for the parents and the guardian ad litem, if one is to be 

appointed. 

In the fifty states there are a variety of statutes relating to the 

termination of parental rights. Several model statutes for termination of 

parental rights have been proposed which, if adopted in the federal legis-

lature, would lend some uniformity in case law and statutes. A "Model 

Statute for Termination of Parental Rights" has been developed by the 

National Council of Juvenile Court Judges,]Q/ and "Standards for State 

Intervention on Behalf of Neglected Children" have been proposed by 

J!Zj M. Wald, "State Intervention on Behalf of Neglected Children: 
Standards of Removal of Children from Their Homes, Monitoring the Status 
of Children in Foster Care, and Termination of Parental Rights," Stanford 
Law' Review 28:4 (April 1976), pp. 659,660. 

]Q/ J. Lincoln, "Model Statute for Termination of Parental Rights," 
Juvenile Justice 27:4 (November 1976). 
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Michael Wald.ll/ In addition, the Children's Bureau is in the process of 

developing a Model Act to Free Children for Permanent Placement. This Act 

will be available in 1978. 

B. THE PETITION 

The filing of the petition with the court formally initiates the legal 

action and sets forth the allegations against the parents or guardians of 

the child. Prior to the official filing of the petition, parents should be 

advised of each step in the legal process, the reasons it is being under

taken and their legal rights, including the right to counsel. The family 

should be fully informed of the grounds the state will use in an effort to 

terminate parental rights. The facts should be stated clearly and accurately. 

Workers should be sensitive to the threatening nature of these types 

of proceedings for parents and attempf to stress the non-punitive aspect 

of the proceeding; and explain that intervention is considered necessary to 

strengthen the child's environment, provide protection to the child, and/or 

find more effective ways of helping the family unite. Parents need to know 

that although the protection of the child is the foremost goal, the preser

vation of the family is also important. 

Depending on the maturity, age, and emotional situation of the child, 

the child should be kept informed, whenever possible, of what is planned. 

If a child is to be involved in the hearing and will be interviewed by a 

judge or lawyer, the child should be prepared for these sessions and al

lowed to articulate his or her feelings both before and after these sessions. 

The worker and the court should be sensitive to the emotional state of the 

c.hild and make these situations as non-threatening as possible. 

l!.i Hald, "State Intervention on Behalf of Neglected Children." 
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C. PRELIMINARY H~ARINGS 

The preliminary hearing is the beginning of the adjudication process. 

At the hearing, parents are advised of the nature of the proceeding and 

their legal rights and responsibilities with respect to their children. 

The court sets forth the nature of the complaint from the investigative 

summary prepared for the court by the caseworker. Based on the content of 

report and other substantiating evidence, the court will request admission 

or denial of the complaint. When the complaint is admitted, the court will 

make a determination. 

In these situations, caseworkers must be prepared to provide the 

officials of the court with an assessment of the kinds of services that 

the agency can pr?vide to protect the child as well as offer recommendations 

regarding the service needs of the family. Frequently the court relies 

upon the caseworker's recommendations in determining the disposition of 

the case. The caseworker's decisions should be based upon an analysis of 

the investigative study of the child's and the family's needs. Properly 

developed, this assessment should enable the worker to determine: whether 

or not placement is needed; the prognosis for parental rehabilitation; the 

type of care and treatment needed by the child; and an estimate of the 

probable duration of care. 

D. STATUTORY CHART RECORDING: 

Statutory chart recording assists a worker in determining where a parent 

is breaking a neglect or unfitness statute in dealing with a child. This 

recording format records where and how the law(s) in a given jurisdiction 

is being violated and provides a worker with a useful document for court 
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proceedings where necessary. A sample chart discussed by Bell and Mlyniec 11/ 

is presented in Figure 1 on the following page. 

Statutory chart recording presents a legally oriented approach to case-

work presentation in court. This helps to increase the worker's credibility 

in court presentations and may be particularly useful in cases where factual 

evidence is limited. The cases should be organized so that they can be 

reviewed in the context of applicable state and local laws. 

E. CASE RECORDS 

Case records, while not admissible as evidence during hearings, are 

an invaluable resource for a worker's testimony during a proceeding. Case 

records which are properly developed allow workers to distinguish the actual, 

specific facts of a case from impressions and assumptions. It is important 

that the case record contain factual entries which show the chronology of 

case events. The case records should also include copies of all correspondence. 

A well-documented case record provides a means by which a case can be re-

viewed in its entirety, to determine the facts of a case in preparation for 

presenting testimony that is admissible in court. 

F. LEGAL CONSULTATION 

A general consensus appears to exist in the child welfare literature 

that legal consultation should be available to help agency workers screen 

cases to determine whether or not court proceedings are necesary. The use 

of legal consultation by agencies can facilitate the use of appropriate 

court procedures. In the absence of agency legal counsel, agencies should 

111 C. Bell and W. Mlyniec, "Preparing for a Neglect Proceeding: A 
Guide for the Social Worker," Public Welfare 32:4 (Fall 1974). 

l 





FIGURE 1 

Worker Parent 
Agency Goal 

Guardianship 0 Temporary Custody 0 Termination 0 

Parent 

Other 

Section2-4: Neglected Minor Witness(es), Address(es) 
(Under 18 years) Child Facts and Dates and Date(s) 

(a) Who is neglected as to 
proper or necessary 
support 

Who is neglected as to 
education as required 
by law 

Who is neglected as to 
medical or other 
remedica1 care rRcognized 
under state law or other 
care necessary for well-
bl!tng 

Who is abandoned by 
parents, guardian, or 
custodian 

(b) Whose environment is 
injurious to his 
welfare or whose 
behavior is injurious 
to his own welfare 
or that of others 

Source: Illinois Revised Statutes 1973, Chapter 37 e702.4 used for illustrative purposes only. 
Chart conceptualized by Harry Krause. 

Cited by: Bell, C. and Mlyniec, W. "Preparing for' a Negleet Proceeding: A Guide for the Social 
Worker. It Public Welfare 32:4 (Fall 1974), p. 30. 

Address 

Address 

Address 

Social Worker Observa-
tion(s) Date(s) 

I 

H 
H 
H 

~ 
VI 
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develop cooperative relationships with the local courts so that cases can 

be screened by court intake workers and/or court attorneys prior to the 

filing of petitions. The concepts of inter-agency, intra-agency, and inter-

professional cooperation are becoming recognized as essential to a more 

efficient approach to problem areas. Particularly in the field of child 

welfare, open lines of communication among lawyers, supervisors, caseworkers, 

and court officials can be helpful in gaining consensus on whether or not 

to go to court, using the proper methodology in presenting a case, and 

determining how to go about obtaining necessary evidence.ll/ 

33/ For guidance in the steps to preparing for a court hearing, see 
V. Pike et al., fermanent Planning For Children in Foster Care: A Handbook 
for Social Workers (Washington, D.C.: Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1977), pp. 101-136, "Chapter 5: How to 
Prepare a Termination Case." 
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Intake/Service Choice 
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IV-S 

INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual contains eight 
sections, including an introduction and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child welfare system. The first part of each of the seven sec
tions (II-VIII) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying each checklist 
is a resource section that highlights research findings and provides a biblio
graphy. Specific references to the resource material are footnoted throughout 
the checklists. 

Definition 

In-Home Services encompass a broad range of services and programs which 
support child welfare goals to maintain, enhance, or rehabilitate parental, 
child, and family functioning in the home, thus avoiding the necessity of out
of-home placem .. 'it in substitute care. In some agencies these services may be 
provided in the context of protective supervision. The most commonly utilized 
services to support a diagnostic decision to provide services in-home are: day 
care, homemaker service, and general casework/counseling services. These ser
vices may be provided singly, or in ,',ombination with other services uniquely 
suited to particular client needs. Provision may be direct or through purchase 
of service contracts, cooperative agreements, or referrals. See Resource Sec
tion, pp. IV 26-30, for a more detailed description of In-Home Services. 

Purpose 

The following section is divided into two major goals: effective in-home 
services and enough in-home services to meet the need. Thus, the first goal 
focuses on providing the kind of in-home services which will enable families to 
stay together. This includes meeting standards for in-home services, matching 
clients to the appropriate in-home services, coordinating for proper service 
delivery, and monitoring and termination of service. The second goal emphasizes 
the availability of in-home services by examining agency access to in-home 
services, agency recruitment of in-home services, and agency efforts to expand 
in-home services through community education and coordination. 

Data Needs 

When answering performance indicator questions, it will usually be neces
sary to consult agency records or reports for exact figures; however, in some 
cases it may be sufficient for assessors to respond on the basis of their 
professional judgment. The person or pe2sons completing this section sho!lld be 
generally aware of the outcomes of cases where parents and children are given 
in-home services. He or she should also know how standards are applied for 
in-home services, how clients are matched to services, how purchase of service 
contracts, cooperative agreements and referrals are coordinated at the case and 
administrative levels, and how in-home cases are monitored and terminated. In 
addition, there should be familiarity with the range of in-home services avail
able to the agency, as well as any agency activities to expand services. It may 
be necessary for individuals from purchase of services, direct services, and 
research units to collaborate in completing this checklist. The information 
exchange required may result in increased awareness of where problems exist and 
in clarification of responsibilities. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING 'THE CHECKLIST 

Respond to the performance indicator questions stated under each goal by 
checking those which are applicable to your agency. Your responses will help 
pinpoint agency deficiencies and strengths and will indicate how actual agency 
outcomes in each service area compare with those that are generally considered 
best practice. 

If any of the performance indicator questions were checked then you should 
also complete the criteria questions under each objective. Your agency may 
find it useful to review the procedures and concepts suggested by the criteria 
questions. 

Answer "yes" or "no" to the questions included under each goal. Add up the 
number of criteria questions to which you answered "no", and calculate the 
percent of "no" questions under each goal using the formula. Any qtjestions 
left blank should be counted as a "no" answer. No space has been provided 
for "not applicable" responses 1:0 emphasize that although issues raised in 
some questions may be outside of the agency's span of control, they neverthe
less may be within an agency's sphere of influence. 

After calculating the percent of "no" answers for each goal, enter these 
percent scores on the· Goal Summary Chart on pages 9 - 10 of the Introduction. 
Recording these scores provides a method for agency administrators to compare 
performance a~~ross all program areas. 

For those goals ",here your agency's performance is deficient, refer to the 
checklist questions which, in substance, suggest best practice. In addition, 
the accompanying Resource Section discusses methods which have worked in 
other agencies and indicates where further information may be obtained. 
References to the Resource Section(s) are footnoted throughout the checklist. 

A variety of methods may be employed to complete the self-assessment. The 
assessment process is designed to provide a strategy for constructive change 
within your agency and to improve communication among all levels of staff. 
Agency administrators and supervisors may wish to complete the checklists 
independently. An alternative method would be to complete them in staff or 
committee meetings. Performance indicators or criteria questions eliciting 
disagreement should be freely and openly discussed and could provide a basis 
for staff development activities. 

It is recognized that a wide variation exists among local agencies in geo
graphic location, agency size, characteristics of client popUlation, staff 
turnover, and other factors. The Manual is designed so that each agency can 
determine the proportion or pattern of "no" responses which exceeds good local 
practice. in this way the age,ncy can obtain baseline measures for gauging 
improvements over time. 
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IN-HOME SERVICES 

EFFECTIVE IN-HOME SERVICES 

o Within the past year, were more than 10% of tre 
children originally served in-home later place~ 
outside the home because of the failure of in
home services to result in needed changes? 

o Of cases where children were temporarily removed 
from home in the past two years, have more than 
10% of these children remained in foster 
care because services to natural parents did 
not produce needed changes? 

o Wi thin the past year, \vere in-home services 
terminated prematurely by clients in more than 
10% of your cases? 

o Do you have sufficient staff to maintain fre
quent regular contact with clients receiving 
in-home services, particularly during the first 
three months of service?l/ 

o Do clients complain that in-home services are 
unreliable, inaccessible, or do not meet their 
needs? 

If you checked any of the above questions, you 
may need to improve: standards for service pro
viders; matching of services to client needs; 
coordination among clients, caseworkers and 
service providers; or monitoring of services. 

Objective A: Meeting Standards for In-Home Services 1/ 

1. Do you evaluate day care facilities prior to con
tracting for services and eliminate those which 
do not meet minimum standards for health, safety, 
comfort and supervision? 

Yes No 

1/ See Child Welfare League of America Standards for Child Protective 
Service (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1973), p. 60. " ••• a 
fulltime practitioner is needed fur every 20 families, assuming that the 
rate of intake is not more than one ne\v case for every six open cases. II 

J/ See Resource Section, pp. IV 30-32, for a discussion of standards. 
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2. Do you apply written standards for day care 
which specifically refer to: 

a. Family day care homes? 

h. Day care centers? 

3. Does your agency apply written standards for 
homemakers recruited directly, or determine that 
providers are licensed and apply minimum 
standards '? 

4. Do you require that consultants to the agency 
meet established criteria in order to be hired? 

5. Do homemaktHs have training which includes: 

a. Individual conferences and supervision on 
the job'? 

b. Opportunities for group discussion meetings 
with other homemakers? 

c. Courses pertaining to child care and develop
ment, family relationships, h,'me management, 
and the services of other social agencies 
and community resourC!es '? 

d. Specialized training for homemakers working 
with abuse and neglect cases? 

6. Do you evaluate home situations so that emergency 
caretakers or homemakers are not required to enter 
situations that are potentially volatile due to 
unduly hostile parents, severe behavior problems 
on the part of children, or grossly inadequate 
homes'? 

7. Do you require that protective service workers and 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Ye.s No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

other individuals who counsel the child and/or natural Yes No 
parents have training and skills which are outlined 
in ~"riting? 

Objective B: Matching of Appropriate In-Home Service to Client Need 

8. Do case~"orkers and counselors utilize techniques 
for idenifying and modifying problematic behavior 
of parents?].1 

Yes No 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. IV 39-42, for a discussion of innovative 
techniques in casework. 

--- -- ------
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9. Do you conduct outreach activities to identify 
families that may be "at risk" in order to pro
vide preventive services? 

10. Do you provide immediate, Bhort-term and, if 
necessary, intensive casework support to families 
at the pOint of crisis? 

11. Do you arrange for the following diagnostic 
evaluations to assist workers to make service 
decisions: 

a. Psychological/psychiatric? 

b. Educational? 

c. Physical? 

12. Are client needs evaluated according to ob
jective criteria that indicate which in-home 
services should be supplied? 

13. For each case where the goal is to maintain the 
child in-home or to return the child to the home, 
do case plans specifically delineate the changes 
required in client behavior and/or circumstanceg 
in order to meet these goals? 

14. Are in-home services to children and natural 
parents always designed to help meet the objec
tives and goals described in the case plan? 

15. Where appropriate, do casework or counseling 
services focus on particular parent or child 
problems which have been identified as crucial 
in determining whether the family can remain 
intact? 

16. Is a reoource file available to every caseworker 
listing all agencies providing in-home services?!! 

17. Does this resource file bclude for each agency: 

a. Name and address of agency? 

b. Types of sel."vice provided? 

c. Hours of operation? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

---- ---Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

!/ See Resource Section, pp. IV 42-43, for discussion of the critical 
importance of coordination in the management of cases. 

····----1 
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d. Any eligibility requirements? 

e. Names of any staff ffiembers through whom 
services have been previously coordinated? 

f. Availability of purchase or co-op agreements? 

g. Prior experience with that resource? 

h. EVdluation of services? 

i. Clients' opinions concerning quality and 
effectiveness of service? 

18. As new resources and services become available, 
are workers notified in staff meetings or by memo? 

19. Do you provide caseworkers with guidelines 
regarding cost per unit of support service to 
assist in formulating treatment plans? 

20. When needed service is not available through 
your agency but known to exist at another, is 
referral and follow-up provided by your sgency? 

21. When there is a fee for this needed service, 
does your agency finance or underwrite this 
cost for eligible clients? 

22. When needed services are not readily available, 
does your agency develop them for the client? 

23. Can expenditures for needed in-ilOme services be 
authorized with minimal review and delay? 

pbjective C: Close Coordination Among Client, Worker and 
Service Pr0vider 

24. If services are to be provided by another 
community agency, do workers determine in advance 
whether the service provision will be by purchase 
of service contract, cooperative agreement, or 
referral? 

25. Hhen purchasing services from oth,~'c agencies, 
are purchase of service contracts formalized in 
writing for each client? 

26. Are cooperative agreements with agencies to which 
clients ace referred formalized in writing? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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27. Does the appropriate agency worker clarify with 
each service provider for each case: 

a. Exactly what services are to be provided? 

b. Definition and description of each service? 

c. Hhen and hm¥ long services are to be provided? 

d. Reimbursement procedures? 

e. Feedback expected from the service provider? 

f. Agency mechanisms for monitoring client 
progess? 

28. Are procedures for collaboration between your 
agency and provider agencies estiblished in 
writing at the administrative and caseworker 
levels? 

29. Are regular meetings held bet~¥een service provider 
agencies and child welfare administrators to 
review shared cases, assess on-going demand for 
services, and facilitate interagency coordination? 

30. Hhen services are provided by other units within 
the child welfare or social services department 
(e.g., income maintenance), do procedures exist at 
the administrative level for exchange of informa
tion and coordination in service provision? 

31. Is every effort made to provide continuity of 
caseworker/client relationships by avoiding 
transfer of responsibilities? 

32. Do case~¥orkers always maintain regular (at least 
monthly) contac t ~¥i th clients during the provision 
of protective or in-home services? 

33. Are there always regularly scheduled contacts 
between caseworkers and homemakers during 
provision of services? 

34. Are case~¥orkers present, if possible, at the 
first meeting between parent, child and 
homemaker? 

35. Are homemakers given status and recognition for 
the important role they play in maintaining, en
hancing or rehabilitating family functioning? 

~--- ---------

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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Objective D: Monitoring and Termination of Services Being Supplied 

36. Is a case plan always formulated (in conference 
with parents and child, if old enough) which 
includes; 

a. Case goals? 

b. Description of presenting problems as a 
baseline against which to measure progress? 

c. Specific services to be provided? 

d. Time limited objectives? 

e. Specific actions to be taken by child (if 
appropriate), parents, and caseworker? 

f. Alternate plan? 

g. Expected date of termination of services or 
implementation of alternate plans? 

37. Where possible, do you write case plans as con
tracts which are signed by client and caseworker?2.1 

38. Are case plans reviewed with parents and child 
(where appropriate) regarding progress toward 
time limited objectives? 

39. If progress is not being made, are services 
terminated or alternate plans implemented? 

40. If progress is being made, are services terminated 
as soon as realistically possible?~/ 

41. Do caseworkers and supervisors periodically and 
routinely review cases to determine if: 

a. Objectives for natural parents and/or child 
have been met and child should return home? 

b. Objectives for natural parents and/or 
child hav~ not been met, and child should be 
placed? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

1/ See Resource Section, pp. IV 37-38, for a discussion of case plans as 
contracts with clients. 

~/ The Resource Section, pp. IV 43-45, addresses the issue of duration of 
service. Supervisors should be aware that staff may sometimes be reluctant to 
close cases, which may be in neither the best interests of the clients nor of 
the agency. This can be a salient factor influencing heavy caseloads. 
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c. Work with natural parents is not producing 
necessary changes, and child should be freed 
for adoption or transferred to long-term, 
contractual foster care or guardianship? 

42. Does your agency seek clients' opinions regarding 
quality and effectiveness of purchased services? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL I to which you answered "No". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (69). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs" 
69 x 100 = ___ ----:% 



-----------------------
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GOAL II: ENOUGH IN-HOME SERVICES TO MEET NEED 

Performance 
Indicators: o Within the past year, have any children been 

removed unnecessarily from their homes because of 
an insufficient supply of in-horne support services? 

o Have clients requested, or demonstrated a need 
for any in-horne services which the agency has 
failed to supply? 

o Do you currently have any children who r~main 
in foster care because of insufficient in-horne 
support services for natural parents to correct 
problems and allow for return of the child? 

o Do you currently have any case goals which 
cannot be attained due to unavailability of 
in-horne services or insufficient staff? 

If you checked any of the above questions, you should 
ensure that ~l7orkers are aware of all potential support 
services in the community and that recruitment and 
development efforts are undertaken to provide additional 
needed services and staff. 

Objective A: Access to Needed Services 

1. Do you believe that you have access to the 
in-horne services that you need to maintain 
children in their families? 

2. Do you believe that you have access to the 
in-horne services necessary to help natural 
parents make the ,~djustment required to facili
tate return of children who are currently in out
of-horne placement? 

3. Does your agency utilize homemakers to maintain 
families intact? 

4. Does your agency provide homemakers on a 24-hour 
basis in the case of family emergencies? 

5. Does your agency refer clients to day care 
centers or family day care arrangements? 

6. Do you have access to or provide counseling 
services for both parents and children? 

7. Are caseworkers or (,I.H1£',elors available on a regu
lar basis to ~l7ork with natural parents when the 
case plan is to return the child to the family? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 
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Objective B: Recruitment of Needed Services 

8. Do you have an individual or unit responsible 
for obtaining needed in-home services? 

9. When directly recruiting 1/ homemakers and 
emergency caretakers, is use made of: 

a. Communications media (e.g., nG~,rsletters, 

magazines)? 

b. Person-to-person contact by homemakers? 

c. Volunteer groups or churches? 

10. Do you make an effort to clarify the role of 
the homemaker as an integral member of a social 
service team by: 

1l. 

a. Differentiating the homemaker role from 
that of general housekeeping service? 

b. Providing recognition for outstanding con
tributions to overall agency performance, 
as well as to individual case outcomes? 

c. Encouraging homemaker participation in 
general staff meetings and case conferences? 

d. Individual contact between caseworker and 
homemaker handling each case? 

Do you utilize visiting pub lic health nurses 
. to assist families? 

Objective C: Expanding In-Home Services Through Community 
Education and Coordination 

12. Do you have interagency conferences to: 

a. Examine potential unused service resources 
in the community? 

b. Seek funding for new services? 

c. Advocate for changes in service emphasis 
in response to changing demand and new 
research findings? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

1/ See In-Home and Foster Family Care Resource Sections for a discussion 
of recruitment issues and strategies. 
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d. Focus public attention on the unmet needs of 
children in the community? 

13. Do you include representatives from the following 
groups at interagency conferences: 

a. Medical and legal communities? 

b. Community planners? 

c. Law enforcement personnel? 

d. Minority groups? 

e. State and local legislators? 

f. Private social services agencies? 

g. Communications media, where appropriate? 

14. When requesting additional funds for in-home 
services, do you refer specifically to: 

a. Studies demonstrating that additional invest
ments in in-home services can cut down on 
overall costs by reducing foster care and 
unnecessary processing of cases through the 
courts ?:E../ 

b. Statistics from your case load documenting 
the number and types of cases which could 
not be adequately served because of shortage 
of in-home services? 

c. Estimates of the cost associated with alterna
tive forms of care (e.g., foster care, institu
tionalization) required because adequate supple
mentary and supportive services yere not 
available? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

:E../ Some such studies are: A Second Chance for Families: Evaluation 
of a Program to Reduce Foster Care (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 
1975); E. Heck and A. Gruber, Treatment Alternatives Pro"ject (Boston: Boston 
Children's Service Association, March 1976); B. Bernstein, et al., Foster Care 
Needs and Alternatives to Placenlent: A Projection for 1975-1985 (New York: 
New York State Board of Social Welfare, 1975); M. Burt and L. Blair, Options 
for Improving the Care of Neglected and Dependent Children (Washington, D.C.: 
The Urban Institute, 1971). 
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15. Have you engaged in community education activities 
designed to inform the public of the problem, and 
to develop advocacy groups to press for additional 
resources and funds for needed services? 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL II to which you ans~oJered "No". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL II (31). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = 
Number of "NOs" 

31 x 100 = _____ % 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In-Home Services encompass a broad range of services and programs which 

support child welfare goals to maintain, enhance, or rehabilitate parental, 

child and family functioning in the home, thus avoiding the necessity of 

out-of-home placement in substitute care. tVhile these a~e services which may 

be provided when parents recognize the need for help and have requested it, 

they may also be utilized when neglect, abuse, or exploitation have been 

reported and the child(ren) has been d~termined to be in need of protective 

service. In this case, a parent may not have been given a choice of whether 

or not to accept the service. However, services to children directed toward 

maintaining them in their own homes are the services of choice only when the 

parent(s) is willing andlor able to attempt to meet a minimum standard of care 

in the home. These services, then, are both preventive and corrective :i.n 

nature. 

In a synthesis and analysis of foster care in five states, Vasaly empha-

sizes the need for community resources to prevent family disintegration, 

including: homemaker and day care serv~ces, financial assistance, physical and 

mental health facilities, and family counselors.11 Because children entering 

out-of-home care are likely to spend a significant portion of their childhoods 

in placement at considerable cost, increasing efforts are being directed toward 

development of services and programs to work with families in crisis situations 

and to safeguard children in their own homes. 

11 s. Vasaly, Foster Care in Five States, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1976), Publication No. (ORO) 
76-30097. 
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A. DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES 

Kadl.lshin categorizes in-home services as supportive or supplemental,l/ 

describing the former as the first line of defense against family breakdown, 

and supplementary services as indicated when the efforts of the parents to care 

for their children must be supplemented in order to m~intain the family system. 

Thus, the term "in-home service" has multiple meanings and may refer to helping 

and/or counseling activities of workers~ programs such as day care, or resources 

such as emergency financial assistance or homemakers. 

The most commonly utilized services to support a diagnostic decision to 

provide services in the home are day care, homemaker services, and general case-

work services. These services can be provided singly or in combination with 

other services uniquely suited to each particular set of client needs. Research 

suggests thqt combinations of two or more services more effectively meet the 

needc of clients when children may be in danger of put-of-home placement.i/ 

1. Day Care Service 

Although the care itself is provided outside the home, day care service 

is ~onsidered an essent.ial part of a servi:e plan to maintain families intact. 

Therefol'e, it is included as an in-home service. Day care can generally be 

defined in the following ways: 

"In-Hom~ Day Care--Care provided for a portion of the day in 
the child's home by qualified persons other than the 
child's own parents or the person who normally takes care 
of the child. 

Fa..mi'!'y' Day Care H.~-~A licensed or approved private family 
home in which children receive carf' protection and guidance 
during a pact of the 24-hour day. A Family Day Care Home 

1..1 A. Kadushin, Child Welfartz Services, 2nd eel·, (New York: MacMillan 
Publishing Co., 1974), p. 28. 

3/ E. Sherman et al., S~rv~ce to Children in Their Own Homes: Its 
Natur; and Outcomes (New YOlb ···Chil.d ~velfa.re League of America, i974), 
p. 126 • 

.. ~--~---~----------------------------------------------------
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may serve no more than six children (ages 3 through 14) in 
total (no more than five when the age range is infancy 
through 6) including the family day care mother's own 
children. 

G,,' ')UP Day Care Home--An extended licensed and approved or 
modified family residence, in which family-like care is 
provided usually to school age children. It provides care 
for up to 12 children. 

Day Care Center--A licensed facility in 'Which care is 
provided part of the day for a group of 12 or more children. 

Full-time Day Care--Care provided for 32 hours or more per 
week in periods of less than 24 hours per day. 

Part-time Day Care--Care providud for less than 32 hours 
per week in periods of less than 24 hours per day~II!±1 

2. Homemaker Service 

Although a homemaker works directly with a child and family in their own 

home, the homemaker should be considered a member of a professional agency team 

implementing a case plan under the supervision of a caseworker. A homemaker's 

duties may vary according to each family's needs and change witn the individual 

circumstances. Homemakers should be able to function to fill all the various 

components of the parental role, therefore, homemaker service is to be distin-

guished from domestic housekeeping or chore service. Homemaker service is 

generally obtained from private non-profit agencies, proprietary agencies, or 

from homemakers directly recruited and employed by the agency. They should be 

available either on an 8-hour basis~ or 24 hours a day in emergencies. 

The New Jersey Division of Youth and Family Services distributes a pam-

phlet to clients describing their home service aide (homemaker) program. 

The pamphlet tells clients that these are some (but not all) of the things 

that a homemaker can do to help them: 

il Action Transmittal Jocia1 Services Reporting Requirements (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare [SRS], July 1973), 
pp, 3-29, Publication No. (OMB) 83R0312. 
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o "Show you new ~.,ays to fix familiar foods. 
o Help find an exterminator to get rid of rats 

and roaches. 
o Show you how to take up hems, fix zippers and 

alter clothes. 
o Help you apply for Food Stamps. 
o Help locate needed furniture. 
o Answer questions about good nutrition. 
o Suggest ways to handle your child's temper tantrums. 
o Talk to your creditors and help work out a system 

for paying bills. 
o Show you how to prepare formula, give a bath and do 

all the things you must do for a new baby. 
o Help you make or buy inexpensive clothes for 

your children. 
o Talk to your landlord or health and housing authorities, 

if necessary, when needed home repairs are not made. 
o Put fOU in touch with family planning experts if you 

want information or help with this. 
o Help you work out a budget so that your money lasts 

the whole month. 
o Offer suggestions to help with toilet training. 
o Help provide the care or diet a doctor has recommended. 
o Listen when you have a problem."21 

3. Casework Service 

The term casework service implies coordination of a case plan by a worker 

in which other services available to an agency, either directly or indirectly 

(through referral, purchase of service, or cooperative agreement), are ut~lj.zed 

to bring about an effective solution to the problems of a child and family. 

Sometimes the greatest need is for assistance in navigating the maz~ of red 

tape to locate and secure the servh~esfor which the child and family are 

eligible. Caseworkers are frequently required to act as client and family 

advocates in obtaining services from other agencies and community resources. 

Supportive and supplementary services, which may be used alone or in 

combination with day care or homemaker service to serve a child and family 

in their home, may be obtained through: family service centers, community 

21 Meet Your Home Service Aide (Trenton, New Jersey: New Jersey Division 
of Youth and Family Services, Department of Human Services, no date). 

1.-_____ _ 
~--~ .. ~------

e 
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outreach agencies, child guidance clinics, day care and treatment centers, 

alternate or special education (~rograms., after school day care and recreation 

programs, and volunteer or charitable organizations. The following is a 

partial list of the kind of services which casework8rs may utilize when provid-

ing services to children and families: 

(a) Counseling 

vocational or employment 
financial 
family planning 
drug or alcohol abuse 
individual, group or family 

(b) Support Groups 

-- Parents Anonymous 
-- Alcoholics Anonymous 
-- Al""'Anon 
-- Recovery, Inc. (former mental patients) 

adolescent rap groups 
-- Weight Watchers, Overeaters Anonymous, etc. 

(c) Education 

diagnostic evaluation 
Parent Effectiveness Training 
homemaking skills 
tutoring 
Home Start Programs ~/ 

(d) Recreation Programs 

(e) Housing & Relocation Assistance 

(f) Transportation 

(g) Job Placement and Youth Employment Programs 

(h) Legal Services 

(i) Medical Care 

(j) Financial Assistance 

~/ See Report of a National Conference on Home Start and Other Pr9~~ 
for Parents and Children (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of ~eulth, Educa
tion and vlelfare, 1975). Publication No. (OHD) 76-31089. 
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(k) Psychological Diagnostic Evaluation 

(1) Mental Health Care 

(m) Service Programs for the Handicapped 

(n) Services for Unmarried Parents 

(0) Volunteer Organizations 

Foster Grandparents 
Big Brothers 
Big Sisters 
church sponsored community action groups 

It should be emphasized that services in the above list can be equally 

important, if not more important, than day care or homemaker services in 

enabling a child to remain in or to be returned to the home. 

B. STANDARDS 

In an effort to avoid the use of day care facilities which provide low 

quality care, all facilities utilized by an agency, either directly or through 

referral, should be regularly and carefully inspected and their services moni-

tored. States provide mandatory licensing standards for private facilities 

(both profit and non-profit), while more stringent federal regulations are often 

required for programs receiving federal funds. In addition, accreditation and 

credentialing are increasingly 'taking plare under public and private auspices in 

order to recognize achievement of quality care above that mandated by state and 

federal statutes. 

Because day care licensing standards vary across states and few areas of 

total agreemen~ on licensing standards exist, no specific criteria or standards 

will be suggested here. It is relevant to point out, however, that ideal child/ 

staff ratios recommended. by DREW fur family day care homes, group day care 

homes, and day care centers, may be found in the Federal Interagency Day Care 
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Requirements·11 Resea~ch regarding the importance of professional education 

for day care teachers has been largely inconclusive. 

Sources of recommended licensing standards include Child Welfare League of 

America (CWLA), and the Children's Bureau (DHEW). Also of interest are the 

recently formulated standards for day care centers for infants and chil-

dren under three years of age by the Committee on the Infant and Pre··school 

Child of the American Academy of Pediatrics.~1 A local administrator should 

be familiar with the provisions of the Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements 

(FIDCR). In communities where these standards are not presently applied, pend-

ing federal legislation could have a significant impact on day care services. 

Available for in-depth as~essment of individual day care centers is: 

The Day Care Evaluation Manual, DHEW Publication No. 7502, published in Decem-

ber 1974. This Manual may be obtained from: 

The price is $10.00. 

U.S. Children's Bureau, 
ACYF, OHDS 
P. O. Box 1182 
Washington, D. C. 20013 

Standards for quality of homemaker services vary widely. The National 

Council for Homemaker-Horne Health Aide Services, Inc., and the CWLA publish 

standards. However, the responsibility for enforcing standards will be up to 

the agency staff responsible for monitoring contracts and the individual 

caseworkers who supervise homemakers in particular cases. 

Personal qualifications of homemakers which have been found to be im-

portant are: (1) an understanding of the perceptions, culture and backgrounds 

II Federal Interagency Day Care Reguirements (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1968), Publication No. (OJ.~!) 

76-31081. 
~I Recommendations for Day Care Centers for Infants and Children 

(Evanston, Illinois: American Academy of Pediatrics, 1973). 
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of the families which they will be assisting; (2) good health; (3) maturity 

and emotional stability; and (4) a liking for children. Further detailed 

selection criteria may be found in CWLA Standards for Homemaker Service 

for Children, which may be ordered from: 

Child Welfare League of America 
67 Irving Place 
New York, New York 10003 

More information may also be obtained from: 

National Council 
Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service, Inc. 
67 Irving Place, 6th Floor 
New York, New York 10003 
(212) 674-4990. 

C. CRITERIA FOR SERVICE CHOICE 

The Intake Service Choice Resource Section (Section III of this Manual) 

discusses criteria used to determine whether or not a child should remain in 

hislher own home, and whether or not the family can benefit from receiving 

agency services. Written guidelines should be available to workers to assist 

them in making these important decisions'.II Appropriate matching of specific 

i~,-home service or service package to client needs should take into account: 

(1) age of the child; (2) degree of family disorganization and impairment of 

caretaker functioning; (3) needs of parent(s) and child; (4) preferences 

expressed by parent(s) and child; and finally (5) availability of resources. 

It cannot be overemphasized that immediate, intensive casework support should 

be provided at the point of crisis. It is during this critical period that 

families either break up or are maintained intact, avoiding placement of 

children out of the home. 

II Examples of such guidelines are provided in Report from DFS Task Force 
Committee on Alternatives for Families at Risk (Salt Lake City: Utah State 
Department of Social Services, Division of Family Services, October 1975), 
p. 21, and M. Paul, Criteria for Foster Place~ent and Alternatives to Foster 
Care (New York: New York Board of Social Welfare, 1975). 

--~ ~-~-------------~-
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Day care is most appropriately utilized as the service option of choice 

when care in the home, beyond the hours the child will be in day care, can at 

least minimally meet a child's needs. If this is the case, then day care is 

indicated. 

It is generally agreed that a high ratio of staff per child is extremely 

important for childre.n under three. Thus, for a younger child, it is important 

to consider staff ratio when matching a child with a particular facility. Also, 

the more physically and emotionally deprived a child's home environment is found 

to be, the,more important will be the child-staff ratio and enriched program 

elements of a day care program. 

Day care may be offered as a preventive or compensatory service, and 

differing emphasis may be placed on care, child development, education or treat

ment. Careful investigation and diagnostic evaluation of each family's situa

tion will indicate which of the following components of day care service a child 

needs most: 

(1) Care and protection 

(2) Education 

(3) Health supervision 

(4) Social work with parents and child. 

Careful consideration should be given to the needs and interests of school

aged children when arranging for after school care. Some of these children are 

emotionally mature enough to function well with a minimum of supervisinn. Many, 

however, will need a nutritious meal, assistance with homework, and pla:med 

recreational activities. 

The importance of homemaker service to prevent placement in foster care has 

been noted repeatedly by numerous child welfare experts, as well as parents of 

children who have been temporarily placed ou~ of their homes as a result of 
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family emergencies. While this is an expensive service, its long term value in ~ 

preventing traumatic separations of parents and children during crises has been 

demonstrated. When matching homemaker service to individual child and family 

needs, the criteria previously mentioned apply, with the addition of projected 

duration of need. 

Often homemaker service must be provided for only a short time. If the 

child is under six, or several children are involved, extension of emergency 

homemaker service for a period of several weeks may prove more desirable and 

economical than short-term placement. Homemaker service may be 24-hour service, 

which is often required in emergencies, or 8-hour service. Twenty-four-hour 

homemaker service should always be available to serve children in their own 

homes, whose parents ~ust be absent from the home because of sudden illness 

or other emergencies. Homemaker service, on an 8-hour basis, is indicated when 

parental care in the home beyond the hours the child will be cared for by 

the homemaker, can meet the minimum needs of the child. 

Caseworker participation can be an important part of homemaker services. 

While some families neither need nor want casework services, in the majority 

of cases in which homemaker service is indicated, case~\1ork service is a 

necessary correlate of successful outcomes. The hOinemaker is frequently called 

upon to provide service to children and families in a wide range of stre~sf~l 

circumstances. There may be conflicting reactions to her/his presence within 

a family group. These circumstances combined with family situations such as 

mental illness, abuse, or neglect, tend to place a high degree of emotional 

strain on homemakers. Thus, a supportive collaborative relationship with a 

caseworker is an essential part of successful homemaker service. 
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In Standards for Homemaker Service for Children, the Child Welfare 

League of America states that: 

"Homemaker service should be considered for children ,.,ho 
are lacking or may be deprived of love and proper care 
because of family circumstances or problems of the parents, 
and whose individual needs cart best be met in their oWn 
homes. These include: 

children whose mother is absent from the home ••• 

children ,.,hose mother is in the home but unable to per
form all her mothering fu~ctions ••• 

children in families where the mother is worried and 
preoccupied with the care of the father, another child 
or another member of the family ••• 

- children whose mother does not know how to care for 
them or how to keep house, due to lack of preparation 
or training, low intelligence, emotional immaturity, 
her own deprivations, or overwhelming responsibilities 
for many children, but has a relationship with them 
which has value for them ••• 

- children ,.,hose mother has to be employed during the day 
for an interim or indeterminate period ••• 

- children living in foster families ••• when problems 
arise which might require placement in another home. 

- children receiving specialized psychiatric treatment 
or treatment for serious physical ailment ••• 

- children fer whom an alternative plan, such as place
ment, has to be developed, and for whom a diagnostic 
study andlor preparation for placement may be required."lQl 

Jill Child Helfare League of America Standards for Homemaker Service for 
Children (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1959), pp. 5-6. 

---------------' 
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II. CASE MANAGEMENT 

Various case management models are used by local social service agencies 

to deliver services to children and families. For example, a team model is 

used in the Division of Family Services, Salt Lake City, Utah. Teams are 

comprised of two intake workers, two protective service workers, and two foster 

care workers under the supervision of a seventh team member. Workers are 

encouraged to discuss cases and challenge each other's decisions. The Division 

has found that communication between workers has improved, more consistency 

exists between workers regarding service plans considered appropriate for 

clients with relatively similar problems, and clients are receiving less 

fragmented services. 

Successful social service work with children and families in their own 

homes may require an individualized relationship with one person. The impor-

tance of working within a relationship is emphasized throughout the literature 

and is ot particular significance when services are being provided in an effort 

to avoid the more expensive, more traumatic, and usually longer option of 

placement. Services that are provided outside the context of an individualized 

relationship may be considered impersonal, encouraging passivity and apathy.ll/ 

In their 1973 report on Service to Chi1dreu in Their Own Homes: Its 

Nature and Outcome, Sherman et a1. found that a combination of services, in 

contrast to a single service, showed a significantly greater association with 

successful outcome, defined as avoiding out-of-home placements. It was 

suggested that this finding may have been due in part to the support (defined 

l.lI N. Polansky et aI., Profile of Neglect (Hashington, D.C.: U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and He1fare [SRS] 1975), p. 43. Publication 
No. (SRS) 76-23037, and Sherman et a1., Service to Children in Th~ir Own Homes, 
p. 126. 
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as understanding and encouragement) given by a caseworker, not only to the 

client and family, but to the homemaker as well.ll/ 

The following sections will discuss the increasing use of case plans as 

contracts, behavioral modification techniques in casework, the importance of 

current information regarding resources available in a community to support 

families, and finally, termination of in-home service. 

A. CASE PLANS AS SERVICE CONTRACTS 

In a number of agencies, case plans are increasingly being written to 

include quasi-contractual agreements that are Signed by client(s) and case-

worker. These contracts are established to clarify agreements regarding agency 

services to be provided, changes in the client's situation that are expected 

to result from the services, and the setting of reasonable time limits for 

achieving short-term and long-term objectives. When objectives and expectations 

are put in writing and the responsibilities of all parties involved are delirt-

eated, clients can make informed decisions about whethe!' or not to participate 

in the service plan. Contractual agreements facilitate decisions ~~garding 

alternate plans, and strengthen cases which may result in court action. 

The purpose, then, of writing case plans as contracts between case-

workers and -parents is fourfold: 

(1) parents are recognized as integral participants in the 
treatment process. 

(2) Exact changes required of them if their children are to 
remain in home are described. 

(3) A time limit is established within which the changes must 
be accomplished. 

(4) Signing of ;he contract strengthens parental commitment 
to participate in the change effort. 

11./ Sherman et a1., Service to Children in Their Own Homes, p. 126. 

-------------------
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Smith and Jordan of the Utah Department of Social Services, Division 

of Family Services, have developed a training manual for caseworkers entitled 

Results Oriented Recording in Public Social Service Agencies. The manual is ~sed 

by staff of Family and Child Training Services in Utah. The section on contract-

ing offers the following g',,;idelines: 

"1. A service contract is an agreement between consumer 
and practitioner that each will perform certain tasks. 

2. A behavioral contract is a contract which is written in 
behavioral terms and has, as its goal, speeific consumer 
behavioral changes. 

3. Contracts may be 01 short or long duration. 
4. A series of service contracts and their evaluations pro

vide a specific and measurable recording track. 

WRrTING THE CONTRACT 

1. Involve the consumer from the beginning. By involving 
the consumer in selecting the goals, he or she feels 
that you are working with him/her and this will increase 
his/her motivation. 

2. Use the consumer's strengths to set goals which help with 
her or his needs. Attention, praise and the feeling of 
sucCess in accomplishing her/his goals will help to main
tain the consumer's motivation. These should be part of 
any goal planning procedure. 

3. Use small steps to reach the goal. Small, attainable 
steps bring ~apid success. 

4. State clearly who will do \-lhat and when. 

CONTRACTING GUIDE 

When formulating a service contract, it is helpful to go 
through the following steps: 

1. Select one or two needs that you want to work on first. 
2. Determine what behaviors you and the consumer wish to 

bring about. 
3. Describe those behaviors so that they may be observed. 
4. W:t'ite the contract so that everyone can understand it. 
5. Measure success by observing the behavior. 
6. Troubleshoot the system if measurement does not show 

improvement. 
7. Continue to monitor, troubleshoot, and, if necessary, 

re~.;rrite the contract until the objective(s) are met. 
8. Select another need to work on." 

This manual may be obtained from: 



Cost is $3.00. 
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Division of Family Services 
Family & Child Training Services 
150 West North Temple, Suite 370 
P.O. Box 2500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 

Negotiation of the service contract may take one or several sessions. 

During subsequent meetings the ongoing focus on achievement of the objectives 

agreed upon in the contract often provides a useful opportunity for change-

oriented service. Case plans which are written as contracts should be periodi-

cally reevaluated in regard to goal achievement, and alternate plans imple-

mented when indicated. 

There are clearly some limitations involved in contracting with clients. 

For example, caseworkers must decide when services should be terminated in 

the case of a client who does not keep the terms of the contract, and when a 

modified contract should be worked out. In addition, non-voluntary clients may 

present a problem to caseworkers, who must be able to assess motivation and 

potential·1l1 

B. BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES IN CASEWORK 

Increasing use is being made of behavioral modification techniques in 

casework with problem-ridden families. This practical, empirically oriented 

approach is based on principles of learning theory and the experimental analysis 

of behavior. Among the demonstration projects conducted where these techniques 

have been successfully applied is the Treatment Alternatives Project (TAP) 

established by the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare and the Boston 

Children's Service Association. Under project directors Edward T. Heck and 

Alan R. Gruber, intensive in-house services were provided to groups of children 

131 For more information see B. Seabury, "The Contract: Uses, Abuses 
and Limitations," Social Work 21:1 (January 1976), pp. 16-21. 
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found to be so seriously emotionally disturbed as to need separation from their 4It 
families before referral to TAP. The primary objective was to demonstrate that 

children referred to and eligible for residential mental health treatment could 

be maintained in their home communities with good clinical results at a reason-

able cost to the state. Heck and Gruber demonstrated that one-third more 

children and families received services in TAP than for approximately the same 

amount of money expended by the Department of Public Welfare for the non-TAP 

children in the matched control groups. This study suggested that traditional 

insight oriented treatment methods may not work as well as the behavioral 

approach with the less verbal clients often seen in child welfare caseloads.jil 

Behavior modification concepts have also been applied in the Alameda Pro-

ject, a cooperative effort of the Children's Home Society of Oakland, California, 

and the Alameda County Department of Human Resources. The primary objective of 

the project is to work intensively with families to restore children to the 

natural parents or terminate parental rights and place the children in permanent 

homes. The following statements summarize the project's general approach: 

1. As early as possible, the worker obtains a statement from the 
parent(s) regarding wishes for the future of the child(ren). 

2. If parents want to [keep child or] have their child returned, 
the worker's next task is to identify any problems that require 
remediation. Problems are defined in observable and measurable 
terms and in language the parents can understand. 

3. For each problem identified the worker gathers specific information 
regarding frequency, context, alternative desirable behaviors, and 
environmental resources. 

4. After the problem behavi.ors are identified, the worker and client 
decide on the objectives--that is, what changes are to occur with 
what frequency in what situations. 

lil E. Heck and A. Gruber, Treatment Alternatives Project: Final Report 
and Program EValuation (Boston: Boston Children's Service Association, 1976). 
Copies may be obtained from Boston Children's Service Association, 3 Walnut 
Street, Boston, Massachusetts. 
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5. The worker selects an intervention [case] plan and a contract 
is formulated. 

6. The intervention plan is then implemented and its success in 
altering identified problems is monitored. 

7. The contract stipulates specific actions which will be taken if 
goals stated in the contract are achieved. Hhen goals of the 
contract are not achieved, the worker reevaluates both assess
ment of the problem and choice of treatment.~/ 

Further guidance on using behaviorally oriented casework in child w·elfare 

can be found in Decision Making in Foster Care - A Training Manual by Theodore 

J. Stein and Eileen D. Gambrill (University Extension Publications, University 

Extension, University of California, Berkeley, 1976). This manual was. 

developed out of concern for the unplanned "drift" of children into long-term 

foster care placement, and offers an innovative approach to training students 

and child welfare practitioners in decisive planning and handling of cases. 

The training manual is based on the extensive body of empirical literature 

in socio-behavioral theory which provides the framework for case management 

used in the Alameda Project. The first two sections of the manual concentrate 

on systematic processes of: (1) assessment; (2) formulatj.ng contracts with 

clients; (3) observation; and (4) recording. The last half of the manual 

focuses on intervention methods which involve the client in the treatment 

process. Intervention techniques are specifically di.rected toward remediation 

of poor parent-child verbal interactions, and identification and treatment of 

parental alcohol and drug abuse. Studies have indicated that both poor verbal 

interaction and parental alcohol/drug abuse are often related to children 

entering out of home care.1£/ 

15/ T. Stein and E. Gambrill, "Behavioral Techniques in Foster Care," 
Sociar-Work 21:1 (January 1976), pp. 34-39. 

1£/ See citations in T. Stein and E. Gambrill, Decision Making in 
Foster Care - A Training Manual (Berkeley, California: University Extension 
Publications, University of California, 1976), p. 141. 
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An additional reference for those interested in .obtaining more information 

regarding the behavioral approach is Behavior Modification in the Human Services 

by Sundel and Sundel. A systematic introduction to concepts and applications, 

this publication can be used for staff development and in-service training in 

methods that are being applied in a wide range of human service settings. 

Chapters particularly relevant for caseworkers include behavioral assessment, 

treatment planning, and transfer of behavioral change.121 

C. COORDINATION 

Fragmentation of services in a community and the resulting negative 

effects on clients occur for several reasons: 

(1) a caseworker may not be aware of the multitude of 
services that exist; 

(2) referral procedures may be cumbersome and vague; 

(3) criteria for acceptance by agencies in the community 
may be limited, e.g., financial eligibility criteria, 
geographic location, religion, race, marital status or 
other requirements; 

(4) community agencies often do not have appropriate 
coordination or information dispersal procedures. 

Comprehensive and frequently updated resource files can assist workers 

in finding and obtaining services that are available in a community. Files 

may be automated or manual. At a minimum, the file on each ~gency should 

contain a clear description of services available, eligj~ility requirements, 

address, telephone number(s), hours of service, and contact person. Previous 

experience with the agency may be noted, as well as some rudimentary assess-

ment of quality of services and usual length of wait if applicable, and cost 

information, if available, in terms of unit of service or average case cost. 

~. 

121 M. Sundel and S. Sund~l, Behavior Modification in the Human Services 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1975). 
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Maintaining a resource file that will ensure caseworker awareness of 

all available support services in the community sho~ld be an additional 

responsibility of the individual or unit whose job it is to locate and obtain 

the services for the agency. The file may be centrally located or in list 

form and should be available to each worker with frequent updates. Gambrill 

and Wiltse suggest that this file or list be scanned with each client to 

serve as a reminder to the caseworker of all resources available to 

support service to children in their own homes.~/ 

Referral and cooperative agr~ements should be established in writing. 

Purchase of service contracts should clearly describe the natu~e of the ser-

vice being provided and the accountability procedures that will be utilized. 

Purchasers must develop clccurate monitoring techniques to ensure that clients 

are receiving the quality of services specified in the case plan. 

D. DURATION OF SERVICE 

There is conflicting research evidence regarding optimal duration of 

in-home service. The expected duration of service is usually related to 

the severity of the client~s situation at case opening. While this is the 

major consideration, cost may also be a factor. For instance, day care 

services may 'be provided indefinitely, while specific time limits may be 

placed on homemaker service. Although the decision of when to terminate 

service is made by individual caseworkers and .lients, based on the unique 

circumstances of each case, a brief review of relevant literature regarding 

service duration for use in establishing agency objectives will be presented. 

18/ E. Gambrill and K. Wiltse, "Foster Care: Prescriptions for 
Chang;;" Public Welfare 32: 3 (Summer 1974), pp. 39-47. 
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In Brief and Extended Casework,12/ Reid and Shyne suggest that for 

certain kinds of clientele, short-term casework is more effective than 

extended service. Families in crisis who seek help for inter-personal 

problems involving marital or parent/child conflicts have been shown to 

respond better to short-term goal-oriented service with specified time-

limited objectives of 3-4 months. However, the study reported in Service 

to Children in Their Own Homes lQ/ indicated that crisis-ridden families 

wtth "multiple and pressing problems" were more likely to attain service 

objectives when cases were open approximately one year. 

Norman Polansky reports in Profile of Neglect that if a family shows 

no improvement after six months of treatment, " ••• the prognosis for even-

tual positive change is poor." Considering that six months is about the 

usual duration of a trial of treatment in protective service work,l.!./ the 

major time objective in most in-home cases involving neglect would be ex-

pected to be not'less than six months. Th~ Division of Family Services, 

Utah State Department of Social Services has established the objective that, 

"Seventy-five percent of all cases (in-home protective supervision) will be 

terminated ~ ... ithin six months due to accomplishment of sufficient objectives. "11./ 

Of the remaining clients, approximately 20 percent contInue to receive service 

for longer than six months, while 5 percent are removed from their homes. 

In a recent study completed by the U. S. General Accounting Office entitled 

More can be Learned and Done About the Well-Being of Children, children 

referred for protective service as a result of severe abuse or neglect were 

121 
Columbia 

20/ 
21/ 
22/ 

W. Reid and A. Shyne, Brief and Extended Casework (New 
University Press, 1969). 

Sherman et al., Service to Children in Their Own Home. 
Polansky et al., Profile of Neglect, p. 40. 
Report on Alternatives for Families at Risk, p. 19. 

York: 
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followed over a period of time. It was found that in approximately 75 per-

cent of the cases, at least some progress had been made within 10 months.111 

Polansky warns that premature termination of service may be experienced 

as abandonment. Additionally, he points out that the new behavioral patterns 

cannot be expected to be stress resistant until they have become habitual.lil 

A gradual working through of the later phases of service rather than abrupt 

termination is indicated. Clients must be encouraged to feel free to contact 

the caseworker in the future should they feel the need. 

It is clear from these conflicting findings that the establishment of 

arbitrary standards regarding duration of service to troubled families, where 

children may be at risk of placement out of their homes, is not realistic. 

Hhile the literature frequ'ently addresses the issue of premature termination, 

supervisors should also be aware that staff may sometimes be reluctant to close 

cases, which may be in neither the best interests of the client nor of the agency. 

An agency's own experience with its client population may offer the most useful 

evidence on which to establish guidelines to assist workers when making decisions 

regarding termination of service. 

111 More Can be Learned and Done About the Well-Being of Children (Hashington, 
D. C.: General Accounting Office~ April 9, 1976). 

lil Polansky et al., Profile of Neglect, p. 40. 
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III. RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

The development of resources necessary to provide services to children 

and families in their own homes is often subject to severe fiscal constraints 

resulting from state level decisions. Local social service agencies may have 

little or no control over budget allocations or resource development activi-

ties. However, individual agency personnel have varying degrees of flexibility 

and freedom to work within the community to identify and develop additional 

resources. The following discussion provides examples of ways in which some 

agencies are working to develop additional resources to meet the demonstrated 

needs of children and their families. 

It is preferable that efforts to obtain additional services to support 

in-home treatment decisions be the responsibility of a particular individual 

or unit within an agency. Recruitment of these selrvices may involve two 

dimensions, one to find the services which are already available in the 

community, but perhaps not publicized, and the other to be active in advocacy 

and development of new services. 

Additional opportunities to improve the range and availability of services 

may lie in areas less often explored by social service staff. A good public 

relations program is an essential part of this endeavor. An effective program 

invQlves liaison with the media and work with organizations in the community. 

Agencies with community advisory boards can often gain public support for needed 

serviceb 1 resources through the efforts of committed board members.111 

A. ~ARE SERVICE 

In addition to locating and obtaining day care service to match the 

individual needs of client~, agencies may wish to contact community and 

111 See K. McGilvray and R. Myers, "The Anatomy of a Child Welfare 
Board," Public Welfare 34:4 (Fall 1976), pp. 26-35. 
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charity organizations and apprise them of the need to develop particular 

types of care. ~fuile a shortage of care may not be a ptoblem, one of the 

~ost helpful services that can be offered is that of furnishing information 

to providers and parents regarding the existing child care resources in a 

commurtity. 

An example of such a service is the planned Child Care Resource Center 

of New Haven, Connecticut. Under municipal auspices, the Center is designed 

to perform the following major fUncticns: 

"1. Provide a complete, up-to-date listing of local child care pro
viders, including hours of operation, availability of space, 
applicable economic criteria for enrollment, ages and types of 
children served, etc. 

2. Establish and disseminate guidelines helpful in choosing a 
child care facility. 

3. Offer information and limited technical assistance to child 
care providers, including funding and grants information, 
available training COUl"SeS and ~.,orkshops. 

4. Establish a job bank of employment openings in the field. 

5. Establish a placement component to seek and match volunteers 
interested in day care to available slots. 

6. Develop a lending library on child care designed to help 
both parents and providers."J&I 

B. HOME~lliKER SERV~CES 

Homemaker service is essential to effective child welfare programs, 

but it is often in short supply. The lack of suffident numbers of home-

makers may be due to a perception of the homemaker's role as one of rela-

tively low status in the eyes of the public as well a~l within the social 

26 I See C. DiTallo et a1., "Day Care: Municipal Roles and Responsibili
ties,-"-in Managing Human Services, eds. W. Anderson, B. Frieden, and M. Murphy 
(Hashington, D. C,,: International City Management Association, 1977), 
pp. 365-381. 
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work profession,11.1 and to the fact that child welfare agencies must often 

co~pete with other groups (i.e., convalescents, handicapped, and the aged) 

for homemakers already in short supply. 

If agencies rely on direct recruitment, their effort to recruit a suf-

ficient number of homemkers should have the same priority as recruitment of 

foster homes. Agencies should utilize the most effective and influential 

media possible, including: netV'spapers, magazines, local newsletters, factory 

or business in-house publicity circulars, church bulletins, and, often most 

effectively, person-to-person contar.t by agency personnel. Many of the tech-

niques discussed in the Foster Family Care Resource Section (Section V of this 

Manual) can be effective in recruiting homemakers. In addition, local agencies 

should consider the following strategies: 

(1) Clarify the role of the homemaker as an integral member of 
a social service team; 

differentiate the service from general housekeeping 
or chore service 
r~lse salaries and improve benefits 
recognize outstanding contributions to overall agency 
performance as well as to individual case outcomes 
encourage participation in general staff meetings and 
case conferences 

(2) Provide in-service training and staff development opportun-
ities ;1§.1 

individual conferences and supervision on the job 
opportunities for group discussion meetings with other 
homemakers 
courses pertaining to child care and development, 
family relations, home management, and the services 
of other social agencies and community resources 
specialized training for homemakers working with abuse 
or neglect cases 

11.1 A. Kadushin, Child.yelfare Service, p. 326. Also see T. Steeno, 
B. Hoorehead, and J. Smits, "Homemakers as Change. Agents," Social CasetV'ork 
58:5 (Hay 1977), pp. 286-293 for a lucid discussion of the many issues 
involved in an agencY'$ use of homemakers. 

1&1 A training manual for homemakers may be obtained from: National 
Council Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service, Inc., 67 Irving Place, 6th Floor, 
NetV' York, New York 10003, (212) 674-4990. Cost is $6.00. 
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(3) Increase community awareness of the importance of homemaker 
service to the general welfare of children and the preven
tion of abuse, neglect, exploitation and delinquency. Pub
licity concerning the crucial role of homemakers in community 
welfare may effect a general raising of the status of home
makers and thus, an increase in the number of persons seeking 
such employment. 

There is Some disagreement over the advantages to be gained by utiliz-

ing homemakers who are well-trained professionals as opposed to less experi-

enced and lower-priced homemakers. Mothers receiving AFDC, for example, 

have been recruited to fill positions as homemakers. In addition, Gertrude 

Goldberg reports on a community action program in Ne~v York City where in-

digenous homemakers who were familiar with the neighborhood, language, back-

ground, and lifestyle of families were able to form quick and firm relation-

ships with them. According to the report: 

", •• [The indigenous homemakers 1 were untrained, but they \\Tere not un
skilled. They had considerable ability to cope with their environ
ment, and therefore much to offer clients who were less resource,ful 
than 'they. They knew how to live on a 1mV' income, how to stretch 
leftovers, how to use surplus foods (including powdered skim milk 
and canned meat, which must have the preservative removed before 
it is edible), where to buy inexpensive material, and how to sew an 
attractive garment ~vith it, how to recognize a bargain. They knew 
which detergents would best clean an icebox or a stove and which made 
sense on a 1mv income. They knew their neighborhood, which stores 
were good, and ~vhere bargains could be found. They also had learned 
how to deal with the local merchants. They were familiar with the 
neighborhood and they could show a client how to fend with these 
institutions, not in the manner of a professional, who relies partly 
on the agency's power and partly on his polish, but the way a 10wer
class person does it for himself. Most of them had taken care of a 
large family and had planned their schedules well enough to have some 
time for themselves. They were both skilled and experienced in caring 
for young children. 1/11../ 

29/ G. Goldberg, "Nonprofessional Helpers: The Visiting Homemakers," 
in Community Action Against Poverty! cds. G. Brager and F. Purcell (West 
Haven, Connecticut: New Haven College and University Press, 1967); p. 191. 
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Analysis of the comparative costs of homemaker service from different 

agencies must take into consideration not only the hourly rate but the average 

cost per case. Agencies with less stringent standards (particularly in the 

area of supervision and training) can often offer service at a lower hourly 

rate. However, a higher level of supervision and professional services may 

make possible more frequent and thorough review of the needs of the clients 

resulting in more effective service, as well as more expeditious terminations. 

The issue of the varying costs of homemaker service is illustrated in Table I 

beJow. These costs were presented to the Social Services Commission in 

San Francisco on November 20, 1974.lQ/ 

Contract Rate 
Per Hour 

Average Paid 
hours per case 
(per month) 

Average cost 
per case 
_(per month) 

A 

$6.00 

32.41 

$194.46 

TABLE I 

AGENCY 

B C 

$7.00 $6.00 

26.69 29.65 

$186.86 $177.91 

D 

$7.75 

21.00 

$162.77 

Thus, a lower hourly rate can be deceptive in that it does not neces-

sari1y imply a lower average homemaker cost per case. 

c. VOLUNTEER SERVICES 

Volunteers can often be obtained to expand needed in-home services in 

the absence of adequate funding. Volunteer programs have proven to be an 

lQ/ U. S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Long Term Care; and House, 
Subcommittee on Health and Long Term Care, Testimony by H. Hall, October 28, 
1975. (Mimeographed.) 

I 

\~ 
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effective means of adding new dimensions to agency services and reflecting 

community Concerns. Volunteers are increasingly and successfully acting as 

"lay therapists" to abusing and neglecting parents, providj.ng the trusting 

supportive relationships that facilitate positive change.lll Often 

agencies, and sometimes coalitions of agencies, delegate responsibility for 

coordinating volunteers to a paid staff member who then organizes and 

supervises the volunteer workers. In addition to establishing an individual-

ized relationship with a client, volunteers can provide transportation, 

clerical support, tud'~oring service, and assistance with support groups, educa-

tion programs, and fund raising activities. 

Under the auspices of Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect Volunteer Services, 

Inc. (SCAN), a private agency under contract with th~ Arkansas State Department 

of Social Services, 200 lay therapis'ts ~vork with about 550 cases in 10 counties 

throughout Arkansas. The agency is funded through a combination of federal and 

local sources. Volunteers in the program receive three days of intensive train-

ing before becoming "lay therapists." 'they also attend weekly conferen.ces and 

are supervised by profeSSional staff. The agency reports that'most of the 

families served by this program have made pregress and that there has been little 

recurrence of abuse or neglect. More information On this program can be obtain~d 

from: 

Sharon Pallone, Executive Director 
SCAN Service, Inc. 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
(501) 371-2773 

or from Cecelia Sudia, ACYF Project Officer, (202) 755-7740 in Washington, D. C. 

111 See A. Karlshruher, lithe Nonprofessional As aPsychotherapeut!c. 
Agent, " American Journal of Community Psychology 2: 1 (January 1974), pp. 61-77. 
Also see C. Kempe al~d R. Helfer, "Innovative Therapeutic Approaches," in Helping 
the Battered Child and His Family, eds. C. Kempe and R. Helfer (Philadelphia: 
J. B. Lippincott Co., 1972) pp. 41-54. 
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IV. SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

A. CHILD WELFARE RESOURCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

Although child welfare research and demonstration projects are being 

conducted and evaluated in local agencies throughout the country, there have 

often been few mechanisms for dissemination of results and des~riptions of 

successful programs. The National Center for Child Advocacy (Children's 

Bureau, DHEW) supports research, demonstration and training programs, and 

provides technical assistance to state and local agencies to increase and 

improve child welfare services. One of their projects, The Child Welfare 

Resource Information Exchange (CWRIE), is a source for materials on exemplary 

programs, curricula, technologies, and methods which have brought more effec-

tive and efficient services to children. Information is available on programs 

which agencies can use to improve services to: 

children and youth in placement 
children vulnerable to inadequate early child rearing 
children in the juvenile justice system 
children vulnerable to delinquency 
children and youth vulnerable to or exposed to abuse, 
neglect or dependency 
emotionally disturbed children and youth 
children and youth with developmental disabilities 
children and youth with physical disabilities 
teenage parents 

The CWRIE disseminates information through EXCHANGE (a monthly bulletin), re-

gional workshops, colloquia, and a national meeting. The CWRIE will offer 

limited direct assistance to agencies which request help to install a program 

the EXCHANGE has documented. The CWRIE is funded by the Children's Bureau and 

operated under l~e auspices of Mott-McDonald Associates, Inc. The CWRIE can be 

contacted at: 

; 
" 

Suite 501 
2011 Eye Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 
(202) 331-0028 
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Further information may also be obtained from the National Center for Child 

Advocacy from E. Dollie Wolverton, Project Officer, at (202) 755-7816. 

B. FOSTER CARE DIVERSION PROJECTS 

A major objective of in-home service is to prevent the placement of 

children in foster care and the disintegration of families. In addition to 

their preventive focus, the following programs provide corrective services. 

1. Lower E~st Side Family Union 

Located in the Lower East Side of New York City, the Family Union keeps 

families together by helping them use existing agencies and services. Four 

teams, located in different areas, work toward solving the problems of 

families in crisis. Three teams are organized with a team leader, rive 

social work associates, six homemakers, and a clerk-typist. The social 

work associates coordinate services to clients, make up family service 

contracts and monitor them. The homemakers relieve the immediate physical 

demands on families by baby-sitting, cooking, performing housekeeping 

tasks, and accompanying family members to service agencies. They also 

instruct parents in household skills, managing their money, nutrition, and 

child rearing. The fourth team concentrates on community organization, 

finding ways to strengthen neighborhood cohesion and agency cooperation. 

Family Union workers, with the exception of team leaders, are recruited 

from the communities in which they work. Training sessions for all team 

members are conducted once a week. 

Although the program has not been formally evaluated, data gathered 

on the 390 families counseled during 1976 show that 141 families had the 

same characteristics as families with children in foster care. However, 

only 10 of the families receiving services from the Family Union had children 

placed, with most of these being short-term placements of only a few months. 
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The program was administered at an average co~t per family, per year, of from 

$1,200 to $1,500.~1 

A comprehensive annual report and in-depth description of the program 

can be obtained from: Lower East Side Family Union, 91 Canal Street, New 

York, N. Y. 10002. Price: $10.00. 

2. Homebuilders 

A project of the U. S. Children's Bureau and the Catholic Community 

Services of Tacoma, Washington, Homebuilders provides intensive, six-week 

in-home treatment to families whose adolescents are in danger of place-

ment outside the home. Two teams of therapists use various techniques--

Parent Effectiveness Training, behavior modification, assertiveness 

training, values clarification, fair fight techniques, and Rational Emotive 

Therapy. Therapists are limited to no more than two new cases a month, and 

usually only have three families at a time on their caseloads. Family members 

are given their therapist's home phone numbers and are encouraged to call 

between treatment sessions if necessary. 

Since the beginning of its operation in October 1974, Homebuilders has 

served 119 families, including 88 children for whom the possibility of out-

of-home care was imminent. Need for placement was averted in 92 percent of the 

cases. Follow-up indicated that 96 percent of those potential placements have 

stayed in their natural homes.lll Homebuilders staff provide information and 

consultation to others wishing to initiate similar programs. For more informa-

tion contact Dr. Jill Kinney, Director, Family Crisis Program, Catholic Children's 

Services of Tacoma, 5410 North 44th Street, Tacoma, Washington 98407, (206) 

752-2455. Further information may also be obtained from: Doreen Bierbrier, 

Project Officer, National Center for Child Advocacy (DHEW), at (202) 755-7447" 

~I See. S. Bush, "A Family-Help Program that Really Works," Psych(~ 
Today 10: 12 (Hay 1977), p. 48. 

111 Reported in Case Record 1:3 (August 1977) Portland, Oregon: Regional 
Research Institute for Human Sarvices, Portland State University. 
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3. Focus on Families 

The Division of Family Services of the Utah State Department of Social 

Services is implementing a demonstration project called "Focus on Families" 

to prevent placement and strengthen families through intensive coordinated 

service. The Project is an effort to refocus services and demonstrate the 

cost-effectiveness of early intervention. It is hoped that the project will 

encourage reallocation of foster care monies to public programs which stress 

early delivery of services to children and parents in their own homes. 

To initiate the required change in administrative focus, the project 

first identifies families at risk of placement before placement becomes the 

only alternative. Following an in-depth assessment of the family, a service 

contract is formulated based on agreed upon needs. Project staff then pro-

vide intensive services and coordinate community services which the family 

requires. Dra~'m from the agency target population, families receive any 

ne~ded agency service including purchased services. Crisis services are offered 

as needed, but the provision of concrete services such as day care, teaching 

homemakers, and education and counseling for parents is stressed. A major 

project objective is to enable families eventually to be able to solve their 

own problems, to know and use ~he resources they need to reduce dependency 

on the project staff, and to enable them to act as sources of information 

for other families they know who are in crisis situations. 

The project staff maintains open communication with everyone in the 

child ~.,elfare area at both the local agency and state levels regarding the 

progress of the project. In this way t','e entire agency may shift its 

attention from placement to prevention. For further information contact: 

Jim Walles, Assistant Director of Child Welfare Services 
Division of Family Services 
District 2B Office 
3195 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
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C. DELINQUENCY DIVERSION PROJECTS 

The problems of troubled adolescents who come to the attention of 

social service agencies pose a distinct challenge to the child welfare system. 

At the national level, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 

supports diversion of youngsters labeled status offenders, (e.g. those in need 

of supervision, beyond parental control, habitually truant, and runaways) from 

the juvenile justice system. Agencies face mUltiple problems in developing and 

maintaining community based foster care facilities for these clients. Program 

alternatives should be provided to keep these young people at home and to 

address the problems which are related to their socially unacceptable behaviors. 

Agencies must be able to respond quickly to emergencies and accurately deter

mine which youngsters are in need of short-term or long-term placement, and 

which crises have the potential of being resolved through in-home service. 

1. Sacramento County Diversion Project 

One of the most significant diversion projects has been t.he Sacra

mento County Diversion Project funded by LEAA. The key feature of the 

project has been the provision of immediate, intensive family counseling 

rather than provision of more extended uncoordinated services. The focus 

has been on counseling and short-term alternative placements while crises 

are being worked through. With the support of 24-hour, seven-day-a-week 

telephone crisis service, the project emphasizes accomplishing as much as 

possible within a short period of time, usually no more than three months. 

Data collected from project cases and from a control group indicated 

that project cases were referred to court much less frequently than control 

group cases, 2.2 percent and 21.3 percent respectively. Overnight detention 

was also dramatically reduced--only 10 percent of the project cases were 

placed in overnight detention, compared with 60 percent of the control cases. 
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Pn~liminary analysis of the proj ec t data indicate that these results 

were achieved at an overall cost no greater than that required for regular 

processing of cases.~/ 

A detailed Manual describing the organization and operation of the 

project, how it can be implemented in other communities, and the train-

ing needed by counselors is available. Entitled Juvenile Diversion Through 

Family Counseling, An Exemplary Project, by R. Baron and F. Feeney, it may 

be obtained from: 

Superintendent of Documents 
U. S. Government Printing Office 
Washington, D.C. 20402 

(Stock #027-000-00371-1. Price $2.00.) 

2. Urbana and Champaign Adolescent Diversion Project 

Organized and implemented by the Community Psychology Action Center 

of the University of Illinois, this project involved coordination bet\V'een 

law enforcement personnel, students, teachers, social workers and families 

in an effort to divert youngsters from the juvenile justice system. Ob-

jectives of the project were: (1) to provide intensive counseling and so-

cial work assistance to troubled adolescents at the point of police contact. 

(2) to provide practical experience in crisis intervention techniques to un-

dergraduate and graduate students at the University of Illinois through in-

volvement in the service delivery process. (3) to deliver services within 

the structure of a carefully controlled experimental research design in 

order to learn more about the causes and treatment of juvenile delinquency. 

Following six weeks of intensive training, students were assigned 

to work one-to-one with youngsters. Half of the students used behavioral 

34/ P. Nejelki, "Diversion: The Promise and the Danger," Crime and 
DelinQti"ency. 20: 4 (October 1974), pp. 400 and 403. 
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contracting, monitoring and mediating written contractual agreements be-

tween the youth and his parents and teachers. The other group used child 

advocacy methods and personally intervened to ensure the rights of their 

clients when they faced crises such as suspension from school. Both tech-

niques were successful in reducing the number and severity of court peti-

tions and police contacts during and after the intervention period, and 

school attendance improved for both groups.l1/ 

This project was also designated exemplary by the National Institute 

of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. More information may be obtained 

in the publication: The Adolescent Diversion Project: A University's Ap-

proach to Delinquency Prevention, by Seidman and Rappaport. Order from: 

Superintendent of Documents 
U.S. Government Printing Office 

Washington, D.C. 20402 

(Stock #027-000-00471-7. Price: $2.00.) 

35/ Reported in EXCHANGE, 1:1 (July 1977) Washington, D. C.: Child 
Welfare Resource Information Exchange. 

l 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child Welfare Services Sel£-~sesament Manual contains eight 
sections. including an introduction and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child welfare system. The first part of each of the seven sec-
t ions (U-V1II) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying each checklist 
1.8 a resource section that highlights research findings and provides a biblio
graphy. Specific references to the resource material are footnoted throughout 
the checklir.;ts. 

Definition 

Foster family care is defined as the provision of a substitute family, 
for a planned period of time, for a child who has to be separated from his or 
her natural or legal parents. 

Organiza tion 

The foster family care section focuses on three specific goals. The first 
goal is successful foster family placements. In order to achieve this goal, 
standards for the selection of toster families must be met, the child and the 
foster family should be effectively matched, all pertinent topics should be 
discussed prior to placement, nnd the placement should be monitored periodically. 

The second goal is to provide enough foster family homes to satisfy agency 
needs. Questions are asked which center around recruiting a sufficient number 
of desirable foster families, retaining these homes as an ongoing resource, and 
examining the reimbursement policies of the agency. 

Goal three concerns moving children out of foster care into a permanent 
placement. Efforts to achieve this goal include regularly reviewing the status 
of foster care cases, and utilizing permanent planning strategies for each child 
in foster care. 

Data Needs 

When answering performance indicator questions, it will usually be neces
sary to consult agency records or reports for exact figures; however, in some 
cases it may be sufficient for assessors to respond on the basis of their 
professional judgment. The person completing this section should be knowledge
able regarding: how standards are applied to the selection of foster families; 
topics '''hieh are covered in preplacement interviews with prospective foster 
parents; monitoring and support services provided to foster parents, natural 
parents, and child; and termination procedures. In addition, the person 
completing this checklist should be familiar with: agency efforts to recruit 
foster families; agency policy regarding recognition, training, support, and 
role of foster parents; agency reimbursement policies; and the success of the 
agency in plaCing minority and special needs children. The assessor should 
also be familiar with case review procedures, and the practice techniques 
necessary to secure permanent placements. 
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Specific data needs include statistics or estimates of the percent of 
children placed in two or more foster family homes, the number of children in 
"short-term" foster family care for over two years; the percent of children 
who are returned to their families where that is the goal, and information on 
the frequency of case reviews by the court and the agency. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE CHECKLIST 

Respond to the performance indicator questions stated under each goal by 
checking those which are applicable to your agency. Your responses will help 
pinpoint agency deficiencies and strengths and will indicate how actual agency 
outcomes in each service area compare with those that are generally considered 
best practice. 

If any of the performance indicator questions were checked then you should 
also complete the criteria questions under each objective. Your agency may 
find it useful to review the procedures and concepts suggested by the criteria 
questions. 

Answer "yes" or "no" to the questions included under each goal. Add up the 
number of criteria questions to' which you answered "no", and calculate the 
percent of "no" questions under each goal using the formula. Any questions 
left blank should be counted as a "no" answer. No space has been provided 
for "not applicable" responses to emphasize that although issues raised in 
some questions may be outside of the agency's span of control, they neverthe
less may be within an agency's sphere of influence. 

Aft.:!r calculating the percent of "no" answers for each goal, enter these 
percent scores on the Goal Summary Chart on pages 9 - 10 of the Introduction. 
Recording these scores provides a method for agency administrators to compare 
performance across all program areas. 

For those goals where your agency's performance is deficient, refer to the 
checklist questions which, in substance, suggest best practice. In addition, 
the accompanying Resource Section discusses methods which have worked in 
other agencies and indicates where further information may be obtained. 
References to the Resource Section(s) are footnoted throughout the checklist. 

A variety of methods may be employed to complete the self-assessment. The 
assessment process is designed to provide a strategy for constructive change 
within your agency and to improve communication among all levels of staff. 
Agency administrators and supervisors may wish to complete the checklists 
independently. An alternative method would be to complete them in staff or 
committee meetings. Performance indicators or criteria questions eliciting 
disagreement should be freely and openly discussed and could provide a basis 
for staff development activities. 

It is recognized that a wide variation exists among local agencies in geo
graphic location, agency size, characteristics of client population, staff 
turnover, and other factors. The Manual is designed so that each agency can 
determine the proportion or pattern of "no" responses which exceeds good local 
practice. In this way the agency can obtain baseline measures for gauging 
improvements over time. 
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FOSTER FAMILY CARE 

SUCCESSFUL FOSTER FAMILY PLACEMENTS 

o Within the past year, have more than 5% of 
children in foster family care in your agency had 
to be moved to a second foster horne (excluding 
initial emergency placements)? 

o Of your current case10ad of children in foster 
family care, have more than 5% been in t~vo or 
more different foster family homes (excluding 
initial emergency placements) within the past year? 

o Are children maintained in foster family place
ments for more than two years when the goal is 
to return the child to the natural family? 

o Are there instances where a child is placed 
in short-term foster family care, but no work 
is being done with natural parents? 

If you checked any of the above questions, it is 
possible that you could improve your selection of 
foster families, matching of family to children, 
follow-through services, or termination procedures. 
The following objectives and criteria should help 
pinpoint problems and suggest solutions: 

Objective A: Use of Agency-Wi~e Standards for Foster Family Selection II 

1. Do you have written standards to guide the 
selection of foster family homes?11 Yes No 

II See Resource Section, pp. V 29-34, for foster parent characteristics 
which have been shown to be related to placement success. 

11 See Standards for Foster Family Services Systems (Washington, D.C.: 
American Public Welfare Association, 1975) and Child Welfare League of America 
Standards For Foster Family Care (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 
1975). 
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2. Do you use an interview form or questionnaire for 
foster family applicants which (~xplicitly helps 
the agency to determine if its standards are met?ll 

3. Is each adult in an applicant foster family 
interviewed? 

4. Are natural children of the applicant family 
interviewed as part of the application process?il 

5. Do your standards for foster family selection 
include:il 

a. Housing and safety standards? 

b. Family composition factors? 

c. Personal characteristics? 

Objective B: Effective Selection of Foster Families 

6. In cases where the goal is to return the child 
to the natural family, is top priority given to: 

a. Placing the child as close to home as possible? 

b. Placing the child with friends, relatives, or 
neighborhood contacts? 

7. Does your agency try to accommodate the 
particular requests, needs, or requirements of 
foster parents when matching them to a child? 

8. Does your agency use pre-established criteria for 
selecting foster parents, which include: 

a. Foster parent's abilities to deal with various 
types of placement (i.e., adolescent, infants 
available for adoption, sibling groups, 
children with physical disabilities, mentally 
retarded or emotionally disturbed)? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

11 See Resource Section, pp. V 32-33, for a description of an interview 
form developed by P. Cautley and D. Lichstein, Manual for Homefinders, The 
Selection of Foster Parents (Wisconsin: Department of Health and Spcial 
Services, 1974). 

il M. Aldridge and P. Cautley, Predictors of Success in Foste.r Care 
(Wisconsin: Department of Health and Social Services, 1973), identified 
"rivalry between foster parents' own children and foster child" as being one 
of ten cited factors associated with placement failures. 

il See Resource Section, p. V-34, for a reference to suggested standards 
for selecting foster homes. 
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b. Fostsr family preferences? 

c. Consideration of ethnic group/culture? 

d. Ages of the natural and foster children? 

e. Shared interests, hobbies, etc. between 
child and foster parents? 

9. ~1en selecting foster parent(s), do workers 
consider the effect of having some children 
in the foster home whose parent(s) visits them 
with other children whose parent(s) does not? 

Objective C: Effective Preplacement Services 

10. Are foster parents provided with written material 
(e.g., a handbook) describing procedures and 
responsibilities? 

11. Do you have a written checklist available to 
social workers which includes topics to be 
covered in the preplacement discussion with 
foster parents?~/ 

12. Do caseworkers cover the following areas during 
preplacement discussions:l/ 

Length of Placement 

a. How long the worker experts the placement to 
last? 

b. Obstacles that may change the length of 
placement, such as: natural family situation, 
opening in a home closer to the facilities the 
child needs, etc.? 

c. Consequences to a child of moving him from one 
foster home to another? 

Health of Child 

d. Any special health problems child may have? 

e. Any medication child may need--where and how 
it can be obtained? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

--'-- ---
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

if See Resource Section, pp. V 44-48, for a discussion of recommended 
preplacement procedures. 

7/ Questions a-t were developed by H. Aldridge, et a1., Guidelines for 
Place;ent Workers (Wisconsin: University vt Hisconsin Genter of Social 
Services, 1974), p. 65. 
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f. Agency regulations regarding medical-dental 
care? 

g. Which physician(s) the mother may use? 

h. Foster parents' legal rights and or respon
sibility if child must receive medical atten
tion? 

i. What emergency measures foster parents can 
take? 

j. Telephone number of person(s) to reach in case 
emergency? 

Handicapping Conditions Child May Have 

k. Any physical handicaps that will necessitate 
special effort from foster parents? 

1. Any special equipment child needs, such as 
ramps, wheelchair, etc.? 

m. Therapy the foster parents will be expected 
to help child with? 

School 

n. Where child is to attend school? 

o. Whether or not school records have been sent 
to the new school? 

p. Hmv child is to get to school--bus, ~valk, 

etc.? 

q. Who is to discuss with school and teachers 
any special problems of child? 

Natural Family 

r. Major reason child is in foster care? 

s. Visiting rights of each natural family 
member? 

t. Situations that may arise when natural family 
visits? 

13. If possible, do workers talk wi. th foster parents 
about a c.hild at least twice, prior to placement, 
for as long as necessary to cover all necessary 
topics and questions? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

I 
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14. Do workers usually make a special effort to 
include the foster father in preplacement contacts? 

. 
15. Is the entire financial arrangement bet\\7een 

the agency and the foster family discussed 
prior to placement, including: 

a. Discussion of the basic monthly payment? 

b. Discussion of all reimbursable expenditures? 

c. Discussion of details of how the above 
are handled? 

16. Do social workers attempt to explain the 
likely reaction of the child to placement 
(1. e., "Honeymoon period, II subsequent 
depression, and final adjustment stage)?:§.,/ 

17. If possible, does the worker establish a relation
ship with the child prior to placement? 

18. If appropriate, is the child encouraged and 
assisted to e~press overt and inner feelings about 
the placement? 

19. If appropriate, does the child participate as 
much as possible in the placement decision? 

20. Except in emergency situations, do the child and 
social worker always visit the foster family home 
prior to placement? 

21. Are placement contracts with foster parents updated 
annually? 

Objective D: Monitoring Services 

22. Is intensive supervision and support provided to 
the foster family, natural parents, and child dur
ing the first month of placement? 

23. Are regular. structured monthly contacts continued 
between worker, fostet parents and child throughout 
the placement?il 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

8/ For further discussion of a child's likely reaction to placement, see 
N. Littner, Some Traumatic Effects of Separation and Placement (New York: 
Child Welfare League of America, 1956). 

2./ See Resource Section, pp. V 49-53, for a suggested interview form and 
guidelines for follow-up services. 
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24. Are support services (transportation, babysitting, 
etc.) provided to the foster family to increase 
participation in foster parent discussion grQups 
or ac tivi ties? 

25. Does the caseworker try to inform the foster 
parents of procedures and arrangements avail
able through the agency to ensure the provi
sion of routine medical, dental, educational 
and counseling services to the child? 

26. Are time, frequency, location, and structure of 
visits between natural parents and child discussed 
with and clearly understood by foster parents, 
natural parents and child? 

27. Is provision made for natural parents to meet 
all or part of the costs of the child's care, 
according to their ability to do so? 

28. Is there a grievance procedure established 
for foster parents? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL I to which you answered "No". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (56). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs" x 100 = % ------
56 
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ENOUGH FOSTER FAMILY HOMES TO SATISFY AGENCY NEEDS 

o Are there children who remain at home, are 
sent to institutions, or remain in emergency 
homes because of a shortage of foster homes? 

o Are any of your current foster family homes 
overcrowded, with more than six children or 
more than two children under age two 
(including foster parents' own children)? 

o Do you have waiting lists or backlogs for admis
sion to foster family care? 

o Are children being placed at a great distance 
because of a shortage of nearby foster family 
homes? 

o Is the number of available minority foster families 
less than the number ot minority children needing 
homes? 

o Of minority children who are in foster family 
homes, are most of them placed with non-minority 
foster parents? 

o Did more than 20% of existing foster family homes 
withdraw from the program within the last year?lQI 

If you checked any of the above questions, your agency 
may have a shortage of foster families or difficulties 
in retaining them. The following questions on recruit
ment, retention, and reimbursement of foster family 
homes should identify problems in these three areas 
and recommend alternative procedures. 

Objective A: Recruiting a Sufficient Number of Foster Families 11..1 

1. Have you identified the types of children who 
present a recruitment problem for your agency 
(e.g., minorities, adolescents, children with 
physical disabilities, emotionally deprived or 
disturbed child~en)? 

2. Are recruitment efforts geared to the number 
and characteristics of children needing placement? 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

lQI M. Violins, Selecting Foster Parents: The Image and the Reality 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1953), reports that an annual foster 
family turnover rate of about one-third is typical for most agencies. 

111 See Resource Section, pp. V 35-38, on recruiting foster families, 
and pp. V 39-41, on recruiting minority foster families. 
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3. Do current recruitment efforts result in a pool of 
foster family applicants large enough to select 
needed foster families who meet agency standards? 

4. Do recruitment efforts attempt to provide realistic 
information about the requirements of foster 
parenting, in order to avoid attracting applicants 
who later withdraw? 

5. Does the recruitment program delineate the foster 
family abilities required for care of particular 
types of children? 

6. In recruiting foster parents for adolescents, 
does the agency usually: 

a. Explain that a developmental task of 
adolescence revolvs's around establishing 
independence from the family group? 

b. Assess whether or not the prospective foster 
family has the potential for successfully 
dealing with <.I.n adolescent? 

7. Does your program use trained foster parents 
and volunteers in recruitmp.nt orientation and/or 
screening of applicants? 

8. Are foster parents, including those representing 
minority groups, used in conducting outreach efforts 
on a one-to-one basis to recruit foster parents? 

9.' Are minorities represented on your staff and 
board in proportion to the minority population 
in your caseloads?l1/ 

10. Do minority 'group representatives participate in: 

a. Identifying client needs? 

b. Developing responsible in-service training 
programs? 

c. Planning for needed agency changes? 

d. Your agency board? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

11/ A study by D. Wachtel, "Adoption Agencies and the Adoption of Black 
Children," cited by A. Kadushin, Child Welfare Services (New York: Macmillan, 
1974), p. 584, shows that the level of minority representation on the staff is 
correlated 'vi th the frequency of minority placements. 
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11. Where possible, do you: 

a. Target recuitment efforts to the child's 
own neighborhood? 

b. Seek out friends, relatives, and neighbor
hood contacts as potential foster parents 
or as potential recruiters? 

12. Does your agency publicity usually make use of 
more than two forms of communication (e.g., 
brochures, radio, mobile units in neighborhoods, 
door-to-door solicitations, speakers bureau)?ll/ 

13. Is pre-selection screening used to eliminate 
obviously inappropriate applicants within 15 days 
of initial application?14/ 

14. Do you utilize low cost initial screening 
methods such as group interviews? 

15. Is in-depth home study of foster family applicants 
conducted within 30 days?12/ 

16. Are agency hours flexible for applicants (e.g., 
evenings, Saturdays)? 

Objective B: Retaining Foster Family Homes ]i/ 

Foster parents often drop out of placements for 
reasons which are tied to selection or matching of 
foster family and child (i.e., the child does not 
adjust to the family's own children or the foster 
child's behavioral problems are too severe for the 
parent). Important factors in retention are: a 
clear perception of the foster parent role, the 
foster parent's relationship to the agency and 
effective foster parent training. 

17. Do you usually determine from foster parents 
who drop out of placements their reasons for 
termination? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

13/ J. Vick, in "Recuiting and Retaining Foster Homes," Public Welfare, 
25:3 (July 1967), pp. 229-234, suggests the use of two or more forms of 
publicity when recruiting. 

]i/ See Resource Section, pp. V 42-43, for a discussion of procedures for 
initial screening of foster family applicants. 

11/ Standards for Foster Family S~rvices Systems. 
]i/ See Resource Section, pp. V 54-55, for a presentation of factors shown 

to contribute to high turnover of foster family homes. 
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18. Is this information retained and analyzed to 
improve agency relations and policies where 
applicable? 

19. Does your agency provide specific recognition to 
foster parents (e.g., functions in their honor, 
awarding of certificates, special recognition to 
foster parents who have worked with the agency 
over a long period of time)? 

20. Are foster parents encouraged to participate 
in foster parent organizations at the local, 
regional, and national levels? 

21. Have roles been clearly defined and expectations 
outlined to foster parents in writing, so that 
they understand the respective rights of the 
foster parents, the child's own parents, and 
the social agency?17/ 

22. Does the agency use fos.ter family groups or 
courses in defining foster parent roles or in 
building role models?~/ 

23. Are foster parents ever involved in the selection 
of their foster children? 

24. Is the foster parent's role as agency co-worker 
and/or IIteam member ll emphasized by encouraging 
him/her to function as a colleague in the planning 
and decision-making for the child? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Objective c: Increasing the Supply of Foster Family Homes Through 
Alternative Reimbursement Policies 12./ 

25. Have you ever assessed what effect increasing your 
rates would have on the supply of foster family 
homes in your community? 

26. Are your rates competitive with other nearby 
areas? 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

lL/ See Resource Section, pp. V 55-58, for a discussion of ways to help 
clarify foster parent roles. 

18/ See Resource Section, pp. V 58-60, for a discussion of the use of 
various foster parent education programs. 

~/ Resource Section, p. V-60, covers the issue of payments to foster 
families. 
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27. Is your basic monthly payment sufficient to cover 
a child's personal needs, housing, medical care, 
transportation, and other relevant costs?1Q1 

28. Does your agency reimburse foster parents who 
handle children with special needs? 

29. Have you considered the option of paying fees or 
salary to foster parents in addition to the basic 
monthly reimbursement?1l1 

30. Have you determined if additional fee payments 
would cost more or less than alternative place
ment options available in your community? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL II to which you ans\olered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL II (35). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" 
Number of "NOs" 

35 x 100 = _____ .% 

1QI See Resource Section, pp. V 62-63, for a reference to a study on 
measuring the cost of foster family care. 

111 See Resource Section, pp. 63-65, for a description of two successful 
projects where salaries were provided to foster parents in addition to basic 
costs. 
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GOAL III: MOVING CHILDREN OUT OF FOSTER CARE INTO PERMANENT PLACEMENTS 

Performance 
Indicators: o Are there children in foster care who are 

unlikely to return horne and for whom no per
manent plans are being made? 

o Are there any children declared dependents 
of the court who have been in placement for 
more than one year without a court review? 

o Are there any voluntary placements which have 
not been reviewed by this agency in more than 
6 months? 

If you checked any of the above questions, this may indicate 
that case reviews are not taking place frequently enough and 
that there is a need for permanent planning for children in 
foster care. The following questions are intended to identify 
and offer suggestions for overcoming these deficiencies. 

Objective A: Regular Review of Foster Care Cases 

1. Is every placement reevaluated at least every 
six months during regularly scheduled conferences 
with the foster parents, natural parent(s) and 
child (where possible) regarding time limited 
objectives of the treatment plan? 

2. Do supervisors periodically review cases to 
determine if: 

a. Treatment plan goals for the child are 
appropriate? 

b. There is appropriate matching of services 
to case plan goals? 

c. Timely progress towards goals is occurring? 

d. A child has not remained in short-term foster 
care beyond designated time limits? 

3. Do these reviews also determine vital information 
such as: )}2/ 

a. The child's name? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

2:1./ Judge J. Steketee, "The elP Story," Juvenile Justice 28:2 (May 1977), 
pp. 3-14, suggests that this information be determined in a case review. See 
Resource Section, pp. V 66-67, for a description of the elP project. 
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b. Why the child is in placement? 

c. Length of time the child has been in 
placement? 

d. The child's legal status? 

e. How frequently the child has been moved? 

f. Frequency of child's contact with biological 
parent(s)? 

g. Status of the child's siblings? 

h. When the child's last court review or 
action occurred? 

1. When or if parental rights have been terminated? 

j. The child's vital statistics? 

k. The current treatment plan for the child? 

Objective B: Permanent Planning for Each Child in Foster Care 

4. Is there a definite case plan developed for each 
child specifying time-limited objectives and 
criteria for their attainment? 

5. Is such a case plan also developed for the natural 
parents to help them resume care of their 
children? 

6. Do these plans aim at either returning the child 
home or freeing the child for adoption?1d/ 

7. If objectives of the plan for returning the child 
to the home are bei.ng met and parental contacts 
are frequent, does the agency make plans for 
returning the child to the home? 

8. Does your agency provide after-care services 
to the natural family once the child is returned? 

9. If time-limited objectives of the plan for returning 
the child to the home are not being met or if 
contacts are infrequent, are efforts made to deter
mine the cause? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

23/ See Adoption Services Rlasource Section, pp. V 29-33, for a discussion 
of the use of legal services in adoptive cases. 
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10. If it becomes apparent that the child will be 
unable to return home, does the agency hegin 
legal proceedings for termination of parental 
rights and arrange some form of permanent 
foster care?J:i/ 

11. Does permanency planning always begin with an 
assessment of the child's own home as a possible 
living situation for him/her? 

12. Are natural parents' strengths always assessed? 

13. Where appropriate, are ongoing services provided 
to reunite the natural family unit? 

14. Have barriers to permanent planning for children 
in foster care been identified?~/ 

15. If it is decided that the foster child is unlikely 
ever to return home, do you always determine 
whether or not the child is adoptable? 

16. If applicable, do agency adoption efforts make use 
of the following: 

a. Subsidized adoptions? 

b. Independent adoptions? 

c. Foster-Adopt program? 

d. Foster parent adoptions? 

17. If adoption is not feasible, is an alternative 
permanent plan established? 

18. Does this agency's alternative permanent plans 
include the following: 

a. Formalized long-term foster care? 

b. Placement with relatives, friends or 
godparents? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

1i/ See Resource Section, p. V-72, for a reference to V. Pike et al., 
Permanent Planning For Children In Foster Care Handbook for Social Workers 
(Portland, Oregon: Regional Resource Institute for Human Services, 1977). 

~/ A Children's Bureau project in Oregon, "Freeing Children for Permanent 
Placement," at the Regional Resource Institute for Human Services, P.O. Box 751, 
Portland, Oregon, 97207, has ide!Ltified seven major kinds of barriers. See 
Resource Section, PPM V 70-72, for a description of these barriers and a refer
ence to a source of recommendations for overcoming them. 

I 
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c. Guardianship? 
Yes No 

d. Emancipation? 
Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL IV to which you ai1swered "No". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL IV (37). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = Number of "NOs" 
3 7 x 100 = ___ ---:% 
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I. THE SELECTION PROCESS FOR FOSTER PARENTS 

The ability to identify and select foster families who possess good 
f. 

parenting ~'kil1F: and who show a genuine concern for children in need of 

foster care is.an important responsibility and task for foster care 

agencies. Recent research studies have identified characteristics which 

appear to be reliable determinants in identifying and predicting a 

promising or potentially successful placement. 

A. CAUTLEY AND ALD~IDGE STUDY 

1. Methodology 

Cautley and Aldridge 1/ conducted a six year study to identify charac-

teristics oi taster care applicants which might predict their relative 

potential for success in caring for school age children between the ages of 

six and twelve. Thirty-eight social service agencies referred 1,102 applicant 

families to the project. Of these applicants, 87 percent of the families were 

interviewed individually, both husband and wife, by a specially trained staff 

of interviewers who tape recorded the entire process. Si~ out of every ten 

of thes0 families were eventually accepted by the agencies for foster care. 

By the end of this part of the data collection period, most of the families 

either had placements made in their homes or were being considered for them. 

Of these, 145 plac~ments of 6 and 12 year old children were available for study. 
",' 

Each of these placements was follow'ed for 18 months or until termination, 

if that occurred sooner. Periodic interviews were conducted both with the 

1/ P. Cautley and M. Aldridge, Predictors of Success in Foster Family 
Care (Madison, Wisconsin: Department of Health and Social Services, 1973). 
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foster par(:mts and wi th the social w'orkers supervising the placements. Tn!; 

first interview with the foster mother was held during the fifth week of 

placement, and additional interviews were conducted with each foster mother 

and father when the placement had lasted three months, six months, and 

eighteen months. 

A 20 percent random sample of 30 families selected from the total of 

145 were not contacted after the placement was made, to test possible effects 

of repeated interviewing on the placements. In addition, one interview was 

held with the social workers supervising these placements. This group of 

30 placements did not differ in outcome from the group studied having 

repeated interviews; therefore, the researchers concluded that the interview

ing itself did not influence the placements significantly. 

The social worker supervising each placement evaluated it in terms of 

how well it was working out. To evaluate the placements, global success 

ratings were made of the foster mother, and a composite r~ting was developed 

from specific information regarding the effectiveness of the foster parents 

in handling each of the foster child's major problems. Success ratings were 

also made by research staff who analyzed the foster parent inte,rviews of 

each foster mother and father. The separate ratings for the foster mother 

and foster father were combined to describe the couple. 

2. Findings: Factors Contributing to a Successful Placement 

Based on a detailed study of the information obtained in the initial 

interviews, the researchers found a number of characteristics which, when 

considered together, are reliable determinants in identifying with a fair 

degree of accuracy, a II more succesuful" placement. They found that the 

• 
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following factors contributed to the prediction of successful placements. 

These factors should be considered as guides', rather than as fixed require-

ments. 

"1. Length of time spent by the social worker in preparation for the 
placement and also the inclusion of the foster father in the prepara
tion. 

2. A relatively experienced social worker making the placement, as con
trasted with one having less than one year of experience. 

3. If the foster child is the youngest in the age group of children in 
the home. 

4. If there are no pre~school children in the foster home. 

5. If the agency has relatively limited legal responsibility for the 
child. It was found that -the relatively less legal involvement of the 
agency (i.e., the natural parents retaining parental rights or the 
agency having only short term custody), the more likely the placement 
to succeed. 

6. Foster parents who have grown up in families ~.,rith a number of siblings. 
If the foster mother has been among the older children in her family 
and if the foster father has not been an only or oldest child. 

7. If the foster mother has had experience consisting of several weeks 
care of a child not her own. 

8. The prospective foster father who describes his m.,rn father as affec
tionate towards him, and who expresses warmth in talking about his 
father. 

9. The prospective foster father's description of the degree of formal 
religiosity shown by both his parents is significant, with a high 
degree of formal religiosity negatively related to success. 

10. The prospective foster fRther's favorable attitud\~ toward a social 
worker's supervision is positively related to success. 

11. Several scores based on the prospective foster parent's skill in 
handling of hypothetical behavior situations and behavior problems 
are related to success. 

12. The prospective foster father's indication of a child-centered, rather 
than a self-centered attitude in talking about what he thinks will be 
difficult in foster care. 

13. The prospective foster father's report of a democratic family structure. 
(Joint decision-making between foster fathe17 and mother).":]) 

!/ Ibid., pp. iii-iv. 

---- ---- -----------------
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"It is important to keep in mind that no single characteristic by itself 

is of any help in identifying a 'promising' foster parent. A considerable 

number of characteristics must be considered together in any attempt to do 

this. rill These data, when considered with available information on the 

foster child and social worker evaluations, were found to be reliable pre-

dictors of success. 

B. MANUAL FOR HOMEFINDERS, THE SELECTION OF FOSTER PARENTS 

The findings of the Cautley and Aldridge study provided the basis for 

formulation of specific interview gUidelines to assist homefinders in making 

decisions about the selection of successful foster parents for school age 

children between 6 and 1.2 years old. The guidelines ar'tj presented in 

Manual for Homefinders, The Selection of Foster Parents, developed by Cautley 

and Lichstein.~1 The manual contains a description of interview methods, 

specific interview schedules, and instructions for coding the interview 

responses and using additonal information to identify promising placements. 

In addition, sample forms are included for use as a guide. 

Each husband and wife applying for foster care is interviewed indi-

vidually. Their responses are then coded or classified on a continuum 

ranging from 1 to 5 or 1 to 7, with the highest number being the most 

desirable answer. In addition, information available at the time of 

decision regarding a specific placement can add to the prediction of success. 

A summary form, which is used to summarize interviews and the additional 

information, is prov1ded. The summary form is used to record the way in 

11 P. Cautley and D. Lichstein, Manual for Homefinders, The Selection 
of Foster Parents (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisco~sin Extension, 
1974), p. 1. 

il The Manual for Homefinders can be obtained by writing: Center for 
Social Service, University of Wisconsin Extension, 610 Langdon St., Madison, 
Wisconsin 53706. Price: $3.00. 

• 
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which interview questions have been coded. Codes are transferred into 

weights, which are then added together to give a total score for each appli-

cant couple. Cautley and Lichstein have actually gone through all the steps 

described in the manual with a substantial sample of all the interviews, 

in order to verify the utility of this adaptation of the findings. 

C. KRAUS STUDY 

A similar study ~onducted by Kraus 11 found that prediction tables could 

be used to eliminate potential foster homes that have a low probability 

for successful outcome. The study contains: (1) an investigation of the 

relationship between selected characteristics of children and foster parents, 

and the success of foster home placements, (2) a taxonomy of children and 

foster parents based on these characteristics, and (3) experience t.:tbles that 

could be used as guid(~lines for successful matching of children with foster 

parents. 

1. Methodology 

The sample consisted of 214 children, 6 years of age or older 11 tvho were 

in their first foster placement, had no siblings living in the same foster 

home, and had been living in the foster home for at least 24 months. These 214 

placements consisted of 172 placements in foster homes and 42 placements with 

relatives acting as foster parents. The size of the sample decreased to 157, 

because of the return of 15 children to their natural parents before the 24 

months had elapsed. In this group, 79 placements survived for at least 24 

months and thus were classified as successful. Seventy-eight placements ter-

minated before 24 months had elapsed and were classified as failures.2..1 In 

11 J. Kraus, "Predicting Success of Foster Placements for School Age 
Children," Social Work 16d (January 1971), pp. 63-72. 

2..1 Ibid. 
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this study success was defined as a foster placement which lasted two years. 

The relationship of characteristics of children and foster parents to 

successful placements was analyzed statistically. Overall chi-squares were 

calculated for contingency tables and when appropriate, the chi-squares were 

partitioned into components. 

2, Findings 

The findings, compatible with those of Cautley and Aldridge, indicate 

that a successful placement does not depend on the presence of a single char-

acteristic. but on the interaction of a number of them. The final matrix 

(included in the Kraus article) allowed predictions to be made using the most 

typic~l combinations of four or five variables simultaneously. 

D. STANDARDS FOR ?E~~CTING FOSTER HOMES 

In addition to identifying those foster parent characteristics that can be 

used in assessing their potential for success, a set of objective criteria for 

improving foste'( family services have been formulated by both the American Pub-

lic Welfare Association (APWA) and the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA). 

Standards for Foster Family Services S~~,l.ll§!., developed under a Children's 

Bureau contract, can be obtained by writing: 

The Americ~n Public Welfare Association 
1155 Sixteenth St., N.W., Suite 201 
Washington, D.C. 

Child Welfare League of America Standards for Foster Family Care Service (CWLA 

Order Code Number F-22) can be obtained from: 

The cost is $5.00. 

Child Welfare League of America 
67 Irving Place 
New York, New York 10003 
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II. RELIABLE RECRUITMENT TECHNIQUES 

Although having a reliable process for selecting Ilgood" foster homes is 

crucial, the agency must establish and maintain an effective recruitment 

program to assure that there is an adequate supply of homes. Recruitment 

through the combined use of agency staff, foster parents, and community 

resources has been used as a successful technique. Methods found to be 

useful in recruiting foster homes are presented in this section. APWA 

standaL'ds for recruitment are also presented. 

A. VICK RECRUITMENT STUDY 

A critical issue for agencies attempting to increase their foster home 

resources seems to be how to reach and motivate prospective foster parents. 

A practical approach based on an effective and productive recruitment program 

used in New York City is outlined by Vick.l/ Listed below are five points 

to be considered in the recruitment of foster homes. 

"1. Foster home recruitment activities must be conducted on a continuous 
rather than sporadic basis. 

2. Recruitment must be planned for on a yearly basis. The agency must 
layout on a month-by-month schedule the various publicity activi
ties it plans to conduct during the year ahead. 

3. Publicity should not be limited to the use of one or two media if 
maximum effectiveness is to be achieved. 

4. Recruitment themes should be timely and personalized. 

5. The agency must be staffed to provide immediate follow-up on each 
inquiry as it is received."],/ 

]j J. Vick. "Recruiting and Retaining Foster Homes," Public Welfare 
25:3 (July 1967), pp. 229-234. 

]'/ Ibid., p. 230. 
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Vick advocates the use of public relations experts to plan the adver-

tising layout and use of various media. Long range recruitment efforts, such 

as constant exposure and appeals about the need for foster parents, must be 

made over a period of time. In addition, appeals conveying a sense of agency 

desperation should be avoided. 

B. APWA RECRUITMENT STANDARDS 

The previously mentioned APWA document, Standards For Foster Family Care, 

presents standards for improving the quality of foster family services systems. 

Included are guidelines for implementation which specifically relate to the 

administrative structure and service provisions of public agencies. 

The manual contains two levels of standards for recruitment, selection, 

development and retention of foster homes: (1) basic standards, which would 

reflect a level of performance below which services are questionable; and (2) 

goal standards, which represent an optimal level of performance which public 

agencies can work toward meeting within a specified period of time. The 

manual indicates that it is necessary for basic standards to be met prior to 

meeting goal standards. 

The standards for recruitment offer guidelines for implementation to be 

used by the agency in establishing a continuous recruitment program. Listed 

belmv are examples of the two types of standards given by APWA for recruitment • 

.;;;,B=A,;;;;.,SI;:;,,;C::-.;:;S;,,;;;T=A=ND:;:.,;A=R=D;,,;;;S;, FOR RECRUITMENT 

"A realistic and challenging year-round recruitment effort shall be main
tained to develop foster family homes which will appropriately provide 
for each child's needs. 

1. Recruitment program shall be based on--

a. Agency's regularly assessed need. 
h. Characteristics of children needing placement. 

,--y~---------------------------------

.' 
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c. Geographic distribution of unmet needs (rural, urban and suburban), 
d. New information based on validated research and practice. 
e. Socioeconomic changes. 
£. Evaluation by public relations, social service, and foster parent 

staff of effectiveness as demonstrated by approval rate. 

2. Publicity 

The recruitment program shall utilize at least some of the following: 

a. Brochures and pamphlets. 
b. Speeches. 
c. Posters. 
d. Meetings, including recognition events, etc. 
e. Neighborhood one-to-one contacts by fos ter p'arents and others. 
f. Utilization of trained foster parent(s) and volunteers in 

recruitment and screening of applicants. 

3. Content 

Recruitment program shall realistically delineate the foster family 
abilities needed £or--

a. Adolescents. 
b. Infants available for adoption. 
c. Sibling groups. 
d. Children with physical disabilities. 
e. Mentally-retarded children. 
f. Emotionally-deprived and disturbed children. 
g. Other identifiable groups in need of services."i/ 

GOAL STANDARDS FOR RECRUITMENT 

"The Agency shall establish and implement a continuous recruitment program 
directed by an advisory committee composed of foster parents, social ~'lork 
staffs of public and voluntary agencies, and public relations experts. A 
staff member shall be deSignated to coordinate and organize recruitment 
efforts and shall secure the assistance of foster parents, foster parent 
organizations, and foster children in recruitment efforts. Agency shall 
utilize on an annual basis almost all of the following: 

1. Publicity--

a. Articles in newspapers, including industrial publications. 
b. Mobile units in nejghborhoods, fairs, etc. 
c. Leaflets. 
d. Regular, planned door-to-door solicitations by foster parents 

and others. 
e. Speakers bureau and shopping center exhibits. 

i/ Standards for Foster Family Services Systems ('~ashington, D.C.: 
American Public Welfare Association, 1975), pp. 48-50. 
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2. The securing of a budget sufficient for expanded recruitment efforts. 

3. A recruitment plan which shall include--

a. Recruitment on a continuous basis all year. 
b. Cooperation and sponsorship with other agencies, when indicated. 
c. Effective portrayal of challenges and satisfactions. 
d. Open telephones manned by trained volunteers, etc., during 

publicity campaigns. 
e. Interviews or group meetings with possible applicants within 

one week. 
f. Study--evaluation process to begin within ten working days after 

application received. 
g. Report back to the community on the results."lQ/ 

.!Q/ Ibid., pp. 43-44. 
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III. RECRUITING MINORITY FOSTER FAMILIES 

According to APWA Standards, "special efforts shall be made t r , 't'~cruit 

foster family homes in minority groups in proportion to minority children 

needing service. "11.1 Efforts should include: 

(1) Outreach use of active minority foster parents for interviews; 

(2) Unusual help ~nd support with improving housing, meeting licensing 
standards, etc. for minority applicants who are otherwise suitable 
as foster parents; 

(3) Adequate number of minority staff to reflect ethnic balance of 
the community. 

(4) Use of particular facilities or media for recruitment publicity 
likely to reach the greatest number of potential minority 
applicants in any given community. 

A. THE ST. DOMINICS EXPERIMENT 

An experiment by St. Dominics, a child-care agency in Blauvett, New York, 

illustrates an innovative and successful minority recruitment program.11./ 

The agency opened an office in a New York City ghetto neighborhood in August 

1967, based on the assumption that good homes could be found in ghettos for 

minority-group foster children. 

The neighborhood chosen for recruitment was a poverty area inhabited 

predominantly by Puerto Rican Americans. Staff for the office were sought 

who could understand the language, cultures, and traditions of the neighbor-

hood. An initial survey of the area identified the Catholic Church as a 

focal point of neighborhood activity, therefore the church was selected as 

the site for intensive recruiting. 

11/ Ipid., p. 56. 
12/ P. Garber et al., "The Ghetto as a Source of Foster Homes," Child 

Welfa;; 49:5 (May 1970), pp. 246-251. 
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The rMult of this approach was that approximately 32 percent of the 

initial applicants met the agency's standards and were accepted as foster 

parents. Part of the success was attributed to the fact that a permanent 

office established within this ghetto community, lessened the fears and 
I 

hostilities of potential applicants. Other positive factors included staff's 

fluency in Spanish and knowledge of the Latin-American milieu. Also, in 

this particular neighborhood, the best recruiters turned out to be the foster 

parents themselves. 

B. EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES PROJECT 

Jaffee and Kline 13/ describe a pilot project of the Episcopal 'Community 

Services Agency of New Orleans. 'The agency paid foster parents a fee in order 

to determine the effect of fee payment on recruitment of families for long-

term foster homes for black children. The conditions established for this 

program were: 

1. A salary of $200 a month and fringe benefits were paid to foster 
parents recruited as full agency employees to provide long-term 
foster care for children who are unlikely to return to their 
families. 

2. Only applicants with current or recent employment experience and 
without previous foster care experience were considered. 

3. Foster mothers engaged in a group staff in-service training 
program and individual supervision. 

4. Casework service was provided for the foster children. 

5. Screening qualifications included: 

a. A stable marriage (no singles considered). 
b. A well-established home. ", 
c. An employed wife whose income was supplementary 

and who was willing to terminate her outside 
employment. 

d. A husband who had stable employment and was able 
to provide adequate basic support for the family. 

e. An age range of 30-56. 
f. Experience in rearing children. 

11/ B. Jaffee and D. Kline, New Payment Patterns and the Foster Parent 
!2.k (New York: Child Helfare League of America, 1970). 
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The recruitment method did not use public communications media. Case-

workers explained the program to various groups, such as churches and other 

community groups and subsequent meetings were held with those individuals 

showing further interest. Other recruitment efforts were limited to contacts 

'tdth selected community leaders ,.,ho would be valuable in reaching a t.,ider 

audience by word of mouth. 

The combined conditions in this experiment were successful in r.ecruiting 

black foster parents not ordinarily available through traditional programs. 

The qualifications of the foster parents ,.,ere evaluated by Jaffee and Kline 

to be such that the prognosis for a successful outcome of the placement for 

each child was substant:i_ally improved; however, no conclusive evidE:11ce t.,as 

given to substantiate the prediction of success. 

To effectively recruit a sufficient supply of foster homes the previously 

menti.oned suggestions could be adopted. Community resources and influential 

social institutions must not be overlooked, <'.s they prove to be valuable in 

the recruitment effort. In addition, current foster parents are valuable in 

recruiting and explaining various aspects of foster parenthood to prospective 

foster parents. 

Similar recruitment efforts have been used in recruiting minority appli-

cants for adoption. The Children's Bureau funds two projects, the National 

Urban League Inter-Agency Adoption Project and the NA!~CP Tri-State Adoption 

Project, both of which focus on the recruitment of minority applicants for 

adoption. These projects are described in the Adoption Services Resource 

Section on Adoptive Placement of Minority Children. 

Further information can be obtained by writing: 

National Urban League 
Inter-Agency Adoption Project 
500 East 62nd Street 
New York, New York 10021 
(212) 644-6508 

NAACP Tri-State Adoption Project 
970 Hunter Street, Southwest 
Suite 203 
Atlanta, Georgia 
(404) 522-4373 

30314 
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IV. SCREENING FOSTER FAMILY APPLICANTS 

Both the CWLA and the APHA emphasize the importance of early recognition 

of any obvious disqual~fying f.actors in order to avoid unnecessary emotional 

involvement and expenditure of time for agency and applicants. The agency 

should begin screening applicants as soon as the initial contact with the 

agency is made, to determine eligibility in termS of agency requirements·IiI 

Sonle innovative approaches to initial screening have been used with 

success, and they offer alternatives to the traditional time-consuming method 

of private interviews. For example, in the group interview procedure; group 

sessions are designed to educate interested couples regarding foster care 

and to enable the agency to see a large number of applicants in the early 

phases of screening. In addition, the group intervi~w gives the worker an 

opportunity to observe the interpersonal skills of individuals and couples. 

Gross and Bussard 121 suggest a method which consists of four parts: 

publicity, introductory meetings, a series of six group meetings, and an 

individual appointment with the caseworker. Following media publicity, intro-

ductory group meetings were set up for every seven or eight couples expressing 

interest. These meetings were followed by a series of six, two-hour group 

sessions which were structured to encourage discussion. At the end of the 

meetings couples evaluated the experience, and t~ose couples expressing an 

interest in applying as foster parents were interviewed individually by a 

caseworker. 

lil Child Welfare League of America Standards for Foster Family Service 
(Ne~.,., York: Child Helfare League of America, 1975). 

11.1 P. Gross and F. Bussard, "A Group Method for Finding and Developing 
Foster HOl!1es," Child Welfare 49:9 (November 1970), pp. 521-524. 

l 
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The results of this method showed that twelve of the twenty-two 

couples who expressed interest attended the introductory group meetings. 

Of these twelve, six couples began the series of educational meetings. 

Two couples dropped out of the group, but the other four couples contfnued 

throughout the series and wanted to apply for a foster child. By the con-

elusion of the group sessions, the agency knew enough about each couple to 

assess adequately their ability to be foster parents. The social workers 

determined that one of the four couples was not appropriate, and also knew 

which child they wanted to place in the remaining three homes. 

Introductory group meetings were valuable in screening out a large number 

of unsuitable persons who might otherwise have been interviewed individually. 

Similarly, Wolins 1£/ has viewed the ideal recruitment situation as one in 

which the agency can somehow determine prior to formal application, whether or 

not a home is potentially usable. Group meetings may encourage desirable 

applicants and dissuade undesirable ones. Pre-recruitment screening in groups 

would enable an agency to spend less worker time in private screening and to 

invest a greater proportion of its resou~ces in recruitment and home study. 

16/ M. Wolins, Selecting Foster Parents (New York: Columbia University 
Press-,-1963.) 
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V. PREPARATION FOR PLACEMENT 

Adequately preparing the child and the prospective foster parents for 

the planned placement is ancther essential step in the placement process. 

Knowing what to expect from a placement can contribute to its overall success. 

However, it is understandable that a large percentage of foster placements 

are of an emergency nature allowing for only minimal, if any, preplacement 

preparation of the child and foster parents. When social workers are able to 

do so, placement preparation should be an integral part of placement. 

In the previously mentioned study by Cautley and Aldridge, an important 

variable was: "Is there evidence that tl:e amount of help and attention given 

by the social worker makes a difference 'in the outcome of these placements 

in new hOlles?" Results of the study substantiate that the extent of prepara-

tion given by the social worker is likely to affect the outcome. Preplacement 

visits were found to be very important in affecting a successful placement. 

According to the study, "the placements where the worker had arranged a 

preplacement visit were more likely to be successful than were those where 

the children had not visited the home before the placement. "121 

A. WORKING WITH THE CHILD IN PREPARATION FOR PLACEMENT 

Child Welfare League of Am~rica Standards for Foster Family Service 

include a section on social work with the child, in preparation for place-

ment. These standards can be used by agencies to appraise and improve 

their services. 

III M. Aldridge, P. Cautley, and D. Lichstein, Guidelines for Placement 
Harkers (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, 1974), p. 7. 
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The CWLA Standards state that, "the child should participate in the intake 

process and in the decision that placement is appropriate, to the extent 

determined by his age, maturity, adjustment, and the nature of family 

relationships and circumstances necessitating placement.".l§/ 

There seems to be no specific age determined most appropriate for 

including a child in the planning process for placement. Most authors agree 

that the extent of involvemen.t is contingent upon the developmental level and 

readiness of the child, which will vary from child to child depending upon 

his past experiences and T!,aturity.J2./ There is consensus, however, that 

preparation for placement should be adapted to the child's individual needs. 

These needs should be determined by the social worker handling the placement. 

It has been determined that a child as young as two years old understands 

and needs preparation in order to deal effectively with the trauma of separa-

tion (Charney, Glickman, and Pollock). However, for the older child no specific 

guidelines according to age have been established; rather the decision is 

ultimately based on the maturity and intellectual level of the child. 

The CWLA Standards suggest that preparation for placement will vary with 

each child, and should be adapted to his or her age, experience, individual 

needs, personality and circumstances necessitating placement, as well as any 

special problems presented by the prospect of placement. Timing of the place-

ment process also varies and should be adapted to the child's acceptance level 

and readiness. It is suggested that the child take some personal possessions 

with him or her, if possible, as this may facilitate his or her coping with 

the unfamiliar situation. 

18/ CWLA Standards for Foster Family Service, p. 39. 
19/ For example, see: J. Charney, ~.Art of Child Placement (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1966); E. Glickman, Child Placement Throu~ 
Clinically Oriented Casework (New York: Columbia University Press, 1966); and 
J. Pollock, "Preplacement Treatment in Foster Care," in Foster Care in Question, 
ed. Helen Stone (New York: Child Welfare League of America), pp. 82-91. 
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According to CWLA Standards, the following essential steps should be 

carried out wherever possible: 

o "Prior to the placement, a relationship should be established 
between the child and the social worker who will carry respon
sibility for him during the placement. This may involve 
several interviews bet~veen the worker and the child, and re
quire varying periods of time. With the younger child, 
preparation may be carried out through play and may include 
the fost~r parents who will care for the child. 

o The worker should encourage and assist the child to express 
his overt and inner feelings about the change as much as he 
is able, so that the child does not use up his energy in 
anxiety and stress in a way that interferes with his ability 
to relate to foster parents or to use the opportunities of 
the new situation. In these intervie~vs it is important 
to accept his feelings, both positive and negative, about 
his own parents or other caretakers, and to maintain an 
objective, accepting attitude toward the parent and other 
family members. 

o Visiting the foster home in advance of placement will help 
the child - even the very young child - prepare for the 
new situation by providing some familiarity ~lith what is 
to come. Such visits should be planned in accordance 
wi th the age of the child. "1:52./ 

Although time cons taints may prevent a worker from achieving all of the 

aforementioned steps, best practice suggests that workers strive for as much 

of the ideal as possible. 

B. WORKING WITH FOSTER PARENTS 

In addition to adequately preparing the child for placement, it is 

equally important that the social worker prepare the foster parents for the 

child. The extent to which information is shared with foster parents prior 

to the placement of the child is related to the success or failure of a 

placement. It has been reported that, 

••• those placements where the worker had talked to both 
the foste.' parents at least twice for a total of at 
least three htjurs were more likely to work out better 

20/ Child Welfare League of America Standards for Foster Family Service, 
p. 41. 
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than were those in which the worker had had only 
one contact for less than an hour with the foster 
parents or the few cases in which the worker had 
had no contact with the foster parents.ll/ 

1. Including Foster Fathers in Preplacement Contacts 

It is equally desirable for the foster father, as well as the foster 

mother, to be included in placement contacts. Foster fathers are fre-

quently overlooked by workers; therefore, it is suggested that the foster 

father be informed of agency policy and receive adequate preparation for the 

foster- child. It is important to talk with foster fathers early in the 

placement, and efforts should be made to arrange evening or weekend 

contacts. Since the foster father is an integral part of the placement, 

his feelings about the placement also need to be solicited. 

2. Assisting Foster Parents in Understanding the Foster Child 

Workers can help foster parents to better understand the child, which 

in turn can affect the way parents interact with the child. According to 

Cautley, Aldridge and Lichstein, parents are especially open to information 

about the chiild early in the placement and want to understand him better. 
I, 

The workE~r should cover topics that can assist foster parents in 

understanding the foster child and his adjustment to the foster plBcement. 

The foster parents should be told of the circumstances leading to the 

child's placememt and should be given some information regarding the back-

ground of the child. This should be done to the extent necessary, while 

also preserving confidentiality of the natural parents to the extent possible. 

Particularly important is discussion of how the child can be helpeci to under-

stand the reason for the placement. The child's possible reactions to place-

ment should be explained, as well as the reasons why a child may fantasize 

.21/ Cautley and Aldridge, Predictors of Success, p. 29. 
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about his/her own family members. Foster families also should be prepared 

for their possible contacts with natural family members. 

c. GENERAL PREPLACEMENT GUIDELINES 

Guidelines for Placement Workers 11/ is a handbook of information 

develop,ed to aid social workers supervising foster home placements. The 

guidelines can be used to assist the worker in providing all necessary 

preplacement information to the foster parents. The handbook covers the 

various aspects of preplacement procedures~ including: 

1. Visits with both foster parents 
2. Preparation of the foster parents for the particular child 

to be placed (health problems, medical care, child's 
expected behavior) 

3. Discussion of plans f~r school attendance 
4. Discussion of the entire financial arrangement 

between the agency and the foster family 
(basic monthly payment, reimbursable expenditures). 

This publication can De obtained by writing to: 

Center for Social Service 
University of Wisconsin Extension 
610 Langdon Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 Price $3.00 

22/ Aldridge et al., Guidelines for Placement Workers. 
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VI. MONITORING OF PLACEMENTS 

Follow-up during the first few weeks of placement as well as preplace-

ment preparation is desirable and should be encouraged. The availability of 

the worker has been found to be associated with the foster mother's sat is-

faction and success of a placement. The extent to which a worker is acces-

sible for telephone calls and shows a willingness to answer questions has 

been more relevant to the succeSs of a placement than the actual number of 

contac ts .n/ 

A. INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Aldridge, Cautley and Lichstein ~/ have developed an interview guide 

which can be used by social workers when discussing ongoing foster home 

placements with foster parents. The questions included in the guide were 

used during the periodic interviews conducted in the Cautley and Aldridge 

study. The researchers stated th~t success with this instrument depends 

on the rapport the worker has with each of the foster parents. Concern and 
" 

genuine interest must be conveyed to the foster parents, so that they will 

be more likely to respond openly and willingly. 

The authors will petmit the form to be reproduced by agencies for 

their own use. They further recommended that the worker include these 

questions in periodic contacts with the fost~r family, and that both the 

foster mother and foster father be interviewed individually. 

23/ Ibid., p. 13. 
24/ The interview guide can be found in the Guidelines for Placement 

Worke~ referred to in the Resource Section, pp. V-44-48. 
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The following questions are included in a suggested interview guide 

for workers to use. 

"I. Looking bacl!~ over the past __ months, hmV' do you feel things 
are working out? 

2. How do you feel noW about being a foster (mother, father)? 

l~Attention should be paid to the following aspects of the 
answers to the two questions listed above: 

a. Frame of reference (overall point of view) in which 
the respondent discusse.s the placement. Is it clearly 
positive, or ambivalent or neutral, or' negative? The 
latter is suggested by the respondent's first mention
ing negative aspects of the child's behavior. A 
positive answer expressed in negative terms ("It isn't 
so bad") indicates some ambivalence. 

b. Separate ratings of the degree of satisfaction with the 
placement and with being a foster parent, which may 
actually differ from the overall frame of reference. 
(For example, a foster parent may be discouraged with 
the progress of the child and indicate this fir~t of 
all, but when asked specifically about being a foster 
parent, express a favorable point of view.) 

3. How do you think (child) feels about living here with you? 

*Attention should be paid to the degree of understanding of 
the child shown here. 

4. Does it seem harder or easier to be a foster parent than you 
expected it to be? (In what ways?) 

*Attention should be paid to the overall evaluation expressed 
in the answer: Definitely easier, easier in some ways or a 
little easier, easier in some ways and harder in others, a 
little harder, or definitely harder. The latter response 
needs to be listened to especially: in ~V'hat ways is it 
harder; what kinds of support or help does the foster parent 
need from the worker? 

5. What effect do you think (child's) presence in your home is 
having on you and your (husband, wife)? (Could you tell me 
more about this?) 

*If there is any indication of a negative (or partly negative) 
effect upon the relationship, especially if mentioned by the 
husband, this is a sign that the placement is "in trouble" 
and needs more help. Do the two parents disagree on handling 
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the child; does one resent the time and effort the child re
quires of the other; is one intolerant of the child and his/ 
her problems, etc.? 

6. What effect do you think (child's) presence in your home is 
having on your own children? (If needed: Could you tell me 
more about this?) 

*A negative effect is a sign that the parents need definite 
help in coping with the interaction, even if they do not ask 
for help. Rivalry for the parents' attention, evidence of 
insecurity on the part of one of their own children, etc. 
frequently occur, are to be expected, and can be handled 
successfully. However, inexperienced foster parents can be 
very upset by such events (regardless of how much the worker 
tried to prepare them) and need special help at the time in 
understanding and handling these problems. 

7. Thinking of the period (since the child was placed, since I 
last talked with you on ), has (child) shown any marked 
changes--either improvements or setbacks? Could you tell me 
the specific ways in which he/she has changed? To what 
extent has he/she changed; would you say very greatly, to 
a fair extent, or relatively little? (If unclear: Do you 
regard this as an improvement't) 

*If the answer is that the foster child has not changed, or 
if the answer is primarily in terms of ways in which the 
child has experienced setbacks, this is a sign that the 
placement needs additional help immediately. 

8. I'd like you to think of just this past week, since last . ____ , 

9. 

and tell me about the most difficult situation that you've 
had to handle with (child). How did you handle this? 

*From this description, the worker can obtain some idea of 
whether the foster parent is unduly upset by trivial be
havior, and also of some of the parent-child interaction 
taking place, such as whether the parent feels comfortable 
in setting and enforcing limits for the child, is using 
consistent discipline, etc. 

If the parent insists nothing has been difficult, he/she 
can be asked to describe a situation which had to be han
dled: (Almost every child does something which requires 
some intervention on the part of the parent; could you 
describe an example of this?) 

Or, if the parent prefers to describe something that 
occurred prior to the past week, this is useful. 

And thinking again of this past week, since last until 
now, I'd like you to tell me about something (child) did that 
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made you feel particularly good. Did you or your (husband, 
wife) react or respond to this in any way? 

~~From this description the worker can gaininsigh t into the 
amount of warmth the foster parent expresses regarding the 
foster child, the extent to which positive reinforcement is 
being used for desired behavior and the relative importance 
attributed to conformity. 

If a foster parent reports that the child did nothing 
pleasing during the past week, this is a clear sign that 
the placement is not going well and that additional help 
is needed immediately."ll/ 

There are additional questions included in the suggested interview 

guide which cover the following: (1) the effect of the child's presence 

on the foster parent(s); (2) activities that the foster parent and the 

child have done together during the last week, as well as anything that 

they particularly enjoy doing together; (3) whether the child ever talks 

about members of his family; (4) if so, in what way and what the foster 

parent's response is; (5) the foster parent's attitude toward the child's 

contacts with his/her natural family; (6) the child's understanding of 

the reasons for placement; and (7) whether there is any information that 

the foster parent desires from the social worker that would be helpful 

in caring for the child. 

B. GUIDELINES FOR PLACEMENT FOLLOW-UP 

The following are additional guidelines that can be used by the social 

worker, after the placement is made, to aid the success of the placement. 

Guidelines for Workers 

"(i) Plan to do everything you can to help the placement get off to 
a good start. If you simply have not had time to complete the 
preplacement preparation desirable, make sure you complete this 
during the first few weeks of the placement. And even if your 
time is very limited, be in touch with the foster parents at 
least by phone, preferably in person, two or more times during 

J2./ Cautley and Aldridge, Predictors of Success, pp. 164-166. 
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the first month of the placement in order to answer questions" 
provide information, encourage the foster parents if they are 
finding the task harder than they expected (a common reactioh), 
and help them understand the child and ways in which they can 
help him. 

(2) Telephone the foster parents if they have tried to reach you. 
If you have very little time because of an emergency, explain 
this, but find out ~'lhy they want to talk with you and, if 
necessary, call back later for a longer talk. 

(3) Make sure you do your best to provide answers to the questions 
raised by the foster parents. Quite possibly you will not 
be able to answer seme, for example, about the expected length 
of the placement or the child's previous experiences. In such 
instances, it is preferable for you to be open with the foster 
parents and explain that you do not have the information. 

If you share what you kaow, as well as your uncertainties or 
lack of knowledge, with the foster parents they will feel much 
more comfortable than if you do not explain the reasbns for 
this lack of knowledge. In the latter case, a foster family 
is likely to feel that the agency is reluctant to share 
information it has. 

(4) If questions come u~ regarding specific problem behaviors of 
the foster child and you are not sure what kind of handling 
would be most desirable, offer to "think with" the foster 
parent about the details of the problems, going over ~'lhat 
happened, how the parents had attempted to handle it, what 
the outcome is, whether othe'r methods have been tried, etc. 
This ca~ be done over the phone. Sometimes the act of des
cribing the sequence in detail is in itself helpful and the 
foster parent gains a better understanding of what is going 
on. And as a "counselor" you will be in a position to make 
suggestions about difficulties you ffiay see. At the very 
least you will knm'l enough about the problem to be ,able to 
discuss it with your supervisor and talk with the foster 
parents later. Your expression of concern and interest is 
helpful in itself. Your use of a 'problem-solving' approach 
is also helpful."Jjj 

J:.i/ Aldridge, Cautley, and Lichstein, Guidelines for Placement Workers, 
pp. 20-21. 
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VII. RETAINING FOSTER FANILY HOMES 

Even though agencies may be successful in recruiting foster homes, it 

is equally important that they also retain these homes as a continuous place-

ment resource. By identifying specific factors contributing to high turnover 

rate, agencies may be able to identify problem areas. This might enable them 

to minimize foster family dissatisfaction and thus reduce turnover. 

A. REASONS FOSTER FAMILIES TERMINATE PLACEMENTS EARLY 

Cautley and Aldridge 1:]../ attempted to gain some understanding of 

what might account for the foster families in their study who terminated 

placement and requested removal of the foster child (one-third of all foster 

families in their study requested removal of the child before the full 18 

months had elapsed, because the placement was not working out.) The 

researchers found that it was not possible to predict and identify foster 

parents who might eventually terminate, from their initial characteristics. 

Hot.,rever, in the interest of preventing foster families from dropping out of 

placement, reference is made to some of the reasons they identified for 

drop-out. Awareness of these reasons may help agencies to intervene before 

a foster parent terminates a placement. 

Some of the reasons identified were: 

(1) The fos ter mother t.,ras uncomfortable with a strange 
child in the home. 

(2) Thete was rivalry between the foster parent's mvn children 
and the foster child. 

(3) The foster mother had feelings of rejection toward the child. 

(4) The foster par~nts had unrealistic expectations. 

(5) The foster child was not getting along with the foster parents. 

~/ Cautley and Aldridge, Predictors of Success. 
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(6) The foster child gave the fost~r parents behavior 
problems. 

(7) The foster child wanted to leave the home. 

(8) There were hostilities between the natural parents 
and th~ foster parents. 

(9) The child ,,,as too active for older foster parents. 

(10) The foster parents w~re unwiiling to work with the 
child's problems. 

B. WOLINS STUDY - ROLE CONFUSION 

Wolins ~/ observed that the foster parent who is unable to tolerate 

role confusion may find it easiest to quit the role. In order to determine 

hOH a foster parent's role is perceived, Wolins interviewed agency staff, 

the foster parent, and the community. Each respondent was asked to comment 

on conflict situations that arise in foster family care. These dealt mainly 

with the respective rights of the foster parent, the child's own parent, and 

the social agency. 

Seventy-seven percent of the foster parents interviewed compared 

themselves to the child's own parent or 1:0 an adaptive parent, and 19 percent 

placed themselves in the role of relative. One individual thought of himself 

as a step-parent, and three foster parents could not identify their relation-

ship to a foster child. 

Seventy-four percent of the community perceived the foster parent as most 

like a natural or adoptive parent. However, the responses of the social 

workers were ~uite different, approximately one-third of them viewed the 

foster paLents as most like a child's own adoptive parents. Another one-third 

of the so~ial workers considered the foster parent role as unique and the 

remainder of their responses were divided among the other. groupings. 

28/ Wolins, Selecting Foster Parents. 
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Wolins found that unclear role peroeptions were prevalent among the 

agency, the foster parent and the community. He concluded that the dis-

continuity in role perceptions points to the importance of determining the 

extent to which the foster parent's withdrawal from plac<:;!ment can be a.t-

tributed to role ambiguity and to other causes. 

C. CLARIFYING FOSTER PARENT ROLES 

Wolins and others have attributed the general lack of understanding of 

foster parent roles to the ambiguity of these roles. Agencies must take the 

responsibility for clarifying the roles, requirements, and limitations of 

every involved party in the foster placement. This section covers several 

approaches to educating foster parents about their role and encouraging 

foster parent participation in agency decision-making. 

1. Foster Parent Groups 

Foster family groups or clubs can be established by agencies as a means 

of helping foster parents define their roles. For example, a successful 

foster parent group was organized by Catholic Social Services of Wayne County 

in Detroit, to aid in the recruitment of foster homes and to develop effective 

communication a~d teamwork between foster parents and agency staff.lil As a 

resul t of the efforts of this group, roles wer~. clarified by the agency and 

the group, and a positive relationship developed between them. Agency staff 

and foster parents came to understand their respective roles and the 

interdependence of these roles. 

The group members planned and carried out the following .activities: 

development of information pamphlets on foster care and foster parenting, 

lil R. Daniels and .L 'BLown, "Foster Parents and the Agency," 
Children Today 2:~ (Mayl,rn(t\:! : )73), pp. 25-27. 

---.:-.-----.----.---------- -------
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e hosting an open house at the agency, holding an institute for agency personnel 

and other professional':, organizing a speakers' bureau, television and 

radio appearances, developing a slide presentation of the foster placement 

process, and publishing a monthly newsletter. The meetings also provided 

a setting where pertinent issues could be explained and discussed. The 

agency responded to the concerns of the group by having a member selected 

by the group serve on its board of directors. This representation allowed 

foster parents to be involved in all aspects of the agency's operations. 

Another application of the gt~1Up method used widely by foster care 

agencies is the ongoing discussion group for current foster parents. The 

objectives of-lhese groups are: to give status and recognition to foster 

patents; to help them identify more readily with the agency; to supple-

ment the help given by indiv.i.dual social workers; and to explore the 

_ meaning of the foster mother's role.1Q./ 

The APWA Standards Manual,ll/ mentioned previously, offers guidelines 

for implementing foster parent associations. In addition, agencies can 

secure the following related publications for a nominal cost: 

from: 

(1) Foster Parents Associations: Designs for Development 
Helen D. Stone and Jeanne M. Hunzeker, 1974, 30 pp. 

(2) Education for Foster Family Care: Models and Methods 
for Social Workers and Foster Parents, Helen D. Stone 
and Jeanne M. Hunzeker, 1974, 108 pp. 

Child Welfare League of America, Inc. 
67 Irving Place 
New York~ New York 10003. 

30/ G. Sacks., "The Group Method in Services to Foster Parents of 
Pre-adoptive Children," Child Welfare 45: 8 (October 1966), pp. 568-571. 

]Jj Standards for Foster Family Services Systems. 
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2. Foster Parent Role in Decision-making 

Iowa's Children and Family Service Agency provides an approach used to 

clarify foster parent roles. This agency acknowledges their foster parents 

as co-workers who are an integral part of the agency. In an effort to recog-

nize foster parents, the agency asked them to form speaking panels to stimu-

late community awareness. The fester parents in this situation vie,.;,", J them-

selves as experts volunteering their time to represent the agency. This 

ultimately led to the development of social ties among the foster parents, 

which seemed to strengthen the feeling of identification with the agency.~/ 

It cannot be overemphasized that agencies should strive to give foster 

parents status and recognition. This can be achieved by: 

"(1) Informing foster parents of decisions that can be made without 
agency permission. 

(2) Consulting foster parents on policy decisions affecting them. 

(3) Encouraging foster parents attendance at consultations and 
conferences relating to the foster child in their care, so 
that they can share in and influence the planning and decision
making process."ll/ 

3. Foster Parent Education 

Another example of an effort to clarify the role expectations of foster 

parents and staff is sponsoring university courses which an~lyze the role 

and position of the foster parent in relation to the agency and the natural 

parent. Realizing the concern about role definition of foster parents, in 

1971 the Department of Continuing Education in Social Work, of the University 

of Minnesota, and the Foster Parent Association sponsored a tuition-free 

32/ J. Mannheimer, IIA Demonstration of Foster Parents in the Co-Worker 
Role,-"-.Child Welfare 48:2 (February 1969), pp. 104-197. 

33/ M. Reistroffer, "Participation of Foster Parents in Decision-Making: 
The Concept of Collegiality," Child Welfare 51:1 (January 1972), pp. 25-29. 
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e 12-week, 3 credit course for foster parents and agency staff members.]!/ 

Recruitment and selection of participants for the course were left up to 

the agencies. 

It was concluded from this pilot course experience that questions 

concerning the role of foster parents were of real concern, and they could 

be conceptualized and discussed advantageously in a classroom setting which 

included foster parents and agency staff. Defining the issues together 

appeared to be an important aspect of role clarification for course 

participants. 

The Children's Bureau has developed three new curricula for foster 

parent education. The material is being written by The Child Welfare League 

of America ,in collaboration with the Education Development Center of 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. "Introduction to Foster Parenting," the fir.st 

curriculum, is designed to help new and prospective foster parents under-

stand their own role and the role of the agency in foster parenting. 

The course is organized to be given in six, two-hour sessions. The second 

curriculum, "Foster Parenting an Adolescent" will emphaSize understanding 

the unique needs of adolescents in foster care. "Foster Parenting a 

Mentally Retarded Child," the third curriculum, will be available in 

December, 1978. 

Each curriculum is tested by agency foster parents throughout the 

country and carefully evaluated and revised before publication. Each 

curriculum includes its own package of materials which consist of: a 

comprehensive leader's guide, easy-to-read activity workbooks, films, 

34/ B. Galaway, "Clarifying the Role of Foster Parents," Children 
Todayl:4 (July/August 1972), pp. 32,33. 
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cassette tapes, and audio-visual materials. The material can be ordered from: 

The Foster Parent Curriculum Project 
Child Welfare League of America 
67 Irving Place 
New York, New York 10003 
(212) 154-7410 

The price of the "Introduction 'I'o Foster Parenting" Curriculum Package is $350. 

For information on ordering individual components, contact Helen Stone or 

Betty Hart at the above address. 

D. PAYMENTS TO FOSTER FAMILIES 

There are conflicting views concerning the relationship between the 

leve.l of foster care payments and the number of foster homes available. 

The modest rates paid to foster parents for the care of the foster child 

have been considered inadequate in many places and may be a deterrent to 

the recruitment and retention of foster parents. These rates frequently 

fail to cover the financial cost incurred by the foster family. 

Grow and Smith reported on a 1970 CWLA study of the methods used by 

agencies in establishing board rates.12/ Despite the finding that some 

board rates were inadequate, over one-half of the agencies surveyed re-

sponded that their rates were high enough to obtain and retain foster 

parents. Many agencies also believed that there was no relationship 

between recruitment and adequate board rates. 

Other research findings, however, have refuted this position. A stud~ 

by Simon, for example, compared the number of foster family homes per capita 

in var~ous states and the corresponding payment levels in these states. The 

objective was to estimate the effect of the payment levels on the supply of 

35/ L. Grow and M. Smith, Board Rates for Foster Care (New York: Child 
Welfare League of America, 1970). 

I 
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potential homes. The results showed a positive relationship, in which a 

percent increase in payment level would result in a comparable increase in 

the supply of homes. For example, a 5-10 percent increase in available 

homes in response to a 10 percent increase in payment level.~1 

1. Setting Rates to Cover Costs 

Child Welfare League of America Standards for Foster Family Service 

stress that: 

"Full reimbursement of cost should be provided for all 
children in foster family care. The foster parents 
should not be expected to assume financial responsi
bility for any part of the child's care, ~nless by 
special arrangement with the agency."]]) 

Determining actual costs will naturally vary according to the standard 

of living in a particular community and the specific needs of the child; 

however, there is a need for an objective and external measure of payment 

adequacy to aid in determining a "basic monthly payment". Once this is 

established, special fees can be added for children with special needs. 

Dejong suggests that budgets for standards of living, developed by the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), can be translated into foster-family care 

rates. BLS budgets, which cover the cost of basic maintenance, were adapted 

to a child and adult foster family care program in Michigan. A survey of 

400 fos t·er families conducted by the Michigan Department of Social Services 

found that the intermediate or moderate budget was the standard of adequacy 

for foster family care in Michigan. An adaptation of the BLS moderate 

budget to foster family care was developed by excluding expenses that (vere 

not applicable and allocating necessary costs. Recommendations for 

2i1 J. Simon, "The Effect of Foster Care Payment Levels on the 
Number of Foster Children Given Homes," Social Service Review {:9:1 (March 
1975), pp. 405-411. 

III Child Welfare League of America Standards For Foster Family Service, 
p. 82. 
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developing the budget ~.,ere made by the Michigar1 Child Foster Care Rate 

Setting Advisory Committee.~/ 

The annual budget componenUl included cost of personal needs (food, 

clothing, personal care items), housing (utilities, household operations, 

and furnishings), medical care, transportation, and miscellaneous consump-

tions. The total annual budget was then divided to reflect a monthly and 

daily rate. 

BLS family budgets cannot resolve the entire foster care rate setting 

issue because of certain arbitrary limitations. These budgets are only 

intended to cover the cost of basic maintenance. However, Dejong describes 

the approach as one using the most reasonable and adequately researched set 

of standards currently available. 

2. Measuring the Cost of Foster Family Care 

A study by Settles, Culley, and Van Name, funded by the U. S. Children's 

Bureau, offers a method for measuring the averai~;'.e costs of foster family care 

in local areas. An instrument was developed which measures direct, indirect, 

and non-economic costs (e.g., the cost of the time and efforts the family 

members put into raising a child that does not compete with the family's 

money earning activities) of raising a foster child. "The cost measurement 

procedures are designed to measure average costs in a particular area rather 

than costs of an individual child. Social service and agency administration 

costs are excluded from the measurement instrument."l2...! 

38/ G. Dejong, "Setting Foster Care Rates: 1. Basic ConSiderations," 
Public Welfare 33:4 (Fall 1975), p. 39. 

~/ B. Settles et al., How To Measure The Cost of Foster Family Care 
(Washington, D.C.: Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, 1977), p. 1. 
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A publication by the researchers, How To Measure The Cost of Foster 

Family Care, explains the methodology for measuring the direct and indirect 

costs of foster family care. Individual worksheets are provided for de-

termining these costs in addition to using consumer price index information. 

The publication can be obtained by writing: 

U. S. Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, Youth and 

Families 
,Office of Human Development Services 
Box 1182 
Washington, D. C. 20013 

3. Paying Salaries or Fees-for-Service 

Paying foster parents in the form of a salary, or fee-for-service, 

in addition co payments for the child's board and related expenses, has 

the potential advantage of (1) increasing the supply and duration of foster 

family care and (2) establishing the foster parent role as an agency 

employee, thereby fostering identification with the agency. Two succesful 

projects are described below. 

Episcopab, Community Services of New Orlean~ 

Another purpose of the Episcopal Community Services of New Orleans 

project, described on pages 40,41 of this Resource Section, was to ascertain 

the effect of salary, and the establishment of a clearly-defined employer-

employee. relationship on the foster parent/agency relati011ship and the foster 

parents' perception of their role.40/ The agency provided formal employment 

status to eight foster mothers and paid them a salary of $200 a month and 

fringe benefits, in addition to payment for the child's board and related 

expenses. In this demonstration project, foster mothers were trained spe-

cifically for the role and were involved in supportive casework service and 

group discussion. 

40/ Jaffee and Kline, New Payment Patterns. 
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Foster mothers seemed to identify with the agency, its goals, and its 

modes of working toward these goals. They felt that the study process helped 

to outline their expected role, and they found the caseworkers to be accessible 

and reliable. They also expressed satisfaction with their salaries and found 

them to be adequate, although in some cases it was less than what they would 

have earned if employed outside their homes. Security and satisfaction were 

also expressed, because of the clarity of the long-term commitment. 

Casey Family Program For Youth In Seattle 

A similar approach was employed in 1966 by the Casey Family Program for 

Youth in Seattle. This demonstration program was established to provide 

long-term or permanent foster care to children age 5-17 who were in danger 

of becoming delinquent. The emphasis in this program, however, was on the 

permanence of the foster parent-child relationship. 

A fee for service of $100 a month was paid for each child, rather than 

a salary. This was in addition to board payments and other maintenance 

costs (as in the Ney; Orleans program). Although the emphasis was on the 

parenting role, rather than an employee role, the service fee was established 

to provide recognition and compensation in a significant way, without 

~mphasizing financial motivations as a major recruitment incentive. The 

service fee did not constitute salary or wages because families were not 

considered agency employees.~1 

Attaching employee status to foster parents was avoided. The agency 

preferred to be seen as the provider of service to foster parents and their 

foster children, thereby retaining its ultimate decision-making role in 

!:lll Ibid. 
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regard to the child's welfare. The agency attempted to give the foster 

family autonomy in handling the material needs of the foster child. Feed-

back from the parents showed that: 

"This removes one of the customary sources of disunity 
in the foster parent-agencY relationship and in the 
foster parent-child relationship."42/ 

There was no evidence that the receipt of the service fee was a de-

cisive factor in retention of a home when serious relationship problems 

arose. 

!!l:../ Ib id., p. 19. 

i 
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VIII. PERMANENT PLANNING FOR CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE 

A. CONCERN FOR CHILDREN IN PLACEMENT PROJECT (CIP) 

A regular review of foster care cases by the Juvenile Court System is 

an important step in moving children out of foster care. A case-monitoring 

system must be utilized that will assist both the court and agencies in 

knowing where each foster child is and what progress is taking place in 

relation to the child's plan. 

In 1973, the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges (NCJCJ) de-

veloped "The Concern for Children in Placement (CIP) Project." Realizing 

the court's influence over a foster child's fate, NCJCJ resolved to become 

an advocate for children. "The goal of the resolution was to make 'per-

manence of home life a special target for every child,' and it specified that 

courts should act early and decisively either to return children to their 

biological parents or to free them for adoption."43/ 

The CIP project is a model case review system that is intended to 

bridge the case management gap for children in foster care. The project 

is financially supported by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation and was 

developed by the Kent County Juvenile Court in 1972. NCJCJ successfully 

pilot tested this systematic review of each c~se of out-of-home placement 

in the Kent County Court, in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

The goals of CIP are to: 

"1. establish a means by which the court, child welfare age.ncies, 
and citizens of the community can work together to better 
serve children in placement; 

43/ Judge J. Steketee, "The CIP Story," Juvenile Justice 28:2 (May 
1975), p. 5. 
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ensUre that each child has the right to a court hearing 
at least once a year during the period that the child 
remains within the court's jurisdiction; 

3. create public awareness of the nature of the problem and 
approaches to solving it."!!.!!..! 

The project was then expanded and launched in 1974 in 12 courts. The 

ClP process works in the following way. Each court appoints a local project 

coordinator, who recruits concerned citizens as volunteers. The volunteers 

are then trained to use the materials. The volunteers are s~vorn to confi-

dentiality by the judge and are responsible for examining and reviewing the 

case files of each child under court jurisdiction (The Foster Family Check-

list accompanying this resource section delineates the information collected 

during the case review). 

The results of these case reviews are regularly reported to the judge 

by the project coordinator. "Judges and agencies can then take action, 

because high priority cases become immediately apparent, and the status 

of every child in the court's jurisdiction is clearly indicated. All of 

these roles, thus, interlock to help provide a permanent situation for the 

child without unnecessary delay."45/ 

Phase I of ClP was completed in September 1976 and the findings of the 

project revealed that: 

j. j. I 
::!.:!..I 

2/ 
~/ 

"0 23.7 percent of the children reviewed had been in foster 
care for five to ten years 

o 30.7 percent had not had a case review in three to ten 
years 

o about 49 percent had little or no conta.ct with their 
biological parents while in foster care 

o more than 60 percent had been in placement for over 
two years 

o 56 percent of the children moved up to three times while 
in foster care, 223 of them moved 7 to 18 times, and 
10 moved 19 times. ".~§j 

Ibid. , p. 9=10. 
Ibid. , p. II. 
Ibid. , p. 7. 
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B. FREEING CHILDREN FOR PERMANENT PLACEMENT PROJECT 

An estimated 350,000 or more children are in foster care in this 

country. Although the intent of foster care usually is to provide 

temporary substitute family care far children when their parents 

cannot care for them, many of \hese children will remain in foster 

care for several years and most will not return to their families. 

These are children who need to feel the security of permanence in their 

childhood, w'hich can be. achieved by one of three alternatives: return 

to their own parents, placement in an adoptive home, or placement in 

a formal, long-term foster care arrangement. 

Child welfare services delivery systems can reduce the number of 

children who lack permanence by actively engaging in permanent planning 

for each child in care. This challenge aecessitates that the barriers 

to planning for these children be identified and overcome. 

In 1973) the Children's Bureau, in collaporation with Oregon's Children's 

Services Division and the Regional Research Institute for Human Services of 

POl:tland State University, began a 3 year demonstration project. Entitled 

"Freeing Children for Permanent Placement," the project was implemented in 

17 of Oregon's 36 counties. The project's goal was the placement in perma

nent homes for children who appeared to be headed for long-term foster care. 

The project began by systematically screening caseloads to identify 

children who had been in foster care more than one year, were unlikely to 

return home, and were adoptable. The project selected 15 project case

workers and trained them to work with those cases in which the children 

seemed destined not to return home and for whom there was no permanent 

plan. 

"Five hundred and nine (509) cases were selected for the project 

with caseloads limited to 25 children per wor~~r (as opposed to the usual 

,~' 
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caseload in Oregon of 50 to 60 children per caseworker."£/ Workers 

actively sought to locate natural parents and to determine parental capa-

cities to care for their children. Efforts were directed toward exhausting 

all reasonable efforts to reunite biological families ~efore termination 

of parental rights proceedings were begun. 

The "project used a number of techniques in order to achieve family 

permanency for children. Where indicated, termination of parental rights 

was obtained either through relinquishment of parental rights, or by 

judicial decision. Cases where the parents refused to voluntarily re-

linquish their rignts were referred to the project's attorney who was 

under contract to represent the child in termination hearings. If it was 

felt that termination of parental rights was in the best interest of the 

child, a court proceeding would be initiated. 

The project also developed a typology of cases which indicated 

whether grounds existed for termination of parental rights. The categories 

were 1. abandonment and desertion cases, 2. condition cases, or 3. conduc t 

cases. The tasks of caseworkers would depend on how parental behavior was 

classified. "The Oregon statute and methods developed by the project 

directed how each kind of case would be structured to achieve termination 

of parental rights and subsequent adoption."48/ 

Results of the project showed that, " ••• three years after the project 

officially began, permanent placements had been implemented for 72% of the 

509 children accepted by the project ••• A follmv-up on the placements, 

!fl./ V. Pike, "Permanent Planning For Foster Children," Children 
Today 5:6 (November/December 1976), p. 23. 

~/ A. Emlen et al., Overcoming Barriers to Planning for Children 
~I~n~F~o~s~t~e~r~C~a~r~e (Portland, Oregon: Regional Research Institute for Human 
Services, 1977), p. 2. 
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to determine their stability and success ••• , shows that 96 percent of the 

children placed were still in a placement intended to be permanent."!ti/ 

The project developed a practical, step-by-step guide to secure permanent 

families for children in foster care. The guide, entitled Permanent Planning 

for Children in Foster Care: A Handbook for Social Workers contains the fol-

lowing information: 

0 How to assess the barriers to returning the child home 

0 How to structure a treatment program 

0 How to choose an alternative plan 

0 How to free the child for adoption 

0 How to prepare a termination case 

Copies of the Handbook may be obtained by writing to: 

U.S. Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, 

Youth and Families 
Box ll82 
Washington, D.C. 20013 

In addition, the Regional Research Institute of Portland State University 

examine~ "the institutional, professional and client barriers that have kept 

workers from permanent planning for children entering foster care." 2S2/ Seven 

major kinds of barriers were identified which prevent children from leaving 

foster care. 

The Children's Bureau is sponsoring a nationwide technical assis-

tance effort based on the Oregon project. Several states were awarded 

grants to replicate features of this project. For further information 

contact: 

49/ Ibid., p. 4. 
2S2/ Barriers to Planning for Children in Foster Care (Portland, Oregon: 

Regional R.esearch Institute for Human Services, 1976), p. 1. 3. 
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Phyllis Nophlin, Project Officer 
Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, Youth and 

Families 
Office of Human Development 
Box 1182 
Washington, D. C. 20013 
(202) 755-7583 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual contains eight 
sections, including an introduction and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child welfare system. The first part of each of the seven sec
tions (II-VIII) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying each checklist 
is a resource section that highlights research findings and provides B biblio
graphy. Specific references to the resource material are footnoted throughout 
the checklists. 

Definition 

Adoption services are activities provided through an organized social ser
vice agency under an approved plan, or by a licensed private adoption agency, 
for the purpose of adoption of a child who is legally or expected to be legally 
free for adoption. Adoption service comprises social work and other profes
sional services that are required for the placement of children in adoptive 
families, and in facilitating the long-term adjustment of all parties involved 
in an adoption. 

Organization 

Successful adoptive placements, the first goal of this section, are 
considered as a function of efficient intake procedures, effective matching of 
parent and child, and on-going support services to assure successful adjustment 
of all those involved in the placement. The second goal concerns the issue of 
"quantity" of adoptive homes; that is whether or not there are enough homes for 
all children free to be adopted. Attainment of this goal is contingent upon 
early identification of all children tor whom adoption is appropriate, and 
recruitment of adoptive parents for minority and special-needs children. 

Data Needs 

When answering performance indicator questions, it will usually be neces
sary to consult agency records or reports for exact figures; however, in some 
cases it may be sufficient for the assessors to respond on the basis of their 
professional judgment. This checklist requires an understanding of agency 
policies regarding: services to, and rights of, biological parents; use of 
legal counsel; use of guidelines for evaluating prospective adoptive parents; 
selection of adoptive parents; information provided to adoptive parents about 
the child; and preparation and follow-up services. Also covered are review 
procedures for the agency's foster care caseload in order to identify children 
who should be adopted, and recruitment procedures for adoptive parents for 
minority and special-needs children. 

More specific requirements include statistics or estimates, for the past 
year, on the percent of adoption failures for healthy infants and for special
needs children, instances of abuse or neglect by adoptive parents, and the per
cent of adoptive applicants who withdraw their applications prior to adoption. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE CHECKLIST 

,Respond to the performance indicator questions stated under each goal by 
checking those which are applicable to your agency. Your responses will help 
pinpoint agency deficiencies and strengths and will indicate how actual agency 
outcomes in each service area compare with those that are generally considered 
best practice. 

If any of the performance indicator questions were checked then you should 
also complete the criteria questions under each objective. Your agency may 
find it useful to review the procedures and concepts suggested by the criteria 
questions. 

Answer "yes" or "no" to the questions included under each goal. Add up the 
number of criteria questions to which you answered "no", and calculate the 
percent of "no" questions under each goal using the formula. Any questions 
left blank should be counted as a "no" answer. No space has been provided 
for "not applicable" responses to emphasize that although issues raised in 
some questions may be outside of the agency's span of control, they neverthe
less may be within an agency's sphere of influence. 

After calculating the percent of "no" answers for each goal, enter these 
percent scores On the Goal Summary Chart on pages 9 - 10 of the Introduction. 
Recording these scores provides a method for agency administrators to compare 
performance across all program areas. 

For those goals where your agency's performance is deficient, refer to the 
checklist questions which, in substance, suggest best practice. In addition, 
the accompanying Resource Section discusses methods which have worked in 
other agencies and indicates where further information may be obtained. 
References to the Resource Section(s) are footnoted throughout the checklist. 

A variety of methods may be employed to complete the self-assessment. The 
assessment process is designed to provide a strategy for constructive change 
within your agency and to improve communication among all levels of staff. 
Agency administrators and supervisors may wish to complete the checklists 
independently. An alternative method would be to complete them in staff or 
committee meetings. Performance indicators or criteria questions eliciting 
disagreement should be freely and openly discussed and could provide a basis 
for staff development activities. 

It is recognized that a wide variation exists among local agencies in geo
graphic location, agency size, characteristics of client population, staff 
turnover, and other factors. The Manual ',s designed so that each agency can 
determine the proportion or pattern of "no" responses which exceeds good loca.l 
practice. In this way the agency can obtain baseline measures for gauging 
improvements over time. 
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GOAL I: 

Performance 
Indicators: 
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ADOPTION SERVICES 

SUCCESSFUL ADOPTIVE PLACEMENTS 

o Within the past year, have more than two percent 
of the healthy infants placed by your agency 
been returned to your agency's care before 
their adoptions became final?ll 

o Within the past year, have more than 10 per
cent of the special-needs children placed 
by your agency been returned to your agency's 
care before their adoptions became final?11 

o Have there been any known instances of abuse 
or neglect of adoptees by their adoptive 
parents among the children placed by your 
agency within the past two years? 

o Do more than three months ever elapse after 
relinquishment of a healthy infant (under two 
years of age) and adoptive placement? 

o During the past year, has any petition to 
adopt been delayed by the court because legal 
preparation was inadequate? 

If you checked any of the above questions, adoptive 
placements might be improved by examining standards, 
intake, selection of adoptive parents, pre-placement 
services or post-placement services. 

Objective A: ~eeting Standards for Adoption Services 

1. Does your agency meet, to the maximum degree 
possible, good standards of practice within your 
state?ll 

Yes No 

11 See A. Kadushin and W. Seidl, "Adoption Failure: A Social Work Post
Morte;," Social Work 16:3 (July 1971), pp. 32-38, for more information on 
factors related to adoption failure. 

11 See A. Kadushin, Child Welfare Services, 2nd ed. (New York: Macmillan 
Publishing Co., 1974), pp. 571-574 for a review of outcomes of studies of adop
tive placement of special-needs children. Agencies may have differing philoso
phies regarding the degree of risk they are willing to take in placing these 
children. Agencies specializing in these placements should be prepared to accept 
a higher disruption rate. 

11 For an example of standards of good practice to exceed minimal state 
licensing criteria, see Child Welfare League of America Standards for Adopti.on 
Services (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1973), available from the 
League at 67 Irving Place, New York, New York, 10003. 
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2. In cooperative placements, does your agency deter
mine ~vhether or not other agencies .alsa meet, to the 
maximum degree possible, good standards of practice? 

3. Are all out-of-state placements made in 
accordance with good standards of practice?~/ 

Objective B: Efficient Intake Procedures 

ll. Does y.our agency have written criteria for deter
m~UJ.ng tvhether or not adoption is the appropriate 
choice of placement for a particular child?2/ 

5. Does your agency regularly review (at least 
every 6 months) information about the types and 
numbers of children in its care for whom 
adoption is the appropriate placement choice? 

6. Does your agency regularly readjust its 
adoptive parent recruitment effort to 
reflect the ne8ds of the children for whom 
adoption is the placement choice? 

7. Does your agency provide or arrange for, 
counseling and any other needed services to 
unmarried parents?~/ 

8. Is provision of adequate medical care for an 
unmarried mother arranged for by your agency, 
if necessary? 

9. Does your agency always provide or arrange for, 
the services necessary to enable the biological 
parents to keep the child if they wish to do so?2/ 

10. Does your agency, in conjunction with the local 
court, meet state legal requirements to protect 
the rights of the putative father? 

11. During the period in which each biological parent 
is reaching a decision concerning relinquishment, 
is the parent given a full explanation of his/her 
legal rights, responsibilities and obligations?~/ . 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

~/ See the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children, available 
from the American Public Welfare Association at 1155 Sixteenth Street, N.W., 
Suite 201, Washington, D.C. 20036, for suggested statutory guidelines. 

2/ See Intake/Service Choice Resource Section for examples of criteria. 
~/ See Child Welfare League of America Standards for Services for Un

married Parents (New York. Child Welfare League of America, 1971) for more 
information on these services. 

2/ CWLA Standards for Adoption Services, p. 16. 
~/ Ibid., p. 17. 
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12. If the biological parent(s) decides to relinquish 
the child for adoption, does the agency always 
provide: 

a. Help with the relinquishment? 

b. Help with the separation process? 

c. Help to cope with the anxieties and 
guilts engendered by the relinquishment?~/ 

13. Are biological parents advised of their right 
to legal counsel in caSHS involving involuntary 
termination? 

14. Does your agency utilize specialized legal counsel 
experienced in adoption work during: 

a. Preparation of cases involving involuntary 
termination of parental rights? 

b. Legal separation of the child from biological 
parents, including fulfillment of legal 
obligation to conduct a "diligent search" 
for the putative father? 

c. Transfer of parental or custodial rights 
through assignment of legal custody and 
guardianship? 

d. Provision of consent to specific proposed 
adoption? 

e. Transfer of legal rights and responsibilities 
to adoptive parents?.1:QI 

15. Are adoptive parents encouraged to obtain their 
oWn legal counsel? 

16. Does your agency obtain, whenever possible, a 
medical history for each child to be placed? 

17. Does your agency always obtain a current medical 
(including psychiatric, if indicated) evaluation 
of the child?lll 

Jj Ibid., p. 16. 
10/ Ibid., p. 78-79. 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

11/ See Resource Section, pp. VI 27-29, for a description of important 
medical information. See also The Adoption of Children (Evanston, Illinois: 
American Academy of Pediatrics, 1973), available from the Academy at P.O. Box 
1034, Evanston, Illinois 60204. 
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18. Does your agency ahvays use guidelines 
fGr evaluating prospective adoptive parents 
\(lhich include the follmving areas :ll/ 

a. Total personality? 

b. Emotional maturity? 

c. Quality of marital or familial relation
ships? 

d. Previous contact with children? 

e. Ability to parent? 

f. Motivation to adopt? 

19. Does your agency always provide adequate explana
tion of all the steps in the adoption process 

20. If applicants are rejected, does the agency review 
with them the reasons for rejection?jd/ 

21. If the applicants are determined to be inappro
priate for a particular child, does the worker 
always explain that this does not represent a 
judgment about their suitability to adopt other 
children?1i/ 

Objective C: Effective Selection of Adoptive Parents 

22. Are both the adoptive parents, any biological 
children and the adoptive child, if not an 
infant, always involved in the decision to adopt? 

23. Does your agency use criteria for selecting 
parents for adoptive children which include: 

a. Evaluation of the capacity of prospective 
parents to meet the needs of particular 
children? 

b. Cultural and racial background of biologi
cal parents? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

12/ Kadushin, Child Welfare Services, p. 535, and 
~A~d~o~p~t~i~o~n~S~e~r~v=i~c~e~s, pp. 43-46. 

CWLA Standards for 

13/ CWLA Standards for Adoption Services, p. 47. 
14/ Ibid.~ p. 48. 
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c. Religious preferences of school-age 
adoptees? 

d. The type of child for which the prospective 
parents may have expressed a preference? 

24. Are your criteria reviewed in light of the age, 
race or cultural background and/or disability of 
the children being placed? 

Objective D: Support Serv~ces to Ensure Successful Placement 

25. Does your agency always provide the adoptive 
parents with the following information about the 
child, in writing if appropriate: 

a. Medical history of the child? 

b. Any special health problems of the child? 

c. Any medication the child may need-
where and how it can be obtained? 

d. Any aLher pa~ticu1ar medical services the 
child may need and how they can be obtained? 

e. Any health problems of the biological 
parents or family that .could affect 
the child (e.g., sickle cell anemia)? 

f. Relevant aspects of biological parents' 
background? 

g. Child's previous placement experiences? 

h. Behavioral characteristics of the child? 

i. Eating and sleeping habits of the child? 

j. Educational level and school records of 
child? 

26. Does the written information given to the parents 
always become a part of the agency record? 

27. Does pre-placement preparation of adoptive parents 
include discussion of ways in which adoptive 
placement may temporarily alter the child's 
behavior patterns? 

28. Is pre-placement counseling offered to adoptive 
parents to adequately prepare them for the 
parenting task? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

YeS No 
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29. Does the preparation of the child for adoption 
always include:Jl./ 

a. Help with understanding the reasons for 
adoption? 

b. Help with separation from foster and/or 
biological parents? 

c. Chance to visit his/her prospective 
adoptive parents? 

d. Help to resolve anxiety about the 
possibility of rejection by the adoptive 
parents? 

30. Does your agency require a m~n~mum time period, 
consistent with state law, of at least six 
months before an adoption can be finalized?1£/ 

31. Is the decision to finalize an adoption made 
jointly by parents and agency as soon as appro
priate after the minimum time period has 
elapsed?11/ 

32. Does your agency provide individual counseling 
when necessary to biological parents, adoptive 
parents, and adoptees ~fter the adoptive place
ment ?...!.Q./ 

33. Does your agency have a policy (consistent with 
your state la~v) concerning confidentiality and 
the release of information about biological parents 
to adoptees?1.2.1 

34. Do your post-placement services include discus
sion or support groups for adoptive parents and 
children? 

35. Do you encourage adoptive parents to join adoptive 
parent clubs?1Q/ 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

11/ See Resource Section, pp. VI 43-45, for further description of prepa-
ration of the child for adoption. 

1£/ CWLA Standards for Add~tion Services, p. 40. 
17/ Ibid., p. 40. 
18/ Ibid., p. 35. 
19/ See Resource Section, p. VI 23, for further discussion of this issue. 
20/ See Resource Section, p. VI 65, for further information on the North 

America Council on Adoptable Children. 
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36. Are adoptive parents informed that they can come 
back to the agency for counseling after finaliza
tion of the adoption if necessary? 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL I to which you answered "NO". Divi.de 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (62). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Number of "NOs" 
Percent "NOs" = 62 x 100 = ____ ---:% 
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ENOUGH HOMES FOR ALL ADOPTABLE CHILDREN 

Goal I applies to adoptive placement of all children. 
The following section is devoted to the adoption of 
those children traditionally considered hard-to-place. 
Goal II objectives and criteria reflect the experien(!es 
and recommendations of agencies successful in placing 
these older, minority and/or handicapped children in 
permanent homes. 

o Does your agency limit or refuse to accept 
minority or special-needs children for 
adoptive placement? 

o Does your agency have a backlog of minority 
or special-needs children ~"ho are, or may 
possibly be, free to be p1aced?21/ 

o Do any children remain in foster care with
out significant biological parent contact 
'''ho could be freed for adoption? 

o Do more than six months usually elapse 
bet:ween the time a special-needs child is 
free for adoption and adoptive placement? 

o Do more than 20% of adoptive applicants 
withdraw application prior to adoption? 

o Do you approve less than 75% of the fami
lies whose applications have been accepted 
after the initial interview? 

If you checked any of the above questions, you should 
review your procedures for identifying children eligible 
for adoption and for recruiting adoptive parents for 
minority and special-needs children. 

Objective A: Early Identification of All Children for Whom Adoption 
is Appropriate 

1. Is an assessment made, at the time each child 
enters the agency's care, as to the likelihood of 
his/her returning home? 

Ye61 No 

21/ A "Yes" answer to this and the fol1m.,ing question may be related 
to inadequate legal services, indicating a need for improvement in this area. 
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2. Are all the children in your agency's foster 
care caseload regularly reviewed (at least every 
six months) to assess the likelihood of their 
returning home?1l1 

3. Is a special attempt made to identify those 
children who may be eligible for adoption'? 

4. Do you obtain specialized legal counsel to help 
you identify those children who could be freed 
for adoption? 

Yes No 

'les No 

Yes No 

Objective B: Recruitment of Adoptive Parents for Minority Children and 
Special-Needs Children 

5. Does your agency have an active program directed 
toward recruiting families for minority and 
special-needs children?111 

6. Are influential social institutions (such as 
P.T.A's, charitable organizations, and churches) 
identified and used in recruitment? 

7. Do staff immediately follow up on. each prospective 
adoptive parent inquiry71i/ 

8. Does the agency use adoptive parents of minority 
and special-needs children in outreach programs 
to help find prospectivp. parents? 

9. Do you utilize innovative techniques such as 
special slide shows, films or video-tapes of 
available children in your recruitment?25/ 

10. Do you regularly place classified ads for parents 
in the newspaper? 

11. Do you supply newspapers with feature or special 
interest articles on particular children? 

12. Do you place public interest spots on television 
publici.zing your need for adoptive parfl'nts? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

22/ See Intake Service Choice Resource Section for cri'teria to guide early 
identification of adoptable children. 

11/ See Resource Section, pp. VI 35-65, regarding adoption of special
needs children and strategies to increase supply of adoptive homes. 

24/ See Resource Section, pp. VI 53-54. It is suggested that inquiries be 
responded to within 24 hours, and appointments scheduled for no more than 10 
days from date of inquiry_ 

25/ Se,e Resource Section, pp. VI 50-55. 
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13. Do you encourage local TV stations to feature 
your special children in your effort to recruit 
families for them? 

14. Do you distribute printed material such as 
brochures and posters? 

15. Do you advertise on minority oriented radio 
stations? 

16. Does your agency have cooperative agreements 
with other adoption agencies to facilitate finding 
adoptive parents for your adoptable children? 

17. Does your agency use adoption registers or 
exchanges to share its resources and needs ~vith 

other agencies?1i/ 

lB. Does your agency use adoption subsidies to 
support adoptive placements for your special
needs children?lL/ 

19. Are current foster parents regularly asked 
if they wish to adopt a child in their care, if 
appropriate? 

20. Do you encourage foster parents to adopt chil
dren if they are interested and it is clear that 
the child will not return to his/her biological 
parents? 

21. Do you allow single parent adoptions?1&/ 

22. Do you always explore, with adoption 
applicants for infants, the possib:i:-lity of 
their adopting a special-needs child? 

23. Is the number of minority persons on your 
professional staff proportional to their 
representation in the community? 

24. Do your caseworkers make home visits to prospec
tive adoptive parents on evenings and week-ends? 

25. Do you utj~ize group intake to more efficiently 
pre-screen adoptive applicants? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

26/ See Resource Section, p. VI 60, for a discussion of Adoption Exchanges. 
27/ See Resource Section, p. VI 55, which concerns the use of subsidies. 
2B/ See Resource Section, p. VI 63, addresses single parent adopt:i.ons. 
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26. Without sacrificing the quality of service, have 
you eliminated or modified those elements of the 
adoption process thought to alienate prospective 
adoptive parents, such as: 

a. Voluminous forms, interviews, and questions? 

b. Extended waiting periods? 

c. Inflexible or arbitrary age limits? 

d. Employment restriction for adoptive mother? 

e. Fertility tests? 

f. Financial requirements? 

27. In view of the fact that minority agencies appear 
to have more success in recruiting minority 
adoptive parents, do you contract your recruitment 
of minority parents to a minority agency?~/ 

28. Does your agency regularly evaluate the 
success of its programs to recruit parents for 
minority and special-needs children? 

29. Do you routinely question applicants who later 
withdraw concerning their reasons for withdrawal? 

30. Have you determined that your recruitment campaigns 
present a realistic picture of the type of families 
you are looking for? 

31. Do you utilize a cost accounting system that 
separates and substantiates costs of the various 
activities in the adoption process?lQ/ 

Yes No 

Yes No 

---
Yes No 

--- ---
Yes No 

--- ---
Yes No 

--- ---
Yes No 

---
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL II to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL 11(36). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" 
Number of "NOs" 

36 x 100 % -----

~/ See Families for Black Children (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976), pp. 15-31, and "The Black Child Advocacy 
Adoption Project Report" Ovashington, D.C.: Black Child Development Institute, 
1971), and Resource Section, p. VI 49. 

lQ/ See Resource Section, p. VI 49, for a discussion of two model adoption 
payment systems. 
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I. SUCCESSFUL ADOPTIVE PLACEMENT 

A. SUCCESS RATES 

Results of studies of adoption outcomes have been ambiguous. When 

measurement of success or failure is limited to the period between place-

ment and the finalization of the adoption, and failure is defined as removal 

of the child from the home, the results appear to be quite good. Kadushin 

and Seidl,ll for example, found a failure rate of 2.8 percent in their study 

of children placed over an eight-year period by the Wisconsin State Department 

of Health and Social Services. 

When success is defined as parent-child satisfaction or the quality of 

family functioning at some point later in the placement, the results, though 

still good, are not quite as favorable. In an analysis of follow-up studies, 

Kadushin determined that these studies considered together, showed an un-

equivocal success rate of 65 percent for the adoption of healthy white infants. 
, 

An additional 18 percent of these were judged to be of fair, moderate, or 

average success, while 17 percent ~vet'e judged failures.1,1 Review of seven 

studies of outcomes of adoptions of special-needs children, conducted one 

to 12 years after placement, indicated that even placements involving more 

problematic issues were likely to be considered successful by parents.31 

Research suggests many possible factors that can affect adoption outcomes. 

The validity of measures used in these studies may be questioned as a result 

of the presence of intervening variables which may have affected the success or 

failure of the placement. Success rates in general however, appear to be good, 

and little in the way of specific recommendations for practice can be derived 

II A. Kadushin and F. Seidl, "Adoption Failure: A Social Work Post
Marte;," Social Work 16: 3 (July 1971), pp. 32-36. 

1,1 A. Kadushin, Child Welfare Services, 2nd ed. (New York~ Macmillan 
Publishing Co., 1974), p. 370. 

1/ Ibid., pp. 571-574. 
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from the long term evaluation studies, at least in terms of predicting who 

will be a "good" parent or which placements ~.,il1. resul t in happy families. 

Among the variables which have been suggested in the literature as 

affecting outcomes of adoptive placements, there are many over which an agency 

has some control. Because age of an adoptive child at placement has generally 

been found to be significant, an agency should concentrate on providing legal 

services ~.,hich will ensure that placements are completed as soon as possible 

following the decision that a child should be freed for adoption. Emotional 

and physical health are also salient issues.~1 Therefore, diagnostic assess-

ment o'f a child's medical, educational and emotional strengths and weaknesses 

is crucial. An agency should also provide other auxiliary services to ensure 

the success of placements. Individual and group counseling services that focus 

on attitudes and readiness for adoption should be available to the child. 

Such services are also indicated for prospective adoptive parents and, may 

include family, group, or individual counseling and adoptive parent training 

programs.il Post-placement counseling_to facilitate adjustment and deal with 

problems which may arise are critical to the success of special-needs place-

ments. In addition to counseling, information and referral services should 

be available to 'assist families in locating needed resources in the community. 

Finally, additional diagnostic assessment and individual or group counseling 

should be available after finalization to all parties in the adoption. 

The reader is referred to the Child Welfare League of America's Standards 

for Adoption Service which is available from the League at: 67 Irving Place, 

il Ibid., pp. 572-582. 
il An example of such a program is provided by the Adoptive Parent Educa

tion Program of The Children's Home, 5051 Duck Creek Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 
45227. Extensive use has been made of videotapes. Contact Norman W. Paget at 
the above address for more information. Also see N. Paget and P. Thierry, 
"Adoptive Parent Education: An Agency Service," Children Today 5;2 (March
April 1976), pp. 15-35. 
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New York, New York, 10(103. Topics covered in the publication include services 

to the biological parents, to the child, and to the adoptive parents before, 

during, and after placement. In addition, there is discussion of ~he organiza-

tion and administration of an adoption agency, as well as a discussion of the 

relationship between adoption services and the community. The remainder of 

the discussion of successful adoptive placemel'!ts will cover three dimensions 

of general adoption service: provision of adequate medical care, legal services, 

and the issue of adult adoptees who are searching for their biological parents. 

These areas have been chosen because recent developments and trends have caused 

many agencies to reexamine prac tic.es and policies related to these issues. 

B. PROVISION OF ADEQUATE MEDICAL CARE 

Provision of medical services aSSumes increasing importance as the pro-

portion of infants whose mothers are young adolescents increases. Babies born 

to young adolescents are more likely to have neurological disorders. When the 

mother is a drug or alcohol abuser, the problem is compounded. Agencies placing 

these infants must be willing and able to accept the high health risk factor 

in the child • .£/ Obligation to the adoptive parents includes informing them of 

the mother's health and possible consequences for the child. Agencies whose 

program includes service to the biological mother need to be aware of the risks 

to both mother and child of pregnancy in early adolescence. These agencies 

should be examining the medical services they provide to determine if they are 

adequate for the younger, more economically disadvantaged, less physically and 

mentally healthy girls who are giving up their children for adoption. 

§j E. Cole, "Adoption: Problems and Strategies, 1976-1985" (Washington, 
D. C.: Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
February 1976), p. 30. (Mimeographed.) 
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In addition to the greater proportion of high risk infants in the adop-

tion caseload, the increasing proportion o.f older and/or disabled children 

requires that agencies reevaluat~ their medical service to determine if 

they are adequate to meet the needs of these children and their adoptive 

parents. Particular attention should be given to assessing disabilities, 

their potential for remediation, and the potential resources within the 

community to meet the child's health needs. Communication with the pro-

spective parent of the results of these assessments is vital to the success 

of the placement. 

Dr. William B. Carey, a pediatric consultant to adoption agencies, offers 

the following suggestions for what medical information about the child and 

his biological parents should be gathered. 

1. A complete medical history of the child's biological parents 
including the physical and mental health of both parents, 
and of the child's grandparents if possible. Information 
should include evidence of any inheritable disease and/or 
consanguinity of parents. Consultation with a geneticist. 
may be indicated if there is a blood relationship between 
parents. 

2. A careful history of the mother's pregnancy including in
fections, such as rubella, nutritional deficiencies, use 
or abuse of drugs, excessive exposure to X-Rays, and type 
and difficulty of delivery. 

3. Findings from the Apgar test. 

4. Test of the mother for syphilis and Rh type. 

5. Test of the baby for P.K.U. 

6. Developmental appraisal of any baby more than 1 month old 
by a pediatrician or psychologist. 

7. For older children the record should include all of the above, 
as well as significant health events in his life. Vision, 
hearing, and tuberculin testing should be included, as soon as the 
child is old enough.l/ 

7/ W. Carey, "Adopting Children: The Medical Aspects," Children Today 
3:1 (January/February 1974), pp. 10-15. 
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It is, accord.ing to Dr. Carey, of extreme importance that this informa-

tion be gathered and transmitted before the child is placed for adoption. 

"Experience shows that information not obtained by that time is retrieved 

later only ~'lith great difficulty and sometimes not at all."JiI 

After the pediatrician has evaluated the child, this infotmation shou.ld 

be transmitted in writing to the adoptive family~s physician. In the event 

of any complications, medical findings should be discussed between the pro-

spective adoptive parents and the examining pediatrician, and not just between 

the pediatrician and social worker or other interm.ediary. Additional recom-

mendations concerning what constitutes a complete neonatal medical examination 

and history may be obtained in a monograph on adoptions from: 

American Academy of Pediatrics 
P.O. Box 1034 

Evanston, Illinois 60204 

A complete medical and psycho-social history is crucial when seeking 

successful adoptive placements for older, physically handicapped, or emotion-

ally disturbed children. Prospective adoptive parents need to be fully 

informed concerning the physical and emotional condition of children they 

may accept as their own. Records should be carefully maintainod. An 

investment in thorough and competent medical care for adoptees, as well as 

psychological evaluation when indicated, will facilitate the placement 

process and increase an agency's credibility in a community_ 

C. THE USE OF LEGAL SERVICES 

The legal issues involved in adoption have become increasingly complex in 

recent years. Issues regarding the rights of the putative father, the right 

to treatment in involuntary termination of parental rights cases, and the legal 

§j Ib id " p. 14 • 

I 

,-,~-~ 
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complications involved in interstate placements make it important that the 

agency have access to the assistance of attorneys who are well-informed in 

these areas. 

An example of the successful use of competent legal services is a prO

ject in Oregon, "Freeing Children for Permanent Placement", which was funded 

in 1973 by the U.S. Children's Bureau. The purpose of the project was to 

achieve permanent planning for children in substitute care. The cases acc,e:pted 

were those of children considered by referring workers as "unlikely to return 

home." A significant goal of the project staff was to evaluate and rehabili

tate the parents of these children. However, if intensive counseling and 

services failed to yield a positive response from the parents, they became 

subject to judicial termination of parental rights. A major focus of the 

proj ect has been on the. relative difficulty of termination of parental rights 

by judicial decision. The project contracted with Metropolitan Public Defender 

for legal services. The attorney acted as a legal advocate for children in 

termination of parental rights proceedings. 

Despite the original unfavorable prognosis for. the 509 children accepted 

into the proj ect' s caseloads, 131 have been returned to their natural parent!>, 

and 184 have been completely freed for adoption by means of voluntary releaSEl 

and/or termination of parental rights. This project has been so successful that 

the U.S. Children's Bureau has undertaken a national technical assistance effort 

to all states based on the Oregon project. Staff from the project are availa'ble 

for presentations and consultation~ A permanent planning manual for social 

workers has been prepared. (See Foster Family Care Resource Section.) A hand

book describing the legal history of foster care in the United States is being; 

prepared; and funds are being made available to prepare manuals for legal and 

judicial personnel on the state-specific legal aspects of permanent planning. 
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More information may b,f. obtained from the Children's Bureau specialists in 

the DREW Regional Offices or from: 

u.s. Children's Bureau 
P.O. Box 1182 
Washington, D.C. 20013 

Additional assistance can be obtained from the Children's Bureau Project 

Officer, Phyllis Nophlin, (202) 755-7583. 

The u.S. Supreme Court decision in Stanley vs Illinois has created 

considerable confusion among adoption agencies as to the extent of their 

. 
responsibility to locate the putative father of a child being relinquished 

for adoption by his/her mother. Cole i/ says that agencies generally feel 

that the putative father must be notHied of the adoption pl'ln. If he 

acknowledges paternity, then he has a right to present his own plan for the 

child which must be given consideration. If, however, he is not known or 

cannot be located, the situation becomes more complicated. Agency practice 

varies from placing the responsibility to contact the agency on the father, 

who forfeits his rights if he does not contact the agency within a specified 

period of time, to advertising in ne\vspapers to find him. Curren tly there 

appear to be no clear guidelines as to ,vhat constitutes the "diligent searchli 

required of an agency before it can petition the courts for termination of 

rights. Thus, agencies in each jurisdiction must work with their attorneys 

and the courts to formulate a viable policy with regard to locating the 

putative father. 

Every agency should have written guidelines available to all adoption 

workers which reflect statutory requirements in the state. These guidelines 

should specify the rights and responsibilities of all parties involved in an 

adoption, in \otriting whenever possible, and address the following issues: 

2/ Cole, "Adoption: Problems and Strategies," p. 32. 
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1. Surrenders 

circumstances under which an agency has authority to accept 
a child by surrender 
circumstances under which an agency must refuse to take a 
surrender 
procedures to be used in the case of surrenders 

2. Terminations 

legal grounds for termination 
instructions for filing abandonment, maltreatment or 
neglect petitions 

3. Locating Adoptive Resources 

registries and exchanges available 
procedures for utilizing these resources 
names and phone numbers of individuals to contact 
when and how subsidies can be used 

4. Finalizing Adoptions 

list of documents necessary to complete an adoption 
list of procedures to be completed and requirements to 
be met, in their order of precedence 
when and how to close the case 

In addition, samples of all necessary forms and letters should be available 

with clear instructions concerning how they should be filled out and when they 

should be used.lQ/ 

Cole reports that agencies are finding it increasingly difficult to cope 

with the legal work involved in adoptions and offers some suggestions as to 

how some of the problems might be alleviated. One suggestion is for a number 

of agencies to contribute toward hiring a pool of full-time lawyers experienced 

in handling terminations who could represent all of them. In addition, social 

workers must become more knowledgeable about laws of evidence and testimony. 

Case records must be kept in such a way that they can be used in the courts. 

~! AlL example of such guidelines may be found in Adoption Handbook 
(Springfield: Illinois Deparment of Children and Family Services, November 1976), 
available to all adoption workers in the state of Illinois. 
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Training some workers and aides to work as paralegal assistants, or hiring 

those already tra.ined, could save a substantial amount of lawyers' time and, 

thus, funds for legal fees as well. 

D. DEVELOPING AGENCY POLICIES REGARDING ADOP~EBS' SEARCH FOR BIOLOGICAL 
PARENTS 

The search for biological parents by adult adoptees is occurring ~vith 

increasing frequency. It raises a number of issues which agencies must face 

in order to evaluate their previous performance and plan for the future. Agen-

cies must deal with the ethical dilemmas resulting from the fact that they 

are obliged under contract 'vi th both the biological and adoptive parents to 

keep confidential all the information given. In addition, controversy exists 

over whether a search for biological parents implies pathology or is a normal 

developmental need for some adoptees. Anderson ll/ asks whether the adopted 

person has the right to know ,vho his or her biological parents are. Three 

opposing views are then presented. Some believe the answer is an un-

conditional "yes". They seek to have the laws changed. Others hold firmly 

to a negative response and continue to press for complete and guaranteed 

confidentiality. Finally, there are those who believe in a conditional or 

qualified "right to know" and a modification of the statutes which would 

balance the rights of all parties involved. 

The Child Welfare League of America conducted a survey of agencies' 

policy, practice and opinions relating to the sealed records issue. The re-

suits of this study have been used to revise C~iLA's Standards for Adoption 

Services. Among recommendations made in their May 1976, policy statement 

and in the revised Standards, are the following: 

11 / C. Anderson, "The Sealed Record in Adoption Controversy," Social 
Servi~ Review 51:1 (March 1977), pp. 141-154. 
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A. Agencies should become familiar with statutory requirements 
in their state and any recent judicial decisions on the issue. 

B. Biological and prospective adoptive parents should be informed 
that firm guarantees of confidentiality can no longer be made 
in view of possible or future changes in law or interpretation 
of law. 

C. Agencies should develop some method of informing adoptive parents 
who have adopted in the past that the agency is prepared to review 
and share non-identifying background information and to assist 
ad0ptive parents in dealing with this information. 

D. Parents may wai.ve their right to privacy by authorizing, in writing, 
disclosure of identifying information, which may also include their 
willingness to see the child when the latter attains legal majority. 

E. Agencies should give adoptive parents and children, in writing, all 
the information known to the agencies about biological parents and 
ancestry, short of names, to include not only medical and genetic 
information but also descriptive data such as age, physical charac
teristics, special abilities, education, etc. 

F. Agencies should request biological parents to continue to share 
with the agency any medical information that might be significant 
to the child who was adopted. 

G. Post-adoption services should be strengthened and made available 
to all parties to the adoption. Adoption should be COl1sidered a 
lifelong process and family counseling should be available if needed, 
over the span.l£/ 

g/ "Interim Policy Statement on the Sealed Records Issue" (New York: 
Child Welfare League of America, May 1976). (Mimeographed.), and "Revisions 
to CWLA Standards for Adoption Service" (New York: Child Welfare League 
of America, December 1976). (Mimeographed.) 
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II. THE ADOPTION OF SPECIAL-NEEDS CHILDREN 

Approximately 350,000 children are in foster care in the United States. 

Of these, 100,000 are estimated to be candidates for adoption. Hm-lever, 

90 percent of these 100,000 children are described as special-needs children: 

children who for some reason related to age, race, belonging to a sibling 

group, or disability are not likely to be adopted without particular efforts 

being expended in their behalf.lll 

Factors believed to be essential to successful programs for special-

needs children are the following: 

"A specially trained staff that believes that special-needs 
children can be placed, finds homes, coordinates the 
necessary services, and works with the adoptive parents 
after placement to assist them with any problems. 

A community or state program that makes people aware of the 
availability of special-needs children, uses media when 
helpful and mobilizes citizen support to increase sensitivity 
to the need for specialized services and aggressive outreach. 

Certain supportive changes in state adoption laws and agency 
policies and regulations. 

Methods of subsidizing adoptions or providing for unusual 
medical expenses for children who need such help regardless 
of parental income. "lil 

Significant factors specific to each of the three major categories of 

children for whom adoptive homes have been considered difficult to find--

children from minority groups, older children and handicapped children--will 

be separately discussed with reference to successful programs and recommended 

techniques. 

11/ Cole, "Adoption: Problems and Strategies," pp 21-22. 
lil U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Sub

committee on Children and Youth, Foster Care and Adoptions: Some Key Policy 
Issues, by P. Mott (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1975), pp. 
22-23. All publications from GPO may be obtained by writing to: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 20402. 
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A. ADOPTIVE PLACEHENT OF MINORITY CHILDREN 

1. Transracial Adoptions 

With the National Association of Black Social Workers' statement 

on transracial adoptions in 1972, racial considerations generated one 

of the most polarizing controversies in the history of adoptive place-

ments. The major concern relates primarily to transracial placements 

of black and Native American children. The controversy concerns two 

issues: first, whether or not the lack of a sufficient number of minority 

homes is due to faulty agency techniques only; and second, whether 

transracial placements should be made for any reason. 

The success of some agencies in recruiting minority adoptive parents 

indicates that it is possible, when sufficient effort is expen~ed in an 

informed way, to recruit enough minority homes to meet the agency's needs.121 

It appears, then, that the usual reason given for transracial adoption, that 

not enough minority homes can be found, is not an adequate one unl~ss it can 

be demonstrated that all possible recruitment resources have been exhausted. 

The second aspect of the controversy, whether or not transracial 

placements ought to be made for whatever reason, is not so readily dealt 

with. Although minority children appear to fare well enough in trans-

-racial adoption., studies demonstrating this 12./ have not, for the most 

part, examined the children at adolescence when one might predict the most 

difficulty for a child adopted transracially. If the current stress on 

111 See following section for a discussion of several minority recruit
ment programs. 

1£1 See M. Ferguson, Inter-racial Adoption: A Comprehensive Study 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota School of Social Work, 1969). See 
also L. Grow and D. Shapiro, Transracial Adoption Today (New York: Child 
Welfare League of America, 1975) and L. Grow and D. Shapiro, Black Children 
- White Parents: A Study of Transracial Adoption (New York: Child Welfare 
League of America, 1974). 

l 
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the importance of ethnicity and one's biological and cultural roots continues, 

it is possible that "consciousness raising" will make the issue of ethnic 

identification a problem even for early adopted transracial adoptees when they 

reach adolescence or young adulthood. For the older minority child, whose 

racial and cultural identification is established prior to the adoption, 

a sense of belonging in a white family may be more difficult if not impossible 

to establish. Most child welfare authorities agree that minority placements 

for minority children are preferable, and the number of transracial placements 

being completed has dropped dramatically during the 70's.121 

2. Recruitment of Minority Adoptive Parents 

An example of recruitment of black parents for black children is pro-

vided by the Interagency Vietnam Adoption Committee.l&l The Committee's 

original aim was to find homes for black Vietnamese youngsters. With the 

abrupt termination of Vietnamese adoptions after the babylift, there were 

insufficient black Vietnamese children to place in the homes recruited. 

Up to that point, the project had been supported by AID funding. It then 

converted to a DREW grant for purposes of locating black American children 

for the approved homes. 

The project placed heavy emphasis on the desirability of black homes for 

black children. It was connected with a number of black-oriented adoption 

programs and black voluntary organizations. However, the major recruitment 

method was through media appeals to the black community. The media campaign 

IL/ For recent examinations of the issue, see J. Ladner, Mixed Families: 
Adopting Across Racial Boundaries (New York: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1977), 
R. Simon and R. A1lstein, Jransracial Adoption (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
1977.), and other references listed in the Bibliography. 

18/ Interagency Vietnam Adoption Committee, "A Report on Characteristics of 
Registrants for Adoption, Children Placed and Services Rendered by Adoption 
Agencies" (New York: Travelers Aid International Social Service, January: 1, 
1975-April 30, 1976). 
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brought hundreds of inquiries from allover the country. These were referred to 

local agencies that conducted screening and home studies for which they were 

reimbursed by the project. 

The project's success in recruiting black families may be related to the 

major criterion of selection which was simply the desire to adopt. That is, 

applicants were essentially self-selected. White middle-class family standards 

Were rejected in favor of the broader range of acceptable family patterns 

typifying the bla.ck community. In addition, single applicants were not discour-

aged. The age range of applicants was expanded. There were no income require-

ments. Although the majority of applicants were in good health, persons with 

stable diabetic and heart conditions were approved, as well as polio victims 

and paraplegics. Sectarian agencies readily crossed religious boundaries in 

recrui tment. Only 40 percent of the applicants were childless. It is too soon 

to tell what effect these extremely flexible parent recruitment policies will 

have in the long-term. One unfortunate immediate result of this recruitment 

campaign, however, was that it ~l1as so successful that at the end of the project 

year, there ~l1ere more approved families than there were children available and 

the long wait had resulted in 24 dropouts. 

The eventual result of this project's experience was an HEW grant to the 

National Urban League in 1976 to conduct the Inter-Agency Adoption Project, which 

continued the program developed by the Inter-Agency Vietnam Adoption Committee. 

The National Urban League Inter-Agency Adoption Project is focusing on: 

o "Defining a Black perspective on adoptions 
o Distributing information to help alter attitudes that 

obstruct adoptions 
o Updating procedures to improve adoption practices 
o Seeking the elimination of agency fees 
o Recruiting Black applicants for adoption 
o Stimulating the adoption of children over six and 

children wi th handicaps 
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Ensuring that children from the same family are 
adopted together 
Trying to place 100 Black children in adoptive homes" 19/ 

For further information contact NUL/lAP, 500 East 62nd Street, Ne~ York, 

New York, 10021, (212) 644-6508. 

Homes for Black Children (HBC) of Detroit is also a home-finding effort 

which was launched in 1969 by a black agency to find black adoptive homes. 

Between 1969 and 1976, the agency had placed approximately 600 children for 

adoption in Michigan. HBC used TV and radio, newspaper articles and journal 

feature stories lQ/ to arOUse interest. Instead of sending out screening forms 

or requesting an office visit, .likely prospects who call in are followed up 'vith 

a home visit. The agency has no single model of a good family, and it avoids 

policies which it feels might deter applicants such as adoption fees, a welter 

of written forms, and religious affiliation and fertility test requirements. 

HBC and the Washington, D. C. based Black Child Development Institute look almost 

exclusively for homes for black children within the black community and discour-

age would-be white respondents, relying on appeals to blacks.ll/ 

The predominantly black NAACP Tri-State Project relies on local NAACP 

chapters in its home-finding efforts and uses a variety of techniques, includ-

ing posters and brochures, newsletters and special Adopt-a-Child activities 

on Mothers' and Fathers' days.~/ The success of minority operated adoption 

agencies in recruiting adoptive parents has been demonstrated by the experience 

of the above cited projects. The problem in expanding such efforts is that 

exclusively minority adoption agencies, even more than others, have little 

11/ Wait No More (New York: National Urban League Interagency Adoption 
Project, no date). 

lQ/ 1. Jones, "Homes for Black Children: Private Agency in Detroit 
Eliminates Adoption Obstacles,1I Ebony 31: 8 (June 1976), pp. 53-61. 

11/ That They Ma~ Have Homes: Report on the Black/Child Advocacy Adoption 
Proj ect (Washington, D.C.: Black Child Development Institute, 1974). 

22/ NAACP Tri-State Adoption Project: Year-end Evaluation Report (Atlanta, 
Georgia: John Speaks and Associates, June 30, 1976). 
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access to financial backing in terms of local~public funds, charitable contribu-

tions or parent fees. Most of the agencies have had to rely on special grants. 

Although the focus on the problems of adoption of minority children has 

been on black children, primarily because they form the largest group, social 

workers have also encountered problems finding adoptive homes for Hispanic and 

Native American children. Adoption with these children and their families is 

complicated by many of the problems of working with other minority groups, often 

with the addition of a language barrier. There are also significant cultural 

differences between various Spanish-speaking groups and between tribes across 

the United States. 

Native American tribal codes and policies differ and can result in adopted 

children being excluded from the parents' tribe. Tribes are placing increasing 

emphasis on ensuring that Indian children retain their cultural heritage. An 

example of an Indj.an adoption program which specializes in recruitment of Indian 

adoptive parents is in Phoenix, Arizona. It is operated by the Je~oJish Family 

and Children's Service and funded by the Phoenix, Arizona Area Office of the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs. Families wishing to adopt Indian children must 

include at least one parent who is one-fourth Indian and have cultural ties with 

the Indian community.1d1 In addition to providing casework services to unmar-

ried parents, a small group home has been opened for unwed mothers. No fee is 

charged to adoptive parents for applications or placements. The program has 

utilized a wide range of strategies to locate families including newspaper 

articles, radio announcements, letters to tribal chairmen and to Indian 

111 Indian Child Welfare: A State of the Field Study (Washington, D.C.: 
Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976), 
p.283. Publication number (OHD) 76-30095. Complimentary copy available 
from E. Dollie Wolverton, National Center for Child Advocacy, Children's Bureau, 
Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, Office of Human Development 
Serv.ices, P •. O. Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013. 
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organizations; as well as numerous meetings with other agencies, community 

groups, and tribal organizations.1i/ Although the program is located in 

Phoenix, the program serves all Arizona reservations. 

Ethnic groups have urged that their members be included in representative 

numbers on agency boards and staffs.~/ Except for ethnically-oriented agencies, 

few adoption agency staffs have minority social workers.1i/ It helps also to 

have agency offices located in the minority community, and to use minority social 

workers exclusively in promotional efforts.ll/ Para-professionals also seem 

helpful in minority adoptive parent recruitment.1&/ 

B. ADOPTIVE PLACEMENT OF OLDER CHILDREN 

1. Risks Involved 

Along with race, the most common factor contributing to a child's special 

needs status is age. It is commonly believed that older child adoptions present 

more problems and difficulties in family adjustment. For example, the older 

child may have had emotional ties with biological parents painfully disrupted 

and be distrustful of new relationships, hindering adoptive parent-child 

bonding.~/ Though the evidence is not conclusive, nor consistent, in part due 

to varying definitions, infant adoptions do show some statistical advantage over 

older child adoptions regarding problem avoidance and successful outcomes.30/ 

24/ Ibid., p. 283. 
25/ Interagep..<::y Vietnam Adoption Committee, "Characteristics of Regis

trant;-for Adoption," p. 74. 
26/ Cole, rtAdoption: Problems and Strategies", p.49. 
27/ E. Herzog et al., Families for Black Children - The Search for Adoptive 

Parent; (Washington, D. C.: Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare, 1976). Publication No. (OHD) 76-30058. 

28/ D. Wachtel, "Adoption Agencies and the Adoption of Black Children: 
SOcialChange and Equal Opportunity in Adoption" (Ph.D. dissertation, University 
of Michigan, 1972). 

29/ M. Humphrey and C. Ounsted, "Adoptive Families Referred for Psychi
atricAdvice," British Journal of Psychiatry 109 (1963), pp. 599-608. 

:lJl/ Kadushin and Seidl, "Adoption Failures." 
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While research does indicate that delay in placement may be harmful, 

nevertheless, the majority of placements of older children are success-

ful. For those attempting older child placements, research findings 

have been strongly supportive. Tests of the adjustment and achievement 

of foreign and American children adopted after an early childhood of 

deprivation have been cited as suggesting the rehahilitative effects of 

a healthy, permanent family environment.ll/ Often despite traumatic years 

with natural parents or in institutions, the majority of older adopted 

children have made satisfactory adjustment. 

One of the more comprehensive reviews of the adoption of school age 

children, Alfred Kadushin's Adopting Older Children 11/ found that 84 

percent of adoptive parents considered the outcome for their children 

successful or very successful. Host parents in the study had accepted 

older children primarily because they were told that younger childre~ 

were not aVI),J.lable, that the waiting time would be indefinite and long, 

or that they were too old to be considered for younger children. Some 

eventually decided it was an advantage not to have to change diapers 

and provide the close supervision required for an infant. A major 

policy implication of the study in terms of parent recruitment is that 

parents who may initially prefer infants can be successfully diverted 

to older children. 

One advantage for parents in the adoption of an older child is that 

there is no need for possibly painful revelations of adoptive status. 

Furthermore, because the child may recall the adverse aspects of life with 

31/ A. Kadushin, "Reversibility of Trauma: A Follmv-Up Study of 
Children Adopted When Older," Social Hork 12:4 (October 1967), pp. 22-33, 
and A. Kadushin, Adopting Older Children (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1970). 

ll/ Kadushin, Adopting Older Children. 
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his/her natural parents, he or she may have a good understanding of the reasons 

for the adoptic.ln. As Kaclushin points out, the older child adopts a family as 

well as being adopted by them.ll/ 

2. Preparing the Older Child for Adoption 

If it is true that the risk in adopting an older child is greater than that 

in adopting an infant, what can be done to minimize this risk? Although nothing 

c.an be done to alter the child's history, careful preparation of the child, fos-

ter parent$, and adoptive parents may improve the likelihood of a successful 

adoptive placement. Bass l!J../ reports striking variations among agencies both in 

placement techniques with older children and failure rates. She emphasizes the 

importance of involving all parties to the adoption, i.e., agency, child, adop-

tive parents and siblings, in the home study, selection process, and decision-

making • 

Chestang and Heymann offer the following recommendations for working with 

older children and their foster and adoptive parents to prepare them for 

adoption. However, the authors emphasize that workers should not use these 

principles as a mechanized set of procedures. Instead, deeper understanding of 

the tasks involved and increased sensitivity to children's needs should result 

from application of their recommendations. 

Work with the child should include the following: 

a. Clarifying for the child that she/he is not responsible for the 
fact that she/he does not live with his/her biological parents~ 

b. Helping the child to recognize that she/he haa a right to parents. 

c. Helping clarify the child's relationship with his/her foster parents, 
including help with understanding why they are unable to adopt him/her. 

33/ Kadushin, Adopting Older Children and J. Neilson, "Placing Older 
Children in Adoptive Homes," Children Today 1:6 (November December 1972) p. 12. 

34/ C. Bass, "Matchmaker, Matchmaker: Older Child Adoption Failures," 
Child1Wel£are 54:7 (July 1975), pp. 505-512. 
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d. Helping the child to understand the worker's role in the adop
tion process. 

e. Engaging the child's participation in planning, helping him/her 
to express his needs and desires. 

f. Helping the child to understand ~.,hat adoption will mean for him/her. 

Work with the foster parents should include: 

a. Helping the foster parents to use their relationship with the 
child to aid in the agency's choice of adoptive parents. 

b. Acknowledging the importance of the foster family's love and 
care for the child to his/her preparation for a permanent home. 

Hork with adoptive parents should include: 

a. Clarifying the adoptive parents' expectations and preparing 
them for the fact that the child comes to them with a history 
that is important in understanding his/her behavior. 

b. Clarification of the child's behavior during the "honeymoon" 
period. She/he may be a model child, withdrawn, or acting 
out, all in an attempt to determine the degree of acceptance 
by his/her new parents. 

c. Answering adoptive parents' questions about the child's past: 

the parents should know all that the child knows 
in order to understand the child's personality, 
needs and feelings; 

helping the adoptive parents to understand the 
child's anxiety and apprehension 

d. Provision of post-placement services. The focus should be on 
helping the adopUve parents understand the child and avoiding 
any inclination on the part of the worker to retain the parental 
role. Areas in which the adoptive parents may need help include: 

answering questions about the child 

developing parenting skill with a particular child 

developing insight into the child and his behavior 

helping the parents to understand that the child's 
anxieties about his new family may leave him with 
little energy to invest in school work.1i/ 

'1l/ L. Chestang and 1. Heymann, "Preparing Older Children For Adoption," 
Public Welfare 34: 1 (Winter 1976), pp. 35-40. Copyright 1976 APWA. 

• 
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Foster parents are increasingly assuming ~doptive parent status. Agencies 

should recognize that these families also have important issues with which to 

deal in adjus~ing to their new roles. On-going casework should be provided as 

long as indicated. 

Neilson 1£/ believes that the foundation of a successful older child place-

ment program is a close supportive relationship between the worker and the child. 

The worker should see the child at least once a week and have a caseload of no 

more Chan 10-12 older children awaiting placement. Strenuous efforts should be 

made to keep the child with the same worker through the adoption process. As 

supervisor of a large urban adoption service section, Neilson has developed a 

program ~l7hich makes considerable use of visual aids. Children are encouraged to 

work through traumatic incidents from their past by means of play therapy. tfuen 

a child becomes interested in his biological family, a life story book is begun 

by the worker which contains all the infol~ation that the worker has on the child 

that the child is able to understand. The information is often presented in the 

child's own language.ll/ 

C. ADOPTIVE PLACEMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED 

Though smaller in numbers than black or older children, finding adoptive 

parents for disabled children presents the greatest challenge, especially when a 

mental or physical disability is combined with age or minority racial status. 

Since adoption staff may share the general public's unconscious aversion toward 

the handicapped, or approach placement of these children with defeatist attitudE~s, 

staff reeducation is a vital part of preparing social workers for recruitment of 

parents for disabled children.~/ 

22../ Neilson, "Placing Older Children." 
11/ Ibid., pp. 7-9. 
38/ Ohio District 11, "Adoption Proj ect for Handicapped Children - First 

Year Report." (t<7arren, Ohio: Children's Services Board, April 1976). (Mimeo
graphed.). Further information may be obtained from Barbara Roberts: (216) 
372-2010. 
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In the adoption of a handicapped child, adoptive parents may experience 

an advantage over natural parents in feeling no guilt for having brought the 

child into the world or for having caused his affliction, ~ither by heredity 

or prenatal influences. Adoptive parents with existing children may be more 

open to a child with limitations, welcoming the child's limitations as a 

challenge, rather than a burden. Realizing that they are needed is what 

inspires many adoptive parents into action. The experience of many programs 

placing these children has been that these placements are the most stable of 

all placements involving special-needs children. 

Disabled parents may be accepted for disabled children, a practice which 

provides the children wi th role models for success, as 'VIell as parents with 

a practical understanding of what disability means. Concentrating disabilities 

in a family through adoption may compound logistical problems to some extent, 

but this disadvantage may be out~veighed by the psychological advantage to a 

child of having a disabled parent. 

Some handicaps can diminish in measurable terms with proper treatment, 

exercise regimes and emotional support. The adoptive family often plays a 

constructive role in rehabilitation. This is particularly true for emotional 

handicaps, but also applies to the level of functioning achieved by a child 

with diagnosed mental retardation or a permanent physical disability. Where 

a condition is totally irreversible, as in nerve deafness, blindness, or per~ 

manent paralysis, the acquiring of compensatory techniques and a positive 

self-image can be crucial to the child's successful development. Adoptive 

parents need to know what special training and services are available, but 

most of all, they must be on guard against lack of confidence in their own 

capability and an over-protective attitude which may hamper the child more 

than his or her actual disability. 
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For parents adopting a handicapped child, knowledge of the difficulties 

and satisfactions exprienced by other parents of handicapped children may be 

crucial to a successful placement.12/ Many organizations have formed to 

provide assis!;ance and support to parents of children wi th handicaps or chronic 

disease. Some are locally based (e.g. Information Center for Handicapped 

Individuals, Inc. in Washington, D.C.) while others exist at the national 

level with local chapters, (e.g., National Association of the Physically 

Handicapped, Inc.). 

Closer Look, a national informtion center for parents of children with 

handicaps is a vital resource funded by the Bureau of Education for the 

Handicapped/OE/HEW. Parents of handicapped children from across the country 

may write for information and assistance in locating appropriate services. 

In addition, information can be obtained about the rights of the handicapped 

and advocacy groups which are working to eliminate barriers and open new 

opportunities. All information, including a subscription to their publication 

Report From Closer Look, is free. \oJrite to: 

Closer Look 
Box 1492 

Washington, D.C 20013 

Federal contracts have been awarded to five coalitions to operate Parent 

Information Center$ to handle inquiries about needs of children with any dis-

ability condition. These are: Federation for Children with Special Needs in 

Boston, MA; Coordinating Council for Handicapped Children, Chicago, IL; New 

Hampshire Coalition for Handicapped C:i.tizens, Concord, NH; Southwest Ohio 

Coalition for Handicapped Children, Cincinnati, OH; and Task Force on Education 

39/ See P. Kravik, "Adopting a Retarded Child: One Family's Experience," 
Children Today 4:5 (September/October 1975), pp. 17-21. 
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for the Handicapped, South Bend, IN.~/ Putting adoptive parents in contact 

with these groups as well as adoptive parents' organizations (such as the 

North American Council on adoptable Children)!l/, both before and after 

placement of a special-needs child, helps them acquire a realistic picture 

of what to expect, advice for special problems, and a community of interest 

in support of their endeavor. 

40/ Rep,,}rt From Closer Look (Winter/Spring 1977), Washington, D.C.: 
Closer Look, &ational Information Center for the Handicapped. 

ill North American Council on Adoptable Children, Central Office, 250 E. 
Blaine, Riverside, California 92507, (714) 682-5364. NACAC has approximately 
250 local chapters across the country. 
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III. STRATEGIES FOR ADOPTIVE PLACEMENT OF ALL ADOPTABLE CHILDREN 

Lack of statistical data on recipients of child welfare services across 

the country makes it difficult to present a clear picture of the present status 

of adoption services. However, the following points can be made: (1) the num-

ber of adoptable or potentially adoptable children is greater in most areas than 

the number of families presently seeking to adopt the available children; (2) 

although Kadushin ~/ reports a steady increase in the number of children placed 

for non-relative adoption, more unwed mothers are keeping their children; (3) 

there has been an overall decline in adoptions ~/ and, (4) nine out of 10 adop-

table children are considered hard-to-place. This picture is further compli-

cated by lack of adequate financial reimbursement and a complicated purchase-of-

service system which results in more funding for less cost-effective child wel-

fare services.~/ Strategies which are being increasingly and successfully 

utilized to increase adoptions of all adoptable children include: advertising 

and publicity; adoption resource exchanges; subsidies; single parents; and 

increased emphasis on attitudes, values and advocacy. 

A. ADOPTION PAYMENT SYSTEMS 

Payment for adoption services is often made on a flat fee basis. Plac-

ing children with special-needs is tilT,e consuming and involves a higher 

level of effort at several stages than has traditionally been concentrated 

on this service. Adoption payment systems as presently structured often act 

42/ Kadushin, Child Welfare Services, p. 595. 
43/ Cole, "Adoption: Problems and Strategies," p. 2. 
44/ D. Young and B. Allen, "Benefit-Cost Analysis in the Social Services: 

The Example of Adoption Reimbursement," Social Service Review 51:2 (June 1977), 
pp. 249-264. Young and Allen suggest that adoption fees are so low: that agencies 
are motivated to retain children in foster care rather than place them in adop
tive homes. 
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as disincentives to adoptive placement of the majority of adoptable children. 

T~vo model payment systems have been developed to ensure adequate and equitable 

reimbursement to private and/or public agencies for all costs incurred in com-

pleting specific activities in the adoption process. The Model Purchase of 

Service System was developed under the auspices of the Clark Foundation and 

the North American Center on Adoption. The Model State Adoption Payment 

System was developed by Welfare Research, Inc., in Albany, New York, under a 

grant from the Social Rehabilitation Service, DHEW. These systems define a 

comprehensive set of adoption services and actual costs ti7hich results in improved 

accountability and more cost-effective service. Case-specific recording, is 

emphasized and agencies must account for 100 percent of cas(;--related time. 

The service hour forms the basic unit of service, and the ~omputed service 

hour cost, the basic unit of cost. 

These systems have been tested in selected agencies. Implementation can 

require a major effort on the part of agencies which lack sound management 

procedures. Further information on th~ Model Adoption Payment System may be 

obtained by contacting: 

Robert J. Ambrosino 
Welfare Research, Inc. 

112 State Street 
Albany, New York 12207 

(518) 474-6464 

For information on the Model Purchase of Service System contact: 

Peter Forsythe 
Edna McConnell Clark Foundation 

250 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

(212) 986-7050 

B. ADVERTISING THE AVAILABILITY OF CHILDREN 

Advertising of children and of adoption services is a recent and still 

controversial practice. Advertising adoptive children is usually done in 
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one of three ways: newspapers, television, or direct appeal. Newspaper 

advertising may be through classified or personal ads, w·eekly adopt-a-child 

columns, and child-specific feature articles. Television coverage may be 

in the form of public service announcements or presentations of actual or 

composite children, while direct appeals involve meetings ~vith adoptive 

parents' groups and providing speakers for community association or civic 

organization meetings where children's pictures may also be circulated. 

In the use of advertising for homes for children, visual representation 

seems to be of primary importance. Many agencies, however, dislike R.dver-

tising for homes for special-needs children, considering it undignified, 

though visual exposure of a child almost always guarantees an adoptive 

placement.~/ The particular method used seems to be less important than 

the fact that advertising is done.~/ A crucial part of the job of adoptive 

recrui tment is public education and the education of applicants about the 

types of children needing adoptive homes. Successf"l use has been made of 

a variety of audio-visual materials for public education as well as recruit-

ment. The Children's Home Society of Hinnesota has developed a series of 

color slides and cassette tape presentations. More information, including 

the prices of materials, can be obtained from: 

Children's Home Society of Minnesota 
2230 Como Avenue 

St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

Potential adoptive applicants should be informed of the existence of 

special-needs children and advised that if they could accept such children, 

the likelihood of a speedy placement would be greatly enhanced. The 

45/ Cole, "Adoption: Problems and Strategies", pp. 56-57. 
46/ J. Shireman and K. Watson, "The Adoption of Real Children," Social 

Work 17:2 (July 1972), pp. 29-38. 
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most effective methods seem to be those which describe or show an actual 

child who is in need of adoption. Potential parents must be sufficiently 

motivated to go through a home study, which requires an emotional investment. 

Knowing there is an available child on the other end makes it more meaning-

ful and worth~vhile. An Ohio proj ec t for placing handicapped children never 

starts with the home 8tudy, but begins with discussion of the actual children 

available. If the applicants express interest, the home study process can 

then begin for placement of one of these waiting children.iI/ It has been 

found easier to work with families around issues concerning specific children 

than to work with families in terms of desired or hypothetical children.~/ 

Cole notes that the children themselves are their own best recruiters.~/ 

When choosing a child for advertising, selecting one who is typical of a 

group, older rather thtan younger, and not too physically a ttrac tive is 

recommended .,~Q/ 

Extensive and successful use has been made of closed circuit video-

taping by the Council on Adoptable Children of Nel;. York City (a local 

chapter of the National Council on Adoptable d'dldren, an adoptive parents' 

organization) and the Reghmal Adoption Program (RAP), of Parsons Child & 

Family Center of Albany, New York. RAP's videotape recording (VTR) program 

involves taping 5-7 minute segments of their caseload of specia1-needs 

children, as well as prospective adoptive parents for these children. 

!.!2/ Ohio District 11, "Adoption Proj ect for Handicapped Children," 
p. 4. 

48/ Shireman and Watson, "Adoption of Real Children," p. 27. 
49/ Adoption Report 2: 3 (Summer 1977), New York: North American 

Center on Adoption, p.1. 
1Q/ K. Donley, Opening New Doors, Finding Families for Older and 

Handicapped Children (London: Association of British Adoption Agencies, 
1975), p. 15. 
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The tapes are presented at the Regional Adoption Program's monthly "exchange" 

meetings where adoption workers have the opportunity to attempt to match 

children and families from all those available within the program. !n addition, 

tapes are shown to pre-screen.ed adoptive applicants, and to approved parents as 

a way of introduchg a specific child prior to an actual visit. Anyone can 

learn to use the equipment which will involve an initial ezpenditure of about 

$4,000. The estimated cost per taping, however, is only about $7.50. Guide-

lines for agencies interested in VTR of adoptable children and families have 

been prept.,"ed and may be obtained by writing: 

The Regional Adoption Program 
Parsons Child & Family Center 

60 Academy Road 
Albany, New York 12208 

(518) 462-6686 

Do pictures, newspapers stories, and live television presentations 

really arouse a productive response? Yes, they do, and though the drop-out 

rate for those attracted by advertising may be somewhat higher than for other 

applicants, the net gain of parents through such efforts is still substantial. 

Some techniques work better with one segment of the community, others with 

another. Applications of systems theory and-marketing strategies have been 

suggestea to enable greater home finding by workers in less time.211 Lack of 

a plan for dealing with all the requests that advertising generates is a 

serious problem. Pierce-Warwick Adoption Service of Washington, D.C., an 

agency devoted to placing special-needs children, has utilized posters dis-

played on the inside and outside of buses, bumper stickers, pins, and tele-

vision spots in conjunction with the late ne~.,s. This agency believes that 

prompt response to all inquiries is basic to the success of any campaign. 

gl Cole, "Adoption: Probl,ems and Strategies," pp. 74-75, and Mott, 
Foster Care and Adoptions. 
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All inquiries must be answered 'vithin 24 hours, and appointments with 

families are scheduled for no later than 10 days from date of inquiry.1£/ 

In New York State, the state-wide child welfare agency has collected 

pictures of waiting children in albums 'vhich are circulated among agencies 

throughout the state and among adoptive parent organizations. The pictures 

make the children real for both potential adoptive parents and for agency 

workers who have to conduct home studies. 

Among adoptive parents' organizations, the word is usually passed around 

about which agencies are "good" agencies; that is, really trying to find 

families for children. The fact that an agency advertises for parents is 

taken as evidence of its openness and its desire to serve children, whereas 

ngencies which do not actively recruit are considered indifferent or overly 

traditional. Advertising also lets the audience knmv what kinds of applicants 

'vill be accepted; e.g., if black parents only, whether the usual age and 

physical fitness requirements for parents will be waived, whether subsidies 

are available, ,,,hether working mothers or single applicants will be ,velcomed. 

Concern has been expressed that exchanges and material used in advertising 

should preserve confidentiality.53/ Although in adoption advertising, the 

child's full name is not revealed, an older child may be recognizable in 

the community through his picture. In such cases, natural parents may feel that 

confidentiality has been breached, even though they may have granted permission 

for placement efforts on the child's behalf. Elizabeth Cole, Director of the 

1£/ Adoption Report, p. 3. 
:dl/ t1Foster Care/Adoption Cluster Principles." vlashington, D. C.: 

Coalition for Children and Youth, 1976. 
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North American .. Center on Adoption, calls for a reevaluation of our use (or 

misuse) of confidentiality and asks whether or not children's chances of being 

adopted are being hurt by these policies. She offers the following gUidelines 

to workers: 

!1 __ Check to see that you have legal consent to use a child's 
picture. If your agency is the legal guardian or custodian, 
you may grant the required permission. If not, you may need 
to obtain consent from the parent, guardian or custodian. You 
should find out if your state has an administrative ruling 
which regulates the uSe of pictures of children under the care 
of a public agency. This regulation may need to be changed. 

When dealing with older children, talk with them about some 
of the efforts being made to find a family. Have them agree 
to publication of their photographs. (Don't let them find 
out that they've been in the papers, after the fact, from a 
classmate.) If they are to be on television, of course they 
will have to be prepared. (If you are working in television, 
it is up to you to prepare the interviewer as well.) 

Use good judgment in the placement of publicity. 
graphic areas can be avoided if exposure in these 
result in embarrassment or harm to the child, his 
and/or foster family. 

Certain geo
areas might 
biological 

Be positive ~\1hen describing the child. Try to present him or 
her as a whole person. Family names and histories should not 
be used. Describing the present situation is more helpful."2i/ 

Another important concern is not to arouse children's expectations unrealis-

tically. The Center offers technical assistance to agencies or organizations 

interested in presenting children publicly and positively for adoption. Contact: 

C. SUBSIDIE§. 

The North American Center on Adoption 
67 Irving Place 

New York, New Yorlt 10003 

The use of adoption subsidies is one means of meeting the needs of children 

who could be adopted but \\1h08e special circumstances make adoption difficult or 

impossible. These children may have established emotional ties with their 

54/ Adoption Report. 
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emotional ties with their foster parents, may have physical, mental or 

emotional handicaps, may be of minority backgrounds, may be older, or one of 

two or more siblings who should not be separated. Subsidized adoption is a 

means to help these children for whom a lack of adoptive families exists. 

Under the subsidized adoption plan the state provides a subsidy for the 

child which enables otherwise qualified families, often with the exception of 

financial ability, to assume permanent responsibility. The subsidy agreement is 

tailored to the child's 8pecific needs, and may allow for determined medical, 

legal or other costs; a monthly reimbursement for a limited time; or a monthly 

reimbursement that continues until, and very occasionally after, the child has 

reached majority.55! In some cases the financial eligibility requirement is 

waived tvhen the adoptee is a special-needs child. Pending child welfare legis-

lation will signific8.ntly affect the use of subsidies to increase adoptions. If 

this legislation is passed, federal matching funds will become available for 

hard-to-pla(:e childr.en who have been in foster care for at least six months. The 

amount of the s·tlbsidy, however, will not exc~ed the amount paid for foster care. 

The :LU.:tnt.)is n~partment of Children and Family Services in Chicago and 

~t1st St. Louis spo11.rmred a project funded by the U. S. Children's Bureau, to 

r~c:ruit: bla.c1¢ homes for black families. The project was successful in assist-

ing 75 percent of foster families to adopt the children in their care, most 

of these with the help of a subsidy.1£1 New foster parent applicants were 

also asked if they would consider adoption, again with the help of subsidies. 

Healthy black children of any age had almost no difficulty being adopted and, 

even handicapped children had less difficulty than expected .21.! 

~! Subsidized Adoption in America (Hashington, D. C.: Children's Bureau, 
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Helfare, 1976), p. 3. 

:J!i! See V. Hargrave et al., "Hbere Love and Need Are One" (Chicago, Illi
nois: Illinois Department of Children and Family Services, 1975). 

21.1 Ibid., p. 91. 
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State laws vary in regard to subsidized adoption, but all are intended to 

increase the number of adoptive homes available for children for whom: ',tere are 

insufficient applicants. The Model State Subsidized Adoption Act and Regula-

tio~ was developed by the U.S. Children's Bureau with the assistance of experts 

from many fields incorporating the strengths of various existing state laws. 

The Model Act stipulates that agencies must first make every effort to place all 

children under regular adoption programs and must provide evidence that "reason-

able efforts have been made to place a child without subsidy. "1!U tfuen efforts 

to achieve adoption wi thout a subsidy are unsuccessful, the child is certified 

as eligible for subsidized adoption. Provisions are made for long and short-

term subsidies which are flexible with regard to the commencement and amount of 

the subsidy. 

The investigations of subsidies to date have involved only their immediate 

impact on parent recruitment, showing them to be effective for this purpose. A 

subsidized adoption is final and gives the adoptive parents the same legal rights 

and responsibilities as in an unsubsidized adoption. The program is designed to 

.increase opportunities for more children to have firm parental ties in a nur-

turing family relationship. 

D. RESOURCE CENTERS 

The North American Center on Adoption previously mentioned was estab-

lished in 1975 through a gr~nt from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation as 

a special project within the Child Welfare League of America.12.1 It f{)cuses 

on altering the present fragmented system and making it more responsive to 

the crucial needs of the chi1(1ren now living in tempora;ry foster care for 

581 Subsidized Adoption, p. 4. 
591 The Center may be contacted at (212) 254-7410 or 67 Irving Place, 

New York, New York 10003. 
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whom adoption would be the recommended placement alternative. The Adoption 

Center seeks to substantively change attitud~s and practices of the following 

groups: 

Public and private social service agencies that have 
custody of the children 
Judges and courts t'1ho have j urisdic tion over them 
Legislators and administrators t'lho pass laws and 
make policy, and 
The general public, both potential adoptive parents 
and child welfare advocates 

The Adoption Center promotes interaction and communication among these 

various sectors, and provides concrete technical assistance to those in 

the field and dissemination of the most up-to-date information available 

to agertcies, legislators and the media. Specific resources and programs 

of the Adoption Center include: 

o The Adoption Resources Exchange of North America (ARENA) 

o Adoption Report, a public quarterly circulated throughout 
the social work, judiciary, legislative, and citizen 
advocate sectors. In addition to providing adoption 
related news, it is a vehicle for inter-disciplinary 
exchange of information, ideas, and positions. 

o Audio-visual resource library of materials which are avail
able either free or at nominal cost for use in staff devel
opment or public education. 

o Child Welfare resource library, and research and legis
lative monitoring re,$ources in Netv York and Washington, D.C. 

o Specialized foster care and adoption training for practicing 
social workers. 

o The Family Builders network of specialized adoption 
agencies is coordinated by the Adoption Center. This 
network of agencies specializes in placing the most. 
difficult to place children. Currently operating in 
seven states, the nettvork will eventually operate in all 
HEt-] regions. They work with existing agencies on pur
chase of service agreements. Although some Family Builders 
agt:.~'1cies have existed for many years, the nettvork is new. 
Among other efforts, the network is engaged in a pilot 
effort to raise funds from the general public to cover 
adoption costs of children with special needs. 
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The current roster of Family Builders programs follows: 

Spaulding for Children - Beech Brook 
3201 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 
(216) 43.2-0025 

Children's Home Society of 
California 

Golden Gate District Office 
3200 Telegraph Avenue 
Oakland, California 94609 
(415) 655-7406 

Children with Adoptive Needs 
Family Counselling Center 
2960 Roosevelt Boulevard 
Clearwater, Florida 35520 
(813) 531-0481 

Pierce-Wartvick 
5229 Connecticut Ave., N. H. 
Washington, D.C. 20015 
(202) 966-2531 

Spaulding for Children 
24 West 45th Street 
New York, New York 10036 
(212) 869-8940 

Spaulding for Children 
321 Elm Street 
Westfield, New Jersey 07090 
(201) 233-2282 

Private agencies dedicated to home-finding for special-needs children are 

often less hampered than public agencies. The NAACP Tri-State Adoption Project 

based in ~tlanta is one example. The project is funded by a special Children's 

Bureau grant, and free office space and staff time are provided by the NAACP. 

Originating in Georgia, the proj ect has expande,d to Include Florida and Tennes-

see, and it is currently a resource center fot' the. entire HEW Region IV. The 

project is primarily a parent recruitment and exchange program, ~vhich also 

engages heavily in local adoption 'yorker training. It does not conduct home 

studies, free children for adoption, nor provide any other direct services. 

This project can be contacte.d at: 

970 Hunter Street, 
Southwest, Suite 203 

Atlanta, Georgia 30314 
(404) 522-4373 

Additional technical assistance and specialized.resource materials on 

the subject of increasing adoptions of special-needs children can be obtained 

from the Children's Bu~eau Specialists in the HEW Regional Offices and resource 

centers. Children's Bureau publications can be obtained by ~iting to: 

The U.S. Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, Youth and Families, OHnS 

P.O. Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20402 
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E. ADOPTION EXCHANGES 

Adoption agencies usually serve a limited geographical jurisdiction, 

usually no larger than a city or county, and sometimes smaller. This raises 

barriers to placement becausE! adopti,ve children and interested familie q often do 

not liv0. in the same sections. Exposes of local government inefficiency have 

included examples of adoptive applicants being turned away in cne district wel-

fare office, even though an excess of children existed in other city districts. 

Highly localized welfare services seem to be detrimental to provisicn of adop-

,tion services. Wo.rkers can, and must, be connected with a wider network. 

Adoption excbanges take a variety of forms: some are coalitions of 

counties, some are regional, including counties from neighboring states. 

There are currently four functioning regional exchanges in the country 

which have full-time directors. These are the North West Adoption Exchange, 

Children's Adoption Resource Exchange of Washington, D.C., Delaware Valley 

Adoption Resource Exchange and the Massachusetts Adoption Resource Exchange •. §~.1 

The maj ority of the funds received by these exchanges come from the st,!'ltes in 

their regions through Title XX PurchasE'. of Service. Additionally, t.here is the 

national exchange of the Child Welfare League of America, Adoption Resource 

Exchange of North Amer~ca (ARENA). ARENA issues participating agencies' monthly 

placement statistics, statistics on waiting lists of families and children, 

and selective pictures of children with their description and facilitates 

placements through referrals. Technical assistance in setting up state and 

regional exchanges is also provided. For further information contact: 

60/ Adoption Report. 

Elizabeth Cole 
CWLA, 67 Irving Place 

New York, New York 10014 
(212) 254-7410 
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An example of a highly successful multi-county adoption program is provided 

by the Regional Adoption Program, which was mentioned earlier for its videotape 

recording program. This is a demonstration proj ec t funded by Title IV-B funds 

from the New York State Department of Social Services. The Contractor is 

Welfare Research, Inc., a private research group, and the program is conducted 

by Parsons Child and Family Center of Albany, New York. Public and private 

agencies in 17 counties have shared their resources over the past two years 

with the assistance of specialized services offered by a small team of skilled 

professionals. Children defined as the most difficult to place were identified 

by the participating agencies. Of these, 71 or 36 percent have ~een permanently 

placed in adoptive homes. Although the project offers no legal services to free 

the children, it involves some major innovations in adoption work, including: 

o A recruitment program ~onsisting of newspaper ads, televi
sion spots, direct appeals, and a highly successful closed 
video-taping progr·ain. 

o Use of family systems theory in the assessment and 
placement process. 

o Financial support for adoptive placements. 

o Use of adoptive parents, children, and siblings in the 
processes of recruitment, selection; support and training. 

o 'Reshaping of attitudes among the professionals in the f:iceld 
of adoption in terms of children, families, and placements, 
as they relate to "hard-to-place" cases. This re-training 
has resulted in a significant ripple effect throughout 
the participating counties. 

Building on a natural tendency for workers to use informal communica-

tion networks, the Regional Adoption Team offers coordination, training, 

and individual specialized services to children and families when needed. 

Techniques used to facilitate sharing of resources are: a monthly all-

day meeting to which workers bring a brown-bag lunch and exchange informa-

~ tion; a written follow-up of that exchange; telephone fallow-up by the 
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team with each individual case; sharing of video-tapes of children and families; 

monthly newsletters; and intensive advertising. 

"Feedback from the workers indicates a vastly increased amount 
of informal personal contact among workers through telephone 
and written communication. Workers know each other by face, 
name and personality and use each other more in terms of time 
and trust. Also, the monthly meetings have helped the members 
in their professioncll gro~th through the training offered. 
Another asset has been giving the members a greater sense of 
professional support for their work and a diminishing sense of 
isolation. ".§.!.! 

Further information may be obtained on this program from: 

Tom Regan, Director 
Regional Adoption Program 

Parsons Child & Family Center 
60 Academy Road 

Albany, New York 12208 
(518) 462-6686 

Local and regional exchanges are designed to help break down regional bar-

riers, but participation is usually voluntary on the part of agencies. Where 

adoptive placements must cross political boundaries, law and policies may differ, 

information must be duplicated, and responsibilities may be unclear. In inter-

state placements, the areas of potential conflict and complication are so great 

that the Children's Bureau and the American Public Welfare Association have 

developed an Interstate Compact on Placement of Children. This Compact is not 

intended to supplant existing child placement laws, but is rather a supplement 

to them and fills an unmet need. A state's authority to place children does not 

extend beyond its own boundaries. The Interstate Compact provides a means by 

which a child residing in one state can be adopted by a family residing in 

another. In brief, the Compact: 

Requires notice and ascertainment of the suitability of 
a placement before it is made. 

Allocates in specific fashion the legal and administrative 
responsibilities during the continuance of an interstate 
placement. 

£i/ Informational pamphlet, Regional Adoption Program. (Albany, New York: 
Parsons Child & Family Center, 1977), p. 11. 
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Provides a better basis for enforcement of rights and re
sponsibilities than now exists and authorizes joint actions 
of the administrators in all party states to further effec
tive operations and services when either public agencies 
or private personS and agencies in more than one state are 
involved in a placement situation.~/ 

Adoptive parents' organizations have been somewhat successful in pressing 

for a breakdown of geographical barriers. For example, one parents' group (OURS, 

Inc., of Minneapolis, Minnesota).§1/ has established its own adoption agency for 

home-finding for children which other agencies cannot place. 

To make exchanges more effective, the mandatory ~~gistration by an agency 

of all children and parents wh~ have been waiting a reasonable length of time 

for placement (e.g., six months) is suggested. Such registration does not pre-

clude agency efforts to effectuate a placement locally. Agencies registering a 

child on an exchange might also offer to reimburse the home-study costs of the 

agency finding a family. In addition, lack of placement after a set time 

period on a local exchange level should trigger referral of either child or 

family to the next higher level, ensuring broader exposure. 

F. SINGLE PARENT ADOPT!ONS 

As the population of adoptable children consists of an increasing majority 

of those considered hard-to-place, agency personnel are exploring net., 

alternatives that can offer children permanency in a family setting. Single 

persons, both male and female, are rapidly becoming an important adoptive 

parent resource. With rising divorce rates, increasing numbers of American 

children are growing up in single parent homes, and this has become an acceptable 

g/ The Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (Washington, D.C.: 
American Public Welfare Association, 1976). Copies may be obtained from APHA, 
1155 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 833-9250. 

63/ Reported in NEWS OF OURS (July/August 1976) Minneapolis, Hinnesota: 
OURS,Inc., p. 8. 

~ __ J 
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life style. Kadushin's reseearch ~I has cont~ibuted to stimulating single 

parent placements. He reported no evidence that single parent family life is 

necessarily damaging to children. 

Evaluation of single parent adoptive placements is complicated by several 

factors. First, they have been few in number and have occurred only in the past 

few years. Thus, as in transracial adoptions, there are few indicators of 

quality of long-term adjustments, particularly during the critical period of 

adolescence. Because single parents are often considered a last resort, they 

are usually called upon to accept older children with the most serious physical 

and emotional problems. Furthermore, according to the available literature, 

most single adoptive parents are female, as are the children placed with them,&11 

and they possess more limited economic resources than those of couples. 

In a recent study, Feigelman and Silverman ~/surveyed a sample of single 

adoptive parents and a control group of adoptive couples. Results were compared 

across a variety of areas. With few exceptions, single parents' responses were 

substantially similar to those of adoptive couples. The authors concluded that 

single parent placements are as viable a resource as are couples and further 

noted that their findings suggest that " ••• single adoptive parents possess 

unusually high commitments to parenting. ".§II In the experience of the Regional 

Adoption Program previously discussed, fewer disruptions of placements have 

occurred involving single parents than among adopting couples.~1 

Agencies probably can justify giving preference to couples over singles in 

adoptive rectuitment efforts. However, the success of single parent adoption 

~I A. Kadushin, "Single Parent Adoptions: An Overview and Some Relevant 
Research," Social Service Review 44:3 (September 1970), pp. 263-274. 

&11 J. Shireman and P. Johnson, "Single Persons as Adoptive Parents," 
Chi1:d Welfare 50: 1 (Marr~ 1.97"6,)", pp. 103-116. 

661 W. Feigelman at". A,.I Silverman, "Single Parent Adoptions," Social 
Casework 58:7 (July 1977), pp. 418-425. 

671 Ibid., p. 425. 
681 Personal communication ~iTith Tom Regan, Program Director, Regional 

Adoption Program, Albany, Ne~iT York, September 16, 1977. 
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placements has been demonstrated, and single parents have provet\ to he a valu-

able resource, particularly where a sufficient number of couples ~s not readily 

available. 

G. ATTITUDES, VALUES AND ADVOCACY 

The attitudes and values of adoption workers with traditional views of adop-

tive placement can act as significant barriers to the placement of those chil-

dren labeled hard-to-place, a group which now constitutes the majority of chil-

dren awaiting permanent families. Conviction that a permanent family is not 

only desirable for every child, but also the right of every child, is the key-

note. This conviction must be combined with the belief that these children can 

be placed successfully. 

Agencies should establish contact with special projects and organizations 

working to increase adoptions of adoptable children. One such group is the 

North American Council on Adoptable Children, which has local chapters across 

the country. Among activities sponsored are the following: 

bi-monthly newsletter, Adoptalk 

National Adoption Week 

North American Conference on Adoptable Children 

grants to local parent groups 

publications 

linkages with advocacy and child welfare groups 
I 

For informational material and publication list, contact: 

Linda Dunn, President 
NACAC, Central Office 

250 East Blaine 
Riverside, California 92507 

(714) 682-5364 

An adoption agency committed to achieving adoptive placement for all 

children who need it must make funding sources aware of the financial and 

~l 

I 
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homan costs of continuing children in foster care without permanent planning. 

An agency must be able to argue convincingly for additional funding for 

adoption staff, for staff training, for contracting with other agencies, and 

for adoption subsidies and promotional efforts. The largest volume of place-

ents have occurred where special funding has covered the entire gamut of 

adoption services, from relinquishments or freeing of the child, to home-study 

and actual placement. 

The agency should take an optimistic and problem-solving approach with adop-

tion workers and let them know it will stand behind their decision to approve a 

family, to terminate parental rights, or to set up a television promotion for 

adoptable children. The risk factor in placing special-needs children must be 

viewed realistically and the resulting higher disruption rate expected. Cole 

has noted that, "Fear of failure and an unwillingness by administration to view 

it as a normal consequence of these placements combine to prevent agencies from 4It 
placing hard-to-'place children. ".§2/ Agencies specializing in placement of 

special-needs children often experience disruption rates from 10 percent to 15 
" 

percent. 

The agency director should become acquainted with model statutes on termina-

tion of parental rights, subsidized adoptions, and model purchase of service 

agreements, and adapt these to local use to the extent that state law permits. 

Where such provisions are not yet included in state statutes, state legislators 

and the executive branch should be informed of the need to develop laws along the 

lines proposed by the models. Administrators should urge that their state's Title 

XX plan include adoption services and also press for increased availability of 

state funds for adoption subsidies, without an income test, for those adopting 

these special children. 

§.2./ Cole, "Adoption: Problems and Strategies," p. 77. 
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Adoption ~vorkers need more training in the legal aspects of adoption and in 

the intricacies of interjurisd:l'.ctional placements, Exposure to adoptive parents 

groups, community groups and successful placement agencies should also be encour-

aged. In addition to the resoutce centers and Family Builder Agencies already 

mentioned, more information and material can be obtained from the fo11mving: 

The NAACP Tri-si te Proj ect (970 Hunter Street, Southwest, 
Suite 203, Atlanta, Georgia, 30314) has prepared a train
ing manual for agencies. 

Spaulding-for-Children (3360 Waltrose Road, Chelsea, Michi
gan 48118) is another agency whi(~h p:covides training for 
adoption workers. A bookLet by Kay Donley, Opening New Doors, 
aproaches special needs placements from the worker's perspec
tive. 

The schools of social work at Columbia University, the Uni
versity of Michigan, and the UnivElrsity of California have 
adoption worker training Pl:'oj ects for experienced workers. 

The Office of Child Development's (U"S. DHEH) Families for 
Black Children - The Search for Ad(U?.!::ive Parents II lists 
and outlines the programs and apprclaches of eighteen agen
cies working successfully in black adoptive placements across 
the nation. 

The Na tional Urb a.n Le;;lgue' s ln teragl:.ncy Adoption Proj ec t 
(500 East 62nd Street, Ne~v York, New York 10021 (212) 644-
6500) is seeking a solutioh tD the plight of black children 
awaiting adoption. Three participating agencies from whom 
information may be obtained a1'e: 

Mrs. Patricia Harrison 
Adoption SpacialiGt 
Columbia Urban League 
2530 Devine Street, Suite 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Ms. Cormellia H. Locklear 
Adoption Specialist 

203 
29250 

Adopt Black Children Committee, Inc. 
8602 A11wood 
Houston, Texas 

Ms. Shirley Anne Battle 
Adoption Specialist 
Afro-American Family and Community Services 
440 West Division Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60610 
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Adoption Services 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child tvelfare Services Self-Assessment Hanual contains eight 
sections, including an introduct:Lon and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child welfare system. ~he first part of each of the seven sec
tions (II-VIII) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying each checklist 
is a resource section that highlights research findings and provides a biblio
graphy. Specific reierences to the resource material are footnoted throughout 
the chec.klists. 

Definition 

A desirable and appropriately used residential group care facility provides 
services which help meet a child's developmental needs and unique physical, men
tal, or emotional problems. Residential group care placement is the treatment 
of choice only when a child has special needs which cannot be ruat in a family 
or independent setting, and where the facility has special services and compe
tence to meet these needs. 

Residential group care is provided in facilities where four or more chil
dren are cared for by individuals \.,ho are paid for their services. These 
facilities house children wi th a wide. variety of problems including neglect, 
abuse, and dependency; physical, emotional, or mental handicaps; drug or 
alcohol abuse; and/or adjudicated delinquency_ These housing arrangements are 
generally classified as group homes or institutions. 

"Group Ho_~: All group homes are differentiated from foster homes by the 
fact that no matter tvhat changes or upheavals there are in staff, the children 
remain in the home. Usually group homes are located within a residential 
community. The children and staff participate to the best of their ability in 
the civic life 0:1: the community, attending schools, churches, social and 
political activities. The building and its upkeep fit into the general 
style of the community and the structure is not significantly distinguishable 
from the adjacent rbsidences. Group homes are divided into three categories: 

1. Foster Group Hom~. A family group home is an extended 
foster home, rented or owned by the agl;ucy, in which 
foster parents (couples or single), tvlth or without the 
help of relief foster parents, take care of four to six 
children. The group parents may be employees of the agency 
or receive payment, as do regular agency foster parents, 
on a board rate or service fee basis. 

2. !&ency Group Homes. An agency group home is owned or 
rented by the agency and a child care staff is employed 
to take care of six to twelve children. 

3. Group Residence. A group residence is owned or rented by 
an agency. A child care staff takes care of ten to twenty 
children. Peer group interaction is the major form of 
socializa tiona 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual contains eight 
sections, including an introduction and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child ,,,elfare system. The first part of each of the seven sec
tions (II-VIII) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying each checklist 
is a resource section that highlights research findings and provides a biblio
graphy. Specific references to th~ resource material are footnoted throughout 
the checklists. 

Definition 

A desirable and apll'ropriately used residential group care facility provides 
services which help meet a child's developmental needs and unique physical, men
tal, or emotional problems. Residential group care placement is the treatment 
of choice only when a child has special needs which cannot be met in a family 
or independent setting, and where the facility has special services and compe
tence to meet these needs. 

Residential group care is provided in facilities where four or more chil
dren are cared for by individuals '''ho are paid for their services. These 
facilities house children with a wide variety of problems ~nc1uding neglect, 
abuse, and dependency; physical, emotional, or mental handicaps; drug or 
alcohol abuse; and/or adjudicated delinquency. These housing arrangements are 
generally classified as group homes or institutions. 

"Group Homes: All group homes are differentiated from foster homes by the 
fact that no matter what changes or upheavals there are in staff, the children 
remain in the home. Usually group homes are located within a ~esidential 
community. The children and staff participate to the best of their ability in 
the civic life of the community, attending schools, churches, social and 
political activities. The building and its upkeep fit into the general 
style of the community and the structure is not significantly distinguishable 
from the adjacent residences. Group "homes are divided into three categories: 

1. Foster Group Homes. A family group home is an eKtended 
foster home, rented or owned by the agency, in which 
foster parents (couples or single), with or without the 
help of relief foster parents, take care of four to six 
children. The group parents may be employees of the agency 
or receive payment, as do regular agency foster parents, 
on a board rate or service fee basis. 

2. Agency Group Homes. An agency group home is owned or 
rented by the agency and a child care staff is employed 
to take care of six to twelve children. 

3. Group Residence. A group residence is owned or rented by 
an agency. A child care staff takes care of ten to twenty 
children. Peer group interaction is the major form of 
socialization. 
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Institutions: An institution is one or more buildings especially estab
lished for the purpose of housing and caring for groups of children (fifteen 
or more) who cannot live with their families. It may be located either within 
or outside a residential community." 1/ Institutions mainly serve children 
who are dependent and neglected, vlho cannot remain in their own homes, 
have problems in adapting to their environment, or who come to the institution 
because of serious emotional problems. Residential treatment centers are 
defined as institutions designed to provide a therapeutic program for children 
w.i th severe emotional problem:: .• 

OrgC!nization 

The two goals in this section cover successful residential group place
ments and sufficient residential ,group care facilities to meet community 
needs. The first goal emphasizes the enforcement of licensing requirements, 
specific matching of facilities to (. particular child, and giving support by 
providing ongoing services to parent(s) and child within the context of the 
scheduled objectives or the case plan. The second goal is followed by ob
jectives to increase the quality, supply and variety of facilities in order 
to meet the needs of all children for whom residential placement is appro
priate. The use of agency operated group homes is also addressed. 

Data Reguirements 

When answet'ing performance indic8tor questions, it will usually be neces
sary to consult agency records or reports for exact figures; however, in some 
cases it may be sufficient for assessors to respond on the basis of their 
professional jud~ment. In order to answer the questions in this section, the 
person completing the checklist should be familiar with procedures for the 
licensing and evaluation of facilities, descriptions of all facilities used by 
the agency, criteria for matching children with appropriate facilities, pre
placement, support, and follow-up services. and review of cases for return home 
or transfer. It is also necessary to know how the agency involves and mobilizes 
the community when additional residential group care facilities are needed. 
The person should I:,lso be knowledgeable about the agency~s use of group homes. 

Specific data needs include, for the past year, the percentage of chil
dren in care who have been "replaced" in other residential group care facili
ties, whether any children are in inappropriate facilities, and wh~t'tter any 
children with a goal to return home have be~n in residentia.l group care for 
over two years. 

1/ M. Mayet" et a1., Group Care In North ll.merlca (Ne\v York: Child Welfare 
League of America, 1976), pp. 244-245. It should be noted that there exists a 
wide variation in the cladsifications and definitions of different types of 
residential group care facilities. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE CHECKLIST 

Respond to the performance indicator questions stated under each goal by 
checking those which are applicable to your agency. lour responses will help 
pinpoint agency deficiencies and strengths and will indicate how actual agency 
outcomes in each service area compare with those that are generally considered 
best practice. 

If any of the performance indicator questions were checked then you should 
also complete the criteria questions under each objective. Your agency may 
find it useful to review the procedures and concepts suggested by the criteria 
questions. 

Answer "yes" or "no" to the questions included under each goal. Add up the 
!lumber of critet'ia questions to which you answered "no", and calculate the 
percent of "no" questions under each goal using the formula. Any questions 
left blank should be counted as a "no" answer. No space has been provided 
for "not applicable" responses to emphasize that although issues raj.sed in 
some questions may be outside of the agency's span of control, they neverthe
less may be within an agency's sphere of influence. 

After calculating the percent of "no" answers for each goal, enter these 
percent scores on the Goal Summary Chart on pages 9 - 10 of the Introduction. 
Recording these scores provides a method for agency administrators to compare 
performance across all program areas. 

For those goals where your agency's performance is deficient, refer to the 
checklist questions which, in substance, suggest best practice. In addition, 
the accompanying Resource Section discusses methods which have worked in 
other agencies and indicates where further information may be obtained. 
References to the Resource Section(s) are footnoted throughout the checklist. 

A variety of methods may be employed to complete the self-assessment. The 
assessment process is designed to provide a strategy for constructive change 
within your agency and to improve ~ommunication among all levels of staff. 
Agency administrators and superviscrs may wish to complete the checklists 
independently. An alternative method would be to complete them in staff or 
committee meetings. Performance indicators or criteria questions eliciting 
disagreement should be freely and openly discussed and could provide a basis 
for staff development activities. 

It is recognized that a wide variation exists among local agencies in geo
graphic location, agency size, characteristics of client population, staff 
turnover, and other factors. The Manual is designed so that each agency can 
determine the proportion or pattern of "no" responses which exceeds good local 
practice. In this way the agency can obtain baseline measures for gauging 
improvements over time. 
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RESIDENTIAL GROUP CARE 

SUCCESSFUL RESIDENTIAL GROUP CARE PLACEMENTS 

o Within the past year, have more than 5 percent 
of children in residential care been "replaced" 
in other residential care facilities? 

o Do you have any children in inappropriate 
facilities such as: 

a. Any non-handicapped children under six in 
residential group care (other than with 
siblings)? 

b. Any status offenders, who are not disturbed, 
in facilities designed for adjudicated 
delinquent children? 

c. Any aggressive acting-out children of nor
mal intelligence in facilities for mentally 
retarded? 

o Do you have any children who have been in resi
dential care longer than two years whose case plan 
reflects the goal to return home? 

o In the past year, has any child remained in resi
dential group care placement three months or longer 
after she/he has been declared ready for release? 

o Do you have any children in residential group care 
with a goal to return home but no work is being 
done with the natural parents? 

Effective utilization of group care necessitates adequate 
standards for the facilities themselves as well as high 
quality casework and support services to the child and 
parents. If you checked any of the above questions, you 
may need to enforce licensing requirements (if this is 
within the realm of your responsibilities) or make an 
effort to ensure that states utilize licensing require
ments. You might also need to improve the matching of 
children to particular types of care, improve the quality 
of casework and support services to parents and children 
for whom group care is indicated, or improve termination 
procedures. 
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Objective A: Meeting Licensing Requirements for Residential Group Care 

1. Do all child caring institutions utilized by 
this agency meet either existing state re
quirements for licensing, or other written 
and applied criteria?l/ 

2. If your agency operates its own group care 
facilities, are these facilities periodically 
evaluated by an independent standard setting 
group such as the licensing staff or CWLA? 

3. Are the facilities used by this agency moni
tored for continuing compliance with standards 
through: 

a. Supervisory visits at least every six months? 

b. In-depth study at least every five years?l/ 

c. A periodic review by supervisors of a sample 
of group home records? 

4. Do your placement workers have access to current 
licensing information on every group care facility? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Objective B: Matching Children with Appropriate Residential Group Care 
Facilities 

5. Do workers have available to them a description of 
each facility used by your agency which includes at 
least the fo11O\\1ing :!:±./ " 

a. CapaciLy? 

b. Specific behavioral problems and/or emot:lonal 
disturbances that the institution believes it 
is capable of treating? 

c. Staff and specialists available? 

d. Treatment and educational objectives? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

2:.,/ See Resource Section, pp. VII. 23-27, for a discussion of standards for 
residential facilities. These include Child Welfare ,League of America, Joint 
Commission on the Accreditation of H0spital Standards, National Institute 
of Mental Health Criteria, and the Interstate Compact on Placement of Children. 

1/ Standards for Foster Family Services System (Washington, D.C.: Ameri
can Public Welfare Association, 1975), pp. 9-10. 

4/ See Resource Section, pp. VII 28-31, for a discussion of two proposed 
typol-;)gies for designing useful agency prof:iles. 
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e. Physical plant? 

f. Fee charged per child?21 

g. Average or expected length of stay? 

6. Do workers usually have firsthand knowledge 
of a facility prior to any placement or pre
placement visit by a client? 

7. Do workers evaluate the child with regard to the 
following characteristics:tl 

a. Severity of emotional disturban~e? 

b. Extent and age of acting-out behavior? 

c. Age? 

d. Intellectual ability? 

e. Severity of psychological impairment? 

f. Personal strengths? 

g. Need for structured support services? 

h. Ability to tolerate group life? 

i. Ability to participate in the community? 

j • Ability to attend public school? 

k. The type of emotional environment needed by 
the child? 

10 Physical problems? 

8. Do you have established written criteria for deter
mining which types of facilities are most appro
priate for a particular child's characteristics? 

9. Before matching, do you investigate and consider: 

a. The child's choice of placement? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

---
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

II See Resource Section, pp. VII 39-42, for a discussion of a study 
relating costs of residential care to child characteristics. Another study in 
this section determined how costs to an agency would be altered if all children 
were placed "appropriately." 

~I See Resource Section, pp. VII 32-38, for a description of how these 
characteristics are related to placement decisions. 
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b. The parent's choice of placement? 

c. The proj ec ted length of .st'ay? 

10. In cases ~vhere the goal is to return the child 
to the home, is,top priority given to placing 
the child as close to home as feasib~e?2/ 

11. In selecting a facility, do workers use current 
information about the experiences of children in 
that facility? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Objective C: Continuous Agency Support During Group Care Placements 

12. Where possible, do you arrange for the parents 
and child to visit the facility after the child 
has been accepted for placement but before the 
child is placed? 

13. Are the child and parents given a full description 
of the facility, the plrogram, what to expect, and 
what is expected of th~~m? 

14. Are parents always given as much responsibility 
for preparing the child for the placement as they 
can handle?..§./ 

15. Is timing and preparation of each child adapted 
to the child's capacity and readiness?1/ 

16. in cases where there is any possibility that 
the child will return to his/her parents, does 
the worker impress upon the parents the impor
tance of visiting their child?10/ 

17. Does your agency encourage parents to visit 
their children by providing or helping with 
transportation? 

18. Does the worker provide supportive assistance 
to the child immediately after placement to help 
alleviate the stress of separation? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

1/ Mlen necessary, out-of-state placement should be done in accordance 
with the Interstate Compact on Placement of Children. See Resource Section, 
pp. VII 26-27 • 

..§./ Child Welfare League of America Standards for Services of Child Welfare 
Institutions (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1974), p. 26. Accord-
1.ng to CWLA, "the more the parents can be helped to take responsibility for pre
paration, the easier it will be for ·the child to accept placement." 

9/ Ibid. 
10/ See Resource Section, pp. VII 44-45, for a discussion of the impact of 

parental visits. 
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19. Does the worker provide supportive assistance to 
the parent(s) immediately after placement to help 
them deal with feelings engendered by placement? 

20. Is supportive assistan~e provided by the worker 
throughout the period of placement? 

21. ~1ere appropriate, do you ensure the child's con
tinuing involvement in his/her community by pro
viding transportation, financial aid or other 
services? 

22. When the goal is to return the child to the home, 
are casework services provided to parents to 
alleviate the precipitating factors which contri
buted to the need for placement? 

23. Does this agency support the ongoing work of 
the treatment agency by establishing a working 
relationship with the agency? 

Objective D: Meeting Scheduled Obiectives in Residential Group 
Care Placements III 

24. Is a formal agreement made among the agency worker, 
the group care staff worker, child (where age makes 
this appropriate), natural parent(s) and/or foster 
parents which includes the following: 

a. Scheduled visits and contacts? 

b. Identification of specific changes necessary 
in order for child to return home? 

c. Anticipated time needed to achieve these 
changes? 

d. Hork required to bring about each change, 
including casework support to natural or 
foster parents? 

25. Is placement reviewed at least every four to six 
months by caseworker, staff of facility, child, 
and parents with a vie,v toward achieving a permanent 
living si~uation? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yel3 No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

11/ See Resource Section, pp. VII 43-49, for a breakdown of factors which 
have been shown to be associated with a child's returning home after a place
ment. The Boston Children's Service Treatment Alternatives Project is dis
cussed as a successful system for periodic review of placement. 
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26. Does this review include, when appropriate: 

a. Nedical review of child? 

b. Review of treatments received? 

c. Review of child's response to treatment? 

d. Revievl of necessity to continue treatment? 

e. Realistic assessment of natural parents' 
ability to care for the child? 

27. Do supervisors regularly review cases to determine if: 

a. Necessary progress has been made with the 
child or parent(s) of a child whose goal is 
to return to his/her home? 

b. A child has been in residential group care for 
over two years whose goal is to return to his/ 
her home? 

c. The child's family is recelvlng help 
toward the child's eventual return home? 

d. A child is in re6idential group care 
\vho is potentially adoptable? 

e. A child is in residential group care who is over 
'18 years of age and/or capable of independent 
community living?11./ 

28. Before termination of a placement, does the child 
gradually extend contac ts \vi th his own family to 
aid in the transition back to family life? 

29. Do plans for return home include a visit to the 
parents' home? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

lJ:./ For information \vrite: "Independent Living Program", Children's 
Service, Inc., 311 South Juniper Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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30. Are aftercare services provided to help parents 
and child during the period of adjustment 
after return home?l1l 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL I to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (62). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculatj.on. 

Percent "Nos" = Number of "NOs" 
62 x IDO = ----_% 

111 See Resource Section, pp. VII 45-47, for a discussion of the findings 
of Taylor and Alpert regarding the importance of the continuity of family 
support after discharge. 
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ENOUGH RESIDENTIAL GROUP CARE FACILITIES TO MEET 
• DETERMINED NEED 

o Does your community have group care facilities 
with more children than the licensed capacity? 

o Does your community have long waiting lists for 
admission to group care facilities? 

o In the past year, did you place any children 
in alternative types of placement because the 
placement of choice was not available? 

o In the past year, have you had to go outside 
your county when you did not want to, to find 
appropriate group care? 

o Have you placed any adolescents, whose needs could 
best be met in a group home setting, in other types 
of facilities because you have no group homes? 

If you checked any of the above questions, you may not 
have available enough appropriate group care facilities 
to meet your children's needs. You may need to explore 
innovative ways to use facilities as well as develop new 
resources, such as group homes. 

Objective A: Providin.g Quality Care and Treatment to Children In Group 
Care File .L1ities lii..! 

1. Do you encourag~ community child welfare leaders 
and institutional directors to develop more 
community··oriented services and programs? 

2. Do you meet regularly with directors of group 
placement facilities in order to communicate the 
needs of the agency's children? 

3. Do you explore alternative ways of using under-· 
utilized facilities (such as converting large-scale 
institutions to residential treatment centers)? 

4. Do you actively encourage the development of more 
community-based facilities?111 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

iii See Resource Section, pp. VIr 50-53, for a description of a method 
developed by George Thomas to encourage institutions to m~ke complex and diffi
cult changes in the direction of providing care that is more community oriented. 

111 See Resource Section, pp. VIr 51-53, for the results of a study by 
George Thomas of institutions in Georgia concerning the comparative effective
ness of custodial versus community oriented care facilities. 
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5, Do you work closely with law enforcement 
personnel and the courts to facilitate prompt 
placement of status offenders? 

Yes 

Objective B: Encouraging the Development of Needed Residential Group 
Care Resources 

6. Is a regular assessment of community needs for 
residential group care conducted? 

7. Do you inform the community of the extent of 
unmet placement needs? 

8. Does your agency develop facilities such as 
group homes to meet specific needs when 
necessary? 

9. Are your reimbursement.s to group facilities 
sufficient to encourage development of needed 
types of care? 

Objective C: Using Group Homes As An Agency Resource 

10. Are grollp homes used as a part of this agency's 
regular service program to supplement the use 
elf other facilities?l.§/ 

11. Is at least one of the following types of group 
homes utilized by this agency (group foster family 
homes, specialized foster family homes, agency 
own~~ foster homes, agency operated group homes, 
group residences)?lll 

12. Are the group homes used by your agency located 
in a community which enables the child to share 
in normal community living? 

13. Are your group homes accessible to community resourceS 
which include: 

a. Schools? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes No 
b. Public transportation? 

Yes No . 
Vocational programs? -.. c. 

Yes No 
d. Employment opportunities? 

Yes No 

16/ See Resource Section, pp. VII 54-55, for a discussion of group homes. 
171 M. Gula, "Group Homes-New And Differentiated Tools In Child Welfare," 

in Group Homes in Perspective (New York: Child Welfare LeaguR of America, 
1964), cites these as the five major group home innovations. 
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14. Are group homes provided ~V'i th clinical and 
supportive services? 

15. Is the selection, training and supervision of 
the group home staff carried out by an experi
enced supervisor? 

16. Are child care workers in the agency-administered 
group home given written guidelines delineating 
their roles and job responsibilities?~/ 

17. Is a conference held between the caseworker, a 
supervisor and/or one or more of the group home 
staff or foster parents before admitting a child 
to a group home? 

18. Are agency administered group homes the placement 
choice for those children who are unwilling or 
unable to meet the demands of relating to foster 
parents or the demands of an institution? 

19. Are children placed in group homes expected to 
return to their community eventually? 

20. Are review conferences held at least every four 
to six months for each child placed in a group 
home? 

No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under COAL I to which you ans~V'ered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (23). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "NOs" = 
Number of "NOs" 

23 x 100 = % -----

18/ See E. Hirschbach, "Hemo to Child Care Workers on Their Role in Group 
Homes:,," Child Welfare 55: 10 (October 1976), pp. 681-·690. 

I 
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I. LICENSING AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF AGENCY STANDARDS 
FOR RESIDENTAL GROUP CARE 

A. STATE LICENSING STATUTES 

The local child welfare agency worker cannot presume that, because a 

state has licensing statutes and rules, all facilities in the state do, in 

fact, meet these legislated criteria. Thus, the worker must have a way of 

determining whether or not a given facility meets minimum standards for 

comfort, sanitation and safety of its residents, as well as for program 

elements, qualifications and training of staff, and so forth. The agency 

should ensure that its staff have access to state licensing reports, in order 

to determine to what extent licensing standards are met. If state licensing 

statutes exist and are deemed adequate by the local child welfare agency, 

then a determination that the agency has a current license may be all that 

is necessary. When the statutes are determined to be inadequate, or when 

licensing procedures are not routinely carried out, the agency should develop 

its own criteria and procedures for evaluating the facilities it proposes 

to UBe. The following resources may be of some help to an agency seeking 

to establish its own set of criteria. 

B. CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA STANDARDS 

Child Welfare League of America Standards for Services of Child Welfare 

Institutions published by CWLA is available from: 

Child Welfare League of America 
67 Irving Place, 
Ne~" York, New York 10003. 

This publication covers thQ following areas: total service for child and 

parents, program for care and treatment, child care work, casework, social 

group ~"ork, plant and equipment, organization and administration, and community 

-----~ ------
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planning and organization. The level of specificity of these standards is 

illustrated by the following section describing sleeping quarters: 

o t'Bedrooms. There shoul'a be a sufficient number of bedrooms 
accommodating from one to four children each. 

Not more than four children should ever occupy one room, so 
that individual needs of each child in the group can be met 
and each child can feel that he has a room of his own where 
he may enjoy some privacy alone or with a few friends. 

It is generally preferable to have four rather than three 
children in one room, to avoid situations in which one child 
must stand alone against two others. 

At least one-third of the bedrooms should be single rooms for 
children who need them, regardless of the age of the children 
served by the institution. Adolescent groups" however, should 
have more single rooms than younger children. 

Cubic space of bedrooms should at least meet state health 
standards. Each bedroom, including single room~, should 
have no less than 700 cubic feet of space per child. Beds 
should be three feet apart on all sides. 

All sleeping rooms should be outside rooms, well-ventilated, 
adequately lighted and heated. Walls should be painted and 
washable with provision for children to mount pictures (e.g., 
peg board, cork strips). Floors should be warm and easily 
cleaned·"ll 

Concerning an important element of program organization, the issue of 

parental visitation, the CWLA states that: 

"The parent has a right to reasonable visiting privileges. 
Regular contacts between parent and child should be en
couraged. 

Facilities used should be near enough to the child's home 
for parents to visit. 

Visiting hours should be flexible for parents who are un
able to come at designated times. 

Staff should observe the effects on the child of parents' 
visits. 

11 Child Welfare League of America Standards for Services of Child 
Welfare Institutions (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1964), 
pp. 82-83. 

--.---
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No child should be deprived of a parent'8 visits. 

Generally it is preferable for visiting to be away from 
the living unit. Comfortable facilities should be available 
for parents to see their children with some privacy, and some 
rooms should be assigned for such use. Occasionally an Open 
House or special events should be planned so that parents can 
be invited to visit in the child's cottage. 

Child care staff should be helped to accept parents when 
they visit. 

If parental responsibilities are carried by older brothers 
or sisters or by other relatives, they should be encouraged 
to visit and maintain a relationship with the child. 

In the case of foster parents, their continuing role in 
terms of visiting and-possible return of the child to the 
foster home should be clarified with them by the agency 
supervising them or by the agency caring for the child. "J) 

C. JOINT COMMISSION ON THE ACCREDITATION OF HOSPITALS STANDARDS 

Another source of standards can be found in the Accreditation Manual for 

Psychiatric Facilities Serving Children and Adolescents published in 1974 by 

the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals, 875 N. Michigan Avenue, 

Chicago, Illinois 60611. The standards are presented in four parts. Part 

One is applicable to all psychiatric facilities serving children and adolescents. 

Parts Two, Three and Four cover standards for inpatient facilities, partial 

day facilities or services, and outpatient facilties or services. 

The standards take into account: 

"Fundamentals of Care: The nature and intensity of ser
vices that are to be provided to 
the child or adolescent patient, 
which depend on the level of respon
sibility that the facility assumes 
for the care of the child, i.e. the 
penetration-of-care concept. 

Fundamentals of the Facility: The clinical and administrative as
pects common to all facilities. 

Fundamental Needs of the 
Patient: 

2:../ Ibid., pp. 30-31. 

The needs of the child or adolescent. 
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The psychiatric clinical services of 
assessment, formulation, treatment, 
follow-up, and prevention."l/ 

The manual also contains the criteria by which psychiatric facilities serv-

ing children and adolescents are surveyed for accreditation. An accreditation 

survey is used to assess the extent of compliance with the standard. Examples 

of areas that are examined in an accreditation survey are goals, policies and 

procedures; staff composition and organization; clinical care evaluation; physi-

cal plant safety; intake or admission and discharge policies; assessment and 

treatment planning; and environment. 

D. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH CRITERIA 

In addition to the CWLA and JCAH standards, a pamphlet prepared by the 

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), entitled It Can't Be Home,~1 is 

useful in assessing the social and emotional climate of a group care facility. 

Each section of the pamphlet deals with a particular facet of institutional 

life (e.g., religion, privacy, education) and presents: 

1. A series of evaluative questions 
2. A narrative description of a typical incident 
3. An analysis of how the incident was handled and 

a description of how it might have been handled 
more effectively. 

Although this publication could not be used alone to draw up a set of 

evaluative criteria and although it addresses some issues that are not pertinent 

to the assessment of a children's group care facility, it does raise import.ant 
\ 

questions which do not appear in the other sources cited above. 

E. INTERSTATE COMPACT ON THE PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN 

In spite of the general recognition that foster care placements should 

1/ Accreditation Manual for Psychiatric Facilities Serving Children and 
Adolescents (Chicago: Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, 1974), 
p. vi. 

~/ H. Falck and M. Kane, It Can't Be Home (Washington, D.C.: National 
Institute of Mental Health, 1971). 
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be made as close to the child's home community as possible, the fact is that 

distant placements, sometimes are necessary because no closer alternative 

placement exists. If an out-of-state placement is necessary, the American 

Public Welfare Association has drafted a model statute for the interstate 

placement of children'21 A number of states have already enacted legislation 

making them party to this interstate compact. If your agency is located in 

a state which is not party to this compact, it is strongly recommended that 

your procedures for placing children parallel those of the compact as closely 

as possible under your state's statutes. 

"In brief, the compact requires notice and ascertainment of the 
suitability of a placement before it is made; allocates in spec·ific 
fashion the legal and administrative responsibilities during the 
continuance of an interstate placement; provides a better basis for 
enforcement of rights and responsibilities than now exists and 
authorizes joint actions of the administrators in all party states 
to further effective operations and services when either public 
agencies or private persons and agencies in more than one state are 
involved in a placement situation. "!il 

The Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children can be obtained by 

writing: 

2/ 
American 

2./ 

American Public Helfare Association 
1155 - 16th Street, N. W. 
Suite, 201 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 

Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (Washington, D.C.: 
Public Welfare Association, 1976). 
Ibid., p. 2. 
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II. DEVELOPING A PROFILE OF AVAILABLE CHILD CARE FACILITIES 

In addition to determining that a particular facility meets state 

licensing criteria and/or the agency's own criteria, the worker contemplating 

placing a child will want to choose a placement which will meet the child's 

specific needs. In making this choice he or she might find it helpful to have 

a profile of the various facilities available to the agency. In order for 

this profile to be useful, a uniform and consistent set of questions must be 

answered for each facility. 

A. TAYLOR TYPOLOGY 

Samuel Taylor has developed a list of minimal ingredients for such 

a profile. They include the following: 

"( 1) Capacity: Total number of children ~vho can be served at 
a given time. Total number of children actually served in the 
preceding year, including average length of stay in the facility. 

(2) Intake: Specification of pforticular behavior problems and/or 
emotional disturbances, etc., that the institution believes it 
is capable of treating, including special circumstances or symp
toms that may preclude admission. If religious denomination, 
geographical residence, or source of fee payment is a considera
tion, this should be noted, along with factors such as average 
length of waiting time, seasonal variation of referrals and 
intake, and special research or demonstration projects that have 
separate intake criteria. 

(3) Staff: Listing of all full-time, part-time, liaison, and 
volunteer staff by professional disd.f.J.ine, and time spent by 
each in direct treatment of children and their families. Further, 
how many of the children are seen regularly in group, individual, 
or family sessions by ~vhich professionals? What types of special
ists are routinely available or contractually provided from other 
families ~vhen appropriate? What is the rate of staff turnover? 

(4) Program: A description should be given of the treatment and 
educational objectives of all parts of the program, including the 
existence and capacity of remedial or corrective services of all 
types. Careful delineation of primary and secondary modalities 
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of treatment should be provided. Institutions should be 
asked about whether they make specific efforts to help 
children make the transition back to the community by 
providing for aftercare, home visits, participation in 
community activities, and so forth. Findings of program 
evaluation studies, including the identity of the evalua
tors, should be reported. 

(5) Facilities: This should include an inventory of all 
buildings and their function and capacity, along with a 
notation of "off-campus" facilities used for various 
activities. Mention should be made of any deficiencies, 
planned construction, and unique arrangements. 

This listing is merely suggestive of m~lj or areas that 
could be included in such a profile. Obviously there would 
be powerful advantages in developing a nationally uniform 
list of minimal factors for inclusion in the institutional 
profile system to be used by every state. "1/ 

B. ELKIN TYPOLOGY 

Robert Elkin has also developed a typology for describing institutions 

by program element which can provide the local child ~velfare agency with a 

model profile of available group care facilities. He distinguishes among 

five types of facilities labeled A, B, C, D, and E 01'1. the basis of their 

differences in: 

(1) Reason for intake and intake process 
(2) Intensity of therapy offered 
(3) Provision for special vs. general education for 

residents 
(4) Child care staff/child ratio and level of staff 

training 
(5) The degree to which staff conferences and use of 

records integrates the various functions of the 
staff 

This typology neither describes all the options nor treats all the 

important facets of group residential care. Nevertheless, it is a useful 

way to begin structuring a profile of facilities available in a particular 

7/ S. Taylor, "Institutions with Therapeutic Residential Programs for 
Children," in Child Cari.!!.8., eds. D. Pappenfort et a1. (Chicago: Aldine 
Publishing Company, 1973), pp. 211-212. 
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locale. Table I on the following page summarizes Elkin's descriptive cate-

gories as they are pres~nted in his book, Relating Programs to Costs in 

Children's Residential Institutions.~/ 

~/ R. Elkin, Relating Programs to Costs in Children's Residential 
Institutions (Washington, D.C.: The American University, 1969). 
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TABLE I 

ELKIN TYPOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION OF GROUP CARE TYPES BY PROGRAM ELE}lENT 

Program FACILI'l'Y I 
~lcmont: A D C 0 I t 

INTAIQl REASON lack of suitabl.e homo lack of suitable homo lack of suitable homo serious cmotionoll pro- ,'oriouti erotional probloma 
and problem bahavior blems that need treat- requiring psyohiatrio cl1r. 

ment and mak. it impos-
sible for ohild to 11\1. 
outsido troatmont 
faoility 1--------- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ --------------

WHO DECIDES o.dministra tor on tho professional, 0.9_ prof.ssional judgomnnt family and chUd family And chil~ Ahs •••• d 
basis of child'. social wot:'k assessment:. in assQssment and dsaDsBed J!:ofoss!onally prof.sdonaUy 
m.eting insUtutional of ohild prior to placemont 
limitations r.garding admis.ion 
4ge, sox -------- -----'------- ------------ ------------ ------------ --------------

INFORMATION intake study don. by staU.tical. health roports on behavior, psychological tosting, psychiatrio and social 
NEEDED outsido agoncy - recorda records, family records, psychiatric or psyoho- psychiatrio .valuation. .valuaUon of child and 

prilMrily statistical school records logioal .valuation dov.lopmontal history. parents. psychological 
health records, some- sooiol study of family .valuation of ohild. 
times school records assussment of ohild I 0 

and/or roport on fMil y ability to livo in a gro\lp --------- ------_ .... _--- ------------ ------------ ------------ --_ .... _----------
PLANNING oft.n inoludos Qut- sometimo. for family tor individU41 and group 

potiont th.rapy in involvement. in treat ... therapy with spocific 
oommunity mont th.ropists for eduoational 

pr09ra111 for speoific child 
cnro staff & residont. f,lroup 

'rUERAPY no provisions made none providod in tho few.r than half of the almost all ohildren in .vory ohUd in at loast 
institution. may be pro- residents in rogular w.ek1y individual and/or onc. we.kly th.rapy with 
vidod throUgh c01M1unity individual and/or group group tharapy, th ••• py psyohiatrist or theraPY 
faCilities th~rapy with staff, soma is \>art of total tr.at- und.r pBychiatrio BUpor-

th.rapy through communi- ment:. plan vision, therapy is P.lrt 
ty outpationt facilitios of total troatment plan 

EDUCATION all residents in general all residents in genoral roost children in general institution has a spo- \11OBI: chiMron in spooial General VB. 
speoial education, somotimcs on educat.ion, sometimos on eduoation, tholl. with oi0.1 educat:.ion program education I sOma children in 

institution grounds institution grounds 10arning disabilities or for some or all children general education 4S part 
who are behavior prob- o! treatment pro9r~ 

child car. staff holp child oare staff holp lems arc in special remedial education 
with homework with hom.Work education teachers may teach or remodial education provided 

supervise aD part ot traa tlrtont 
somo children got special tutoring for program 
speoial tutoring some --------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ --------------INTEGRATION to. ching program int.- toaching program integratod 

'INTO TnF.;A'IME:NT qrated into overall into overall treatmont 
PROGRAH treatment program program 

CHILD CARE STAFF many have not: completed most. have comploted roost. have completed most have completed most or all have compl.tod 
Training and high sohool high sohool, sarno have high sohooll few have high school, some have high sohool, many hAVO baQn 
EdUcation compl.ted 'pecial job some r,011eger some have some college and/or- to collegol somo h4ve 

training comploted speoial job speoial job training graduate training 
training -------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ----_ ....... __ ... _- --------------

TRAINING AND lM¥ h3VO soma calleg6 rn.'l¥ have soma col logo usually have masters mastors dogroe 
EDUCATION OF or may havo completed degree 
SUPERVISORY a tnasters degroe 
STAFF -------- ------------ --------_ .... _- -- .... __ ..... _----- ------------ --------------CIIIl;O/STAFF at crucial points of day at orucial points of day at crucial points of day at crucial points of day at crucial points of d.y 
RATIO rarely loss than lSd, rarely less than 1511, lOll, may rango up to child staff ration 711. usually 511 

frequently grca tor frequently greater 15.l may rBng. up to 911 staff may work .ight hour 
shifts 

INTEGRATION staff conferences for staff conferoncos rogular profess!onal regular case conferencea regular CABO contoroncoo 
OF FUNCTIONS administrativo pur- mainly for administra- staff (:Onler-cncos for to intograte and coordi- undor direotion of pBychi.· 

Conforoncos poses tivo purposos case planning involving nat. work of psyohia- trist: tc integrate work Of 
administrator, social tristn, psychologists, psychiattlBts. psyoholo-
service staff, nnd usu- so~ia.l workers. child gists, social workors, 
ally child oaro staff caro and special oduca- child care and spocial 
suporvisor, the consul- ticn stoff education staff 
ting psyohiatrist or 
psychologist may parti- .regular conforanc:oa for 
c!pat:e or proparo And cUnical and ohild oaro 
send roports staff -------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ --------------

Rl:CORDS records maintained: for social work rucords for rocords of various de- contral rocords with central rocorda with 
administrativo purposos social worker adminis- soriptions maintained .ntries by aU fiVe .ntri •• by all fill. 

trativQ purposos for use by profesnion- discipline. discipline. 
als and tor admin1stra-

9'lnoral records for ti vo purposos 
administrative pu<po •• s 

Source: R. Elkin, 
tions (Washington, 

Relating Programs to Costs in Childrens' Residential Institu
D.C.: The American University, 1969.) 
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III. DEVELOPING A SYSTEM FOR MATCHTNG THJ~ CHILDREN WITH THE 
APPROPRIATE l'ACILITIES 

After developing a profile of group residential facilities, the agency 

interested in obtaining optimum results from its placements must formulate 

a systematic way of matching each child with the most appropriate facility. 

Though there is ample evidence that actual placement decisions are often 

determined in large part by factors other than the child's needs,2/ there 

exists also a considerable volume of literature concerning placement criteria. 

In general, this literature consists of articles based on the "practice wisdom" 

of workers whose experience has led them to isolate a number of factors that 

a.re important to consider in the decision to place a child. 

A. PLACEHENT CRITERIA 

There seem to be two basic criteria on which the choice of a group 

care placement is based: 

(1) The child's need for control that cannot be 
provided in a family living situation; 

(2) The child's need for an array of services that 
can only be provided effec ti\7ely in a group 
setting. 

The child's need for control stems from his own inability to control 

impulsive behavior and/or impaired reality perception that makes him a danger 

to himself or others. His need for services that can only be met in a group 

care setting may stem from a reality perception so impaired that he 

tvould find it difficult, if not impossible, to make use of them in anything 

but a group setting. 

9/ A. Kadushin, Child Helfare Services, 2nd ed. (Ne~Y' York: Macmillan 
Pllbli~ing Co., 1974), pp. 627-628" M. Wolins and I. Piliavin, Institution 
or Foster Family: A Century of Debate (Ne~Y' York: Child Welfare League of 
America, 1964), pp. 36-37. 
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The factors most often described as indicating the desirability of a 

group care placement include: 

o The severity of the child's emotional distllrbance 

o The amount and severity of the child's acting-out behavi,or 

0 The severity of the child's physiological impairment and/or 
impairment of intellectual functioning 

0 The child's age 

0 The child's ability to tolerate group life 

0 The child's need for an emotionally dilute environment 

0 The need for further diagnostic study of the child 

o The child's choice of placement 

o The parent's choice of placement 

Discussion of each of the factors appears in various places in the 

literature, as the following pages will illustrate. 

(1) Severity of Emotional Disturbance 

The severity of emotional disturbance in relation to placement is dis-

cussed by Korner, Kester, and Paul. Korner recommends institutionai place-

ment for the psychoneurotic who is a suicide risk, borderline schizophrenic 

and psychotic child. A residential treatment center is considered appropri-

ate for all but the grossly psychotic \'1ho need hospitalization_.lQ./ 

Paul sees choice of a group care placement as determined in large part 

by the severity of the emotional disturbance. As the degree of disturbance 

and the child's need for on-Site services increases, placement choice changes 

from group residence to a residential treatment center which provides 24-hour 

supervision and a considerable amount of psychiatric service.ll/ 

10/ H. Korner, "Differential Diagnosis as it Effects the Choice of Placement 
for the Acting Out Child,1I ,Child ~~elfare 52:1 (January 1973), pp. 29 ... 37. 

11/ M. Paul, Criteria for Foster Placement and Alternatives to Foster Care 
(Albany: Ne\o1 York State Board'of Social Welfare, 1975), pp. 38-42. 
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(2) Amount and Severity of Acting Out Behavior 

Acting-out as a factor in group placement is discussed by Korner, 

Kremenak, Lerner, and Paul. They all see acting out behavior as a criterion 

for placement in a group setting when the ~hild's behavior reaches a point 

where he becomes a danger to himself or to others. In this case, the choice 

of setting would be dependent on the amount of protection needed by the child 

and the ability of a particular setting to provide both the needed control, 

the opportunity for "safe" presentation of symptoms, and the treatment 

offered. 

(3) Severity of Physiological Impairment and/or Impairment of 
Intellectual Functions 

The ~everity of physiological problems as a placement criterion is dis-

cussed mainly by Korner and Paul. They agree that only those children whose 

physiolugical problems are so severe that they need physical care which 

cannot be provided outside a hospital setting ought to be institutionalized, 

unless the child has other problems as well. 

The child's level of intellectual functioning is a factor in articles 

presented by Kremenak and Paul. In general, institutional placement is not 

recommended on the basis of impaired intellectual functioning alone, unl~ss 

it is so profound that the child requires total care. 

When a lesser degree of impairment is present but accompanied by other 

problems, for example, emotional disturbance or acting-out behavior, the place-

ment:;:. should in part be determined by an assessment of what services a child 

is intellectually capable of utilizing. However, the less significant the 

impairment of intellectual functioning, the less importance it' should be 

given in the choice of placement. The definition of intellectual impairment 

might be made more precise by tying it to a specific test of intGllectual 

ability. HO~o1ever, if there is sufficient uncertainty about the child's level 
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of intellectual function.ing, it may be better to. place the child with 

others of normal ability. This is particularly true in view of what w'e now 

know about the possibility of cultural bias in most tests of this nature. 

Of course, in making such a decision, one must weigh the danger of damage to 

the child's self-esteem and functioning that might result from placing 

him/her in an environment that is beyond his/her capabilities. 

(4) Age of the Child 

Most of the authors in this review recommended against group placement 

for the child under six. The one exception was Paul, who indicated that a 

temporary short term group home placement might be acceptable for a very 

young child if he or she was placed with siblings. Lerner insists that no 

institution is an appropriate placement for a child under six years of age. 

Age does not appear to be a factor in the placement of latency age children. 

It reappears in the discussion of placement for adolescent children in the 

form of recommendations for group as opposed to foster family care, for the 

adolescent engaged in emancipating himself from parental ties.Jl/ 

(5) Child's Ability to Tolerate Group Life 

Redl and Wineman, in their description of admission criteria at 

Pioneer House in Detroit, stated that there are situations in which group 

care is contraindicated. For example, there are chl.ldren for whom sharing 

an adult produces "deep regression or aggressiveness that is impossible to 

handle short of a psychiatric ward ••• Other children go completely out of 

control when exposed to group life on a sustained basis."ll/ In 

12/ S. Lerner, "The Diagnostic Basis of Institutional Care for 
Children," Social Casework 33: 3 (March 1952). p. 108. 

13/ F. Redl and D. Wineman, The Aggressive Child, (New York: The Free 
Press-,-1957), pp. 46-47. 
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addition to these children vlho appear to be "allergic" to any type of group 

setting, there are children whose position on a shyness-toughness continuum, 

relative to other group members, makes group care in a particular setting 

inappropriate. 

(6) The Child's Need for an Emotionally Dilute Environment 

The child's need for 'an emotionally dilute environment is frequently 

mentioned as a reason for choosing a group setting.li/ Matek, for example, 

indicates that group care placement is re!commended if the child's relation-

ship with his family is so conflicted or painful that the emotional involve-

ment implied by a foster family placement would be too much for him.12/ 

(7) The Need for Further Diagnostic Study of the Child 

According to Paul, the need for further clarification of "complex 

personality, familial, or environmental conflicts" and./or the need for 

clarification of choice when long-term placement is contemplated are 

indications for placement in a temporary group residence or diagnostic 

facility. A temporary institutional placement is never appropriate for 

this purpose.~/ 

(8) The Child's Choice of Placement 

The child's choice of placement as a factor in the decision is dis-

cussed by Lerner in connection with the choice between foster family care 

and residE':1tial group care. He feels that in the absence of other factors 

indicating choice of group care, foster family placement is appropriate except 

l!!./ See Lerner, "The Diagnostic Basis of Institutional Care for Children," 
and Paul, Criteria for Placement. 

15/ o. Matek, "Differential Diagnosis for Differential Placement of 
Children," Child Welfare 43:7 (July 1964), p. 340. 

~/ Paul, Criteria for Placement, p. 54. 
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in cases where the child manifests strong reaction to such a placement.121 

(9) The Parents' Choice of Placement 

An example of the parents' choice of placement taken into account by 

workers making placement decisions is demonstrated by the Briar study.~1 

In discussing contraindications for residential treatment, Keste~ indicates 

that family dynamics can play a large part in the successful outcome of resi-

dential treatment. For example, a child whose family is relieved to be 

rid of him may have serious re-entry problems when he or she is ready to 

return home. A family whose interaction. patterns depend on the child may 

not be able to let him go. In other families, once the "problem" child 

is removed there is no motivation to use family casework services.111 

B. PAUL TYPOLOGY 

The most comprehensive system for matching child to facility currently 

available appears to be the one developed by Paul for the New York State 

Board of Social Welfare entitled Criteria for Foster Placement and Alternatives 

to Foster Care.1QI Her typology is presented in Table II on the following 

page. It is suggested that the reader refer to definitiorts of types of 

group care facilities to facilitate the use of the table. 

The Children's Service Center definition may be assumed to correspond with 

Paul's Residential Center Type A; the Residential Treatment Center definition 

corresponds to Residential Center Type B in Paul's typology; and the Child 

Care Center definition refers to Paul's General Institution. 

171 Lerner, liThe Diagnostic Basis of Institutional Care for Children." 
181 S. Briar, "Clinical Judgments in Foster Care Placement," Child 

Welfare 42:4 (April 1963), pp. 161-169. 
111 B. Kester, "Indications for Residential Treatment of Children," 

Child Welfare 45:6 (June 1966), p. 340. 
1:Q/ Paul, Criteria for Placement. 
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TABLE II 

SISTER MARY PAUL'S TYPOLOGY 

CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING GROUP CARE PLACEMENT 

General Residential Treatment Residential Treatment. 
Group lIome troup Residence Inat:itution Centor TYpe A Center TYpe B -

EmOtional cannot. tolerato. close mild or residual, e.g. mode~a toly disturbed, severe dis~urbanr.o, needs 
nisturbanC'o Q)r.otional tics returning from it psychiatric not psychotio 24 hour supervision 

- focility 
thought or affect disorder 

emotional disturbance which -
noeds on-site professional hood to clarify complex severely withdrAwn 
observation and Qvaluation personality, familial or 

environmental conflicts seVero anorexia 
and/or nood to clarify 
chalco of long term placo" weakened ogo boundaries 
mont, e.g. degree Qf so os to be severely 
structuro, therapy, etc. accident prono 
needed 

Acting out oufficient impulse control SUfficient impulse control serious acting out self or other destructive 
nchovitlr to maintain curf'ews and to maintain curfews and - -gonorillly assure his safoty generally ASSurO his safety 

in an open setting in an open sotting ~~e; drug or alcohol abuse bizarre sexual behavior 

- - ~o'" -
c~ 

mildlY acting out but child has bean a drug or alcohol ~~I,; fire setter 
needs sopllra tion from abuser 
controlling peer group and - g~~ 
needs positive prcssure "'", 

child needs professionally ... fHl 
toned relationship with "'[:1" 
authority figure 2~t;l 

-
child needs neutral environ-
ment to test out freedom and 
heterosexual relationships -----

Age 6 or older, or younger if 6 or older 6 or older no age specified,. perhaps 
port oe a sibling group yoUnger than six if any 

emotional disturbance or 
acting out characteristics 
make child undeniably 
dangerous to self or others 

I.Q. normnl to mildly retarded nOrIMl to mildly retarded 
tltlrn 

normal to moderately normal to mildly retardcd 
retarded 

~[jJ", 
Need for needs some s truct ure nceds some structure ~5~ neods considerable amount needs considerable amount: 
Structuro - - of structure, a wide of structure, a wide range 
SUpport s~~ range of supportive a'er- o! supportive services and 
Services needs nora professional holp needs Borno on-si te services vices and special program special progratl 

than is ll-va!lable in a and specialized program ~g9 
foster home .. t::iil 

C.? 0 

Participation attends convnunity nchools attends community schOOls Iilam little or no community no participation 
in - - ~ ... ", participation 
community !!J~~ usaa conrnuni ty roc rea tion uses community recreation g&'!o: facilitios faciUties 

~ g 
Ablc to 'los 'les Ycs not speciUed but likely 
Participato to be little p.~ticipation 
11\ Group Lit" 

M. Paul, Criteria for Foster Placement and Alternatives to Foster Care (Albany: 
New York State Board of Social Welfare, 1975), pp. 56-57. 

-
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IV. RELATING COSTS TO TREATMENT 

A. COSTS AND THE CHILD'S CONDITION 

In view of the great expense of Some forms of residential group care, 

the local child welfare agency may wish to examine current placement to 

determine if there is any correspondence between cost of care and degree 

of child and/or family disturbance. This question was addressed in a 1973 

study for the Colorado State Department of Social Services.ll/ The basic 

hypothesis of the study was that: 

Iia definite distinction exists hetween the youngsters in 
low, merlium and high-priced facilities with the most 
difficult to reach children being cared for in facilities 
equipped to provide the most intensive care, and that 
youngsters in care in facilities serving only the develop
mentally disabled differ sufficiently from those in other 
types of care as to make comparision impossible."ll/ 

Four groups of institutions were isolated: 

(1) Institutions for the developmentally disabled 
(2) Low cost: under $600/month 
(3) Medium cost: $600 - $800/month 
(4) High cost: over $800 

Children residing in each of the above types of facilities t.,ere compared 

on reason for referral, average number of prior placements, last placement, 

family stability pattern, family involvement, child typology, LQ. at admission 

and discharge, behavior responses, months in placement, reason for discharge, 

and discharge placement setting. 

21/ Residential Child Care Evaluation Task Force, "Report on Findings of 
the Residential Child Care Evaluation Task Force" (Denver: Colorado State 
Department of Social Service, 1973). (Mimeographed.) 

2:1/ Ib id ., p. 2. 
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The following characteristics were found to describe children placed in 

the low-cost facilities: 

"0 Emotionally deprived 
o Moderate number of police contacts and status offenses 
o Non-aggressive 
o Well oriented to reality 
o Fairly good controls 
o Can learn to respond to relationships 
o Us~ally able to attend community schools 
o Problems are basically familial 
o Either accessible or difficult to reach 

Characteristics of youngsters in the medium-priced facilities included: 

o Many school and school-related problems, but mostly able 
to function in community schools 

o High runaway incidence 
o Drug and alcohol abuse 
o Higher incidence of placement in both psychiatric and 

correctional facilities than children in low-cost 
facilities 

o Mainly non-aggressive 
o Well-oriented 
oVery difficult-to-reach 
o Many prior placements 
o Lowest rate of family involvement 

Characteristics of children placed in the high-priced facilities included: 

o Highest proportion of stable and involved family 
o Moderately to well-oriented, some autistic or 

schizophrenic 
o Aggressive 
o Difficult-to-reach 
o Least involvement with law enforcement agencies 
o High level of involvement with psychiatric services 
o Too disturbed to attend community schools 

Characteristics of children in the facilities for the developmentally 

disabled included: 

o Limited mental and physical functioning and potential 
o High degree of family involvement and stability 
a Stay in facilities for much longer periods of time than 

children in other facilities 
o Need life training and/or maintenance till death, as well 

as treatment."Jd/ 

'ld/ Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
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B. THE COSTS OF APPROPRIATE PLACEMENTS 

Another approach is illustrated by the Bernstein, Snider and Meezan 

study of children in foster care in New York City. This study analyzed the 

current placement patterns in New York City to determine whether children 

were appropriately placed. A preferred placement pattern was established, 

and estimates were made of the number of appropriate placements needed in 

each type of foster care for the current year (1974). Costs for the various 

forms of foster care were establi'shed, and the cost of the current actual 

placement pattern waS compared to the cost of the appropriate placement 

pattern. In addition, predictions were made for the cost of the preferred 

placement pattern in 1980 and 1985. 

The procedure for estimating foster care needs began with a review by 

highly-experienced caseworkers of a random sample of 10 percent of all the children 

in foster care in Ne,v York City. This review evaluated the appropriateness 

of initial and current placement according to the criteria for foster 

placement developed by Paul (see page VII-38). Analysis of the data from 

this review yielded the results presented belmv in Table III.1i1 

APPROPRIATE 

Yes 

No 

TABLE III 

APPROPRIATE PLACEMENT: INITIAL AND CURRENT 
FOR CHILDREN IN PLACEMENT IN NEW YORK CITY 1974 

INITIAL CURRENT 

42.3 55.7 

55.3 42.8 

Record Unclear 2.4 1.5 

Total 

24/ 
(Albany: 

100% 100% 

B. Bernstein et al.~ Foster Care Needs and Alternatives to Placemen~ 
New York State Board of Social Welfare, 19l5), p. 20. 
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Further analysis indicated that the older the child (up to age 18) the 

more likely he/she was to be misplaced. Protestant (47.3%) and Catholic 

(40.7%) were more likely than Jewish (19.7%) children to be placed inappro-

priately. Being black (46.1%) or of Hispanic origin (46.6%) placed the child 

at higher risk of inappropriate placement than did being white (29.5%).1:1/ 

To achieve appropriate placement for all children in foster care, await-

ing foster care placement, on probation or discharge for psychiatric hospitals, 

the authors estimated present needs as: 

o 2,631 additional places in residential treatment centers 
o 1,322 additional places in group homes and group residences 
o 471 additional places in temporary group homeR 
o 192 additional agency operated boarding homes.1&/ 

At the same time, achievement of the preferred placement pattern would 

eliminate the need for: 

o 3,500 places in foster homes 
o 4,000 places in general institutions.ll/ 

According to the authors, the shift to appropriate placement would not 

have cost much more in 1974 than was actually spent. It might in fact have 

been less expensive, since part of the additional expense of the preferred 

alternative was a one-time cost to coveir the casework and legal costs of 

finding adoptive homes for 3,700 children inappropriately placed in foster 

care which would not, in f,act, be spent in one yf!ar, but over a period of 

years. 

25/ Ibid., p. 22. 
26/ Ib id ., p. 36. 
27 / Ib id ., p. 36. 
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V. FACTORS RELATED TO SHORTENING THE LENGTH OF STAY IN 
RESIDENTIAL GROUP CARE 

A common theme among writers discussing issues in child welfare is that 

of children caught in the "limbo" of foster care. Far too often children 

-

stay in placement after the need for the placement is past. Placements 

called "temporary" frequently last until the child reaches maj ority. In vie~11 

of this fact and in view of the extraordinary cost of some forms of residen-

tial group care, it is of the utmost importance that children remain in group 

care no longer than is required to alleviate the conditions that necessitated 

the placement. 

To enhance the child's chances of returning home and staying home after 

placement, a review of the literature indicates the following three factors 

are important: 

1. Periodic review of the child's progress 
2. Regular and frequent contact with parents 
3. Continuity and support in the home and in the 

community during and following placement 

A. PERIODIC REVIEW OF PLACEMENT 

A good example of the use of periodic evaluation is provided by the 

Boston Children's Service Treatment Alternatives Project (TAP). Periodic 

review and evaluation, as utilized in this proj ect, is the process by which 

client and therapist jointly review the client's treatment experience accord-

ing to specific criteria. The TAP Periodic Review Evaluation (PRE) includes: 

"I. A clinical evaluation and/or medical review. 
2. A mental status examination. 
3. A journal of treatments dispensed to the client 

during the PRE period. 
4. A journal of the client's responses to treat

ment. 
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5. A journal of social factors influ~ncing the 
client and/or his treatment, and 

6. A statement of the necessity of continued 
treatment including goals or outcomes to be 
achieved by that treatment."28/ 

The PRE is a j oint process in which both worker and client participate. 

Together they review: 

"I. The client's objectives for being in treatment, 
2. Treatments dispensed to the client during PRE 

just completed, 
3. The outcomes or results of treatment during the 

PRE just completed, 
4. The client's need for continuing treatment for the 

next review period and, 
5. A statement of results or outcomes to be achieved 

during the next PRE period. "2:1./ 

Because both consumers and providers of service participate in the PRE, 

this process ~0,7as also able to "serve the additional function of renewable, 

comprehensive, treatment contracts".lQ./ 

B. PARENTAL VISITING 

David Fanshel's study of the relationship between parental visiting and 

discharge indicated that parental visiting is significantly linked to higher 

discharge rates from foster care and that this relationship persists across 

ethnic groups and over time.ll/ It is, therefore, important for the agency 

to encourage parental visiting and to remove barriers to visiting. Placements 

at great geographic distance from the parents' place of residence should be 

avoided if at all possible. Consideration should be given to providing 

28/ E. Heck and A. Gruber, Treatment Alternatives Project (Boston: 
Bosto~Children's Service Association, 1976), p. 208. 

2:1./ Ibid. 
30/ Ibid. 
31/ D. Fanshel, "Parental Visiting of Children: Key to Discharge," 

Social Service Review 49:4 (December 1975), pp. 493-513. 

l 
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~ transportation for visiting and perhaps even babysitting arrangements made 

for siblings. The cost of providing these services must be tveighed against 

the cost of unnecessarily lonm placement resulting from lack of parental 

involvement with the child. 

C. CONTINUITY AND SUPPORT FOLLOWING PLACEMENT 

A number of evaluation studies of residental group care have linked 

past placement adjustment with continuity and support after placement.l1/ 

Notable among these is a study by Taylor and Alpert entitled Continuity and 

Support Following Residential Treatment.ll/ The study has four hypotheses: 

1. "The greater the degree of continuity in the post 
discharge environment, the greater the degree of 
the child's adaptation to the environment." 

2. "The greater the degree of support in the post 
discharge environment, the greater the degree of 
adaptation to the environment. II 

3. "The greater the degree of pre-admission adaptation, 
the greater the degree of post-discharge adaptation." 

4. lIThe greater the degree of adaptation gained in the 
institution, the greater the degree of post-discharge 
adaptat.ion. ".34/ 

1. Methodology 

The study was conducted ~vith children admitted to Children's Village, a 

residential treatment program of the Child and Family Services of Connecticut 

for at least si~ months between Janu~ry 1, 1955 and August 8, 1967. Though 

32/ J. J:ohnson and E .• Rubin, "A Follow-Up Study of Children Discharged 
from aPsychiatric Hospital," Exceptional Children 31 (1964), pp. 19-24; 
}1. Allerhand et al., Adaptation and Adaptability: The Bellefaire Follow-Up 
S tudy (Ne~v York: Child WeHare League of America, 1966); S. Minuchin et al., 
Families of the Slums: An Exploration of Their Structure and Treatment (New 
York: Basic Books, 1967); E. Herrera, IIA Ten-Year Follow-Up of Fifty-Five 
Hospitalized Adolescents," American Journal of Psychiatry 171:7 (1974), pp. 
759-764. 

11/ D. Taylor and S. Alpert, Continuity and Support Following Residential 
Treatment (New York: Child Welfare League of Al;,~~;"ica, 1973). 

1i/ Ib id ., p. 15. 
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only 75 of the 186 children eligible were able or willing to participate, 

the authors state that "there were no statistically significant differences 

that would define the respondent sample as a skewed distribution of the total 

residential treatment population."35/ 

The variables studied were measured in the following ~vays: 

o Post-discharge adaptation - Roen-Burn Community Adaptation 
Schedule (CAS). This schedule elicits three models of 
response: actual behavior, feelings, and perceptions. 

o Adaptation at admission - Assessed from case records describ
ing the child intake. 

o Degree of change during residential treatment l!l./ - Assessed 
by comparison of judgements made by independent sources from 
the closing summary of the case record. 

o Support in the post-discharge environment ]2/ - Roen-Burns 
Community Adaptation Schedule. 

o Continuity in the post-discharge environment - Family con
tinui ty exists when the child lives continuously ~vi th 
parents until rea.ching independence. Foster family con
tinuity exists when the child lives continuously \vith the 
same set of foster parents from discharge until achieving 
independence. 

o Discharge plan - Taken directly from case records. 

o Care and the post-discharge environment - Continued contact 
with the child by the social worker after discharge.l..§/ 

2. Findings 

Hypotheses 1 and 2 were both supported by study results. That is, 

both continuity and support in the post-discharge environment were related to 

post-discharge adaptation. Also significant ~vere the child's perception of 

35 / Ib id. p. 15. 
36/ Both adaptation at admission and degree of change during admission 

\vere independently rated by the research team. Inter-rater reliability was 
checked and was found to be at least 87%. 

12/ The support measuring items in the CAS are independent of the 
post-discharge adaptation measuring items. 

~/ Taylor and Alpert, Continuity and Support Following Residential 
Treatment, pp. 11-18. 
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family support after discharge, early detection or the problem, contact \'lith 

professional helping agencies before admission, and parental visiting and 

involvement during care. 

The findings related to Hypothesis 3 indicated that in general "it is not 

possible to predict a child's post-discharge adaptation on the basis of pre-

admission variables. "12.1 There are four exceptions, however. Children who 

were young (7-9 years), whose problems were not long-standing, whose family 

situation was stable, and who had "some prior knowledge of a helping relat10n-

ship", were more likely to have high post-discharge adaptation.401 

The findings relating to Hypothesis 4 indicated that degree of change 

achieved during residential treatment is not significantly related to post-

discharge adaptation. There were, however, three factors in the treatment 

situation that did have some relationship to outcome: attendance at on-

grounds school, parent-child contact during placlament~ and parent-starf 

contact during placement.~1 

In concluding their research report the authors press for intervention 

efforts that: 

"continuously and rigorously stress family involvement 
and participation at all stages of the child's placement. 
This involvement should begin at intake and take account 
how the decision is made for the child's placement. 
Hork \vi th ehe family should continue throughout the 
child's placement and after the child is discharged". 

According to the authors, this does not mean that: 

"families should be involved 'vi thin a traditional frame
work. Rather, the family as a unit should be the key 
participants in decisions about placement, visiting 
and discharge planning, as 'veIl as taking part in working 
closely \vi th child care staff as teachers in a joint 
educational approach. "!J1.1 

3 9 1 Ib id ., p. 51. 
401 Ibid. 
411 Ibid. 
42/ Ibid., p. 52. 
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D. ~JECT RE-ED: AN EXAMPLE OF POST-RELEASE SUCCESS 

The Children's Re-education Center in Greensville, South Carolina is 

based on the model developed by Nicholas Hobbs. The model program is, 

according to Hobbs: 

" ••• reality-oriented from the sta~t. It co~centrate8 on 
the child's attainment of specific skills such as learn
ing to read, to throw a baseball, to approach school 
without fear. The goal is not to cure a child or pre
pare him to cope with all possible life-roles, but to 
restore to effective operation the small social system 
of which the child is a part ••• to bring the child and 
his environment to a point of adequacy just above the 
threshold."43/ 

The Greenville program incorporates the three factors which appear 

to be related to post-release success discussed above: (1) periodic re-

view; (2) frequent parental visiting; and (3) continuity and support 

after release. The target population for this facility is boys between 

the ages of six and twelve who are mildly or moderately disturbed, of 

average or above intelligence, and for whose family a favorable prognosis 

can be developed. 

Preparations for return home and to a community school are extensive. 

After a conference with the parents a counselor works with the principal 

and teacher into whose classroom the ~hild will be placed, to p~cpare the 

school for the child. The child is prepared for school by either attending 

an on-grounds school program that is identical to the program in the school 

where he will be placed, or by attenaing a community school during the day, 

but rt~turning to the center at night.44! 

!f.1./ N. Hobbs, "Proj ec t Re-ED: New Ways of Helping Emotionally Disturbed 
Children," in Crisis in Child Mental Health: Challenge for the Seventies, 
Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children (New York: Harper and Row, 
1970) quoted in Glasscote.et al., Children and Mental Health Centers 
(Washington, D.C.: The Joint Information Service of the American Psychiatric 
Association and the National Association for Mental Health, 1972), p. 197. 

~/ R. Glasscote et al., Children and Mental Health Centers (Washington, 
D.C.: The Joint Information Service of the American Psychiatric Association 
and the National Association for Mental Health, 1972), pp. 201-202. 
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Treatment outcomes for this center are reported for the first 26 months 

of its operation, through May, 1971. Fifty-eight children had been admitted, 

forty-one discharged. Thirty-one children returned to regular public school 

classes and six returned to special class~s. One child was in the state 

hospital and three were not in school. Of the thirty-seven children who re

turned to school two were suspended, but both returned after a short time. 

The average academic gain was 1.5 months of academic progress for every 

month in the program.~/ 

45/ Ibid., p. 202. 
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VI. POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF INSTITUTIONAL CARE 

Although in most evaluation studies of children's residential institutions, 

treatment variables have not been found to be related to successful post-dis-

charge adjustment,~/ a study by George Thomas of children's institutions 

in Georgia indicates that specific aspects of the institutional experience 

may be instrumental in the development of specific competencies. 

A. THOHAS STUDY 

The research questions regarding the impact of institutions on residents 

were twofold: 

1. "Is the 'institutional experience generally ineffective, 
in the sense that it inhibits or otherwise distorts the 
growth and development of competencies needed for com
munity living among residents? 

2. "Is community-oriented care more effective than its 
custodial alternative in preparing residents for a re
turn to adequate living in their own communities?"~/ 

Thomas studied 32 institutions ranging along a continuum from custodial to 

community-oriented. Community-oriented institutions were defined as those 

which scored high on all the parts of a community-oriented model developed 

by Thomas. Briefly, community-oriented institutions are highly integrated 

with their community environments, and they place considerable emphasis on 

child involvement in the community, decentralization of facilities and de-

cision-making processes, and replacement planning.~/ 

Custodial institutions are: 

" ••• long term care and routinized, ~.mpersonal service 
methods that are productive of institutional remoteness 
from community environments and internal stresses toward 

!!2.../ Herrera, "A Ten Year Follow-up,"; Allerhand et aL, Adaptation and 
Adaptability; B. Garber, Follow-Up Study of Hospitalized Adolescents (New York: 
Bruner/Mazel, 1972). 

~/ G. Thomas, A Community-Oriented Evaluation of the Effectiveness 
of Child Caring Institutions (Athens, Georgia: Regional Institute of Social 
Welfare Research, 1975), p. 46. 

~/ Ib id • ,. p. 14. 
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conformity to institutionally continued behavioral 
standards.II!:J.!l./ 

To assess the impact of institutions on residents and to determine if 

community-oriented institutions are more successful in preparing children 

for return to their communities, three areas of competency: cognitive, 

social and task, and affective, were assessed" The following tests were 

used to measure competency: 

o Cognitive Competency. Verbal learning performance skills 
measured by the Lorge-Thorndike Verbal Abilities Battery. 

o Social and Task Competency. Success in task and social 
relations were measure~ by the Child Task/Social Relations 
Competence Scale.2Q/ 

o Affective Competency. A sense of direction in daily life 
activities was measured by the Nowicki-Strikland Child 
Locus of Control Scale. 

B. THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL EXPERIENCES ON RESIDENTS 

1be results led Thomas to conclude that institutional experiences 

do not have a generally negative impact on residents. The development of 

cognitive, social, and affective skills as measured by the various tests was 

influenced by differing mixes of institutional and other factorp, in positive 

as well as negative directions. 

(1) Cognitive Competence 

In the sample as a whole there was a slightly negligible change in 

verbal skills. There were real differences in test/retest results among 

different types of institutions. The residents of participatory institutions 

showed a substantial decline in verbal skills, while residents of non-partici-

patory institutions showed some gain. However, about 60 percent of the variance 

49/ Ib id " p. 8. 
SO/ This scale was developed for the Thomas study at the Regional '!nstitute 

for Social Welfare Research, Athens, Georgia. 
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in cognitive competency levels may be explainable by factors beyond the 

institutional experience. The contribution of the institution to development 

of cognitive skills seems to be largely in the area of providing a stable, 

ihighly-controlled environment. 

(2) Social Competency. 

Only the t~.,o most community-oriented institutions showed beneficial 

E~ffects on social competence. However, as was the case with cognitive skills) 

factors beyond the institutional experience appear to account for as much as 

80 percent of the variance in social competency levels. 

(3) Affective Competence. 

There was a significant growth in affective competence for the 

institutionalized children, but again the cause of this growth appears 

to lie outside the institutional experience. About 75 percent of the 

variance in residents' affective competence scores resulted from influences 

other than the institutional experience per see The amount of variance 

explained by the institutional experience seems to be largely a result of 

the guality and quantity of staff and the amount of decentralization withi~ 

the institution. 

C. CUSTODIAL VERSUS COMMUNITY-ORIENTED CARE 

The second question addressed by this phase of the study was: "Is 

community-oriented care better than custodial care?" The answer, accord

ing to Thomas, is a qualified "yes." There were only two institutions that 

generally accepted children with lower competency scores than those of 

non-institutionalized children and which released children whose scores 

were' at least equivalent to those of non-institutionalized children. They 
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were institutions who scored high on the community-oriented model. However, 

the beneficial impact of these institutions was limited to social and affective 

competencies. The more custodial institutions appear to have offered more in 

the development of cognitive skills. 
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VII. USING GROUP HO~ffiS AS AN AG~RESOURCE 

The use of group homes as a supplementary method of foster care is a 

resource that can be utili~,d to meet the needs of children that cannot 

be met through foster care or institutional placement. There are a number 

of variations in types of group homes, but the aim of all group homes is 

to develop inner resources within the children they serve, so that they 

can eventually return to the community. 

Gu1a identifies and defines five major types of group homes: group 

foster family hones, specialized foster family homes, agency-owned foster 

homes, agency-operated group homes and group residences • .2l1 The following 

definitions used by Gu1a are intended to offer a frame of reference, 

and it should be understood that there exist some differences of opinion 

with regard to classifications and definitions of group homes. 

Foster family group homes usually care for four to six children 

lvho mayor may not have special needs. A peer group experience in the 

family setting may be gained if the children are close in age. 

The agency-mvned foster home usually cares for four to eight chil-

dren in an apartment or house rented or owned by the agency. Admissions 

and discharges are the responsibility of the agency. The facility is 

often run by a married couple who live in; however, some supplementary 

staff personnel usually offer assistance. 

Agency-operated group homes are usually owned or rented by an agency 

or institution which cares for one group of 4 to 12 children. Counselors 

2.11 H. Gula, "Group Homes - New and Differentiated Tools In Child 
tvelfare, Delinquency and Hental Health," in Group Homes in Perspective 
(Nell7 York: Child Helfare League of America, 1964). 
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or house parents staff the facility and the administrative, supervisory and 

service responsibilities are handled by the agency. 

The group residence serves from 13 to 25 children and has two or more 

groups of children, each with its own child staff. More agency services rather 

than community services are introduced into the group residence, in contrast to 

the group home.211 

The resource most appropriate to the needs of the child should be 

selected based on a diagnostic and treatment plan. The following treat-

ment needs must be considered in making a decision about a particular 

r'esource: 

"nature of adult-child relationships desired; familial or 
non-familial setting; anticipated attitude of the natural 
parents and the child toward specific kinds of foster care 
resources; attitude of the child toward use of help; anti
cipated behavior of the child in community, school and 
home; and the professional services needed."2l.1 

For further discussion of group homes see Group Homes in Perspective, 

published by Child Helfare League of America, Inc., 67 Irving Place, New York, 

New York 10003. 

Agencies wishing to use model concepts and structures for the develop-

ment of a group home facility are referred to Elizabeth Lawder et al., Fiv~ 

Models of Foster Family Group Homes" New York: CWLA 1974, price $5.75. 

52 I Ib id ., p. 3 • 
53 I Ib id ., p. 5. 
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Residential Group Care 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Local Child Welfare Services Self-Assessment Manual contains eight 
sections, including an introduction and seven sections covering a different 
facet of the child welfare system. The first part of each of the seven sec
tions (II-VIII) is a self-assessment checklist. Accompanying each checklist 
is a resource section that highlights research findings and provides a biblio
graphy. Specific references to the resource material are footnoted throughout 
the checklists. 

Definitions 

Several terms will be defined to clarify their use within this section. 
Case Tracking is a mechanism for providing current and readily available status 
infor~mation on each client. Status Information refers to any of the following 
types of information that an agency may require for efficient case management 
and administrative purposes: eligibility, service unit, active/inactive, or 
emergency !routine. Case }ionitoring is following the progress of a client 
according to previously specified goals and objectives. Case Review is the 
process of utilizing information obtained through tracking and monitoring proce
dures for decisions regarding continuation, termination or implementation of 
alternative case plans. 

Purpos~ 

The purpose of this section is to assess case management concepts and 
administrative procedures that can affect case outcomes. The issues involved 
in Case Hanagement!Administration are addressed under four goals. The first 
goal is directed toward achieving complete, objective, consistent, and man
ageable case records. The second goal covers record management procedures 
related to loss of records, delay in service provision, problem identification, 
and confidentiality of individually identifiable information. The third goal 
assesses effectiveness of information systems. Goal IV covers reduction of 
staff turnover through effective utilization, staff development and in-service 
training, satisfying working conditions, and improved communication among all 
levels of staff. 

Data Needs 

Hhen answering performance indicator questions, it will usually be neces
sary to consult agency records or reports for exact figures; however, in some 
cases it may be sufficient for assessors to respond on the basis of their 
professional judgment. In order to complete this section very few specific 
quantitative data are needed. However, a sample of case records should be 
reviewed to determine: (1) degree of completeness and accuracy of recorded 
information; (2) level of organization and objectivity of material in records; 
and (3) if consistency exists in service plans between workers. In addition, 
there should be familiarity with: record management, review, and transfer 
procedures and controls; their level of effectiveness; presence and duration of 
delay in service provision; and the responsiveness of the agency's tracking and 
data system. Figures reflecting overall staff turnover for the past two years, 
as 'o1ell as turnover rate of case~vorkers involved in direct services to clients 
for the past year, are also necessary for a thorough understanding of staffing 
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issues in an agency. Additionally, a manager should be aw'are of the supervisory 
techniques used in the agency, and will need to know the criteria according to 
which cases are assigned. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE CHECKLIST 

Respond to the performance indicator questions stated under each goal by 
checking those which are applicable to your agency. Your responses will help 
pinpoint agency deficiencies and strengths and will indicate how actual agency 
outcomes in each service area compare with those that are generally considered 
best pt:actice. 

If any of the per~ormance indicator questions were checked then you should 
also complete the criteria questions under each objective. Your agency may 
find it useful to review the procedures and concepts suggested by the criteria 
questions. 

Answer "yes" or "no" to the questions included under each goal. Add up the 
number of criteria questions to which YOll answered "no", and calculate the 
percent at "no" questions under each goal using the formula. Any questions 
left blank should be counted as a "no" answer. No space has been provided 
for "not applicable" responses to emphasize that although issues raised in 
Some questions may be outside of the agency's span of control, they neverthe
less may be within an agency's sphere of influence. 

After calculating the percent of tlno" answers for eacl';, goal, enter these 
percent scores on the Goal Summary Chart on pages 9 - 10 of the Introduction. 
Recording these scores provides a method for agency administrator$ to compare 
performance across all program areas. 

For those goals where your agency's performanc~ is deficient, refer to the 
checklist questions which, in substance, suggest best practice. In addition, 
the accompanying Resource Section discusses methods Which have worked in 
other agencies and indicates where further information may be obtained. 
References to the Resource Section(s) are footnoted throughout the checklist. 

A variety of methods may be employed to complete the self-assessment. The 
assessment process is designed to provide a strategy for constructive change 
within your agency and to improve communication among all levels of staff. 
Agency administrators and supervisors may wish to complete the checklists 
independently. An alternative method would be to complete them in. staff or 
committee meetings. Performance indicators or criter:f.a questions eliciting 
disagreement should be freely and openly discussed and could provide a basis 
for staff development activities. 

It is recognized that a w~Lde variation exists among local agencies in geo
graphic location, agency size, characteristics of client population, staff 
turnover, and other factors. The Manual is designed so that each agency can 
determine the proportion or pattern of "no" responses which exceeds good local 
practice. In this way t.he agency can obtain baseline measures for gauging 
improvements over time. 
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GOAL I: 

Performance 
Indicators: 
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CASE HANAGEHENT/ADMINISTRATION 

COMPLETE, CONSISTENT & MANAGEABLE CASE RECORDS 

o Do more than 10% of active case records contain 
incomplete or inaccurate information? 

o Are cases generally difficult to review due to: 

a. Unorganized presentation of information? 

b. Voluminous information? 

c. Subjective information? 

o Have more than 5% of the case records of clients 
involved in court action contained insufficient 
informatiort? 

o Are there inconsistencies between workers in 
the goals they consider appropriate in relatively 
similar cases? 

If you checked any of the above questions, your case 
recording procedures should be evaluated. The follow
ing objectives and criteria may help you to identify 
specific changes that could be made to improve procedures. 

Obj ective A: Systematic & Consistent Recording of Obj ective Informat~l,on 
Necessary for Effective Case Management 

1. Is the follmving information included in all 
case records: 

a. Client characteristics? 

b. Reason for referral? 

c. Referral source? 

d. Casewor.ker assigned? 

e. Client goals? 

f. Types of services provided? 

g. Time-limited objectives? 

h. Eligibility determinations? 

i. Emergency or routine status? 

Yes No 

---Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

---Yes No 

---Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

---
Yes No 
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j. Outcomes of service at termination? 

2. Do you furnish case managers with written instruc
tions regarding \.,hat information is to be recorded 
and how? 

3. Do these instructions assist case managers to 
record material in an objective manner?l/ 

4. Do case managers thoroughly document all efforts 
to deliver services to clients? 

5. Do case managers promptly record (i.e., within 
2 days) meaningful case activity? 

6. Do caseworkers use a consistent format to record 
information?1/ 

7. Is information contained in case records 
presented in such a ill'ay as to facilitate moni
toring and review?ll 

Objecti~: Manageable C~~ Records 

8. Is informe.tion summari2ed as much as possible 
in case records? 

9. Have YOll developed guidelines describing material 
thut: need not be retained indefinitely in case 
re.cords? 

10. Is insignificant material which does not 
(~oncr:nmte to decision-making, review, or 
evaluat1.on discarded? 

11. Can super.visors review cases within a reasonable 
period of time (i.e., less than one hour)? 

12. Do your recording requirements place a minimum 
burden on caseworkers consistent with adequate 
documentation? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

~j 
managers 

See Resource Section, pp. VIII 30-43, for suggestions to assist case 
to record information in an obj ective manner. 

1/ 
increase 

11 
review. 

See Resourne Section, pp. VIII 36-43, for a discussion of methods to 
systematic, consistent recording. 
See Resource Section, pp. VIII 49-50, regarding methods to facilitate 
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13. Are final summaries always dictated, recorded, 
and files deactiva.ted within 30 days of 
termination ?l!,/ 

14. Is all material firmly attached to the record 
such a way as to prevent loss? 

15. Does every form include client's name and date 
of entry? 

Yes No 

in 
Yes No 

--Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL I to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL I (24). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "Nos" Number of "NOs" 
24 x 100 = % -----' 

!i/ Recommended by the American Public Helfare Association in Standards 
for Foster Family Services Systems (Washington, D.C.: American Public Welfare 
Association, 1975), p. 31. 
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EFFICIENT RECORD AND CASE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

o Are case records often misplaced? 

o Are case records ever lost? 

o Are there usually gaps of more than five 
working days in delivery of planned services 
during intra-agency transfer of cases? 

o Is confidentiality of individuallY identifiable 
recorded information on clients often compromised? 

If you checked anyone of the above questions, your 
policies regarding management of case records and trans
fer of cased should be assessed. The following criteria 
may assist you in clarification and streamlining of pro
cedures. 

Ob'jective A: Pre.venting Loss of Records 

1. Is responsibility for handling and control of 
case records clearly stated? 

2. Are record management procedures clearly under
stood by responsible individuals? 

3. Is a daily log kept of any record checked out of 
the unit, by whom, and for what purpose? 

4. Is a notation made on the log when each record 
is returned? 

5. Is a staff member responsible for tracing any 
record which has not been returned within a 
specified length of time? 

6. Are a~,tive and inact:i.ve case records stored 
separately? 

7. Are records stored either within each unit or 
centrally in such a way as to be readily 
available? 

8. Is each record identifiable by both case number 
and client name? 

9. Is reponsibility for successful transfer of 
case records clearly assigned? 

10. Are transfer forms, in duplicate, firmly attached 
to each record? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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11. Does transfer form include: name of child, 
Case number, caseworker's name, sending unit, 
receiving unit, and date of transfer? 

12. Does one copy of transf~r form function as a 
receipt to be returned to responsible individual 
when case record is received in receiving unit? 

13. Does individual responsible for successful transfer 
maintain a file or log of cases in transfer status? 

14. Does this file alert the responsible individual 
when a receipt for a transferred case has not been 
received within a certain length of time? 

15. Are procedul;'es for tracing a case lost in transfer 
tlaarly defined? 

Objective B: Preventing Delay or Gaps in Provision of Services 
l2-Children During Transfer 

16. Do caseworkers in sending unit always notify 
receiving unit of intent to transfer prior to 
actual transfer? 

17. Is a caseworker in receiving unit assigned 
prior to transfer? 

18. Do case\'lOrkers involved in transfer communi ... 
cate either by phone or in person? 

19. Do you regularly monitor transfers to ensure 
that completion is \ .. ithin the specified time 
period? 

20. To ensure continuity of ~are when each client is 
transferred to another agency or service provider, 
do the follOWing occur: 

a. Caseworker contact with service provider 
or other agency? 

b. Follow-up contac~ with service providel: 
or other agency? 

c. Follow-up contact with client? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

-~--
Yes No 

-Ye$. No 

-Yes No 
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Objective C: Pinpointing and Eliminating Problems 

2.1. Are records inventoried at regular intervals using 
intake master list or each unit's master list of 
clients as a crosscheck to determine that: 

a. Each client has a cas~ record? 

b. Each case record is accurately filed? 

c. Recording is complete? 

22. Is a record kept of errors uncovered during 
invent01:ies? 

23. Are steps taken to uncover sources of error and 
eliminate problem areas?2/ 

Obj ective D: Confidenti.ality of Individually Identifiable 
Information in Record System 

24. Are files containing case records always locked 
when unattended? 

25. Is access to files limited to authorized individ
uals? 

26. Are ~vorkers a~vare of and conscientious about 
confidentiality? 

27. If appropriate, are clients a,dvised of their rights 
to: have access to records, request expungement 
of records, be informed of \!ontents, inspect, and 
seek corrections? 

28. Is every client requested to sign a release of 
information form if necessary? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL II to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL II (32). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "Nos" = Numb,' r of "NOs" 
32 x 100 % -----

2/ Periodic supervisory reviews may pinpoint and eliminate these problem 
areas. See Resource Section, pp. VIII 49-50, for a discussion of this issue. 
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AN EFFECTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM 

o Is available status information on clients 
often inaccurate or outdated? 

o Do caseworkers and supervisors have difficulty 
identifying cases wbich need attention? 

o Do you have problems efficiently supplying data 
to fulfill state and federal reporting require
ments? 

An information system may be manual or automated and 
function separately or in conjuction with a case record 
system. An effective system provides all the informa
tion necessary to ensure that services are being provided 
as planned and as""iists in fulfilling reporting require
ments. If you checked any of the above questions, your 
information system should be assessed. A review of the 
criteria questions and the resource section may provide 
practical suggestions for improvement. 

Objective A: Assisting Workers and Supervisors to Monitor Cases 

1. Do you have a system in place (either manual 
or automated) which tracks children in care?§../ 

2. Does this system provide current status informa
tion on every client? 

3. Is this informacion accessible to all units 
within your agency? 

4. Are data updated immediately 'vhen a client's 
status changes? 

5. Do caseworkers regularly report any change in the 
status of clients? 

6. Do caseworkers and supervisors receive at least 
monthly status reports on clients? 

7. Do caseworkers and supervisors have a means of 
efficiently identifying cases ''1hich need attention, 
such as: 

a. Clients who have not been contacted within a 
certain period of time? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

~/ See Resource Section, pp. VIII 51-57, for a description of a manual 
tracking system, and a list of several automated systems in use in child 
,.,elfare agencies. 
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b. Clients due for routine follow-up contact? 

c. Clients whose cases are due for review? 

d. Clients on whom special reports are due? 

e. Clients who are approaching time limits 
specified in case plan? 

f. Client birthdays which may affect their status? 

g. Clients who need a special item review or 
follow-up? 

h. Clients whose guardianship (entrustment) 
agreement is due to expire? 

8. Can your system be utilized by supervisory person
nel to assist in evaluation of individual case
worker's caseloads with minimal time and effort? 

Objective B: Adeguate Data Collection Capability 

9. Does your system collect basic data necessary 
to fulfill: 

a. State reporting requirements? 

b. Federal reporting requirements? 

10. Do you routinely collect and aggregate the 
following data: 

a. Demographic data on clients? 

b. Services provided? 

c. Length of service provision? 

d. Actual cost of services to date? 

e. Staff characteristics? 

f. Annual staff turnover? 

g. Client evaluation of services? 

11. Is this information utilized for: 

a. Needs assessment? 

b. Planning? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

---
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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c. Allocation of resources? 

d. Documenting ex~ent of unmet needs? 

12. Are regular audits performed on your system? 

13. Are regular checks 'made at random on: 

a. Individual unit's caseloads? 

b. Individual caseworker's caseloads? 

c. Performance of clerical personnel who 
record or key punch information? 

14. Do you routinely seek staff input regarding 
improvement of the system? 

15. Do you allow sufficient time for training 
new staff members in the maintenance and utili
zation of the system? 

16. Is the purpose of every data collection and 
reporting requirement clearly stated and un
derstood by staff who must accomplish the task? 

17. Have you emphasized to state and regional 
personnel your need for timely, accurate, and 
useful feedback derived from data and reports 
that you have submitted to them? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL III to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL III (36). Do not include 
the perfo~ance indicator questions in either calculation. 

% -----Percent "Nos" = 
Number of "NOs" 

36 x 100 
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REDUCTION, OF STAFF TURNOVER 

o Do you often have professional staff performing 
functi.ons that could be handled by lower level 
staff or volunteers? 

o Does your agency experience an unacceptably high 
rate of staff absenteeism? 

o Vlas your turnover of direct service workers 
higher than 25% during this past year? 

o Has your overall staff turnover rate during the 
past year equal to or greater than the rate for 
the pr.evious year? 

High staff turnover is a common and significant problem 
experienced by programs delivering child welfare services. 
Many of the other problems associated with inadequate 
performance in an agency are directly related to diffi
culty in retaining trained staff. If you checked any of 
the above questions, it may be possible to reduce your 
staff turnover rate by implementing policies or procedures 
suggested by the following objectives ane! criteria 
questions. 

Objective A: Effective Utilization of Staff 

1. Do you recruit indigenous paraprofessionals, if 
permissible under your state regulations, to work 
for the agency in their own communities? 

2. Do you recruit volunteer workers from churches, 
women's grouvs, service clubs) and community 
charitable organizations? 

3. Is a staff member responsible for coordinating 
activities of volunteers ~vorking for your agency? 

4. Are the following professional specialists 
available to the agency on a fee basis? 

a. Physicians? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes No 
b. Psychiatrists and psychologists? 

Yes No 
c. Dentists? 

Yes No 
d. At tornev":!? 

Yes No 
e. EducatiohBl specialists? 

Yes No 
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5. Are paraprofessionals and/or vdlunteers utilized :e{~r: 

a. Providing transportation? 

b. Child care? 

c. Helping persons to acknowledge their need 
for help? 

d. Teaching child care and h~)me management skills? 

e. Providing information about the agency and 
other community resources Bnd encouraging and 
offering assistance in their use? 

f. Keeping regular contact with schools or clinics? 

g. Tutoring childr~? 

h. Providing accepting and supportive relation
ships and helping a child or parent to over
come social isolation?l/ 

i. Organizing, leading and/or teaching group 
activities? 

j. Translating for clients whose English may be 
limited? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Objective B: Staff Development and In-Service Training to Increase 
Effectiveness and Upgrade Skills 

6. Does each new r.)'orker have a period of orientation 
under intensive supervision? 

7. Does the new worker have daily access to a 
supervisor during this period? 

8. Are the strengths and weaknesses of each ne,., worker 
realistically assessed and tasks and expectations 
adjusted accordingly? 

9. Does every new worker gradually build up to a 
full caseload? 

10. Do you offer workshops and continuous in-service 
training to workers, supervisors and administrators 
which cover the following subj ects: 

For Direct Service Workers 

a. Child development? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

7/ See In-Home Services Resource Section for a discussion of the use of 
volunteers as "lay therapists." 
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b. Dynamics of abuse and neglect? 

c. Recordkeeping/documentation procedures and 
agency policies? 

d. Interviewing techniques? 

e. Investigation/validation techniques? 

f. Availability of and access to community 
resources? 

g. Court procedures, testimony and rules of 
evidence? 

h. Treatment skills and case planning? 

i. Self-survival for workers to counteract 
emotional burnout? 

For Administrative and Supervisory Staff 

j. Supervisory techniques? 

k. Program planning and development? 

1. Resource development? 

m. Interagency and community coordination? 

n. Financing and budget formulation? 

o. State and federal reporting procedures? 

p. Data collection and analysis, and use of 
aut~mated information systems? 

q. Behavioral and communication factors :i..n 
management? 

r. Management techniques, such as management 
by obj ectives'? 

s. Working with boards of directors and advisory 
boards? 

t. Program evaluation? 

u. Research methods and applications? 

11. Are workers encouraged to attend relevant state 
and national conferences? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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12. Are workers provided the opportunity to take 
courses and attend workshops at local universities 
and mental health centers? 

13. Do you have a work study program for graduate 
and undergraduate social work students? 

14. Do you have a library ~vi th reference material on 
child welfare issues and subscriptions to relevant 
magazines and professional journals? 

15. Is participation in some in-service training program 
required of every caseworker at least once a year? 

16. Do you regularly seek staff suggestions regarding 
your in-service training and development program? 

17. Do you assess the effectiveness and relevance of 
your program by collecting attendance data and 
staff opinions on every course offered? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Objective C: Working Conditions That Contribute to Job Satisfaction 

18. Do you provide ~.,orkers with position descriptions 
and a clear un~erstanding of job responsibilities? 

19. Is your pay scale competitive with the national/ 
local market?.!!/ 

20. Do you provide increased compensation for more 
specialized job assignments (e.g., protective 
services)? 

21. Have you established over-time pay for staff 
required to be on call after hours? 

22. Have you established norms of performance for 
staff having a variety of backgrounds~ experience, 
education, and potential for growth? 

23. Does your overall allocation of staff across 
various services reflect your agency's priorities? 

24. Do staff have opportunities to advance, through 
experience and demonstrated competence, into more 
responsible pOSitions? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

8/ The Child Welfare League of America conducts an annual analysis of 
child-Welfare agency staff salaries (except clerical) \.,hich may be of interest. 
Order from: CWLA, 67 Irving Place, New York, New York 10003. 
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25. Do you only promote individuals to supervisory 
positions who have the skills and training needed 
to fill the new role? 

, 
26. Do you evaluate staff time spent on travel, 

recording, and direct service?1/ 

27. Do caseworkers spend a minimum of 50 percent 
of their time in direct service to clients? 

28. Are cases assigned on the basis of their diffi
culty, and in consideration of other duties already 
assigned to the caseworker? 

29. Do supervisors regularly review workloads to 
insure that: 

a. Work has been equitably distributed? 

b. Cases are being closed as promptly as 
possible consistent with good practice? 

30. Have you reduced the burden of paper work on 
your workers as much as possible? 

31. Have you informed regional and state level 
administrators of any requirements placed on 
workers' time that appear unreasonable? 

32. Do you have a public relations progr.am to increase 
support for your workers in the community?jQ/ 

33. Do your physical facilities provide ~.,orkers with 
adequate space and privacy for interviewing?ll/ 

Objective D: Improved Communication Among Staff, Supervisors 
and Administrators 

34. Is staff/supervisor ratio a maximum of six to one? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

2/ See Resource Section, pp. VIII 61-63, for a discussion of various 
techniques for conducting time studies. 

lQ/ Such a program would include public recognition of workers whose 
performance is outstanding, carefully timed news releases which discuss agency 
successes and problems, provision of speakers to present child welfare issues 
to community organizati.ons, and open communication with the legislature, super
visory boards and courts regarding the responsibilities your workers carry. 

11/ Further discussion of this subject and recommended standards for 
safety and comfort may be found in Standards for Social Service Nanpmver (New 
York: National Association of Social Workers, 1973), and in Standards for 
Foster Family Services Systems (Hashington, D. Co.: American Public Welfare 
Association, 1975). 
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35. Do supervisors hold regular group conferences with 
,yorkers to: 

a. Discuss cases? 

b. Discuss agency policies and procedures? 

c. Facilitate the development of supportive re
lationships among workers where open communi
cation on job related topics is encouraged? 

36. Do supervisors give regular individual supervision 
to every staff member to: 

a. Facilitate and promote development and growth 
on the job through discllssions of wQrker's 
pe rfo rmance? 

b. Determine if the worker meets the agency's 
standards of performance? 

c. Provide a channel for discussion and clarifi
cation of anxieties aroused by the nature of 
social work wi th children?11./ 

37. Do supervisors and workers participate in 
evaluation of agency programs and policies? 

38. Do administrators hold regular staff meetings 
with all the staff? 

39. Are administrators available to assist in resolving 
problems between workers and supervisors? 

40. Have you established grievance procedures 
and/or a grievance committee for staff? 

l~1. Are staff members provided with manuals describing 
agency goals, policies and personnel practices? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

11./ See A. Kadushin, Supervision in Social Work (Ne~'l York: COlumbia 
University Press, 1976), p. 20. "The supervisor has the responsibility of sus
taining worker morale, helpin8 with job-related discouragements and discontents, 
giving supervisees a sense of worth as professionals, a sense of belonging in 
the agency, a sense of security in their performance." 
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42. Do you encourage ongoing internal communication 
and responsiveness to needs of other units by: 

a. Ac tively soliciting suggestions and feedback? 
Yes No 

b. Regular distribution of an agency newsletter, 
information bulletin, or inter-office memoranda? Yes No 

Add up the number of questions under GOAL IV to which you answered "NO". Divide 
this number by the total number of questions under GOAL IV (81). Do not include 
the performance indicator questions in either calculation. 

Percent "Nos" = Number of "NOs" 
81 x 100 = % -----
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I. CASE RECORDING 

The recording of data in a client's case record has traditionally 

served the following multiple purposes: 1) to insure and improve serviu)" 

2) to provide administrative accountability, 3) to facilitate supervision 

and teaching and 4) to permit research.l/ These more traditional concerns 

have been supplemented by an increasing focus on recording to enhance 

accountability, and the need to protect confidentiality. Kadushin has 

noted that, "There is no consensus (,'.'1 the prind.pal purpose of social work 

recording; consequently, recording has served these various purposes with 

limited effectiveness and has served no one purpose well."l/ 

Wide variation in recording practices exists across agencies, in 

part because of differing pricrities and philosophies. Among other factors 

which Significantly affect recording practice in social agencies 

alre the follmving: 

- "The technological development of audio-visual 
aids, computers, and data banks 

An increased emphasis on accountabil:i.ty 

The federally mandated development of Professional 
Standards Review Organizations (PSROs) and the 
expansion of contractual agreements among vol
untary agencies, federal and state funding bodies, 
and insurance carriers. 

Recent legal rulings on confidentiality, the client's 
right to access to his records, and a review of the 
true meaning of informed consent, and 

A widespread change in the way records are kept in 
the medical profeSSion. "1./ 

1../ G. Hamilton, Prit1ciples of Social Case Recording (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1945), pp. 8-9, 

2/ A. Kadushin, The Social Work Interview (New York~ Columbia 
Unive~sity Press, 1972), p. 215. 

3/ H. Pinkus, "Recording in Social Work," Enclyclopedia of Social 
Work (Washington, D. C.: National Association of Social Workers, 
1977), p. 1163. 
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Agencies have responded to these di.verse pressures in a variety of ways, 

and it is clear that the nature and purpose of case records in social work are 

undergoing a reevaluation. Based on an informal survey of recording practices 

in a wide range of agencies providing services to children and their families, 

Pinkus ~I reported that the most frequent recording pattern consisted of exten-

sive recording of the initial interviews plus summaries at stated intervals, 

usually every three months and at elosing. More extensive records are kept in 

protective services, foster care, and adoption caSed, because of the possibility 

of court action, and objectivity in recording information is heavily emphasized. 

Although the trend is in the direction of shorter more factual case records, 

some agencies now maintain two records, one official record and one for the 

worker's professional development.21 An extreme response to the confiden-

tiality issue has been the elimination of all infol~ation in a record that may 

be construed to be confidential and the substitution of only factual statistical 

da.ta • .§.1 Thus, records per se have been virtually eliminated in some agencies. 

While disagreement continues regarding recording procedures, it is clear tha.t 

records should be complete, consistent, and manageable, and information should 

be presented in an objective fashion. 

A. TOWARD MORE COMPLETE, CONSISTENT AND MANAGEABLE CASE RECORDS 

Case records must contain all the information necessary to fulfill the 

requirements of caseworkers and supervisors in planning, implementing, and 

evaluating services to clients. Clear, well-organized written instructions 

are necessary, telling a worker what is to be recorded and how to record it. 

Lfl Pinkus, "Recording in Social Work," p. 1166. 
51 Ib id ., p. 116 7 • 
61 J. Prochaska, "Confidentiality and Client Records," Social Casework 

58:6 (June 1977), pp. 371-372. 
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Although some agencies maintain records on families) rather than 

individuals, these ~ecords often do not include adequate information for 

careful monitodng of individual progress. Individual records on each 

person receiving service are recommended.I/ 

The following types of material should be included in each individual 

record: 

1. Face Sheet. These should ans~ver an agency's needs, and 
usually include at a minimum: case number, client's 
name, birth date, sex, race, religion, date entered care, 
status ot case (active/inactive, emergency/routine, etc.), 
current address, custody status, caseworker or team 
and unit assigned, cross reference numbers to other cases 
in the family. 

2. Legal Documents. These usually relate to custody status of 
the child. 

3. History. A complete history should include information 
regarding the primary problems that are to be the focus 
of service, from the perspectives of both parents and 
child. In addition, the child's developmental history 
should cover physical characteristics and growth patterns, 
socialization skills and behavior, cognitive and language 
development, motor skill development, interaction patterns, 
school record, and test results and evaluations. Also 
relevant are characteristics of the natural family, any 
previous agency contacts, the child's placement history, 
and information on foster or adoptive families. 

4. Correspondence. This may involve exchanges of information 
between service providers and agency, bet:~veen consul tants 
and caseworker, or between courts and ~aGeworker regarding 
a particular case. 

~. The Case Plan. The Case Plan is a consensual agreement 
between caseworker and client regarding problems to be 
worked on and goals to be achieved. It should specifically 
relate services to alleviation of particular problems, 
and include: 

1/ Planning and Impler:~t'nting Child Abuse and Neg).ect Service Programs, 
niTashington, D. C.: National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Children's 
Bureau, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976), p. 63. 
Publication No. CORD) 7630093. Also, requirements of Title XX of the Social 
Security Act. 
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a. A description of the client's strengths as well as 
the presenting problem to establish a baseline 
against which to measure progress. 

b. A description of the nature, duration and intensity 
of the proposed service. 

c. A summary of why the service is thought to be one 
~"hich will ameliorate the problem. 

d. A description of specific changes expected and goals 
to be achieved, including clarification of responsibili
ties of caseworker, child, parents and others involved 
in the case (i.e., foster parents, service providers, or 
other agencies). 

e. Proposed dates of contact between worker, service provider, 
parents and child. 

f. Milestones delineating start and approximate end dates 
for service segments, dates for reevaluation and expected 
termination dates. 

g. If contracts are used, a copy of the signed contract 
between agency or worker and parents should also be 
included .~/ 

h. Eligibility determination under Title XX related to 
income. 

6. R!.£gress Reports. Th,ese reports should be in summary form and 
related to time-limited objectives of the case plan. 

7. Service Information. Service information will cover types and 
frequency of service received, cost, fees charged, and record of 
payments to foster parent or adoptive parents. 

8. Follow-up Contacts and Termination. This material may be in the 
same form. as progress reports and relates to goals and time-limited 
objectives of the case plan. 

In a manual entitled Results Oriented Recording in Public Social Service 

Agencies,1/ the State of Utah Department of Social Services offers the 

following set of criteria to be used in making case plans and in judging the 

quality of case recording. The criteria are grouped by heading: 

~/ See In-Home Services Resource Section for a discussion of case plans 
as contracts. 

1/ v. Smith and R. Jordon, Results-Oriented Recording in Public Social 
Service Agencies (Salt Lake City: Utah State Department of Social Services, 
1977). 
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"I. Current Situation 

a. Is the consumer's situation stated specifically? 
b. Is the current situation described with factual statements 

rather than by inference? 
c. Does the statement of the current situation indicate why the 

consumer is involved with the agency? 
d. Does the statement of the current situation identify the main 

people involved? 
e. Is the current situation described in clear, concise, succinct 

language? 
f. Does the description of the current situation include a statew 

ment of the specific conditions, events or behaviors which are 
causing the consumer difficulty? 

g. Does the statement of the current situation include the con
sumer's feelings about what is going on? 

h. Is the current situation described in terms of specific, ob
servable behaviors? 

II. Strengths/Needs List 

a. Was the consumer actively involved in making the list of 
strengths and needs? 

b. "\-lere other significant persons such as foster parent, other 
practitioners, family members" involved in making the strengths/ 
needs list if appropriate? 

c. Are the strengths and needs stated in a specific and concise 
way? 

d. Does the strengths/needs list cover an appropriate range of the 
consumer's functioning, i.e., personal adjustment, vocational, 
social, special interests? 

e. Are strength statements realistic about the consumer? 
f. Are the identified needs realistic and attainable by the con-

sumer? , 
g. Are the needs stated positively? 

III. Immediate Action Plan 

a. ~vas the consumer involved in making the acti.on plan? 
b. Is the action plan related to a need from the consumer's needs 

list? 
c. Does the action plan indicate how the consumer's strengths \.il1 

help achieve the goal? 
d. Does the action plan clearly state what the consumer will do, 

and when the desired actions will be completed? 
e. Does the action plan clearly state what the practitioner will 

do, and when the desired actiops will be completed? 
£. Does the action plan state the expected outcomes in clear, 

specific language? 
g. Are the desired outcomes ones which are measured by ob<;;ervable 

means? 
h. Is the action plan signed by the practitioner and consumer? 
i. Is the action plan attainable by consumer and practitioner 

within the time frame stated? 
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j. Is the action plan written in language which the client can 
under'iltand? 

k. Is the action plan dated? 
1. Does the action plan establish a date on which the consumer and 

practitioner agree to 'feview the action plan? 
m. If the practioner and consumer felt that a specific short time 

frame written contract will be helpful to the consumer in the 
service goal, one may be written. When a contract is ~vritten, 
it should be drafted in line with the cr~teria for the action 
plan. 

IV. Evaluation (To be written at closure, evaluation of an objective, or 
when the service mix is changed.) 

a. Does the summary contain a clear statement of the results of the 
action plan? 

b. Does the summary contain either a statement of case closure or a 
statement of continuing service needs? 

c. If the case will remain open; does the recording indicate either 
that the plan remains the same or indicates revisions are needed 
in items I to III? 

d. Is the summary dated? 
e. The worker may obtain the consumer's signature on the plan. If 

the consumer refuses or is unable to sign, the \vorker ~hould 
state why. The consumer should receive a copy of the service 
plan. 

f. At the time of episode closure, worker and consumer evaluate the 
service plan. If the episode is to be renewed, and if the needs 
and action plan remain the same the pl. •. m need not be rewritten. 
If the needs change, the related sect jon of the plan must be re
written. 

g. If a case is closed for more than thirty days, a new plan must 
be developed. "J:..Q/ 

Consistent presentation of information in case records facilitates 

both appr.opriate service choice and supervisory review. A study by 

CWLA ll/ fcnnd that the amount of information collected was more related to 

the decision to place a child than was the type of information. Because the 

amount of recorded information was inconsistent across cases, there was 

diversity among service choices for children for whom the same plan would 

have been appropriate. In cases where more client information was available, 

lQ/ Smith and Jordan, Results-Or~ented Recording, pp. 93-94 • 
.! .. !.I M. Phillips et ala, A Model for Intake Decisions in Child Welfare 

(New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1972). 
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placement decisi?ns were more likely than in similar cases where less 

information had been recorded. Inconsistencies weLe found among workers 

regarding service plans considered appropriate in relatively similar cases, 

and among service plans formulated by the same worker for clients for whom 

the same plan would have been suitable. It was concluded that these incon

sistencies were related to a lack of systematic collection of data and 

differences in emphasis and degree of specificity during recording. 

In addition to aiding caseworkers in service decisions and the 

development of case plans, standardized recording procedures and organized 

information that highlights significant case details, enhances efficient 

review of cases and increases accountability. RecoLds must be manageable, 

both in terms of the physical format and the information content. The 

material in records should be uniformly organized in a standard. sequence 

and in chronological order, with the most recent information placed in the 

front. All sheets should be firmly attached to the record and include 

client's name, case number and date reco~ded. 

Insignificant correspondence and outdL1.t!2a forms should be removed 

from records and discarded. Microfilming of outdated or bulky narrative 

material has been used as a means of reducing volume and rendering records 

more manageable when agencies do not wish to destroy material. Periodic 

purges of record materials, especially non-objective material which may be 

outdated, will reduce bulk and storage costs. Pinkus found that a number 

of agencies now either microfilm or destroy records after a stated period 

of time, often five years.l1l 

Both confidentiality and the legal rules of evidence require that 

material be objective and factual. Case histories and progress reports 

gl Pinkus, "Recording in Social Work," p. 1167. 
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on abuse or neglect cases should be extensive and explicit because of the 

possi.bility of court action. ~\1orkers' impressions of cases should be 

succinct and limited to relevant material and clearly identified as 

impressions, not facts. 

In discussing how to write behavioral objectives, Smith and Jordan, 

authors of Utah's Results Oriented Recording, make a distinction bet,.,een 

a report, an infe~~, and a judgment. A report is defined as " ••• cap&ble 

of verification and excludes inferences and judgments. An inference is a 

statement about the unknown made on the basis of the knm'lll. A judgment is 

a statement 'to7hich tells something about how the one making the statement 

reac ts to the situation, person, or obj ect. "13/ Social workers ,.,ho have long 

utilized traditional process and narrative recording may need in-service 

training in order to learn how to effectively discriminate betvleen material 

that is objective and factual, and that which is inferential and judgmental. 

B. SOHE SUGGESTED HETRODS 

Traditional narrative and process recording has emphasized history and 

diagnoses, rather than plans and actions, obscuring information needed to 

respond to current demands for accountability. Innovative recording pro-

cedures are being developed, directed toward correcting this imbalance. Among 

the methods in use are interview guides and forms, uniform structured formats, 

and problem-oriented records (and their several variations) which were 

originally developed ~.,i thin the medical profession. The maj or obj ec tives of 

these various approaches to recording are to: 

1) . Save staff time 
2). Provide clarity 
3). Reduce volume 
4). Support specific plans and actions 
5). Facilitate. accountability 

ld/ Smith and Jordan, Results Oriented Recording, p. 71. 
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1. Forms: The Interview Guide 

Interview guides and forms have been developed as a method of collecting 

information necessary for sound decisions ~vhich will not vary from child to 

child simply because of variations in. the amount and kind of information 

available. Studies suggest that the use of such forms does facilitate more 

consistent decisions,jil and workers have endorsed guides as a substitute 

for recording. 

Concern has been expressed that it may be difficult to assess a case 

adequately in the absence of information about the emotional tone of a 

worker-client intervie~\T. Nevettheless, forms often provide more 

clarity and objectivity, take less time to complete, and are easier to 

review than traditional case recording. 

Examples of interview guides may be obtained from the Child Welfare 

League of America 12..1 and from the U. S. Department of Health, Education, 

and Welfare in Planning and Implementing Child Abuse and Neglect Service 

Programs referred to earlier. An agency may wish to adapt a gUide to their 

individual purposes and program requirements. 

2. Uniform Structured Format 

The follm\Ting is an example of a structured format used by workers when 

dictating information to be included in rec.ords. This format ~\Tas developed 

and is in use in the Fairfax County, Virginia Department of Social Services. 

The sections marked with an asterisk (*) are the only sections that are 

mandatory and must be a part of any dictation entry in case records in this 

particular agency. 

II~~ (a) Sununary of Contacts: A listing of all of your Signifi
cant contacts regarding c&se and who they were with 
since last entry. These are obtained from a Day Book. 
The date which you dictated them into the record should 

jil Phillips et al., Intake Decisions, p.28. 
12..1 Ibid. 
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be entered in the Day Book it!. the last column headed 
"Date Recorded." This is the first section in the 
dictation entry. 

(b) Presenting Problem: This section is used at the point 
of service intake to describe the problems as presented 
by the client. 

(c) Reasons far Field Referral: This section is also used 
at the point of service intake to summarize why case is 
being opened to services at this time. 

(d) Current Situation: Here you can include illustrative material 
(not every episode) which briefly describes what is currently 
going on in the family. 

(e) 'psycho-Social Study: (optional) Here you can include data about 
the family which aid you in identifying the stren~ths and limi
tations of the family and in assessing the services which are 
needed. Various outlines for a complete psycho-social study 
are available. Below is an example of one such outline: 

1. Identifying :::nformation 
2. The Family - background information 
3. Adults 

a. General information 
b. Health 
c. Education/Employment 
d. Family attitudes 

4. Children 

a. Development history 
b. Physical and mental health 
c. Education 
d. Interests and activities 

S. Home and Neighborhood 

(f) Case Movement: This section is used to show any movement (or lack 
of) on the part of the client that has occurred since the last 
dictation entry. Movement can 'be identified as progress, regres
s'lon, stabilization, no movement at all, etc ••• 

(g) Services Provided or Rendered: This can be a listing of the services 
~\lhich the social worker was able to provide since the last dictation 
entry. Examples ~t"e: 

1. Counseling services 
2. Help with transportation 
3. Clothing help 
4. Court services 
5. Emergency food help 
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6. Referral for training, etc ••. 
7. Purchase of services 

(h) Evaluation: This would be the worker's assessment of ~>lhat is 
going on in a case. This is the section where it is appropri
a te to includ,~ \>lorker' s subj ec tive perceptions and feelings. 
In this section YOU can evaluate the problems of the family 
and its individual members, as seen by you and as YOll perceive 
they are seen by the family. 

*(i) Service Plan: This section is used to describe the specific 
program of activities and goals mutually decided upon by the 
client and the worker. If certain services are needed but 
cannot be provided due to lack of community resources, this 
should be recorded. If a service ~>lhich the agency believes 
is needed is refused by the family, this should be recorded. 
This is the last section in the dictation entry. 

(j) Closing Summary or Transfer Summary: These sections should 
very briefly, in one or two paragraphs, refer to the initial 
problems when the case \olClS first opened, the services provided 
by the worker during the time the case WIOlS active, any signifi
cant case movement that was seen and the reason for the 
closing or transfer at this time."l§.I 

Other possible sub-headings could include (depending on the \>lork unit): 

Housing Prof/1em 
Cour.t Sit.uation 
Allegations against Family 

Problems witt. Children 
Adjustment to Foster Care 
Special Day Care Pro.blems 

Use of a structured format of this type may not result in significant 

time savings unless the worker is trained to summarize and outline results. 

3. Problem-Oriented Recording 

The P;toblem-Oriented Record System (POR) was developed by La\>lrence Weed 

for the purpose of reforming recording practices in the medical profession.1l1 

The POR system provides a framet>lork for reccrding content in a meaningful form 

that facilitates review and accountability. The main components in POR correspond 

to four basic tasks in problem solving: 

l.il Dictation Committee, "Memorandum to Chief Social Work Supervisor." 
(Fairfax, virginia: Fairfax County Department of Social Services, March 1976). 
(Mimeographed.) 

17 I L. l-leed, Hedical Records, Hedical Education and Patient Care (Cleveland: 
Case Western Reserve University Press, 1969). 
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(a) Data base, the client's intake d.ata and history 
(b) Problem list, a statement of needs to be addressed 
(c) Plans and goals, an objective to be obtained for 

each need identified, together with a strategy for 
attainment; and 

(d) Follow-up, progress notes on the plan and periodic 
assessment of goal attainment. 

The data base comprises the initial information that is collected when 

a case is opened, traditionally included on face sheets and/or in a social 

history. The essential data from which problems are identified varies ac-

cording to the nature of the agency, the type of presenting problems, and 

the characteristics of the client population and may be as extensive or as 

specific as an agency's resources and programs dictate. The crucial require·~ 

ment is that the data base be defined in advance artd the minimum necessary 

information be predetermined .l§./ 

Problems are determined after the baseline data are collected, and are 

listed as prdblems rather than diagnoses. The problem list is a convenient 

device for directing the intervention plan and prevents a worker from 

focusinfj exclusively on a single problem. As problems are resolved, this 

information is noted on the list. 

After recording the baseline data, the worker enters material relevant 

tq specific problems. Following the problem list, the second section is 

Progress Notes, recorded in the following format, using the acronym SOAP: 

(a) Subjective information obtained from a client 
(b) Obj ec tive information gleaned from clinical 

observation, tests, referral in.formation, etc. 
(c) Assessment or conclusions dra,m from the data 
(d) Plan 

In addition to providing clarity and focusing attention on action, this 

manner of organizing information tends to increase accountability. Service 

.!§./ R. Kane, "Look to the Record," Social Work 19:4 (July 1974), 
p. 414. 
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providers are committed to specific goals, and a base for auditing the 

quality of the program's service is established. A reviewer may ask: 

"(a) Is the data base complete and appropriate? 
(b) Have the problems been fully idet~tified? 
(c) Is there an appropriate plan of action for 

each problem? 
(d) Is there an indication that the plan is being 

carried out? "l2./ 

Variations of the POR system are being rapidly implemented throughout 

the field of human s~rvices.20/ As a recording system, POR will save time 

if workers are able to summarize effectively, though dictation may still be 

necessary. Implementation of the -system may require a major staff effort to 

relearn an entirely new system of recording. Benefits of POR lie in increased 

clarity and objectivity, the focus on plans and actions, and the facilitation 

of review and evaluation. In addition, POR offers a realistic response to the 

confidentiality issue in that only factual material, and subjective informa-

tion obtained directly from the client is recorded. 

4. Results-Oriented Recording 

A variation of problem-oriented recording has been developed specifically 

for use in public social service agencies by Veon G. Smith and Roger F. Jordan 

of the Utah Department of Social Services. Results-Oriented Recording in 

Public Social Service Agencies is a manual designed to provide a six hour train-

ing program ,for all social services staff to prepare them to use results-

oriented case recording as a service tool, as well as prepare them to write 

12.1 Kane, "Look to the Record," p. 418. 
1:Q/ See, for example, M. Sundel, "Introducing and Developing a Goal

Oriented Record Keeping System in a Regional Human Services Program," paper 
presented at the Center for Training in Community Psychiatry, Los Angeles, 
1973; E. Fein and S. Holt, "The Problem-Oriented Record in Mental Health 
Facilities" (Hartford, Connecticut: Child and Family Services of Connecticut, 
May 1974). (Xeroxed.); W. Martens and E. Holmstrup, "Problem-Oriented Recording," 
Social Casework 55:9 (November 1974), pp. 554-561; Kane, "Look to the Record;" 
and G. Burrill, "The Problem-Oriented Log in Social Casework," Social Work 21:1 
(January 1976), pp. 67,68. 
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useful case records. Experience has demonstrated the necessity for thought

fully organized and carefully presented training programs to assist staff to 

adjust to administrative changes of this type. This publication has been 

referred to previously and is a useful example of a training strategy to 

improve recording practices in a social service agency. 

Results-oriented recording is defined by Smith and Jordan as, " ••• a 

written plan documenting the tasks and activities developed by the practi~ 

tioner and consumer designed to achieve agreed-upon service delivery out

comes."l.!/ The philosophical structure within which this system has been 

developed is based upon several factors common to public social services 

agencies. Clientele typically possess limited education, job skills, and 

financial resources and present a wide range of needs, calling for specific 

concrete treatment strategies. Employees of public agencies, on the other 

hand, typically present diverse backgrounds of education, experience and 

varying abilities. These 'l7ide variations in clientele and staff indi-

cate a need for an explicit, well-defined recording process. A third 

factor involves the issue of confidentiality. Results-oriented recording 

is designed to be responsive to recent legislation allowing clients access 

to agency information concerning them. Indeed, in Utah, recording is in 

duplicate and the client receives a copy of all material recorded. The 

emphasis is on service outcomes. Thus the record serves not only as an 

administrative tool addressing the issue of accountability, but also as 

a practice tool to involve clients in the service planning and delivery 

process. 

Five major assumptions are made about social service records. Smith 

and Jordan state that: 

11/ Smith and Jordan, Results-Oriented Recording, p. 1. 
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"(1) The record is limited and is used primarily to validate 
the mix of services. The res~lts-oriented record is not de
signed to be a running narrative of service activities. Nor 
is it designed to include lengthy social study and diagnostic 
statements. Rather, the results-oriented record is designed 
to meet the above stated purposes. It is acknowledged that 
frequently a great deal of information is necessary or useful 
in some cases for service planning and delivery. Such in
formation is to be an ancillary part of the record to be 
filed apart from the results-oriented format, although such 
ancillary material may be referenced in the record. 

(2) The service plan written in the record is the result of, 
and reflective of a good consumer-practitioner relationship, 
including the assurance of appropriate consumer self
determination. The appropriateness of the record is not 
simply an indication of the practitioner's ability to write 
a good record, but also an indication of his or her capacity 
to do and reflect competent practice. 

(3) The objectives written in the record are short-ranged 
and are potentially attainable. 

(4) Problem-solving responsibilities are shared between 
the practitioner and consumer and among appropriate others. 

(5) The consumer's needs are accurately identified and 
the practitioner helps develop an appropriate service plan 
to meet those needs."n.! 

This manual may be obtained from: 

Cost is $3.00. 

Utah Department of Social Services 
Division of Family Services 

150 West North Temple, Suite 370 
P. O. Box 250'0 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 

~/ Smith and Jordan, Results Oriented Recording, pp. 1,2. 
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II. RECORDS AND CASE MANAGEMENT 

Record management procedures interrelate with recording practices and 

affect the quality of case management. If records are misplaced and cases 

needing attention are not identified, delays or gaps in provision of services 

result which may exacerbate problems of children and families. Routine cases 

will become complicated, and those already involving mUltiple problems may 

escalate into urgent situations. The establishment of clear policies re-

garding management of records, intra-agency coordination of cases, identifi-

cation of problems, and the assurance of confidentiality are imperative. 

Size and organization of an agency will affect the level of administrative 

controls necessary to maintain good practice. 

A. PREVENTING LOSS OF RECORDS 

The responsibility for management of records must be clearly defined. 

Responsibility may rest with case managers) an individual ~"ithin a unit, and/ 

or a team within an agency. Clearly stated, written polic.ies must reinforce 

delegation of responsibility. Hritten policies should address the 

following: 

(1) Storage of Records. "Which records are to be stored 
where?" 

(2) Retrieval or check-out of records. "Htv may have access 
to which records?" 

(3) Check-in Records. "Who must return records, where and 
how soon?" 

(4) Deactivation of records. "Who deactivates records, how, 
and hm., long after termination?" 

Related to this issue are policies concerning the length 
of time terminated cases remain "active" for the purpose 
of making follm.,-up contacts and reports. Also related 
are policies regarding completion of summaries on all 
cases in a ~.,orker's caseload prior to leaving an agency. 
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(5) Transfer 'of Records. "Who transfers records, to ~vhom, 
and how?" 

(6) Tracing of Lost Records. "Who is responsible to trace 
lost records and how?" 

(7) Protection of Individually Identifiable Information. 

The establishment of clear procedures regarding coordination is impera-

tive. Coordinating transfer of a case involves procedures to transfer the 

recorded information, as well as procedures that facilitate the transfer of 

responsibility for an individual child. Communication links are of varying 

levels: mail, telephone and in-person. Methods for both formal and informal 

internal communication among staff must be stated. 

The point at which responsibility shifts from one unit to another, or 

from one person to another, during the transfer process must be spelled out. 

The critical elements are feed-back or follow-up mechanisms which insure that 

a transfer has been completed. Responsibility to insure successful comple-

tion of a transfer may be vested in any of the follo~ving: 

1. The Sending Unit. If the sending unit retains responsibility, 
a procedure is necessary that would alert the unit when a receipt 
has not been received from the receiving unit. Depending on the 
extent of decentralization, no more than three days should be 
allowed to lapse without follow-up via telephone and/or a mail 
tracer. A tickler system in the form of index cards, a log, 
daily postings of retained first copies of transfer slips, a 
general calendar with color cued tabs, etc. ~vould assist 
in the smooth operation of such a system.ll/ The unit super
visor or a designated administrative staff member w·ould carry 
the responsibility to implement and insure the smooth operation 
of this system. 

2. The mail clerk carrying the case. If the mail clerk assumes 
responsibility for case transfer, a system of registration, 
such as used by the U.S. Postal Service, may be implemented, 
requiring signatures of responsible individuals at both ends. 

12/ Office supply company catalogues list many items which could be used 
to implement a tickler system of this type. There are follow-up folders with 
metal signals for follow-up. Such a system may be set up by alphabet with 
signals to indicate the future date for action or by date (day, week or month) 
~vith an alphabetic control. 
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This system must be reinforced by disciplinary action against 
clerks who lose cases. Separate nO'tification by mail or 
telephone of intent to transfer a case may also be advisable. 

3. The receiving unit. In the case of the receiving unit taking 
responsibility to prevent case loss through follcw-up procedures, 
implementation of a tickler system would be necessary. This method 
would require that the sending unit notify the receiving unit of 
intent to transfer a case, at that point shifting responsibility 
directly to the receiving unit. 

4. The intake worker or case manager. The intake worker may 
retain responsibility for a case, requiring formal notifi
cation of receipt of a case. In the case manager model, 
the personal interest and involvement of a permanently 
assigned worker who would stay with the case from intake 
or through the system to closure has been found to increase 
efficiency. Frequent transfer of caseworkers diffuses re
sponsibility, decreasing quality of service, and contributes 
to the breakdown of management controls. 

5. An administrator i.n the central file office. Manual and com
puter based systems can maintain control of .cases and thus 
minimize case loss through administrative personnel in the 
central file office. Receiving units would send receipts to 
central files rather than back to the sender. The central 
file personnel would be alerted to the necessity for follow-up 
procedures if a receipt were not received within a specified 
length of time. 

The choice of which model would be most efficient for a given agency 

would be dependent on many fa.ctors; for example, the size of an agency, 

organizational fOrID'l case loads, staff attitudes and existing procedures. 

B. PREVENTING DELAY OR GAPS IN PROVISION OF SERVICES 

In some agencies, a case cannot be officially transferred until all 

material is dictated and the record is complete. Thus, a substantial 

delay may occur after the client and worker have agreed on the service plan 

but before the record is completed and ongoing services are begun. In 

addition, \o1hen the service worker receives the new case, it may assume a 

low-priority status because other cases, which are in crisis, command the 

service worker's time and attention. New cases, stabilized at the time 

e 

• 
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of transfer, often develop into emergency cases as a result of delay in 

the initiation of the service plan. 

An agency manager may wish to evaluate administrative procedures 

relating t6 transfer of cases. Assessment should address the question of 

whether or not cases that were originally less severe have developed into 

crises as a result of delays at various points during the transfer process. 

A major objective of this assessment is to clearly assign responsibility 

to prevent delays. The presence of delay can be detected by appending a slip 

to each case record, designed to collect some or all of the following infor-

mation. Relevant data might include: 

The date the intake worker reached agreement with clients 
on the service plan. 

The date the client had his or her last visit with the 
intake worker. 

The date the intake worker completed dictation of the case 
materials. 

The date the record was sent 'from intake. 

The date the record was logged in at the on-going service 
unit. 

The date the service worker made his or her first contact 
with the client. 

The date the service worker first met with the client. 

~~ile the presence of delay or gaps in the provision of services may 

be a result of heavy caseloads and inadequate staff to handle the volume of 

work they entail, overall agency performance is more cost-effective when cases 

are given prompt attention to prevent the development of more serious problems 

in a client's situation. Good practice has demonstrated that increased emphasis 

on prevention can be less costly in time and services than corrective efforts. 

In addition to emphasizing the need to close cases as expeditiously as possible, 
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consistent with good social work practice, the following corrective measures 

may assist a manager to emphasize the importance of paying prompt attention 

to cases being transferred. 

(1) The agency might revise its policies to incorporate 
time standards associated with the transfer of cases. 

(2) In addition, procedural changes may be inaugurated. 
For example, as a precondition to transfer, the agency 
might require a face'-to-face meeting with the intake 
worker, service worker, and the client. 

(3) Further, the initiation of timely services misht be 
encouraged through the adoption of a control file. 
Upon transfer, the intake wor1<e't might meet with 
the service worker and supervisor, noting on a con
trol card the date services are to be initiated and 
other key milestones for activities and reevaluation. 

C. IDENTIFYING CASES NEEDING ATTENTION AND PINPOINTING PROBLEMS 

Periodic review of cases may simultaneously fulfill several require-

ments. Routine supervisory review can ensure that: 

(1) Every client has a record and caseworker assigned 

(2) Recorded information is accur~te 

(3) Recording is completed and correct 

(4) Caseworker/client contacts have been as planned 

(5) Services are being provided as planned 

(6) Goals of case plan are being met 

Case reviews may consist of partial inventories or audits that can 

pinpoint and eliminate problems and errors in records, as 'veIl as in the file 

system. Additionally, case review helps the agency maintain a high level of 

social work practice, monitor delivery of services, and fulfill reporting 

requirements. 

Incorporated in an agency's total information system should be a method 

\vhich assists workers and supervisors in iden\tifying cases 'vhich need 

fI 
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attention. Among the cases which should be periodically identified by such 

a method are: cases on which reports are due, cases for routine follow-up 

contact, and cases due for review. 

A certain percentage of an agency's (or unit's) caseload should be 

reviewed and records audited periodically, achieving review and audit of the 

total caseload every six months, thus incidentally fulfilling the require-

ments of Title XX. 

A supervisor should be aware of which cases are due to be reviewed each 

month and work out a system in order to insure that these cases are identi-

fied. The system could be implemented in the following ways: 

(a) By keeping a list of cases with the month due on them 
and giving a list to the workers each month noting 
cases due. 

(b) By haVing individual card boxes for each worker ~.,ith 
cards filed by month they are due. 

(c) By marking cases with color tabs to signal the month 
they are due. 

An administrator who identifies an unacceptable level of error in a 

record system through spot checks during reviews may ~.,ish to inventory a 

larger sample of cases or the entire system. The following comprehensive 

master lists may be utilized as cross checks during the evaluation of the 

record system: 

(1) Clients accepted for care at intake 

(2) Clients rej ected and referred 

(3) Clients transferred within the agency 

(4) Clients transferred out of the agency 

(5) Clients terminated 

(6) Clients presently being served in each unit 

(7) Clients being served through service contracts 
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In conjunction with an inventory, staff should be surveyed with particular 

attention to the opinions of those most likely to be aware of the causes and 

consequences of error, i.e., those directly responsible for, and those directly 

dependent on, accurate input and output of data and handling of records. 

While inventories and staff surveys may be a one-shot effort to upgrade 

performance through pinpointing problems, on-going monitoring of a system 

is necessary to maintain efficiency. Evidence suggests that case monitoring 

and review have a posi ti'IJe impac t on agency performance only when combined 

with administrative enforcement mechanisms.]!/ 

In an attempt to deal with this issue, the State of New Jersey has 

established a Case Review Unit(CRU), which is directly responsible to the 

Chief of New Jersey's Bureau of Family Services. The primary task of the 

CRU is to review all foster care cases and identify those cases which are 

not progressing toward a permanent plan for each child in care, in order to 

prevent long-term drift of children in foster care. By giving the CRU 

authority directly from the Chief of the Bureau of Family Services, New 

Jersey hopes to provide a means for ensuring that intensive follow-up 

services are provided. This should encourage the development of permanent 

plans for children in cases where none exists. The New Jersey system 

represents an attempt to deal with what has been identified as a maj or 

problem in child ~.,elfare: the fact that "temporary" foster- care often 

continues for many years, with no plan for permanence for children.11/ 

24/ E. Sherman et al., Children Adrift in Foster Care (New York: Child 
Helfare League of America, 1973), p. 103. 

111 Personal communication with W. Van Meter, Case Review Unit, Division 
of Youth and Family Services, Trenton, New Jersey, November 1976 and January 
1978. For further information on this program, please contact William Van Meter, 
Supervisor, Case Review Unit, Division of Youth and Family Services, Department 
of Institutions and Agencies, State of New Jersey, One South Montgomery Street, 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625. 
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III. TRACKING CHILDREN IN CARE 

A client tracking system provides casework and supervisory staff ~lTith 

up-to-date information concerning the status of each case. The objective 

of a tracking system is to provide a means to ensure that services are be-

ing delivered as planned, preventing drift, and loss of information on children 

in care. This objective can be accomplished through a system, either manual 

or automated, by which current status information is immediately retrievable 

for every client, fulfilling the information needs of all units within an 

agency and providing a method of measuring client movement through the service 

delivery system. Efficient case tracking will: 

o Permit a quick status review. 

o Enable an agency to fulfill reporting requirements. 

o Facilitate evaluation and the identification of problem 
areaS. 

o Assist in the determination of responsibility for 
action. 

A. AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 

The increased demand for accountability, the growing complexity of 

service patterns, and the need for more information on clients has spurred 

the development of increaSingly complex information systems for human 

service delivery programs. Management information systems specifically 

developed for use in child welfare include: 

(1) Child Welfare Information Ser\1\).ces (CWIS) 
200 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
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(2) Child Care and Placement Information System (CCPIS) 
Office of Children and Youth Services 
Child Welfare Division 
Detroit, Michigan 

(3) Child Record System 
Edwin Gould Services for Children 
109 E. 31st Street 
New York, New York 

(4) Service Evaluation Information System (SEVINS) 
Child & Family Services of Connecticut 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Automated systems greatly facilitate tracking of children in care, 

while enabling agencies to efficiently fulfill reporting requirements. 

Be:tter collection, storage and analysis of information reduces the problem 

of paperwork. Edith Fein reports on the experience of a large multiservice 

agency providing a variety of social services, including traditional child 

welfare and family services, which has implemented the Service Evaluation 

and Information System (SEVINS).l£/ Objectives formulated by agency planners 

prior to implementation were to develop a system that would: 

"Provide information for administrative decision-making. 

Enhance the capabilities of program planning. 

Do evaluation studies based on cost-effectiveness and 
cost-benefit analysis. 

Build a record data base that would help attain the 
first three goals."11.1 

The system has made it possible to eliminate redundancy and duplication 

in forms. Data are regularly collected on case activity sheets. These sheets 

are filled out after an interview and have proved to be acceptable records 

26/ E. Fein, "A Data System for An Agency," Social Work 20:1 (January 
1975)-, pp. 21-24. 

ill Ibid., p. 21. 
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that are being used in Heu of dictation. This approach has encouraged 

more purposeful use of time during interviews and significantly streamlined 

administrative procedures. Costs can be compared on a program basis and 

the agency has the capability of determining unit costs accurately, facili-

tating management of purchase-of-service contracts. 

An additional benefit has been the generation of workload measurement 

data. The system collects two basic types of data: client data and worker 

data. Worker data includes information showing how each case~'lOrker allocates 

his/her time amct'.g the various primary tasks involved in service to clients. 

The worker fills out a card for each event of the day, indicating whether 

the event was case related activity or ether activity such as a staff meeting 

or student training. Monthly reports based on~hese data show how each worker, 

each department, and the agency as a whole distributed time among various 

activities. According to Fein, these reports indicated that workers ~vere 

spending an excessive amount of time on administrative and other indirect 

service activities. As a result, a standard was set by the agency that staff 

members who have no administrative, training, or other resportsibilities shoUld 

spend no less than 50 percent of their time in direct service. The monthly 

reports are rtow used .tD measure progress toward this goal. 

Significant problematic issues related to computerization involve 

confidentiality and human resistance factors.~/ A local agency considering 

the development and implementation of an automated tracking system must deal 

realistically wich both issues. Sufficient time must be devoted to staff 

£&/ K. Kraemer et a1., "Computer Utilization in Local Governments: A 
Critical Review and Synthesis of Research" (Irvine t California: Urban 
Information Systems Research Group, Public Policy Research Organization, 
1973) URBIS Repbrt Ill. (Himeographed.) and D. Fanshel, "Computerized 
Information Systems and Foster Care," Children Today 5: 6 (November/Decembe.r 
1976), p. 18. 
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training in the use of the system, because the attitudes and capabilities 

of staff responsible for input of data will determine whether or not the 

system can function adequately. 

B. MANUAL SYSTEMS 

Manual tracking systems can efficiently operate in conjunction with 

a master index or a record system. 

1. Master Index 

Master index cards vary from very detailed cards similar to a miniature 

case record, to very simple ones which contain a minimum of identifying 

information. The amount of work involved in keeping the master index current 

is directly related to the amount of information the card contains and the 

frequency with which the information is subject to change. 

The primary purpose of a tracking system is to keep current information 

on the status of each child. Changes in a client's status should always be 

reportp.d immediately to the master index file clerk. Identifying information 

may be limited to: name of client, date of case opening, location of complete 

case record, caseworker assigned, case number, date of birth of client, and 

present status. 

2. Record Systems 

The Nyssa Center Information System is basically a three-part manual 

recording and tracking system that allows for quick, easy retrieval and 

identification of the status of any given client at any time. The system 

provides a method of measuring and evaluating client movement through the 

service delivery system, as well as client flow and alterations in the flow. 

The three parts of the system are: the rol-a-dex card file, the register of 

services, and the central files. Each of these is a vital information source 
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detailing specific informational needs, while the combination of the three 

create a total information system. 

(a) Rol-a-dex Card File. This part of the system provides basic 

demographic data using a color-coding system to designate client 

involvement with a particular service. The special arrangment 

of the tags on the top of the card, as well as the color, in

dicates client status with a particular agency or specific 

service division within an agency. Cases are recorded by 

family and listed by the head of the household. The purpose 

of the card file is twofold: first, to provide a quick check 

on the status of the client; and second, to serve as a source 

for further detailed information on the client. This system 

facilitates evaluation and provides a quick and accur.ate un

duplicated caseload distribution count of both open and closed 

cases. The practicality of the rol-a-dex system is seen in the 

fact that it can store up to 4,000 cards (cases) in a space of 

approximately one square foot. The reverse side of the card 

serves as a reference for further information on the services 

provided for the client. 

(b) Register of Services. This aspect of the system is a log of 

actual services provided for a client. It is maintained by the 

service delivery ~orkers in each unit and is based on a coding 

system; that is, there are appropriate codes for each type of 

service and/or significant case action. The register system pro

vides a means of tracking clients and recording services rendered, 

documenting client flow, movement, and service utilization. 
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(c) Central Files. This aspect of the system is where specific case 

actions, case histories, and specific divisional information re-

quirements are recorded and stored. Included in the central file 

are required departmental forms (demographic information form, 

application for services form, and release of information form) 

and the Client Service Summary form. Color coded files are used to 

designate cases that are assigned to a single service unit, and 

cases that are receiving service from more than one unit. All of 

the service units and individual staff members participate in the 

creation of the central files, and the files are available for use 

by any staff member. Because of the need for confidentiality, some 

units do not record case histories in the central files. Using the 

centr.al files, the status of a client can be determined rather 

quickly by checking the Client Service Summary. Each time a 

central file is retrieved, the unit doing so must also record the 

date of retrieval and the reason or activity for retrieving the 

file. This summary of file retrieval corresponds ~.,i th services 

provided as coded in the Register of Services. If a Case is 

closed or transferred, e.g., moved from Foster Care to Adoption, 

this information is recorded on the Client Service form, as well 

as on the rol-a-dex card.ll/ 

Each of the three aspects of the information system serves as a check 

to the others. The combined elements provide for flexibility and adaptability; 

11/ M. 1'lalston and W. Morton, "Documentation of the Nyssa Center 
Information System" (Salem: Oregon Department of Human Resources, April 
1974). This publication may be obtained by contacting: National Technical 
Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
Refer to publication number PB 243-139. 
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but more important, they provide a common and integrated information 

system. The Nyssa system with its series of codes and check points could 

easily lend itself to computerization if the resources were available. 
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IV. REDUCING STAFF TURNOVER 

A high level of staff turnover is a common and significant problem 

experienced by social service agencies. Indeed, in Issues in Welfare 

Administration: Welfare - An Administrative Nightmare, Galm observed 

that caseworker turnover had reached "epidemic proportions".l!1./ She 

further noted that HEW reported an accession rate of almost 35 percent 

nationwide and a separation rate of almost 31 percent in fiscal year 

1970.11/ Many of the problems associated w'ith inadequate performance 

and poor quality of service delivery to children and their families are 

often related to difficulties in retaining competent staff, particularly 

direct service staff. 

This situation can be attributed to diverse issues. A local agency 

administrator may exercise only limited influence over many of these issues. 

Other fac tors germane to staff turnover rates, however, may fall wi,thin the 

supervisor's span of control. In "Administration in Social Welfare", Sarri 

emphasizes that increased expectations for accountability in social welfare 

agencies have accentuated a serious lack of management training among 

administrators who are increasingly confronting complex problems in manage-

ment of employee relations.ll.1 Although new techniques and strategies for 

dealing with these complex issues in human services organizations are 

largely undeveloped, it is clear that traditional guidelines are frequently 

inadequate when dealing with conflicts involving: (1) staff with differing 

30/ u. S. Congress, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint 
Economic Committee. Issues in Welfare Administration: Welfare - An 
Administrative Nightmare, by S. Galm (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1972), p. 33. 

31/ Ibid. 
32/ R. Sarri, "Administration in Social Welfare," Encyclopedia of 

Social Work (Washington, D.C.: National Association of Social Workers, 
1977), p. 50. 
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backgrounds~ education, and experience, (2) consumers and special interest 

groups with expanding channels through which to articulate needs, and (3) 

rapidly changing environmental conditions. Some of the issues identified in 

the literature as relevant to staff turnover will be briefly discussed, 

followed by suggestions to administrators for staff development which could 

increase job satisfaction and reduce turnover. 

A. ISSUES AFFECTING STAFF TURNOVER 

Research has suggested many and diverse issues that affect job satis-

faction and turnover among staff in social service agencies. Herzberg has 

provided evidence supporting theoretical formulations that two different 

sets of variables affect job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction.1l1 While 

satisfaction seemS to be related to job content, employees who were dis-

satisfied with their jobs cited reasons relating to the context of their 

jobs. Among the issues that Herzberg identified as context variables were 

administrative policy, supervision, working conditions, salary, relationships 

with fellow workers and status. 

Some of the dissatisfaction which affects staff in social services results 

from external forces such as a perceived low status of social welfare work in 

a communit.y or a poor image the public has of a particular agency. Agency 

administrators may ameliorate these problems by maintaining effective liaison 

with the media, the courts, and the legislature. A carefully planned, on-going 

public relations progr.am is an essential part of agency administration. 

Managing Your Public Relations: Guidelines for Nonprofit Organizations is a 

series of booklets which may be obtained from: 

National Communication Council for 
Human Services 

845 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 

$2.50 single copies, $12.00 per set. 

12/ F. Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man (Cleveland: World 
Publishing Co., 1966). 
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The intraorganizational forces affecting job context vary across 

agencies according to " ••• size of the organization, its goals, the nature 

of authority relations, the patterns of communication."34/ Patti's review 

of the literature suggests that an agency with a large number of employees 

is more likely to have communication problems and low staff morale than a 

smaller agency. Patti cites research which explains why this phenomenon 

occurs, and suggests ways to neutralize the apparent negative effects of size 

by improving communication, increasing participation of staff in the adminis~ 

tration of the agency, and maintaining flexibility of agency programs.~/ 

Another reason for low staf morale may be that an agency's goals are 

unclear or that staff may perceive agency policies as incompatible with 

personal or professional values. It is particularly important that staff 

understand agency goals and know how they are expected to support them. 

Olmstead and Christensen found that workers appeared to be more productive 

and satisfied in their jobs when agency goals were realistic and clearly 

s ta ted .1§.1 

Ineffective or inadequate supervision can also be a cause of Imv 

staff morale. As agencies have become larger and more bureaucratic there 

has been a profusion of policies, rules and procedures to maintain control. 

Agency administrators should encourage and provide a climate for open 

communication between supervisors atld subordinates, 'between peers, and 

34/ R. Patti, "Social Work Practice: Organizational Environment," 
Encyclopedia of Social Work (Washington D.C.: National Association of 
Social Workers, 1977), p. 1535. 

XiI Ib id " p. 1536. 
~/ J. Olmstead and H. Christensen, Effects of Agency Work Contexts: 

An Intensive Field Study, Vol. 1, llNational Study of Social Welfare and 
Rehabilitation Workers, Work and Organizational Contexts" [Washington, 
D. C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (SRS), 1973], 
pp. 107-125. 
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across units. Staff should have easy ~ccess to superiors and be encouraged 

to participate in the development of agency policies and practices. 

Additionally, "burnout" reactions related to continuous exposure to the 

emotional intensity and frustrations of social work with child welfare clients 

can be a significant cause of high turnover. Because much staff turnover has 

been attributed to "burnout" from heavy workloads, it has been sugg~sted that 

workers be given a period of time (two to six weeks every quarter) with no new 

cases added to their case-loads.lIl Additional recommendations to counteract 

"burnout" include allowing caseworkers more flexible hours, and more job 

variety involving opportunities to vary casework w'ith community organization 

and group work. 

Most important, however, is that distribution of the workload be 

equitable. Data from a workload measurement study can be used to assess the 

amount of caseworker time required for different types of cases, so that work 

as~igned is based on the complexity of cases rather than merely the number of 

cases. 

CWLA describes four methods for measuring workloads which could be useful: 

a) gross (total) time measurement, b) time log, c) job ticket, and d) work 

sampling.l&1 Gross time measurement involves accounting for all the time spent 

by a worker for the entire day over a specified period of time (usually two 

or three weeks). The worker is given a log sheet for each day which has been 

divided into 10 to 15 minute intervals. On this sheet s/he is to record 

a code numb~r or letter for each interval to indicate the activity of that 

interval. This is the easiest method to administer, but it involves more 

of the workers' time than other methods. It also has the disadvantage of 

ILl C. Henry Kempe, Houston, Texas: Second Annual National Conference 
on Child Abuse and Neglect, April 1977. (Remarks before the Plenary Session.) 

38/ Workload Measurement in Child Welfare (New York: Child Welfare League 
of America, 1970), pp. 12-13. 
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being truly representative of only the two or three week period during which 

the gross time measurement was carried out. 

The time log method is very similar to that of gross time measurement. 

The major difference is that data are gathered on a random sampling of days 

over a year's time rather than for a discrete time period. Th,e advantages 

of this method are that it is in some ways less burdensome to staff and less 

disruptive of on-going activities, as well as being representatlve of the 

agency's work over the entire year. Disadvantages include the fact that it is 

more difficult to administer because of the sampling procedures and the require-

ment that the process must be monitored through the year. 

The job ticket method focuses on the work unit rather than time measure-

ment for individual staff. The primary disadvantage uf this method is that it 

requires a great deal of staff effort and motivation to collect data on a 

sufficient number of each type of work unit to insure a representative sample. 

Work sampling is the method recommended by the Family Service Association 

of America.39/ The underlying assumptions in the work sampling study method 

are that a random sample of moments of the worker's time per day will adequately 

represent his/her day and that a random sampling of work moments of all the 

staff through the year will be representative of the agency's work as a whole. 

This method impinges less on the worker's day-to-day activities than do any of 

the other methods. However, sampling p1;'ocedures must be rigorously followed. 

An agency without the capacity of doing this should not attempt this particular 

method. 

More recently, payment systems have been developed for adoption services 

which define a comprehensive set of line-worker activities and utilize case 

specific recording to account for 100% of case related time. Thus the case 

39/ Time & Cost Analysis Series (New York: Family Service Association of 
America, 1968). 
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hour becomes the basic unit of service, and workloads are measured and costs 

computed accordingly.~/ 

While agencies usually participate in some workload measurement 

efforts, the objectives are often to provide evidence of worker produc-

tivity and substantiate agency requests for additional staff. These data 

also should be used to ensure equity of worl<;load disttibution.,il/ 

Finally, in order to present a balanced picture of the issues relating 

to staff turnover in an agency, Some mention should be made of other factors 

related to the prac tice of social work, such as ~.;rorker mobility and the 

increased number of non-professional workers in public agencies. 

Kadushin cites research supporting the contention that public agency staff may 

lack commitment to their jobs, having accepted the position because they were 

unable to obtain the job of their choice.~/ In the absence of professional 

~ commitment to the child welfare field, an agency director must attempt to 

instill a commitment to the agency's mission, and encourage development of 

feelings of trust and interdependence among staff and administrators. Care-

fully planned staff development activities and purposeful efforts to improve 

intra-agency communication may help to accomplish these objectives. 

B. STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

Cohen defines staff development programs as including: " ••• orientation 

to the agency, individual and group supervision, consultation, seminars, 

staff meetings, peer review, interagency educational programs, participation 

in committees and on task forces, and attendance at professional institutes 

40/ See Adoption Service Resource Section. 
41/ See Fein, "A Data System for an Agency," 
42/ A. Kadushin, Supervision in Social Work 

University Press, 1976), p.32. 

p. 22. 
(New York: Columbia 
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and conferences."!il/ Such programs are designed to improve on-the-job 

performance IOf staff. An additional dimension of staff development is 

organizational development which aims to improve overall organizational fUnc-

tioning by involving staff in the planning of training and development pro-

grams .!±i/ Agency boards and administrators are faced with decisions concerni.ng 

what particular staff development programs are needed, ,how much can be spent 

on staff development, where to 19cate effective training programs, and how to 

make the most efficient use of the opportunities at hand. 

The remainder of this section on staff development will briefly address 

three topics: supervision, the team model as a means to improve intra-agency 

communication, and training. 

1. Supervision 

Although changing many aspects of an agency's operation may be costly, 

improvement of supervision is not. Effective supervision is one of the most 

important means of improving staff morale and performance and reducing costly 

turnover. Supervisi.on in social work 9as traditionally served two purposes; 

(1) educational to improve professional skills, and (2) administrative: 

to maintain organizational accountability. l<adushin, however, emphasizes a 

third function, that of "expressive-supportive-leadership. "2/ This function 

should address the broad spectrum of problems which direct service workers in 

local child welfare agencies encounter. 

Increasing opportunities for middle-level management and supervisory 

positions have become available for social workers with graduate degrees. 

!il/ G. Cohen, "Staff Development in Social Work," Encyclopedia 
of Social Work (Washington, D.C.: National Association of Social Workers, 
1977), p. 1541-

!±if See L. Kirkhart, and N. Gardner, eds. "Symposium: Organizational 
Development," Public Administration Review 34:2 (March/April 1974-), 
pp. 97-140. 

2/ Kadushin, Supervision in Social Work, p. 20. 
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Many graduate schools of social work are strengthening their curricula in 

administration and supervision. Newly-graduated social workers, however, 

may have little experience in direct service or other social work practice, 

and it is especially important that emphasis be placed on their development 

of supervisory skills. Although little information is available on issues 

and methods related to supervising the supervisor, the innovations mentioned 

below could be used to increase supervisory and interpersonal skills. 

Direct observation of the supervisory conference or some form of visual 

and/or audio recording could be useful to both the supervisor and the 

supervisee. This kind of feedback on supervisory performance could be 

especially helpful to recently graduated Mmr s ~-lho may have been placed 

in supervisory level positions after brief periods of time spent in direct 

service. Two publications of particular interest to supervisors are: 

Alfred Kadushin's previously mentioned Supervision in Social Work, and a 

booklet q£fered by the American Public Welfare Association, written by Eve 

Kneznek, entitled Supervision for Public Welfare Supervisors .It§/ 

Innovations in supervision include direct observation of the super-

visee, video and/or audio taping of the interviews, peer supervision, and 

time limited supervision. Direct observation or the use of various re-

cording media can overcome one of the biggest obstacles to effective super-

vision, the supervisee's selective memory with regard to ~-lhat occurred 

during the interview or group session. A major advantage of audio-visual 

techniques is that they allow for playback. Thus, the supervisee is able 

to see and hear him/herself as he/she is seen and heard by others.!iJ.../ Peer 

group supervision and time-limited supervision are both possible solutions 

46/ 
American 

!iJ...! 

E. Kneznek, Supervision for Public Helfare Supervisors (Chicago: 
Public Welfare Association, 1966). 
Kadushin, Supervision in Social Hork, p. 420. 
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to the problem of prolonged supervision. Peer group supervision, which 

might be more appropriately term8~ consultation, encourages the peer group 

to conduct group meetings. Meetings are devoted to a review of cases and 

treatment approaches, and the group climate is characterized by mutual 

sharing of expertise, shared responsibility for professional development, 

and maintenance of agency services standards.~/ Time-limited supervision 

is illustrated by the contract system described by Fox.!ti...! In this form 

of supervision, the supervisor and supervisee sign an agreem~nt specifying 

the things the worker needs to learn in a specified period of time. It appears 

to be analogous to thg contract between cl.ient and agency, which is becoming 

more prevalent in child welfare practice. 

2. Improved Communication 

Sarri observes that, "Social Agency Administrators are liable to be con-

fronted increasingly with problems in conflict resolution, management of 

employee relations, and differential use of staff ."2S2./ A maj or dilemma in the 

utilization of staff is the varying backgrounds, education, and. experience of 

staff recruited to work in public agencies. 

In a paper prepared for the Office of Child Development, Willard Richan lL/ 

recommends a staff structure based on the team model proposed by Brie1and and 

others ~/ for foster care services. The team, as described by Richan, consists 

of a leader with an MSW, social workers with BA's, and paraprofessionals. Cases 

48/ R. Hare and S. Frankena, "Peer Group Supervision," American Journal 
of Orthopsychi~t;y 42 (1972), p. 527, cited by A. Kadushin, .Supervision in Social 
Work, p. 438. 

!:fl./ R. Fox, "Supervision by Contract," Social Casework 55: 4 (April 1974), 
pp. 247-251. 

2S2./ Sarri, "Administration in Social Welfare~" p. 50. 
lL/ W .. Richan, "Working Paper on Personnel Issues in Child Welfare" 

(Philadelphia: Temple Un'iversity School of Social Service Administration, 
1976). (Mimeographed.) 

52/ D. Brieland et al., Differential Use of Manpower: A Team Model 
for Foster Care (New York: Child Welfare League of America, 1968). Further 
information on the team model may be found in Naomi 1. Brill, Teamwork 
(Philadelphia: Lippincott Co., 1976). 
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are assigned to the team as a whole, but ul timate accountability resides w:I. th the 

team leader. The BA level workers provide the majority of direct services to 

clients, with assistance from the team leader when his/her expertise is required. 

Paraprofessionals are able to specialize; for example, a paraprofessional assigned 

to a team might specialize in foster. parent recruiting or in community resource 

mobilization. Some advantages of the team model are that it can: 

o Allow for specialization without fragmentation. 

o Foster cohesion within work units through the inter
dependency of workers. 

o Overcome the paraprofessionals' difficulty with 
moving beyond the specifics of the situation, and 
help the professional to see the impact of agency 
policy and regulations on individual clients. 

o Increase the likelihood that a wider set of alternatives 
will be considered in the process of making important 
decisions, such as removal of the child from 'lis home. 

o Reorient the focus of evaluation from process to outcome 
because the \vhole case is handled within the Same unit. 

Introduction of the team model is not without its problems. It may require 

considerable reorientation for the staff. It also requires skill on the part 

of the staff person assigning cases to the team, as well as skill in assigning 

cases to .individuals within the team. Work relationships become increasinRly 

important as team members become more interdepende,nt. A maj or benefit of 

the team model is improved communication among staff. 

3. Training 

\fuile supervision and communication relate to internal, on-going func-

tioning of an agency, structured training programs may be conducted either 

within an agency or obtained from other sources external to the agency. Most 

public agencies do not lack training opportunit:l.es. The problems are to 

identify those that are ne~ded and are effective, and to budget sufficient funds 
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to provide for the different kinds of training programs that could be beneficial ~ 

for staff. Programs may range from teaching the "nuts and bolts" of functional 

accounting and computer utilization to team management and organization develop-

ment. In most states, there are municipal leagues, university-connected training 

centers, and community colleges which offer specialized training opportunities 

to supplement those which may be available through the state department of social 

services. In Managing Human Services, the International City Management 

Association cites several examples of such training opportunities.21/ The 

Action Training Service of the Kansas Municipal League, the League of 

California Cities, the Massachusetts League of Cities and Towns, and the 

New England Nunicipal Center have all run specialized programs and workshops 

for human services personnel. 

Two groups, administrators and non-proiessionals in public agencies, 

are in particular need of training. The critical need for curricula to 

address administration in social services agencies has been mentioned by 

Cohen, particularly in such areas as systems management, planning by 

objectives, and cost-accounting methods.54/ The Child Welfare Resource 

Information Exchange has identified an'example of a self-teaching audio-

cassette unit which addresses some of the management issues in the public 

sector.21/ The program consists of six casettes with a coordinated work-

book and text to be used for independent study or with a group. Entitled 

Management By Objectives and Results in the Public Sector, the book requires 

managers to focus on results rather than activities. Emphasis is placed 

on i;:lentifying indicators of effectiveness, establishing realistic and 

measurable objectives, and taking corrective actions to keep objectives 

53/ W. Anderson et al., eds. Managing Human Services, (Washington, D. C.: 
International City ~.anagement Association, 1977), p. 222. 

2!J:./ Cohen, "Staff Development", p. 1544. 
2.1/ EXCHANGE, 1: 2 (September 1977) Washington, D. C.: Child Welfare 

Resource Informat:i,on Exchange. 
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and activn plans directed toward desired results. Management by Objectives 

and Results in the Public Sector, by George Morrisey, may be obtained from: 

MOR Associates 
P. O. Box 5879 

Buena Park, California 90622 

Price: $95.00. 

In-service training for para-professionals and volunteers has received 

some attention in the literature. Lela Costin provides an example of how 

a particular agency function can be analyzed and then taught to the non-

worker. Faculty at the Jane Addams School of Social Work undertook a 

three-year cooperative training program with ten state public child welfare 

agencies which focused on the licensing of homes for child day cax-e. The 

overall purpose of the project was to demonstrate that the non-professional 

staff person can be trained to adequately perform the tasks involved in the 

licensing of family homes for the day care of children.2£/ Agencies employing 

these newly trained workers expressed satisfaction with the performance of th~ 

trainees following training. The findings of the project evaluation indicated 

that the worker's competency depended largely on the clarity of agency expecta-

tions and how much support and opportunity for learning the agency provided 

in this area for all its staff. 

While these two groups of social service staff--administrators and 

non-professionals--have been identified as generally in need of in-service 

training, the more fundamental issue seems to be to fl ••• delineate the roles 

and tasks to be accomplished by each level [of staff] and the amount of educa-

tion and training, both academic and agency based, necessary to provide 

sufficient undup1icated service of high quality. fl211 Accomplishment of this 

~/ L. Costin, I1Training Nonprofessionals for a Child Welfare 
Service, fI Children 13: 2 (March/April 1966), pp. 63-68. 

2lj Cohen, "Staff Development," p. 1542. 
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objective requires sophistication in public personnel administration, and 

knowledge and experience regarding program needs and utilization of available 

resources. In addition, agencies should place a high priority on providing 

an adequate range of training opportunities for all levels of staff. The 

emphasis on staff development can be used to help an agency reduce staff 

turnover which is a serious drain of agency resources. 

------------, 
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